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ABSTRACT ';
This research study. examines, educationan Japan.

Emphasic is on providing a 'rich, detailed.descriptiOn cf Japanese
education, particularly, as it is practice#. in the primary -school. .The

. pain descriptive points are highlighted' by a Co:prison of the
Americankedudaitional orates with lira of. the Japanese. A major .

- . objectiae of the study is to Correct some of the listonceptions that
Americans have about Japanese *lineation. Chapter:cne exaainet how
education canpronote equalitatien social change.- The history of
Japanese education is discussed in chapters two'alid thiee.s-The'
importince of class and family,ond equalitarian-education' in the
primary ischoolor are --dealt with in chapters four and five ,

respectively. Chapter6six disansses mustery,leainingli Japan. The
Impact that the Japanese .primary school has. had- on the moral
orientation* of-youth is treated in chapter: seven. Exam competition
is examined in ,chapter eight.' The difficulties that Japanegi.young
people are experiencing in adjusting to the adult world are studied
`in' chapter nine. Equal opportunity is `the Topic of chapter ten.
ChaKer elenen reviews, a few of the educational problems which,
trouble conteaporary.Jatan and speculates, on the future -of. edubat ion
in Japan. (Author/1M) '4. 0
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INTRODUCTION'

.717 . is a study abo t Scho6144
,

:and howl^ under the

favorable c ondit ions pr ent, 'in° p os t Woad _War II u ap an, they .

,

- can both promote greater equality in the skills,'"inotivationa,
4

and values of their pupils -and contribute to levelling the social

,

'structures that these youth enter. The Japanese. 'experience may
.

be exceptional. among :ttile advanced societies. ue s f o

lowing' World War II,, schools Were asked to promote, greater'
t

social .equalityt Mhjoi efforts were) devoted to desegregating

'School facilities, to Improving the

rd areas, to ihtroducing compensato,

,
lity of schools in bhck..!.

education for the
. . ..\

.

cuturally depriveds-ind to ihproving the quality 6f, guidance

available, to Ails. 'Yet :sevei.al studies whiCh 'have. evaluated .

.
. .

the e reformi challenge. their efficacy. Christopher Jencks Axid,
. ,

. a- \
whir colleagues in their Inequality conclude:

,

,

4\
\,

, .
\

t There \is no evidence that ichool reform can substantially -

reduce, the extent 401f cognitive inequility, as measured by

tests of verbal fluency, -reading compreherisions. or mathe-

trU
k

.1

:!

1 , ,

matical Skill...None of the evidence we have reviewed
1

.

,.

iuggests that school, reform can .be- expected to .bring * ' ,

about significant social chariges outside of tWichools.,
...,....

, - 4

panese experience totally contradicts thiSe-cOnclusions.

This thesis on the potency of Japanese schoels:will
,, - f

. 4 .

i 6 . , .. . .

y, surpriSe many readers.
,

It, has been my .experience .thet
,

C. .

P

herwise well -informed ,peOpie do not haiie a balanced per-
it

Or. the Japanese'. situation. 'for example,, they- think Joan-
.
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A , 1. e
5 1

is 'characterized by great inequalities in income, qwerr, and

wealth this 4 true; but Japan's inecial4ies:areileks than
1

America's and, moreovetls.have been decreaslagienter.the west
. ,

/ .. . . . .

twenty yeers. 'Theymay have learned-about Japan's highly_com-
*. 1

,petitiye examination dyetem.and*.how.it Chains so many unhappy.
.

,

,youth to,their.studieS, yet they 6olnot know about the happy
-

,

Japaneseprimary ichool.where eihildren fork loving'friendelipd,
4 '? 1 4

_ 4
, 0 .

appreeiate music, develop aesthetic sensitivity, -and also learn,
a ' -- . ,':

% .
to read, s'write- and :Calculate: . Hoping ./tip correct some of these

,
. .

. .

misconceptions, I hate attempted in this study to provide -a

rich, detailed description o f Japanese education, pai:ticularly
. .

.as it 1st practiced the primary. school.'

, chaptersfocus -on particular facets ot'Ahe 3r-ocess..J

bhapteys- Two aticf Three focus: eon. some aspects. of the

hiltarY of jaiumese educatiOnOc!.e.ty-while-the remaining
5

, , .:.

..
Among these, Chapter Five which summarizes mY"observations over,,- -

. -,..k.

.Et yearlong period- of the educational procigses in priMary'end

. s
middle schools may be' of.g'eatest interest -'-to the'real, ,

. .

unfamiliar with the -Jap ese situation. I ave often .reliedr
4 1

on comparison. with the American .situatidn to 'highfight the main
. ---

,

w

a 1

descriptitve:=panta. 'Given the diversity of the and-the
5

' tendency for so much of recent "reporting to fOcus* b4 the worst

*
. .-

.t e
r

examples of American education, I recognize some of-these F.\ . . .
.-,

.

comearisons may' exa6erate the differences..
.

P A , -
,

At the same time, I have tried to move beyond description
1

, .

, and develop several arguments that explain the potency°OT
. .

JipaheseedUcation. These -provide'the structure for several
114 .1,
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of the later chapters, and finally'in' Chapter Eleven they are

.brought 'together' in a series of prppothition.s. Theres I identify,'

what I believe to 'be the 'major lessons of'Japanese education
.

for the''Americap. educator and researcher. While Japanese educa-
* f

has .develOped 14 its special societal Context, many' Of its
o ,

'distinctive 'ctlaracteristics are imitable.: Also; Some of Zapan:S
, . ,

4
problems may become. the ,problems of the other advanced societies: ,

, .

A Four years ago ,Wheri I began this :istudy, I had no idea

it would take its present .form. 64gina1ly I' viewed educition

^ f
'

-Simply ag an, ihdicator of ,social,status anrintended to investi-
.

gatellOw its contributiow.to the. Japanese Sprocess -Of status *

\attainment was Similar to- or differed from, the experience of

other societies. It would be 'difficult' to recciunt.all of the

reasons.. which led me away froni this initial, plan. Mi struggle

with the status attainment 'data ilaSiale factor. _As' wiil be .

.

4pirent in Chapti, Ten of this book, the Jipaneste data does

not'behave as consistently is the recent data reported for the
o

Cbefficients indicating ,the' strength of- relation between
. sy,

education and other status Variablei jump 'around from cohort

to Scohort in unpredictable wayi suggesting complex disoohtinui-

tlies ,in recent Japanese experience. As I looked more deeply
...

into this experience, I came to appreciate that it strains some

of the., crucial assumptions of the status.
.

attainment - research: ,
,

,fin particular, it .is questionable whether occupational'attainment

Is the .best indicator of status attainment. Also whereas the

Status attairment*-.tradition 'assumes stability in the dtfferen-
eN -

tial ranking of occupations as well as in the relative social
1

6

.0

Iv

m
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distance between occupatiOns
2

these assumptions dot not hold for

the Jipinese. case. Iltiet e considerations ;led. me to questiOn*
,I .4

, 6

---the pracica' itir of rigorous. comparativ e' research on status
- .., . .

.
attainment. w .

. ._ .
. ,

.

S ,

At the same time other factors 'Were leading me to ask

more . penetrating qUestione about -the significande of the Japanese

experience. In ways that are too complex to relate here, _I

appreciate how my' childhood in the state of North Carolina,' the

most egalitarian of the,Deet South states, has alWaYs seRpi- .

iized -me -to questions of equity and human feelings. :These/

Innate concerns .surtabed a's :I
.

Japanese story. My. wife, who

ta ught for several years in 4

became more e-fiiiliar with the

.
.1

was educ4ed in Zapanand also _

ItyotO high .schobl, jpOisibiy. in-A
.
fluenced me to devote' more attention to 4apan'ese achoolin

. . : ebnversations with-Benjamin-Bloom, Charles Bidwell, Mary Jean

Barman and other colleagues ht. the University Of' Chicago also
, .

played an ,important role; It was Bloom, in particular, who -

. .

. sensitized me to the ,plight of the -slow"puRil and helped me to
. .... Al_ A . ,

.---
understand and value he processes in the sJai,anese olissrooi

Which enable this often neglected being to master the. curriculum
1 1 .

-and develop self-respect. I. am grateful .tO".all of these indi-
4

viduals and experiences for leading me onto a new road.
.

,, , . ,-
.

, .

OP course; my gratitude does not stop there. 'Throughout

the four year perioa:of.this study I have been the recipient of

a grant from the Natiq al Institute. of Education, U.S. Office

of:EdUcation, and halie a teciated the s pport of myyrOject
4

directors, Robert ,Pruitt and zer St y. My year of actualv

t .
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Educational
..-

donimission. in Javan. "(Also . known as the ylilbright ,Coairaission).
, , 0 . ., .,,

C .1
1 Will'always.apprebiate the hospitality of PrOfesdprtetsuya

ty -; : f .
Kobayashi and the Faculty of Educa*On at Kyoto University who

* v , ib
were my local sponsors; as well as of-the principals, tedcherq'l '

. /.

,

and pupils' of the Schools I -visited ,;and "observe/d.' I 'wish to
. .

,Z thank the f011owing individuals who generously shared their

' _insights and in some' instances ttr aa_et unpublished data

With me :: Atsushi-Nasoi and Kenichilominaga of the /University
. .

of-Tokyceikuo Amano, Morfkazu Ushiogi, and HidelOri Fujita of
a , .. .

Nagoya...University; Makato Aso andYasumasaTomoda of -Osaka, Uni-.
. , .

varsity; Michiya Zhinboriind Kazuyuki Kitamura of HiroshiFa

University. I would also. like to thank the several individuals
. . 4 .

4
..

who haveplaked a key role helping to compiAg ,information or
,

, i
otherwise assist in the Clevelopmen

i
of this study: Noritaugu

.r
0

'Ishido of Kyoto University,, Michael Ba'rnas, Osamu*Kusafsul '

Miranda Ferrell, Robert' Burns; EgUsal Karen Pfttmati,\

Gary fbieten 'and EarlineFr41Sn of.the,UniversitY of.Chicag'?..

-Thomas ROhlen des rtes special thanks for his, thoughtful critique

of my first:, draft. Finally, I am grateful to Morris Janowitz
.,

'William J.
r
1417.1so,1;_Philip,Foster,-*Edward Laumann, and Tetsuo ,

'" Najita for .their support over the difficult period diduring which

4

I completed the, repsent version:
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WHAT ARE THE WESTIONS?
O

;71
4

. How can edu ation promotelgalitarian,social cha ge? 'Much

of the current thinking on this matter is' concerned with decreaq-
,

\'ing the impact of social background on academic and soci teconomic

1 ,e,
.

;achieveient. This conveational'meritocrap.c approach As times a .

Continuation of taregtablished inequalities betweenthe poWerfui

and the weak; thelich and the poor, the 'respected'and trl rest.

.. ,

-., ft.

40 4 ) k

P, , ..., 11.

The goal is to alter the conditions 'that determine4ho as umes
-

..e.,.

these inequal positions. Based on the
.

meritocratic valu premise

that, the, most able products of the school should be, sele
I

led fd;"

. . p '. .

,

the,most impotadt positions in society, this convention approach.4,

. ,

a

results in reforms:to*promote.greatir equality of, opport' ity.
.. e f ,

,

The meritocratic aibroais outdated. Its ecorice with
, ...

'
,

.
.

It, _...,reducing, the impact of social background can be applauile but *
1

.

4 becomes increaSingildifficult to.assess_prbgress in this
e'

seort as the schools!, receive the full cohort of young .people .. ,."

.

:.and Rromote them, irrespective of performance, until theicomple-
, .

'tion of high schoo1. Whi3A idocliool, young.beopie are tested
,

1, . J' q
'and graded into "cliff rential ability" groups for suhsequent,_ )

.

', 0 ,----,----7..

-channeling into stratified educational careers. Compensatory ,

. .

educational programs ark develop(d to improve .the school per- ., ..-

'formaice of children rrom deprived.backgroundsand:ele4ate them

0
to the higher educational tracks. These ponpensatory.prograhs

k \
.. , . .

b-.';..
.go not deem to work. Blczt\even if 'they did, would the imprOved

.
..

L. I, .
.

i
.

. .

q
4
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school performance of thesechildienvdo lheM much good. Toi
T

intoday's overeducated society we latness:the:imoaly of
. .

unemployed Ph.D.'s and college graduates working arwaitev,-

while high schobl educikted eleClriciaps enjoy a Prinbely life4

style.1. Children from lower glass backgrOunds may thanks'to

the'Compensatory programs,A ,schoolih sahool,only to find.Out

2
that they .are destined therefore. to do,podirly in 7-

In contrast -with the meritocratieahroach, some /
visionaries have outlined .8

,)

till.nsformatiopr

tocuses<fik-st on structures tattier than the Iflow o

through these str4Ctii48:3-0The tratiSforMati

challenges the.established.hierarchies, re g that they be.1
. ,

4 . 4,,
"levelled. Rather than aconcern with rec uci gthe effect4of

I
1

sodial background On individual lderrning)-it attempts to,,, .1.
. .

realize a_ s ituation where all can learn. An rather than have
:4?

1 . .

. .

,

pupils learn those skills and knowledge that will -help them to

which

people

nist ippioach

ti

.

f

'fit into the.exisiing hierarchies, the trans
-:

urges that pupils develop a critical attitude tothese- hierar-
44 4

ormatiopist approach

chies.- As'the-hierarchies become more equa , so will the

.opportunities.- - r

I: NI
s ' I

While
.

China, Cuba, and Tinzania.amo the third world;
., ..

....._

- ,

countries have made .clear commitments. to th transfoimatiodtist
-

approach, most of,i theadvinceecapitalist si,64etiei have been-
___ ----,

..
. , .

I.- -- --

.
resistant: Japatirepresents an interesting. encetption. Japeints,

. "-it./ - .

. 0-
1 I.

.., conservative idling,,class has- stubbornly'cLng.to t .tie old
i

. /
t % 4

meritoeratic model. ',Meanwhile, .due to postwar reforms, the,
- . ..s. .1.,_

leadekship of `the radical teacher's union, Eind other favorablip
k, -. .

,p
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cbndittons, the actual rodess ofl set-lc:Soling in Japan has come

to approximatethe'transTormationlst:approach 3.4 a number
O.

specific ways: The central government and the leadership of

Japan's economic institutions have resisted_this clevelopmeht.

( Howeyer, they have been unable-to exercise decispre influence

' on the, actual-e_OnduCi_afJeducatimn_in:tleiclaiSrooms.1Jtkpan's
6

.

teachers have deveipped a remarkably egalitarian educational

' routine
*

iwhich, because of its impact an young people, has led

1-3,

ta,egalittrian'social chimge. 6

.... ,. . . .

,

-.
JapaAthen among the advanced capitalist societies is-an

unusUalscase: The edudattil.pn being practiced there pipvides-a
.

glimpse of, what the' other ach4nced societies may develep over

% trie long run. While we wish to know more about this transforia-
...

.

. . . tionist approach, how should we'so about investigating it? Long,
. . ....

-
.

a ..,
. .. . .

..'experience.with,the meritbcratic approach has led- to the develop-
. . . , "

. ____-

men-6 of a standard set of pr reocedus for itw*description and '
.

evaluation, but thegare largely irrelevantto the tranSformi-"'

-tionist approach. ,A new se questions need to be asked. in
. . -

outlinethe remainder. of thi chap,ter,we utline several of the new
..---

.4 !

questioris -s Bested by' the Japanese experien ce.
--..-1

....
4.

4 .........
:.Why Only Cognitive_Effects?

Educators recognize that their pupils undergo remarkable
. -

.10

.e-rowth.during theschooll.yee.rs. .--/n.Japan,,teagher& welcome, this
. .

. .
. -

growth and attempt te
4
influenc, e it in all' its diveresity heir

ideal-is "whole.person educatiOn."' Teachers ati-eine,of the. '
. .

,p- -

w

scbodls we visite seleCted the following 'goals to guide their.

.work during the tear of ouraobservation:

c

/



.

.. --to 'develop children with pure and rich heartsp,

-=to build ;up strong` and ithy bodies;

0
,

.

Ilea esi
,

.

,

--.to prc,lot the spirit of curiOsityAnd irltellectudl
--,

. . .

ie.chieveee ts.;
1

-'...to enaours\gs the will tb endure in whatever
. .
is

. 4-

",

a-Ctemptbd;
* '4

%--:tghelp,eaCh child to understandfhow-hi:sstrengths
e / \

., *cOmpaR thosement tho of his claS 7 ,smates., .

. s

.i
T. he Wi, l linAne4s oe3. ap, aneseteachers. 't..,.o d, e#,,4Op."whole

- ,

,

_people" is a crucial factor ..in Japanese.educatiOn's
k,

c.,=pacity.to'
.,%.,

.

. -.promote ch4nge.'-..-Izi eadhing to :their_ pupils, the telea,01era.
0 .$.

'influenbe the way these young'pe'ople respond 'to,ebtalAished
-. ,.

. Ce,
1

patterns of behavior. As7we shall
. .

, :.,,that are emphasizedbby teaCh-erl-se,

4o.

see later, many of the values

consisten with the status

,:clip :of the larger society. ,HJwever, teache so convey, an'.
.

A.ncorisistent "egalitarian sentiment" which provides'l rage
4.y

4= .
for,gocial ,change.

., ,

'The notion of'promoting the develvent of whole

'. : -:

.

vson. is not alien to the American ,educational:tradition. 5
.

+p
.' .

. Yet' reviewing the conversional American evaluative studies, we

ti

/

,fipd that most focus exclusively on the oucpUts"

,-of
3
schools and on-the edudattomal system's function of confer -,

L.

ring,c04fication. The evaluative studies acknowledge that

'tIfF schools nay have eUebts on other.Paculties.. For instance,

anon-
'//

Jencks) et. al, Choosing to Label 'these .other effects es
i/ .

.

cognitiy&-traits,"4.6 so Par as to say'that they axe the most

5- . '1

i .

`important. -However, the'se same authors demur from a serious.
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,
.'

I w h ,
analysis of noncognitive. ,growth positing that little Is or

K ' .7

r

ban- be known about it as_the methOd4ogy..of social scieice

lacks.ade t
quate)pkoc,edures for categorizing and measuang.non-.

:

cognitive traits::
. ., .

) The.e4me conslderation guides most of the conventional// .

.research. In a few studies, attitudinal and motivationel:liaria-
,

.1
blesare used ,as predictors of cognitive -achievement but in no

instance are they treated as outcomes. The ibtentially'impor-, .

tant Question ,tlf the noncognitive effects bf schooling is

A
. avoidedbecause it-cannot be handled with the most .advanced. *..

. ..
.

methodology. By default,. the research focuse l on the possibly
.'

trivial but measurable

/

dun exposure to
d .

alternative of'cognitive growth,T-

the-Japanese situation convinces us ofCi.-
. . ,,,

the'severe handicaps any evaluative- study will encounter if it
.

.
:.

.,
...' 44 .

'focuses exclusively on'qognitive ..outcomes: Society cannot be

ganged simply by making people smarter. To bring about change,.

the objects people.value and the motivation they are prepared

expend to reo.lize theiiyalues have to be altered.

Why 'Onl 'Short ,run Effects ?''

Each person's deyelopment occurs over a long period with

individual id+Acraciesin rates an4 stages. At some points.

1\

in an individua cycle development puquproceed quite rapidly
.. .

,.
..

whereas at otherpOints there maybe a long slump::

Thus meaningful 'trends ipindiVidual deielopmeni 1
.,

. 4
..,

i.
.

cannot reliably be ascertained over, a shOrt period of time..

A Catefully planned evaluative study Of ,the effects of

school reforms on individual'growth would review individual

14 w

r

.

b.
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..

change at, several points over a sufficient_ time span. Whiles.
' t . .. . . . . .. -

thi's 'ideal research design is generally' ac
,

.edged, most, of ,f,,.;: - , .
. .

- . , t.
the conventional Anierican evaluative stu

.

ae lowed it.
.

Thfl l'fmse!k`rch_ fnr the_raur_h_p_qbac-i-z-ed-G-64-01 report
,.. .. i , .., . .

vji . - . .

8of the mid-sixties. Was far remov.ed firom this ,design. Measure-
,. aa

.4*.i.

: '
ments of children'sperflrmance and of variables thought to be;
: . . ' 1.- ,. - . ,- .
influential *91.1:performance were taken- at .Only one point in, . - . : - ,-,:s.

time .c ,,,Respi,:te the design' s inappro,p,r- iatenesd, 'the- Coleman, ...
I , -

. ,,...-
'report_ liberally "drew policy inferences. For instance,. the

r ; f
T

report forcefully argued that the increased integration" of
.-

sihbols-thrO-u-gi busing and other means would- lead to improve-
. .

ments ,in-the tive adhievement of lacith the black and white-

eS.haNie not fol-/

*

, .
.. -

, groups participating in "these change-s. , Seleral years later
.

_.-

Coleman himself criticized 'this -inference as unJatifieq:
I,

Despite the limitations., of tale one:shot sUrvey approach, most

American evaluative studies rely on it,

Preferable to the one-shot design is one which considers
.

development over a long period.' Our Zapaneste. expertience leaVeP
.

- us-with the strong impression that, sdliool; and teachers take a

longer. perspective. The principal AD one; of the priniary
.

schools we visited urged parents' not to worry if their

-children were not performing well after the first s emester or

even after the first "year. For, as he explained, :primary
_-......, ,_ ..

scpool lastedsilF years, and. throughout D'Ics..period the
-1- 4 ; :

--t
eac h ers w ould be :making ie orte Do read the, ch d. Japanes e

- - -.
teachers .often maintain,, relations with-,indivi dal students

tr

I

1.5..-1 r i
,
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.

4 . .

Iongfa

f

ter these children'graduate, and_ for these teac4ers the

real satisfaon .e\Mves from watching theii. former students,,
.. .

cope.,w th the adult world. These.teachers.view 'eddcatiori its a,

% _,.

iifeti e process and rejiriblined to evaluate their efforts
. _

accordingly. 'c' '
. sl.

a - - I

. . 0

We ,are impressedwith the Importance of the long-term
"

erspective on educational aohieVements., Hence,.Wthe report

:that attempt .within the limits/13f available data
4 7

0 .

to relkte the'postwar emergence of JapalOs new educa tion to
.

severaIilong-term changes'in Japanese culture and society.
V

? '

Does School Achievement Result in ititUs Attaihment?

.

Thf -conventional Atherican studfeb relate features of

schOol sttucture to trends'in the, personal development of

groups of children from different_soci6Pcnnomic And 'racial .

backgrounds.: inderliing these studies is the assumption that*
.

once school reforms cafi be identified which lead. to- a narrowing

and ethnic differentials, the wider implethentatiaa--

Of these reforms will contribute'to.'greatEr equality in ed147 _

.
7

ccational and social opportunities. EduCational aohiellements are

assumea to be rel

6 r

tedsto educational attainment and in turn, edu
.

cational attainment is associated with socioeconomic achievement.
,

The Japanese situation ,points. to a dumber'of problems in

these assumptions. Even if we could identify: the tefdrms that
2

might reduce the effeCt, background on cognitive achievetnent,
-

we would encounter unexpected prOblems,at the stage

tation. One of the'speciai problems in' the Japanese case is ,the -

r



fi
large, number of echo

. A

s' that lijoutside the public- secrtor.'
. . There is onlyf'd mode association betWeen education0.1 attain-

.

ment and the \ogniti#e achievement which thesp eVa.luatIve-stadiee'
. -. . .. . . ... .measure. Yet it is educational att#inment which has the major'

1 ._ f--'-' .

effect-on-an individual's occupational career. In adaitf.on, at
, .

,

104st tp the Japanese context where different schOple at the: --4. ,
/I , i ,

. , eate-rleliel open Up-distinAive social opporttinities; -it became
necessary to questiOn what we mean by educational, attainment... ,

. , ' \ 5 , 7.

`Simple measures which' merely-identify number of. years, of .

,4

, 7 '5 7

schooliriedo not even approl5itaate, the complexity-, of the school.
4 - . - ,Asystep. =All of these insights can be profitably applied 'to

, - .,.. . . .., ..the American
-,-7-4" .

-'
;Ikelated ,fio the sarica efiNecte research is,a.aecond"body

4, , .
of research Which evaluates the effectq, of educational statue_

.

,
4

rf

, .
'on4ocial mobility and status attainment. As with. fiche

:efects eesearal,ths qtaiu attainment tradition'is glided'
4 . ' ., , ,

the norm of equal Cpp6r*mity:: Two guiding-propositionsware

. °

derivable:

(a)

a

To the ,extents 'the xi-elation, betweenindicators
t , i 4 tof the isaciaX,backgrOund- and edueational attain-

:4_, ; A., A !, .. ;

ment of,' individua4weakipikir, equality of eduda-
: =.7,:._:"7. A.-

, tional Opportun ty; has inci4eased::..

(b) ,To :the extent the relation between the ethicational

.4

)1,

.
attainment and occupat ona status of individuals
'strengthens, social cip

u.,

Comared 'to the, research

ortubity

achbol' effect

incteased.
the 'status-

,
fittainmentu.tradition is in a bett posftionu to evaluate. changes



0

,over tit e. Some researcb. in this tradition dates back forty

year t- an. comparisons between studies conducted at different

1-9

'. pants in me are meaqiimg4u1. These camparisons provide some .14*0- ...N..
r

lkndiaati o progresetowards greater equality, of educational ,
.

c;4tun
.

,10 but littleindicatibn that the more eqUil edu-
,

',. cational 41:Sart iti'es are related to more:equai social oppor-

tunities; *Actording to Hauser et al. who haze conducted the
.,..,.7.. - . .,,.., .- ,.

. .- ..

.

inc4detailed analysis' oehis.situation,over the past L0. years
, - '

...
__, ..,.

social Op-fattunities.have opened' but ttlisAsIdue sole4y to changes,. ,-.1 ..
,

. ,' 11
in the occiipational'structUre. -,These.authors:maintain that

, - - -- - ..
..-

- they expecit the same ;!anClusion,applics to''alf of the advanced"- - .. di

N
societies. We-maiQtain this`generalikation ronr Yie single

case oPthe_WIS.J.s not justified and
.

will indicate-inehapter

Ten how-the 34anese experience constitutes an'important.-excep-
\

,

\ r

Educatin a a Constant

There was a tie when social scientidts4aarriad. out their
s' , \

. .analyses with simple analytical.techniques. In recent years,..
-,

*

, ;_,
howeVer, this situation has"radicilly changed. Many Rt4oday'S. c .. . ,

, significant works make assumptions apd,Atilize.complex,procedures,.

1 beyond the graSp Ot.the-ordinary lyman. In :the education field

."-

,

tp# ,OoIeman iReiart was, the first "major official

-:evaluating.'school effects which used regression techniques,

Jencksl,et-alls Inequality relied on ',the even mare Complex
is:, ,< .

techniques of structural-equations, and nearly one (third of the

latter repOrt was devoted to 'explaininuthe methodology.
. .^. I b.,

.

A 6

0.
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The rapid advances in'4nEklytical sechniqu10es have creaied-
4. V

a Situation where mos rea ers are unab -le to follow the data ..,
. ,

. analysis underlying Social.sclente investigations, and hence,

haver to re4lon.the investigator's literal summation. Our
'4 . d

2apinese experienCe aeads us to identify two-potenttararegs
,-

jwhere readers may misunderstAnd;the conclusion of current
.6

.research. The first concerns thedifference between a variable
.

I.

.

I-

apd,a constant and the implication of this. distinction for
b'

intetpret4,ng.negatike finds on school effects. Later ,we Will
take , up the rolo' Hof 'the

;S
r .
.

001 effects studies generally idehtify a large number x .,
. .

._ of schodl oreaucgtiOnal characteristics that- can be quantified

the,ratid\of:studentsto teachers, the expenditures:per.student,

the number of library,books per student, etc'., Researchers r

visir

es core

a lari number .of ,school: and doetermine

with i4spect,.6 these characteristiCs.'

. schools differtidei)iin,,their

,each school's

Insofar as the

traits,,, it:ii'said that the
e 9-

'Chgricteristics have statistical variance. From 'among'those

-charactviatics with variance, the:res'earchers then select. at

'IlmitecfriUtber to enter into )11. equation used to predict-edu-

CA'tfOnal: outcomes such as performance on an n-achieVement test

- ciraatiSfaction with school: These telectedcharacteristics

are said to be important: tor the exthfit tiat the variance in
. ,..

-% their distribution magtifists b. statistical ,asdociation, with .`a
i.'.. .-

the-variance ;in the distribution .Ok achievement test scoria.-0
.

1

is aldos,sp second nature for the current

generation of'Tesearchefs-to, equate importance With statistical

an

it



.
... .

0-,
association, consider the following implications: those school

4.

characteristics which have little liariancelare, by'this cri-,

terialdeemadunimportant. Yet this leads to a disturbing

anomaly. ene efl,the goals of public sector educational reform
4

n to reduce-tyre 2-Variancer.

Ir in the distribution of school characteristics: In the ef_ort,.-

to-realize equal 'educational opportuniteducators have
a

.,i

attempteTto equalize inter of student- teacher ratios,
. I0 . .,

,
student expenditures-,.and a host ofother factors. Their -

I

efforts have transformed many schbarcharacteristics from va:11.-

ables,"to constants and thereby made these factors impotent as,
=

.
;

predictors of yariitionb'in'schooling outcomes,,,
1

A typical,research report using today's techniques might

conclude that these school characteristics are unim-

portant.

,

portant. w6r1 we consider. what' Schooling- would be like withOut .-
. 0 1..

.w t ,
these oonbtants'of school buildings, teachers, ,and library books,

r.

webegin,to rdtOgnizehow an evaluative interpretation which

relies only on degree of asSociatiOn-as the c
;
eiteria'of

.

-tance can be misleading.

The PoSsibility,for this kind. Of misinterpretation is

most likely in a system such as Japan's whepe school reforms'

have madeoutstanding progress towards, equalizing facilities.-

;

Welkin-have occasion in this book to refer to the International 4.
1 s,

.-=Educational.AsSOciation's stUdyi of Science Achievement in Nine-,
,

, . . .. .

1 .
.

teen COuntries. 1.C.:Copbers and John Keeves, who compiled
't.

.
. - - .

the IEPCscience study,'.0served that(
.
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.-.

.

, .: smallmall or zero correlations reported for sevekal$

variable' from Japan may arise,,from the high degree of .

,\

uniformity, across theAphools of the country in the\
.1.---provi adef-or-saenc7eachilg .

.-,

It was .no iu prise to dilicoverrfOr the Japanese case that

School variables contributed absolutely nothing to the explani-N,*
Lion of of variance"in sCience.achievement- whereas in'other societies

,

'these. variables explained anywhere from 2 percent to-8 percent of

sciencesachievement variance; Yet this does not mean Japanese
7110:

,

snhoole are-relatively. unimportant.--

. Not only_ reforii4141renconcerned- with eqdalizing
. ,

- school facilitiesAm't in recent leari they'.h4re shown(ailkeen
1 w

. interest 'in 4qualiiirig educational; reaults....*Between coun triea

,,we findwide Variation in the degree of success adhievels.but

'.Japah is among the leaders. As school systems narrowthe,per-

formghce distribution, it_beComes Incl'easingly diffiagt with-

the standard regression method to lietermineyhat is contributing
.

.

C,.
to differential performance. As 4th: equal facilities, to the 7

eitent a,school systerealizes'quil reaultA it becomes diffi-

Cult to interpret the dynamics of the ichoolingeprocess..

Our focus .on the'lapanese case,- whereschOifacilities.

and,butcothei are.--relatively equal; naturally umati_us,to,dvtell--

'On the fartiCuldri,of the success. If ue wish to- explain. -
. . -

schooltng outcomes td-i system.whiCh_achieves_relative-equalityl-,

we need to .put ..aeide'the,standard,analYtical,strategies that .

,-,..emphaiize:v,arianiei\andAmSteado ask whai is cqpstant7between-
.e y

\



, schools. -14hile the standard approach,fpcuses gn variable / to
.:4 9-

explia nn variables, need to look for the 'Iqnstants which ,

explain other constants. Particularly when ire turn to-consider -

.

. the emergence of new values among Japanese students, we will be

conserned with the constante.of.that nation's schooling experi-

/
/

Insofar as the-individuals ozfe given cohort come to shi;re'
.

certain values, it can be said that they are vconstant" %with

(
. - . . .

respect to these Values; Focusing on the values that comprise

,the egalitarian sentiment, we find that for the

postwar riod it was primarily the'highly.educated ;Ur-4 people

who were in pOssession of these.values. Ad successive cohorts.

passed through the postwar schools, educatIonal attainment has

steadily declined as a predictor for acceptance of the egalitarian

complex. Increasing,proportiohi of eabh new cohort, regardless of
w

educational l-atEainmehtl have-come td affirm these values. Edu-

catiOnal attainment as ,a predictor of this egalit.an complex.

*hai,shiftedover time from a.variable,to a constantitwhile' th

schools have been the princ140.1 instructor in egalitarianism.

Is the Family First?

The prominent educational role attributed to the family.

in conventional stUdied raises another set .of,istues. There

are various reasons for attributing importance tolthe family-,-
in'd'eveIopmental processes. Children spend most of their early

years-in'a family setting, and many parents appear to be .zealous

Freudian theory

that the events

, ,

cultivators of their children's development.

as well as .other,socialiation theories argue
,1



.s
, .

.

-r e 4

of early, childhood have prOfrid bi6Ific
; r

development:2'3 Numerous ''
cations betwen measures of family structu

piri

. -

measures of subsequent personalitrdevelopme t,

ce for stibkequerit

saw .strong assn-
_

e and status and

,

individual-achievement: _There would seem to. be 'ample. justifica?

. .,-
tion,for according an inpartEint role. to th e f

. ,

'Studies ift Japan which fodus on the. dif -exert ways irk
1 .--. :: rt -

which jaarent8 .actually rear, their. chi/dren rep t little' to
.

,.. . ..
,

zero family effectat least through the presch ol yearb.1 bf

-couree, 19.4number 8f *studies whibh use status var
-,-

4, , . , I . .

,

4
. ' A

, for ffeimilY childrearing practices and .report mode
,b* "

. i effeCtS:1 HOwever are these status variables AC

ables as proxies
. ,

t "family

'les? As we will see in.Chapter,l'our, in postwar J

is virtually no relation between the soc,kal status

eptab/g prox-
,

pan, there
k

if a family
.

,, .

and its cilild-regring practices. ..A review of Americ n studies
. -I. , ...

." _

would' tirodticea similar. conclusion. ' .

') _ .

I

In fact, there are few studies.whigh demonstrate that'
-

, ..

C internal family dynamics lead to personality consequen es-. The

principal support in the U: S. for the family-Prilmacy a

1

pumption'

derives froth, studies where status' proxies for familial ' impact
1

.

link with developmental dutcomek.

I

, , . 0
. .

.

Despite the absenoe of compelling evidence suPPor ing the --
. ,

. .
/

. . ' f
family prima0y assuarpti s, conventional i3tuzlies adhere'.,tO.it

f..

and persist in using pr xies rather (than trial measures" o

a

*11

a

`family educational activities. Some of .these studies, irr
,

spective of their proposed' pgrpoipe:of evaluating the relatiTe

contribution' of family, so6(;03.1. peer, and other effects. 9,n,
. ft

.

. .
23 e

O
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*4.1.

,

. Andloviddal'devdloPment go s fltr as.t.oenter family fiimicy
. ... .

, 1r'. '1.5variables in a stepwis regression procedure'. . 'It.i's common
, i .- .L ,

knowledge among s.tatis icians
,
that this strategYI-significaltly .

. .

, ....

04 .

sust

, reduces the possibility' .for variables entered later in' then,-

--equations ichbO

share of the variance. Due to questionable methodologLaal pro='
.cedu'es such' is these,:thanY of the..tecent evaluative studies

have concluded that"the family gaYsian 'overwhelming role in
A 4

O

indiVidual development. .The role or the schools. and subsequent

experiences; hotvever, are said to I* modest. 'The methodological

sophistication deployed by these it dies redder these,conclu-
.1

sions highly suspect;

,

There arelother grOunds f'of 4uestioninethe family,

-

.r

;p151acyataumptionl For example,Kenneth Prewitt, min revirWing...
. .

N . . Arthe fiist,decat of:Political socialization literature; argues
$ , v.,. .

thatl,the.associations between "fa/mile-variables and specific
-6 , r. 44 b 4 0

0
40

developmental traitq dotnot'necessarL.y confirm the family pri-I 16 . .- .

,

macy hypothesis. Prewitt focuses on the well known example .

.
-/ :-

of the.stfohg'-correlation between parental and child party

4dentification. While the p,olitical socialization literature,
.--

maintains.that party identificatiOd and the associated, political

. -oi,ientations'are transmitted from parent to child in early
x !'

childhood and are resistant to later,influences, Prewitt asserts

severak °anomalies: if the transmission occurred during early

*childhood, then parent-young child correlations should be's
V

"stronger- than parent-oldee child.correlattons; but in fact,,
.

. .

ilAle opposite pattern prevails. In addition, whereas the family
,

-1 4

24
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..

primacy argument Implies that the political orientations should- -
be.- stable during an individual's early yeftrsl.they tehd t)

fluctuate extensively. Only as young people mature do their-

,r

politicalorientationg stabilize: %Other findirks suggest-that kl

parent- child: - similaritie7 in political orientations are not_

established in theearlzchildhood years but ratherat a later
0

. , .

stage in the life.cycle. r

.
'Prewitt- goes on to observe that ilhile.themajority of

cialdren evenyialli-assume political attitudes 4milar to thode
.

..
.

of their parents, some adopt very different postures.. Thise.
.

deviants tend to belong to .a social milieu that differs from-

that of their parent's. Prewitt concludes that: k.

. f
' the child is not a product ok.family.influerice

.

,but of.*ftimily influence as mediating and mediated by

the social "milieux to which' the family belongs:--its

class status, its race, its religion, 'its region,

its ethnihty, etc.
17

t

Insofar ash the child assumes an adult rolein.miiieu similar td

...his pdrents,'.theik political orientations will be close. The
.

e

similarities wduldjuaterialize-even_if.tAe parents did not

..spedificall transmit political' orientations, since aspects of

the common milieu would serve as sufrogate teachers. As a
,

child's experience departa-Trom-thatof his parents, their .

political oigientations.will tend to-differ.'

eTheqe considerations lead Prewitt to reject£ the widely' .

I .

acceptc4 family prifflitcy' model for explainirig.the:adquisitioh-
,

,
.

of politica:. attitudes and in its plice he suggests a model
. . -

-

144
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I

.
1 -17 /

.
,

wh ch he descrillgs as "feeling one's way into the real political

t
19 .

Wo ld." According to the new model, life experience-teaches.

So long as lessons alohg a coma. theme repeat themselves Dyer.

the course of maturation,
(1-

individuals will learn them. Where

e-the -will-have-to-make--464eesiinconii.stencievappehr;s-th

R.

4

these choices areas likely to be'affected by the expectationof..
the milieu towards which the'individuWthinks his life is head-.

ing as that from Which he has come.

An analogous perspectiv'ehasdbeen,proposed for the study;*

V

of.moral development. Eleanor Maccr-by, in a reviewrofithe litera-

ture on the development of moralsvalues; .dotes how mose studies.

,

tend to, adopt the family primacy aSsumption, but the evidence
in its support is not .unequivocal.15. In particular, s hb cites af ', r'N

F' :
. ..

'study,by Albert Reiss where for a hunter of moral ,orientations,
.

.

theinfluehce of family variables "was negligible. Indeed, Reiss

find's that subsequent experiences had a significantly'atl'onge'r-
.

,association with individual moralsorientations. Based on this

evidence, Reiss argues that the *alues "learned early in the'-
.

.

family setting are not internalized_in the sense of becdmieg

120- 4 *, 0self;miintaining.. 1 De-emphasizing the role pf:thefamily in
- .

the transmission of values, Reiss maintains that "values must
.

...

. , . ..
be continually .reinforced and maintained by inputs from the .

social setting in which anindiVidualtinds, himself, and will
,

..

. thange..f.these inputs change." .,

Reiss; as does Prewitt, btlieves that statistical
0 -

evidence of association between family Variable's anevalue

acquisition may reflect'nothing more than'thti:t subjects conduct-
. .

4
to.

0,-

II
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Wt

,

'thgir it&airs*in a milieu similar to tiiat of their paren4.
;.,

DisdDntInaitiesin milieu are likely to result in value dis-
. .... .

..
,

continuities. ilerssis approach, in that it makes frequent
1 .._

referenceto-reinforcing experiences, can be called a reinforce-
1:-

sment model. .

Maqc0y,' in her criticille of ReisSts, paper, guigeits that. ./
v. o'".

.3 i

the,most'appropriatq'posi ion may lie somewhere between the
.....

, . .

family primaCy and ieinforceieqt models: Our experience i.n Japan,
,

..., . .

:makes .us Im.rtiall to.Maccobils's4igesiion. On the one hand, we
.\ ,

find .that Jaipanese yOUth continue toaffirm many ,of the Values

and observe many of .the same,custoths as their parents. lion the :
4.

other-hand, there are certain areas where Japanese-yout are
f O

r.

departing from their parents: It is impossibleXo* explain this'.

value discontinuity within the limited framework of: the Mihaly
44. ->\ 11

primacy model.;
/

A second reason.:for our interest ina'neW,aioliroach to

r exPiain'Aralu6 acquisition derives from'our conclusion that

Japanese families are beCbming increasingly siMtlar in. their
t

. .... ,.,

$

structure and child - rearing patterns (i.e., thdrse,features.e_
. _ ... .

. I

according to the family:primacy model which aye related to value
t- ;

acquisition). Yet there is no evidence that the adultJapanese
, .

poPulation is, becomtwg.increasingiy"homogenedus in its value

comMitMents. ConVergence in some areas is balanced by diver-
,

*

4

eAD

/Once in others. As suggested by the reinforcement model,
fto ,

socialization experiences outside. the family must be consideredfl
t

ig,we kre 'to' provide a full ,explanation for 'these complex

trends.,
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The Political Econdmy"of Schools
,

. Tp conclude our of, questions, we turn` to the most

-,

.

1 \
cbmplicated one: what is the relation\lbetween schools'and the ,.

broader political economy? Most of the,U.S. evaluative studies
, .

have avoided this topic, altogether, restiicting,their atten-
..

=

.

tiop to a tedhnicallg sophistiCeted but tlimited analysis of the
,-

association between school characteristics and school outcomes.,between, school

'Failing to find, strong school effects, these studies.turn to
_

. .... .

"technical"
.

technical" discussions concerning measurement error, the in-
. .

,.-
..

0

adequacy ot.crotS-sectional designs, and the need for more

21 .research.

In reaction to these technical excuses, an exciting body
-

of radically-briented'analYsis has emerged which accepts these

negative e-findings and at tempts to expclain,them by reference

to in/' -the broader political economy-. The eArliest

radical statements were primarily schematic in nature poihting

t.Orthe control 'which the corporate ruling class exerts over

the national and local geternmentt where schools policy is
'

.

''''

.established. From these observations, a correspondence prin-

ciple -was advance' d to the effect that:
- \ . . , .

the activities 'and 'outcomes of the educationll
\-

sectOr correlid to those of the society generally.
--- " \.. _ ,

Thatis ail educational systems serve their respec-

tive society such,that the social, economic, and

-c,
political -of-the educatlInal sector

. .
. -,-

. ,

.
. .,.

will miiror..closeiy those
-
of the society of which

-theye a part.22 .
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Among the several viprical studies thac have sought to

validate the correspondence principle, Bowles and Gintis's,

Schooling in Capitalist America provides the richest examina-

tion of the American situatidn. - These authors point to

severai*ntrol mechanisms the eorperat'e class -has instituted

. to realize its goals,

-r

1. 'he corporate class-maneactures.s. meritociatic

ideologY,so as-tchnduce the-common peOple.tO contribute their
4,

.

labor without*reststance to corpoAte purposea.;
-

.

. . .
.

.
.

..

., 2. The corporate class through its labor market deci=
zZ.,

.sions'ensures a perman'ant reserve army 'of labor so as to control

theinfluence of labor organizatidhs.
.

.

3. The corPOrat&class by the way it organizes .

,

,
,c.

production eneures that work will cast e.'"long shadow" over the
.

lives of workers and the way they raise their children. Thus,

families will'unwittingly cooperate in'reproducing the class
0,

Ostert.

4. The corporate class throUghTits infilitration of, the

central political institutions guarantees the fpiementation of
_ .

educational policies favorable to its inter sts such as thelost.

Sputhik curriculum upgi-ading and the current emphasis "on Voca-

iionalism.

. .

5. The corporate class through i s influence over local

governments ensures the-selection ,of school administratort,and

teachers-who will support the Corporate ideology. To -further

this en theco orate classopposes the organization of

O

0

,
, 29'
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1
.

/4
theirteacners into unions and encourages their passive white collar ---.

,mentality,on.matters relating to schoolauthority.

Bowles"and Qintis marshal convincing evidence that,these
. - , .

.mechanisms operate to.fulfill'thecorespondence principle in

the U.S. The Japanese corporate class is just.as determined

to ingtitutionalUe thesvmephanisms as 'its American counter-
,

'part, and in certain areas, thelapanW corporate class may
I

. ,
,

even,b:e. more successful-: - tt control over government, its
, ._ ..

artieulatiOn of ideologyl'its a ility t6 shape the labor markets
,, a r"----- 'T . ..

and,t4e.committhent it elicits from workers_ are the,envy, of

corporate' elites throughout the advanced capitalist World's,

There is, however, ,a major flaw in the Japanese ruling
.

*class's attempt to dominate the reproductive process Whidh has

compromised its Succesi" on'the other :fronts. Sinde Worict War

Japarits.teachers have been organized in a strong

,labor union-that,is firmlylominitted to the rAiizatipn of a

socialist society. The teacher's union, while unable to cir-
.

cumvent corporate influence' at the qentralriU-ladaLgovernment.
.

levels, has succeeded in mobilizing the majority of,teacherp in

campaigns to prevent the implementation of several unwanted .,
. _ .

.
.

.

government policies: In 'addition, the union has articulated
,

. . , . ,

an, egalitarian philosophy and a diffuse, body .of educational
.

, .

pprinciples that have
.

exercised a profound influence on the daily,

, conduct oileducation An Japan,.
I- 1..

.

Japan's ruling class has yigoroud2lcopposed the teacher's
a-

union by depriving the union of itstlega/ right to collective,
4 .

,

bargaining, imprisoning numerous'union leaders, attacking the
'7

1.4
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union in the mass media, and providing career incentives to'

those teachers.who resist union membership. SI'

these plays hive failed. The union has persisted throughout':

rr-22

. .

the postwar period and its influence on the actual events in(

classrooms has .steadily increased. , This flaw in the, corporate-'

-clas's'y efforts to*reproduce.the'prevailing social order4ias

been-fatal.. In our view, it is. the iriAcipal source of postwar
. ,

.changer' A study echools'which.fails to take accaunt.of

their broader socio-politiCal context woutdeltat provide A Mean- ,

4.t.

ingful. evaluation of,thetra sformatibn mcidel;
'

-

.

Summary \J
A

,
w.

We begin this Oieport with a list of. questions. .One might

think, given the- volume of research An school:effects, that the,.

time for questions has passed; that 'it istime,to get on with

the work of providing answer's. While. this businesslike orien-:

tation is appropriate°to a well-established tradition of I
.

inquiry, we conclude that it does n

American, research onschooi effects
,

definition of the issues, ,and in.mdny instances has used '

of fit the 'educational

has settled ,Ori narrow

- questionable .investigative procedures. .

..,1
these- critical observations are not unique to this ,,._____%

, .

author. Manv_who shire a- concern with American education are
1 .

- ...

---.-----
_.---

appalled by the sterility of current educational research. .

One impOrtant'reaction has been to explore,in,greater histbrical
.

depth the American situation, a trend which has generated a

number of fresh peripectives including tele never raaical analysis.

31
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.
What'is special about our Study is the way iewhiqh the:

, .

;Japanese experienOe., has forced` us to break away almost, entirely

from, the. American"4tra4tion. Time and we find that sthe
Itray in whfch question's were posed in 'the' U. S. simply. cannot

fl

do jusiice to the tibansformaiionaZ racter of the Jipanese
,situation. Our reaction has been to pose. the quTes:tiOnspi.esented
above. In the chapt.e'rs- that follow turn. tp answer

, .

each of these ,questions,starting !Atli 'the lait

-r

Y.
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1 .
,

.1For a lucid examination of these- labor lairkettanomalies,.

oee Richard B. Freedm he Over-Educated Ameriean, liew Ybr
r

Academic Press, .1976.-
1.

,

2The best analysis of the, diajOctiOn between

:*and social attainment is ound 'in Christopher Jencks et

educational

i #

',Ine4uality, op. cit.'

\L.
,hhe term "trahsformational ii taken from The Editors', General

:tntroduction to the 1974 World Year Book of Education. See
A . 4

i :

Pnllip Foster and James A.' Sheffield, ed.,14cation and'. Rural '`c
e .

`1evelopment. London: Evans BrAhers Limited, 1973N... two .isionary
. .

analyses 'ate Robert 14; Hutchins, the Learning Society., and
. _ .

Daniel Bell, The Post-Industrial tocie !ew York: Basic

'boois," 1973, -espt .pp. 62-455. ..

.
.- hw!:_..

-e define the' egalitarian .sentiment 3'n greater detail
, . .

r A A . .

in ChaPter,Seven: A number Of surveys and, anthropological
.

. studies suggest that Aoanott yo4nger. generation are .more
.-.

.-,egalitaria,n; indiyidualistl.C, and critical ofaUthoritythan
.

A

their parents. The'first general report documenting this
#

z

trend is YoshiharuSdott Mutsumoto, Contemporary Japan; The
. ,,-

I' .--

Individual and the Group (Transactions pf the American Phi.lo-
;

"sophical Society, neseries, Vol. 50; !Pt. 1, 1960),, w
. . _ , ,

.
.

5This was ,certainly: a' Ontral theme. in John %Dewey! s,
1` ', 4

educational philosophy. However, Japanese teachers who visit

- American classrooms are' surpribed at" the-ii,tiod goals articu-,
- .

.1... -- `>,,... i, : ,A,. .

4atecil by Contemporary, ,American teachers. See George_ Bereday,

and -pipe) Matsui. , American -Education-through_Japanese.Ezes

. Honolulu:' The University' Preai of,,,Eawaii,, '1973.

-r
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'-Jencks et..al:, op. -cit., p. 134.
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7Thi3 situation seems a perverse reversion of ford KelVin!s--
e

famoui dhtuk"When you cannot measure, yo6 knowledge is

meager and unsatibfacory.."

13James S. Coleman, .et al. Equality. of Educational.

Opportunity, Washington': U.S."Governiaent Printing dffice, 1..
_.

, .. . ,,,,,.. ...
,

,

.
. have found sWeral,different types of data td:be

N '

. ' ... 4 # v
* . .

suitable-for these long;rtermevaluations. Concerning the'
,

effectts;;.edues,tioh on 'Status- attainment, Japanese- social

. ..

.

. . , E f

.scientists have been conducting social mobility surveys since
4

1955A We-have obtained raw data for two of these Surveys and

are in.a position'teprestntseVeral original findings on lOng-

term trendi. A second source of information from which we%wi-11

draw numerous examples comes from'publicopinion SurvOs'that
4

t.epeai the same
/
questiOns,a-tw?'points in: time minimally.

Among these,,our-bestindication of educations long-term effects

"Survey.of Japanese NationalCharacter"which it'hai

istered every filreyea?s -to representative samples of the_

-
comes from the National Instittite,of StaiitiCal'Matheiatics'

Japanese "population..

,10Robert M. *User-And David Peathrman., "Equalityof
,

Schooling:& Trends and Prospects," sociology of Education,
,

('Aprils 1976) Vc1.:491 pp. 997120,,

,

CallSoCiplOgical Review (Qctotir; 191) yo1.40,App. 585-598.
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L-26 ,

I. C.: Comber and John ICerwes. Science Achreiement in

, Nineteen Countries, New Ybrkr:- hn Wiley ani Sonsl_p. 257.

13For, a rehei of these theories, 'see Eleanor E..

Maccoby; "The DeVelopment of Moral Values and Behavior in
,

.._ Childhood;" Ch. 6- iti.rohn Clausen,- ed. Social............zatiovd Societ 1 `.
, v

Boston: *,.Little, Brown and Co.31 '1968 o',' 4

:
--14This evidence is reviewed in Chapters Four and Six.

. 15
The Offidial IE Areport on th e-Inte rnationacience

-Achievement Survey is a typical example; see Comber and Reeves,

op. cit., p. 211- for their rationale.
,

16Kenneth'Prewitt, ."Some Doubts, ab"oht Political Sociali-
7.! \

zation Research," Comparative Education Review (Feb., 1975)
A

.Vol. 19, PP. 105-114.

. 17Prewitt, op.: cit., p.

P.,,

19Maccoby,.:':op-.

20Albert Reiss, as-cited- in 'Eleanor Maccoby, op. cit.,
.

p.'

21The most outstanding example is' Frederick- Modteller

and : Daniel P. Moynihan, Ori Equality of Educational Opportunity,

New York:' Vintage-Books, 17. ",

t2.4fienrY, M. Levin, "Educational Reform:" Its,,,Reaning "
.

.
..

.. ..,
I "-i,,.. ,

in Ma. rttn Carney ;and_ Henry _Mi 'Levin,. et al. The Limits of
. 7 .

Educational- Reform, New York: David McKay, Company,. Inc., 1976,

p. 26.'
t

23Samuel, Vowles and Herbert qintis, Schooling_irl

Capitalist America.



CHAPTER TWO .

THEN BACKGROUND FOR CHANGE

Japan is a densely populated nation located on several

rugged mountainous islands off the coast of the Asian main/aid.

. .

This settidg has enablecl.Japan, to develop somewhat independently:

-.from its Far Eastern neighbois. Japan has been strongly inflUenced

by Far'Easidritcultuxe,. Yet Japan, while drinking from the cup of

FailEastern cultuie, has also on more than one occasion attempted

to shut out this'inflUence.-
6

-From 160.0 tb 1868; the central" Tokugawa regime .enforced

what was probably the most extreme isolatiOnist policy in the

histOryof large -scale ,societies.. As ,a result, thaJiatiokenjoyed.

peacee.buiLonly modest.development. Meanwhile, the West was rapidly.

industrializing and adopting need forms of economic and_social organt-

nation. S'Opon knew vety'little'abor4t.tbesedevilopments until
o A 1

'CommOdort Per s worshiper puffing,hlaCk:smoker steamed into the

Edo, Bay, shot several warning shots from their cannons. Japan

upper' class of samurai, wh took .great pride in their military

prowesi, were startied.,by a Americah military-hardware:'- at that

time, Japan did not know the principles behind steam power or

firearms. immediately, young samurai: began to consider how the

nation could respond to this challenge. Within a few years these

debates led tothe toppling of the Tokugatqa-tegime by a coalition'

of young samurai who were determined to moder1ize their eatibn,
Tt

The new leaders, knownAs the-Meiji oligaziphs as they assumed powet

at'the same time that the Emperor Meiji was coronatedb, were

6

4,
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determined to modernize.JapaWs institutions andavoid the fate,
\

of colonization.' Theie,oligarchs, exercisiug firm cnntral,... T.'l

..............4, " , . 1 s

leadership, imposed a:formula of "Western technology and-Eastern
.

TSpirit".onthe Japanese people:*

The Meiji regime introduced Western liberal reforms including

the abolition of the' feudal'class'sYttem, the promulgation of a

'constitution, encl.-the establiihment ofrepresintative political

institutions. At the same time, it sought to marshal :the nation,

un'het.firm central calontrol, directing popular energies to the

iaskcof.national development. The "edUciabtal revolution",
,

-establishing what is tOday known'as the "old ystem! became an
A

.integral part'Of the yOung regime's effort to realize these ends;
A

.. While:other Asian nations.lost.their'independenCe and failed to

develop, Japan ran against the pattern. Itrapidly gained in

national strength and unity., Ultimately, Japin felt sufficiently.

strong to challenge. several of the Western nationsaaGefmanyis
"4

. ally of WOrld War II.
, .' ; .

Following japan's defeat in World War =Iv theAmerican

Occupation, in reaction against many of the characteristics of

wartime Japan, carried out a;massive program of reform. The Occu-

pation's aim was to establish a new society Committed to democracy

and peace. This brought About a "second revolution".in Japan's
- .

educational institutions. As a background for the analysis.of the

postwar egalitarian trend, we wish in this chapter to outline

several characteristics of the educational systems created"by4the

two ,educational revolutions.,

a
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An Outline of the "Old System" of EducatiOn

The young warriors who in 1868 took control of Japan were
/4

deeply consceus bf the prime importanceof m aze education an d

advanced knowledge inorder to achieve modernization. In the

Charter Oath issued soon aftertheiraccession to Central power,

they announced the need to "ieek-Anowledge widely throughout the

world". Upon completion of consolidating thetraditional govern-.

/

. mental units,, they began in 1872 to,affirmatively construct a
1. ,.

modern educational system. The Fundamental code of Education_issued

- that rear declared . A.

,

. i
e,A.

6
w ' )

thera shall, in the future,',be no corpinnity wi .

illiterate family, nor a family withen illiterate:
.

person. Every guardian, acting in accordance with
4

:his; shall bring- up 'his children with tender care,
,

nave' failing *have them attend school.!
.7.

. .

O

At this fOrMativesta4e,'tbe government looked to education.'

as *a means for forging a closer integrationOf:the diVerse feudal.

,loyaliies.and for training a technical elite. -qowaveri faction!,

`in the government disagreed On,thebasic tenets to shape th

eduCional philosophy. -After a -clecae ot. Unrewarding 'experimentation

with Western liberal ideas ,. fiats

-

rgthe early Ighties the government*

'

shifted towards a mop tradiiicinal elitist anci pragMatic conception.
-

= Mori Atinorit'who from1886 to 1889 served as Minister of Education, .

played a, key role iii' articulating the'new policy'whi h was to

.remain as the framework for Japanese education thr ugh World .War II. 3-

,

The main characteristics of Morits educational system

included theifollowing:

38
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1. Spiritual,trainIng.' All youth throughout the mation

were required to spend.:Ciadimum,Of four years in priiary'

schools where they would learnpoth the basic cognitive skills
.

and the principles- of the nationdmorality._ Mori repeatedly
. .I . .

emphasized the necessity of spiritual edhcation. An 'opening:

.paper presented for-,-the consideration forth ,

the fdlloW4.hg rationali:
.

. L .

.

- Civilization IA gradually sOreading'in tOdays world.
. .

use'
,

.

: The thiligi in daily us area steadily aeveldPing and
1

changihg. Is the. spirit q'our people sufficiently .-0
.17'

-hardened and trained that-they may withstand adversity,

beer up add endure under pain, and.shoilder°the .. ,..

,. heavy burdens' of the long road ahead?: This must

be doubted. Sidce the middle44gesuih our country

only the warrior$ (lashi) ve labored inicivil,and

military (bUnbu) matter administerefUthe affairs .
.

of government. Now,' a = lt, only one portion:

.of the people adeguatel erstandiand supports the

modernization of the,state. The situation is such

that the great majority ,ari simply confused and
.1. -.,

even lack the importaht and essential character for
.

..,

guaranteeing the independence of the state... Even

if the broad principles of education arceitiblished,

According to what specific method shall we advance

.- the purpose of educatiOd?.Consider.fOr a moment.

' our country has never keen subject to indignity from

a'foreign nation than* to the autbiritrof, the
. 2

Imperial Thronemhich has continued as an unmatched

line of Emperors unbroken from ancient times. Thus .

the people's spirit of defending.the.fatherland and
,

the ethos of exhausting'
t

one's self in loyalty to the

Emperor have been nourished is traditions from our
.

ancestom'andthis spirit has not yet been'lost. '

This-is the foundatiolefor-naticiail wealth and-
. ,-

e
Q.

a

r
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;

strength of'whiCh there is no other',If.the

character of ,the people is advanced accordiajg-ta-,

thissspiri', and if thii is made thegoal,of

edueition, there will be no necessity to seek

elsewhere'v Theopeople will:hold a strong sense'

of loyalty to the Throne (Shik9111) hand of love

fOr their country (aiioku!,:will have a strong,

character,-and be pure in tlOiUght; .If we can

establish a principle, for education which abhors

the receiving of insult and.. considers th=

of evilr'shamefull'iind if this is adequately =

'instilled, will there not be such a spirit amoh4j.;---

theeople? There:isno doubt. they will be able

to endure Much-difficulty and'itrive together'

tocarry out their tasks. This is the vital

energy which'is thi-)m4ive power for adVancing

by cone's self, exerting 'one's selfin.the pursuit

of learning; polithing'intellept, and advancing.,

the civilization (bunmei) of the state. Thii

vitality if channeled into productive 1 bor.w41:

develop'the'natiOnal weLith.1There'is not.pnex

element in advancing the fate Of 'the:State And

casting away all danger which does. not cane^

froi this vital spirit.- Theelderly pass this

vital spirit to the young. Fathers and ancestors.

pasd this vital spirit.to their posterity., From '

person to person and household to household, dll

are made:the same actord,ing,,io,this vital spirit.

The vital spirit of.one nation is fixed, and .

when it' is Unswayed foreverethe base of that,

'natioh naturallybecomes something of great strength.

II-5

4"

4

In 1891. 'after extensivesdisdussion within, the coveinment,

the main themes to be stressed in tic schoolls.orOgram of spiritual

training were summarized in the Imoerial Rescriot on Education.;.

40
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how..Ye, Our SubjeCts:

Our imperial,Alicestorshave 00r,Empire on .a,

baeii broad and everlasting and have deepli:and

firrayimplanted.virtue; Oursubjects ever united

in loyalty and filial piety have from generation

to generation illustfated the beauty. thbreof This
is the glory of 'tie fundamental character of Our

Empire, sand herein.,41do ries.thedource of Our,

edUcation. Ye, Our.subjects, be filial 'to your

parents, affectionate'to your-brothers and sisters;

hUsbands.and wives be haitonioue, as friends
true; bear yoUrselvei in-modesty.ard moderation;

.

'''extend your benevolence,Walll pu9sue learning and

cultivate arts, and thereby,develop, intellectual,

faculties and 'perfeat :moral rpowere; furthermore

advando public gOod. and.< Promote dorairozi interests;

'always respect- the Constitutionon and observe_ the
.

if
laws;laws; should emergency arise, offerlyourselves

courageoUsly to' the Statep and thus -{,guard and main-

tain the prosperity of Our-ImperiallThrone coeval
.

. N

with heaven'ancrearth. So ,shall yenotonly be Our

'good and 'faithful subjects, but render illustrious

the beat traditions of your-forefathers.

The Way' here set forth isOindeed the teaching'

'bequeathed bir Our Imperial Ancestors, to be observed

alike by Their Descendants' amd the subjeCtsl'in-
.

fallible for all ages and true,in ,It is

'Our wish to-laIto'heart. in all, reverence, in
common with you; Our subjects, that we may all thus

attain to the same virtue.5
_

.

Every school Child-Wai required to memorize and 'recite
.

these sho- rt'pa.r agraflphs. The daily_ curriculum 'of moral eddcation,
, r

was subsequently structured, around thede..



Among the many themes emphasized in tie morals curriculum

were the respective ways in which men and women could contribute

,to the national purpose. While men were urged to energetically

4 assume their place'in the world of.workl.women were directed to

the home. After' completion of the second grade, the sexes were
,

placed in different classrooms. From that point on, the curriculum
o

fors young girls, emphasized domestic arts such as cooking, sewing,

and flower arranging. Girls were-discouraged from attending

school beyond the compulsory level, and the educatiOhal oppor-
,

tunities'that were available to them were not equal to ihose for.

men. As one official report put it,

5 Our female high education miy be said-to have the.

object of forming character/in women and of imparting

knowledge well- calculated to make goodwives'and

wise mothers, able ,Xo contribute to the peace and
%.

-.

happiness of! the family into which they)marry.6

Ar
.

Through World War-II, a' Japanese woman could not strive f4lra

degree at an Imperial University. The majority who studied beyon

the compulsory level ended up.as temporary teachers in primary, schools.

2. National Integration. Up to the time of the Meiji
-

Restoration, the political power in Japan had beeriffagmented into

nearly 300 distinct units. The loyalties of the warriors and
.1

comMon people hid been to their local lords rather than to the

national center. Hence, one of the. greatest challenges faced by

'the young Meiji government was to alter this pattern of local

allegiances. The new curriculum of spiritual training, richly

infused with centrist themes of loyalty to the Emperor and allegiance

to the, national..13urpose, was a principal means toward this goal of

. 42
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national integration. To ensure thA local areas received' the

!message, the young government quickly moved to a system whereby'

'the, central government'exercised extensive control pver local
P.

schools: texts were authorized by the central government, school
,

;principals were government appointees,' expenses in the Compulsory

schools were supported by central government subsidies, and central

'government inspeCtors made annual visits to each local school. In

these ways thegovernment attempted to influenderlocal schools to

adhere to national policy.''

However, prior to-the formation of this state-dominance,

policy, many private groups establiShed modern schools, and among '

these were several reputable institutions supported by foreign
0

ay
9

,,,Christianmissions. To avoid antagonizing the Western nations,

the Meiji government allowed these mission Schools to carry on
. -

,with their work, but after the turn of the,century the government

took a series of steps that significantly reauced,the attractiveness

of these private schools as places for young Japanese to-study.
.

Among these ,actions were provisions making it difficult for'private

school 'graduates to sit for the exams atilighei level government

sc hools and universities. ,Since graduatibh from a government
. -

school or university was }'requisite for many civil servicle jobs,

these actions, restricted the career prospects*of private school

students. As with the public schools, the igovernment sent irispedtors

4

O

to private schools. , SoMe private schoolis were forced to- d'isiniss. 0
D

.

personnel who were considered objectionable by the government. In

these various wars, the government sought tq realize uniform

educational program,that,would foster national-integration.

-
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3: Iteritacratic SeleCtion,
.,

of an Elite. At the trop of the -.
.

. . ."
old .system was the Imperial 'University, whose function was_ to, select.0,

, i -

II-9

ft

the national elite and provide them with the broad education appro-

priate to elite roles. In contrast with the compulsory primary

school, virtually no restrictions were placed on the manner in
, .

' ,which the members of the imperial'University conducted their
. ,

, -7

'educational or research activities. The assumption was that thoSe

who gained admittance to this 'restitution would already haVe developed.-

such,a strong commitort to national goals that further indoctrina-

tion would; be, unnecessary. Admission to this elite institution,,
,

was to be. based solely. an a competitive entrance exam that anyone

with the. appropriate level 'of educational, achievement could take,
.,-

, . .

/ , ..

Through ,ple 19th century, the Imperial University, accepted less

i'li
... ,.

than one'persomout of every tho and n
.
,given age group,Who

.
. .

. . , , ..

attended primary school. ,Even as late as the 1v930s when several

additional
°

Imperial Universities were established, the ratio of .
r /

Imperial University places to prlmary school entrants remained less

than ten to 1000. The %overnMent restricted the-scale of the
.

most prestigious hi4her educational institution so that,their
.

. . .t
degrees Would cofifer:honor and advantageous career prospects.

, 4., Technically Competent' Labor Force. In betweei,the primary:
% tl

. schoolS and the exalted'Imperial University, 1464 Arinori,had,

established the framework for the development of a diverse muiti

track post-compulsory educational system. The most prestigious

track led through a middle.school and higher school into

University. Other tracks pointedtthe way to various vocational

-schools, normal schools, aid' technical and semi-professionAl s chools.

4-
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Figure 2.1 provides:an illustration of the various paths as

. ,

1- g .

-` they'. had -developed by 191. In general, once an individual began
.

on-one track; he could not transfer onto a different track; for t

,

example., an individual who started in a secondary,vocational
., . e

school could not upon completion of its program compete for ad-

mission to'a collegebut would first have to go back to complete

the middle4school course.

Mori and others of.the'Meiji government highly evaluated

the potential oontiibUtion of the various sChoois-comprising this

intermediate sector. They appreciated the great need that Japan

would have for competent, trained specialists and skilled workers

if the nation intended to succeed-in its_industrialization effort.
,

.... .. . -

At the same tiMet Mori was concerned that the studio/its who attended
,,,,

the post-cOmpullsory schools should continue to receive spiritual
..., ...

education. During his tenure as Minister, he devbted Particular
-

.

. . . . .

attention td-the-curriculum of the. normal schools where primary .

school teachers were trained. Special morals texts were designed

for these schools, and -a spartah schedule which included :lrly

'morning calisthenics conducted by military officers. Mori believed

their example would help to cultiAte the loyal and disciplined'
4

character appropriate for teachers. In that the state maietained j.

o

a monopoly of the teacher training schools, these provisions were

certain to reinforce the 'official policy of providing systematic

spiritual training to primary school students. Similar provisions

for spiritual training were built into the Curriculaor the other'

iAtermediate schools.:,
,
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Strains in the Old System

.y.

These concerns'for national integration, spiritual training,
.0

the development of ra core of competent technicians, and'the o

meritocratic selection 'of a national elite guided 'Japanese edlicational
.

policy through World WirII. 'These policies were established by

the central governmental:hlite to serve the, interests of the state
t

and those social .groups most ithportant to the state. While

MofiArinOri ana otherf indicated their concernifor the Welfare

OfYthe cdmmon people, the policies they'devised were not intended
A, ,

to respond to the "felt,needs" Of. plebe eOple-. Instead,' the

policies'Weie designed to bend the' p einto.conformi
,

tywith

the program, establisihedat the tpenter. 0 As Mori often ,indicated,

"education is

tier itate".

.4

not forthe sake of the student but for the sake 'of
. 4

. N ig t

The'central,elites believed that. the ordinary Japanese,

subject was backward and 'needed to be guided into the modern world:'

.

n their opinion, the interests of each'stb3ect would best be
.

1.

served if all' cooperated in realizing the goals of the state.

a. The centrar.government retained its commitment to these

basic policies through World War II, 'yet-vast internal social"

changes in this period modified policy specifics. For example, \

$

with industrialization, the demand for tecii!nically trained man-

sower increased. Events following World War I encouraged a more
'4 . > .

.mdlitaristic national-tone, and this led to an intensification of

o \

spiritual treining.,M0st historicalraccounts imply that the policies
. ,

.

.
. .

designed by the government to cope with'these social changes were
.#

successful. Yet that was not alwaysIthe Case.;

I. - 1. Primary school enrollments. While trifccentral government
,:t,. ..

4

t



--; declared As early as-1872 that it i. ended to achieve universal,
,.,

attendindejn primary schools, this goal was nit redliied until

41%

4 e , . .

government drciered local governments to collect the revenues.to
, .

A -\ support compulsory education and at the same time, it allowed
,\ s.

,
, .

,

those governments facing fiscal problems to forego an edudational

,circa 1910, nearly forty years later. The government-initially

requiredtmandatory attendance in addition to compelling parents
,

to paythe necessary fees -from the= own pockets. Upon realizing

that these policies actually caused a decline in enrollments, the

,program. Only as the'central government began from the late dighties

\to'subsidize compulsory education was there significant progress

,1
toward the realization of 'universal enrollment. 'Also contributing ,

td ihe'imirOving rates of attendance was the growing recognition of

thevezreet routes e6cation

\.
2. Spiritual Training.. While the central government was

concerned from the be.ginning with introducing moral education into

the curriculum, it took time to develop acceptable texts. The

views of diverse traditions, indluding religious groups and the

Meiji oligarchs, Aiffered substantially lead!ng to long AI300.../.
.N

divisive debate. It wks not until 1891 with the proclamation of

the Imperiil Rescript on Education that some agreement, was acilieved.

:The early.cdrriculum,essentially emphasized the values of .a 19th,

century, liberal society committed to national development and the

preservation of familistic valuel. Over time, the compilers of 'the
,

texts 'became increasingly zealous in their identification with the Q

mational_purpose, resulting creasingly biaied and nationaliStic
,%-

ts-,
. ,themes being introduced into the texts. My favorite example of

'4
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this trend concerns the treatment of Socrates: In the earlier

morals texts;. Socrates' was merely described as a wise man in ancient

Greece who _lived an aesthetic life of the mind. However, by the

.

thirties, Socrateb became a Greek soldier who "went to war three
% e

I times to fight bravely for his country". A fifth grade Morals text
.'

describes Socrates' 4=1.10. and then Crito's attempt to ,persuade*-

Sociatswto.escape. The story concludes with Swidtes_ making a

longspeebh.reveking law and nationhood:

Crito, I am grateful for your kindness. .HoWever, is

you know very well, up-to thii day I have followed

the paths of virtu and have persuaded others to ado .

likewise, How can I say that because my life .is 7

valuable (it is all ris(ht to go against ii. principles)

and do even a single thing contrary to,,what is ordered

by the national laws? -If the citizens of a:Country

did-such unlawful things, the country would not be

able to exist. My'parents, my grandparents, and I-

have all grown to adulthood ieceiving the benefitS.of

our country. We exist 'because of our country. Whatever.

the law orders, no matter what it is, we should obey.)

I love my country and./ have gone to war thte4 times

./..at the risk of my like. Could I bring myself to

trample Oil the sacreellaws'of the ,country which I

love so. dearly, and run away somewhere now? Crito,
,.

,

we mist obey the laws.9 . .

e
$ Throughout the ethics texts of the thirties, one finds explicit

,
.

accounts of the bravery of soldiers,.. their Willing sacrifice

fOr the nation, and the .beneyolenoc. of the EMperor. .

. .
,

.

Despite these intensified efforts to use education in
.

channeling the mval inclinations of the populace)many young

people.failed:to'conform with the official morality. Especially-
.

.
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in the period from 1917'to the mid7thirtiei, there were frequent

incidents of student protest, labor -revolt, and'other exptessions

ofideological deviance. The Central govet4aent responded in a k

manner that would shock coniempotary 'defenders of civil rights:

teacfieri at all levels, in the education system were relieved of

..-'theit positions and many intellectuals were imprisoncA and sub,-
A

jected to brainwashing treatments. Christian ichoqls were forbidden

to teach doctrines'ihat the state considered incompatible with its

,official'ideology, and some Christians were persecuted. Communists,

in, particular, weie.subjected to intense harassment, It was only

as Japan 'moved' into 2u11-scale war'. against the Allied Powers that

the incidence oesleviance and rebellion spbsided.

3. Technical Training. Despite the governments-coMMitment
. %

. .

4,,to the deelopment'Cf'technical manpower, implementation was slow
.... li 1.

..P- ' 4 4

lxneven.

.. .

. .and Industrial groups made *repeated requests thnough the
.,3'fr, -,

..eighties and nineties,,but it was-not unii1.1.903 that, the govern-.. -.
... .

ment promulgated the specialiied school order (senmongakkorei) and
,

.

began to systematize, its program for training engineers and techni-
-

.11
cians. Official programs foi training skilled workers were not

established until evenslater.0 Many accounts of Japaneseeducation

marvel at the government's prescience in establishing those

specialized schools and assume that.the graduates from these schools

played an important role in stimulating Japanese industrialization,

However, investigators who have followed the'careers 'of specialty
. .

-school gtaduites provide evidence against this. In,several instances,

.0

well over half the graduates went into fields that had little

relation to their training. 10 The goverrmsnt tended to establish

N 4
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these schoOls in response to local demands. But by the time the

'government had established a school, the' local area often found

'alternate means to satisfy the. demand, thus rendering the schools

useless for their intended purpose.

4. The Meritocracy. The government was determined to make
. -

the Ikperial University at Tokyo the &remit institution of

lgarningin the nation. Thus, this institution was provided com-
. I

generous annual giants for its operation, are'. its

graduates received favorable treatment in the competition, for

service jobs. As other sectors of ,society began to develop

a need for highly trained manpower, they alsiiurned to the

Imperial University. . Within short'period, this institution

_
was supplying-the personnelfo cr a variety of elite careers.

Makoto Aso sampled several hundred elites from each of several

editions of the Jinii Koshin Roku and investigated several of their

background characteristics (see Table 2.1). _In the earliest

period, a majority of the elites had not'attended,a university;-

however, among those who had attended about half were Imperial '

University(Toda4.) graduates. The,Todai graduates were especially

numerous in' the civil servideAeducation,
_

and tasineei. The milt
1

1

tary, which had its own academy, was the one modern eltte.sector'
,

where Todai graduates failed to giin a significant pioportion.

Over tiie the number of elites who had attended a university in- .

i . . .

increased, yet up to World War II nearly half of these continued to
,

be graduates of Todait ,The proportion of Todai graduates among the
?'

..

elite civil servants and educators declined only modestly,. Since

World War II, Todai's proportion has declined somewhat but still
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Table.2.1. Per Cent 4%14:Japanese' Elites Who Attended The

University of Tokyo (To 'dai) from. 1903 to /964
.

OccUpatibn c4T.4.1.1. Graduates as a Per Cent of

a

-= Na.ional .Civil Service

Business Leaders

Land Owners

Military

EducatOrI, Professors

Doctor's

se

Elites tlho Attended a Higher Educational
Institution
1903 1915 1928

73 65 76

66. 33 , 28

0 0_ 0

0 20 0

88, 88 52

50 100

.1939

65

21

0

8

63

41

iawyers 66 = 4%-t 0

Artists, - 0

Religious Leaders 0

Opinion Leaders i
,. . ..'

0

Politicialis 0 - .100 0 18 36

Noblemen 17 _100' 20 34 ... -
Other

::-5q a o ,...4 8 -

1955: 1964

42 41 1

18' 14

45 36
1.1 , 17

1.7 31.

< 22' 25

, t 0 50'.

0 a0

1 _ . ONNINONOWN=

Vodai Graduates as a
Percent of 31.ites who
Attended a Higher Edu-
cational 'Institution, .

Cent of Elites viho'.Prr
Attended a Higher'Edul.

- cational Institut:lop"
,

Todai '*Graduates as a
Per Cent of all Elites

55 r 44 36
,

28 26

12 - 14 17

IIIMMONIMIN, 11111

34 21

.

, 77 94

19 17

46

,

53

19

/lakoto Asir), 14.,ito,_ to Kioilzti (Elites and Education), Tokyo: Fulcuratira
Shuppan, 1907, pp. 217-219. i
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represents a sizeable fraction' in most_of_ghe-erkie fields.

Considering all elite.fields, the prcportion who attended Todai

illtreased from'l per cent; in iqu to 17 per cent in 1964'.1*
a

, As ambitious youths cane to appreciate the importance of
,

attending the Imperial University, increasing numbers began to

set their'sights on entrance to-this institution. As the govern-

ment illOwed only 'slight increases in Todai's size, madly youths

. were destined to be disappointed. Still these youths committed

themselves to the necessary preparation by attending a middle school

and seeking entranbe-to,a:higher
,

. University could not accommodate

school. In that the Imperial -.

their the youths and their families

demended alternative higher educational Opportunities. The govern-

,ment's initial response was to establish several additional Imperial

. Universities in new locations--the second was established in Kyoto.
,

in 1897 andeventually came to.rival Todai-in its scale and eminence.

Other Imperial Universities were.establithed in Tohokul'Hokkaido,
.

Kyushu, Nagoya, and Osaka. 'Still the

so in 1918 the government promulgated

considerably liberalized the criteria

public demand was not satisfied,

a University Law.which-'

for granting :a university

charter. Over the next years, many secondary institutions, including

several in theprivate sector, upgraded their standards to achieve.
-

recognition as universities.. By the time of the Great Depression',

Japan had 30 universities serving. approximately. 40,000 university-

studentst'or producing nearry'15,000 graduates each year.

However, there was no way for the Japanese economy to absorb all of

this highly trained. manpower, at least in.theii chOifen specialities.
. . . . t

In the "softer" fields, well ovet half the graduates filled to secure



. a job evenafter several months of seaich.11 These unemployed

intellectuals provided the core leadershi.for certain of the
. . 4 ;14''. -' 4rebelliouslaovements we noted earlier. -Of ,Ourse,beventualiy

.11

these highly educated youths ndedup in jobs which did not require

their level of educ putbe4ause university graduates took
;Ayof

up these jobs, the jobs came tobe deiignated as suitable only for

people with degreestthus leading to-additional stimulation of"the
. 0'4

demand for' education. Ronald. Dore, deflecting on tgis.

suggests that Japan was the first of the new` states catch ;The
.

,

. .1..*:

Diploma. Disease.12 .

-.

'

GoVernment leaders promoted the ideology of opportunity :

_..,.

,fttbrougkeducation. And numerous examples of'SuccessfUl.individuals

rising fkom humble backgrounds were cited as evidence that the

educational system, provided opportunities to all, regardless of

their background. Hitt the opportunities weies unequal. The state

made certain that every child attended a primary school' and, insofar

as practical, attempted to spread secondary schools throughout the

nation.- However, the tu,t,tions fof these ,post - compulsory schools

were substantial and apart froarthe .normal and Military schoOls,

scholarships were rare. In general, local. Orithary.schoolstended

to '.reflect the hierarchy of their communities: Teachers, 'perhaps.

recognizing .their obligationi to the local elites

of the local ichool board did in.lact-control appointments), tended
Sr B

to favor the childien of the established families. .The-Children's

of the bOpter homes were nest likely to get high grades, pais exams,.

andizove up in the educatiopal system.
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Manir'of the poorryouth idrural villages resented
, I

the inequitiei proioted .by the educational system. For these

youths, going 'to a normal school or rmilitaritschoo/ was the only.
. .

realistic post-compulsory educational opportunity.. Ithas.been
, 4

suggested that their feelings of class hostility go,a long way

'toward explaining their Oillingness, once their became-adults and

enteied.the.militaryor assumed teacher roles, to blind* suppott

those discontented Ultranationalistic rebels who both opposed the

% .priVleged classes and urged an imperialistic war. According to
.

this,in erpretation; Japan's involvement in the Second World War-
4,;f*

:was a reflection of her domeitid class warfare.14

.. ,
'4

-Background.for
\
the Occupation Reforms

Japanese society, made izipresisive` strider toward realizing
.

-0 i .

. ,

tile-goals designated by the Meiji rebeli. By the mid-thirties, the
... . 1

. - national institutions were effetiVely.ilnified under a strong central
,

regithe. The economy was dlvetaified,.the military was strong, and

4

the people were loyal. 'Education.,' despitelt4. many shortcomings,

had aided in each 17,f these developments: ,If 'Taman had managed h.
, .

0

, ,

-more successful conclusion of World War II, the central government
.

might have retained the old system in essentially unaltered form.

By
4.
September of 1945,. Japan had no choice but to declare

,
.

unconditional .sutrender. In anticipation of Japan's fall, the

Allied Powers on July' 26, 1945, issued the-Potsdam'neclaration which

deciired their intent to remove
4

all obstacles to the survival and strengthening of ;

democratic tendencies among the Japanese people.
.

- Freedom of speechi:reli6lon, and of thought, as well
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as respect fpi the fundamental rights shall

be established.15

addition, they had given some consideration to the specific

'changes:that wOuld be introduced. However, there was no way that

'the Allies'could full prepare for 'the situation they encountered.

, .At MI6 observer. put it:
-

The.natron,that had been so remarkably successful and

had believ,ed so implicitlynTES Own divinity-and
40 Ninvincibility was defeated in 1945. It was physically

i

, devastatea; its-dities'Were demolished, its homes,. _ . ,
.,

. .

tempes, school's as well as industry were in ruins. 4
0

Its fAms were exhaubted from want of fertilizer, its ,

;!.... . z )r 4

fishing fleets weredeitriqed."People were reduced'

:to-near -Staivation-:-----A,n-estinit-ed7r,-85070-0-0-JaPaneile`

Were dead. PuW.id morale had collapsed. -The citizens;'

*nurtured- in-'the Shinto faith_-tht-iti was a divine . '
, ,. ,

., , 1

. - -

: land d-under-a dIkrine`em' peror, now ,felt theie beliefs had
4

___-___. 'Veen proven false. Tht normally' disciplined and deter-
......,

dazed.
'

, ;mined Japanest were confused and Schools were,
-4 ..

,

.cloded and some 19 million schlchildren were idle.16

t,

While Japan had surrendered-to the Allied forces as a whole,
,.

the actual task of implementing the spirit of the Potsdam Declarationa

was assumed by air American Occupation government headed by. General
. .

6 MDouglas acArthur. The Occupation was in ucted to work through4the
.

.
.---- ,

, t . 0, .

existing 'Japanese ;overnment and Emperor but notto support them.
. .

' In t he early months, the Occupdtion issued a number of directives to
$

.

the Japanese government, and among these were several intended to
.c.

remove all militaristic and ultranationalistic influences. Thus,.

in the field of education, the courses of moral edudationp geography,,,
-,--

1 I
.?

a
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and Japanese history which were considered. supportive of the

wartime ideology were temporarily suspended. A pur6 of those

educational officials and teachers who had played key roles in

promoting the wartime ideology was begun. Over ramo teachers,

or one- fourth of those in the prbfessih, were either:Purgedbr

resigned -in order to avoid the threat of a purge. Similar steps

were taken to remove officials and responsible individuals in all

sectors.Oi life from business to the arts. The removal of these --

nationalistic elements from former positions of prominence and the

appointment of "liberals" in their stead considerably facilitated

tiie Occupation's reform program.

_ One of the first-major goals of the,Occupationwas to

establish the foundation tor a'hore democratic mode of-government.

A specia).-eohmittee of the Diet wA charged, with the task of drafting .,

a new constitution, and when it faltered, the Occupation submitted

its own proposal. Ultimately, a version identical in most respects

to that proposed by the Occupation was ratified in November of

1946 by the Diet. The preamble clrearly-reflects its American

authorship..-

We, the Japanese people, acting through-our duly elected
4

representatives in the National Diet, determined that we

shall secure for ouraolves and Our posterity the fruits

of peaceful:cooperati6n with all nations and the blessings

of liberty thioughoutthis land-, and resolved that never_ -

again shall we be visited with the horrors bf war through

the action of government, 'do proclaim that sovereign power

resides with the people and do firmly establish this

Constitution., Government is a sacred trust of.the people,

' the authority for which is derived from the people, the
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powers of whi

; the 'people, a

the people.

upon which th

h are'exercised by the representativei*of

d the ben6fits,of which are enjoyed by

his is a/universal principle of mankind'

s Constitution is founded. 17

In ontras with the Meiji-Constitution, several articles of

the new "Peace C nstitution" dealt with educational.matters.

Article 20 declared "the State and its organs shall refiain from

religious education". "Article 23 stated "academic freedom is
-

guaranteed ". And Article 26 stated "all people shall have the

right to receive an equal. education cOrrespondent.to their ability ".

Whereas the old'system had been created,.through a series of

Imperial decrees and administrative orders, the ,new eduCational

System was baied in the Constitution and in:Laws that were debated

and legislated by the national Digit. As'we will See in Chapter
o

Three, this change to a legis tive basxs in coMbination with the

emergence of progreasive.politioal parties that developed an interest

in educational policy resulted in lively postwar'educational

dialogue.

A New Educational Philosophy

To aid in the development of concrete proposals for educational

reforms, the Occupation invited ,twenty-seven distinguished American

educators to Japan in March of 1947. These edUcatort,"'knOwn as

the U.S. EducationMission to Japan, produced a Report which pro-
. ,

vides the clearest statement of the philosophy underlying the.

subsequent reform., The opening statement of this report"echoed the,

Occupation's goal Of helping Japan, to develop anew education
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i appropriate' toA-liberAl aemocratic sofiety. It urged the /
e ..

development of an educational philosophy which recognizes "the

worth and di4titir of thesindividual-and that would "prepare

'the individual to become % responsible and cooperating member
f- .

of society"., The Report enumerated several weaknesses of 'the
. .

old system. -

0.

The Japanese system.of education in its, organization

and curricular provisions would. have been due*for

reform in accordance with modern theories of education

even if-theie had not been injected Into £t ultra-

nationalism and militarist. The system was based on a

nineteenth century pattern which was highly centralized,
. .

--providing-one-type of education-for -themaises-atd-

atotherfor the privileged. few. Itheld that at each
, leVel of_instruction iiiire is a fixedquantumlof

knowledge tal:oe absorbed, .and tended tc:e.disregard dif-

ferences'in the ability and:interests of pUpilL. Through

prescription, textbooks, examinations and inspection,

the system lessened the opportunities of teachers to

exercise professional freedom. The measure of efficiency ,

was tie degree to which standardization anduniformity

Tkere secured.18
.<

The Escort then turned to a consideration,of'reforms that

.

might alleviate these weaknesses. It is not necessary for us .to

consider all of these, since many of them were never realized.
4

However, as .background for the subdeguent discussion, wewill

to consider in some detail what happened.to the Mission's proposals

for a new educational philosophy,_a new single-tradc structure, a:

decentralization of 'control, and an improvement in the'situation

of teachers.
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To translate, the Missionqredommendation into concrete
, .

.

,.
.

P

, .

reform proposals, an Educational Reform Council was established
0

with Offidial status equiVaient to .the Ministry of Education. As

.it first task, the COUn il considered.the development of a state-
1L

me n of'the phiiosphy of the new 'system which might replace the

_old system's Imperial .Rescript. The CounciI-ultimately decided
. .. ft:

that the specifics of the new education should be warked oueby
,

. .. - , , 4'
the local communities, school bOards, and schools that were in

------4

closer contact with the desires ofthe people, and thatit would.
. ,

be inappropriate to draft such' statements. above. Nevertheldis,
. . .

, ..

in the rundamental Law of Educatior$,.one df the first laws drafteda-
,

by the Council, we find a statement of ,the new aim of edUcation:
lit

Education shall aim at the full c:lelrelopment,of person-3,

ality, striving for the rearing of the people,-sound.

in mind'and'body, who shall love truth and jals:ticer

esteem individual value, respect labour; and,have,a

deep sense of responsibility,'and be imbued with an 3

Independent spirit, as builders of a peaceful state

'and society.19. R 1.

A

- The Structure 'of the New 'System
,, . .

. ,
..

'

To realize the new democratic phosp4r, the U.S. Educationil

, A

'

I

Mission urged

of

new structure for Japanese edtcation. The key
"

.

features in'allided the following:

1. A six-year free compulsory primary school which "should

prepare children 'to<become healthy, active, thinking'citizens

eager to' develop their innate abilities " .20.

2. In contrast with the old system where several, different

5.9 .
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Rim -compAlsory tracks had opened up afterthe primary school, the

Mission Report:recommended
.

thit there be established for the next three yesis

'beyond the, primary school; a "lower secondary school"

for all boys.and girls, providing '.fundamentally the

same type of curriculum for all with such..adjustments

is are necessary to meet individual needs. The main

purposes Should. be similar to those of ,the 4pkimary
_

4 school,_ with eMPhasis upon per9dnal develdpmen, citi-
_ 0

zendhip, and community life:' Into this school' should.. ,.

. Be introduced certain opportunities of an exploratory
,

nature.inIthe vocational field.21;

Apart from the old system,- the

should also be free, compulsory
,

. 3. Beyofid the lower secondary schools, .the Report, recommended

a free coeducational three-year high school "open to all who desired,

to at'tetdn'that was 'modeled, itsofar as poseibIe, along the lines

iower ssecondary'(middle) schools

and coeducational. ;

a

of the ,American ,.comprehensive.' high' school,.
22

That. is, the school
. .

'

should inclUde the courses that would both enable students to

Trepare for college and to acquire vocational skills.
O

4. The Report4iphasiied the potential role of the university_

in .fostering 1 beral thought and urgedthat'this:become,"an 'opportunity

for.the many, not toe few".,r' MOreover"the Report suggested that
..

.

4.

the university with its liberal atmosphere provide watore favorable..0 .
$Setting forbteacher education than'the separate normal schools , ' .

t. .0' 4

'chaiacteristic of the of -system. .

fp. , ,

Thece recommendations, adopted virtually without modification

,

- ,

.

in the Schdol Education Law of 1.541, reqUired-a massive reorgainzation...
0 . .

.

-of the existing school facilities. To comply with .the new requirements,.

60
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for compulsory middle, school education, many new institutions :

had to. be e 'shed. Due to warr,4amage of existing facilities

and a shortage of revenues, educaiional,administrators in most areas
...

.

faced an extremely grave eituatidn. Yet sbmehow by the end of
.

..,,

the Odcugation, these areas were able to achieve the necessary.
.,

results. .The structure. of the new educational system is contrasted

With'. the old in Figure 2%.1.

In terms of our subsequent discussion, two differences
A

deserve special emphasia:,.
.

1. By extending compulsory education from six to nine years,, PI

it postponed the point at which pupils began their preparation for

"competitive entrance exams.
, .

.
.

2. The new structure, thro4gh placing allstudents on a
,

. sin4le.track and educing tuition it public schools, enabled a far

tireater proportion'of youth to acquire' Vie mecessary academic
..

background for Attending a university or other higher educational
.

- -institution. As we will dee in Chapter Eight, the response to

these new opportunities was irrimediate, resulting in steady pressure

for expansion of theqmst7compulsory educational facilities.

Educational.authorities haye barely managed to keep up with

the.d emand for places, by:allowing the establishment of numerous

sub-standard institutions. HoweVerr_in so doing, .thy have aggravated,

the longstanding prOblems of acaderdic competition for entry to the .

highest quality post-compulsory insitutions. Chapter Eight provdes'

a detailed examination of this development.
a.

7

'1
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Decentralization of Control - "t

1/-27

Poisibly the most -persistent theme in the U.S. Education

Mission's,Report was the dahger of 'Concentrating too much_authority

in the hands of the central, bureaucrady.
t - .

.An educational systim, controlled byan entrenched

bureaucracy recruited from a narrow group, whicb

reduces the chances of promotion on merit, which

provides little opportunity for investigation aid

research, andwhich refuses to tolerate criticism,

deprives itself automatically of the keens of pro-

gress... Experience -indicates that the centralized

system is more-vulnerable from theastandpoint of

manipulatiold and exploitation bypowerweither
outside or. Inside the system...

.

The control of the instructional progiam should be

.more.dispersed than at present; .vertical lines of

authority and responsibility should be definitely

broken at' certain levels, of th6 systeth.23

endation that more authority be shifted.

14
C

.

Along with the rec 1011

O

to local governments, the Report encouraged'the formation of

parent-teacher associations and other popular #oups(that,serve

as a check and as vehicles for generating new viewpoints on

education. The Reporturged the,formation'of professional asio-
.

ciations for teachers and even appraved the dtganization ok

teacherli unions,adding "no democratic principle is more crucial

than the right to assemble for the extension of ideas";

The Occupation-enthusiastically, supported the Mission's
e

recommendatioh for a more decentralised educational system, and

.quickly took Several steps to implement this change. The Ministry

a



of Educ,tion was. relieved of its.power'to censor textbooks,

special funds were made available to support the formation of PTAs,

and teachers' unions were allowed to organizeat the expense of

the pro-government teacheri' association,' which rapidly lost

;;membership. However, as _the Occupation began to .press foraddi-
-

tional ways cf piomoting decentralization, it encountered numerous

obstacles. Among these was the Ocdupation's need to rely on the .

centrAl government for the implementation of the complex reform

programs. By the time the Educational-Reform Council begandrafting

proposals for the decentralization of-educational control, the

.doniestic political cliMate had become more complicated and the
/.

1

National'Diet more reluctant to approve Occupation-promoted- reforms.
16.

In the context of this new political' situation, a Private

School Liw was passed which gave-ptlyate schools at all levels-much
.

greater autonomy than they tad enjoyed under the old system, The

U.S. Education-Mission had urged such a reform in the hope of,

diveriifying the tlipes of educational opportunities, available to

Japanese youth. In addition; the Mission, recognizing the serious

--finanCial situation of private schools, urged that some steps be

taken to provide them with aid from public sources. Unfortunately,

little action was taken
%Jto

improve the finances of private schools,.1

leading to a situation where Many of these schools were forced to

. permanently reduce their acadetilic standards.

.0cdupation officials hoped to 'see authority for the control

of school education divided up among a large number of local school

districts just as inthe U.S.

council argued that most 18Scal

I '65
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administrative experience, and political wisdom to manage their own

schools. Eor'differentrdaions, this judgment was supported bY'

both the conservative government and theileadership of,the

progre'ssive teacher,' union. TheseAlifferences threatened the .

likelihood of achieving Diet -ipiroval forbills detailing procedures

for localized control and administration:

Finally in 1949 the Diet enacted a law'turning over the

control of education to locally elected school boards, but actual

implementation

bill to remove

government and

Administrative

was staggered,ove'r a six -year period. A parallel .
,

control of national universities from the central

place them in the, hands. of boards of trustees failed.

orders were used to decentralize certain other

responsibilities. Yet 011 things considered, it would have to

be concluded that 'far less than anticipated was achieved with respect
6

-to this particular reform theme.

The Situation of Teachers

Another reourrent concern in the U.S. Education Mission's

Re ort was the oppressed and imizsoverishe situation of teachers.

The Mission was obviously impressed with the dedication-of many
s.

,teachers, but felt they had suffered from lack of autonomy.. At
k

several points, the Mission's Report criticized the intrusions of

governmental authorities into the classroRm.

We have seen that the effp9ts of the old regime are

manifest in the teaching practices. Teachers have

been told exactly what to teach and how to teach it.

Teaching has been, by and large;.formal and stereotyped.

,,To prevent any deviation from the prescribed content.
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an" form, inspectors have been charged with-the

dUty seeing that printed instructions were

followed to the letter. Such a system hakthe

effect of puttinT,teaching in a straitjacket.

If the teacher is given sufficient freedom, he i

will make use of many facilitiesgutside the school

to enrich the learning'ofpuOils.-, Farms, 'factories,

offices; libraries, museums and hospitals .piovide

educational opportunities:. j67, some cases where

cladses are too large, a teacher skilled in demo-

, craticipioCesses can Call upon student leadership,

;breaking up the classintq smaller groups under

student chairmen.24-
4

.

The Mission nthusiastically, endorsed,the need for teachers

.1

II '-30

to form professional associationi of their own, and egphaiized that

while gOverimental. bodies might want to encourage such associations,

"it isitrue. that the most effective meetings of teachers are usually
) .

those which the teachers 'themselves organize". The-Mission sug,-

gested that the wartime government's heavy hand led to a situation

where teachers lost confidence in the,government.-

The teachers of-Japan, in so fir as their views

have been represented to the Mission; are critical --s,

,

and restless and, are looking for leadership 'outside

the Department of Education. 25 ,
. , C. .*

.
.

Clearly the Mission looked to teachers;and iheir 4spociaions

as major forces for bmildin.the new education. In response to ;_

these recommendations, the/Occupation developed an.extensi,'e progiam
./

to help Japanese teachers acquire democratic pedagogieel techniques
,

and provided considerable encouragement to fledgilng teacher associations

67
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` Even when these associations took on some of the characteristics'

of a trade union, the Occupation lookedon approvingly at ,first.;

. As one offiahl in the Labor Division put it:

.
. 7

The working classes constitut e, potentiallye the
t,

a strongeit if not theonly reliable base for a. . ,
. ,

decratic regime'ineJapin... Japan4se,labor holds
.

.

the'key to succest orfailure in the attempt ,to
,

convert
. ,

, Jap an.from -a dangerous enemy into .a good
26 .

.

neighbor. a.

p

I

1 ;J.
4.

The new constitution ful4 recoghized he right of labor: to organize.

and the OccupatiOn wai initially disinclined to ihtroduce:.any
..t. . . i.

special qualifications for civil servants or teacherv.' As the,4 "-,V

A
U.S. Education Mission Report indicated, Japan's teachers were

grossly underpaid. %. AO'

Thd OccUpation's viers were eedingly liberal for that
4 .-

period. Even in the U.S.,, teache were not permitted to forril
$ :

unions. Moreover, the Occupation s position was at considerable
.t: a . ; . e. .
variance with the preferenCe ofillo Japanese gove nmeht officials:

The liberal Yoshid.higdAbe,,who served as Minister of Education

in 19461. queitioned the propriety c> allowing teachers to organize.
- , ,,,

. . ,
. . .: e

Yet through the middle of.1947, the acd4atii5n remainedfirm in.its
. * V

'*. t

.liberalAcosifibnand unionleadbri made great pipgress in theirmade
.

. - .

organizing

mion, and

efforts. Well over halfAof all
;

.

rival groups were moving, toward

A number of factors, howelrere le4,the OccupaiOn

from this original liberal position. For, instance, the

teachers 'had

some form of

joined a

federatione
.

to retreat

ment's perception of international communism" was going thiough

significant transformation, and this'led;to suSpicions44out the

I

6$

..



-relationshiptof Japan s.unipn leadership to this worldwide con-

spikacy. 'Also, after an,ineffective attempt in 1947 ii)y a leftist.

coalition;to-assume.control o-thb-central governmen , t e Occu7
'

.. , ; . . . _

-Ipation developed greater respect for Japan's conservative political
, .

'

,

leadetS: - , ,

: The Occupation gradually came to feel that Japanese labor

Was aemnding too much. For, example; in early 1947 after 'the
..

..

Occupatien hadalready promised government emplbyees a substantial
. . , ,

etvage increase,-the unions representing these employees agreed. to
,

participate with private sector unions in a general strike. General.

MaCArthur was so Upset:by this Plan that he personally intervened.
-. , .,; -. :

e,,Referr
z

in4 tb the general strikejs'a deadly "social weapon in the
.

, .

present iMpdverished and .emaciated condition of japan",she ordered. e -

' the.unidns to aihMon theirTlans.27 :
e

.
. .

4',In:the immediate-aftermath of this particular confrontapion,
. .

, ,
.-: the unions modified their conflictual orient'ation. For the first

-tine4ever intJapadese history; the Ministry of Education agreed to, .
1

. entercollective bargaining with:Zenkvokyo, the most prominent-.
. ( ,

. ,
.

.
.

. teachers' union. As a result of'the bargaining, teachers achieved
.. ,

.

.
.

many ofthe'benefitS promised by union leaders ayear earlier.
, e 4. ,

The collective bargaining in early 1947 seemed to imply that

the .go-vernment had decided to recognize the rightful existence of
0 ,

unions. Ildweveri events over the next two years proved otherwise.i

In.1948,,ifie Occupation refused tb interfere as the Japanese govern-7

men't cleverly'framed a series of laws.and administrative orders

4- concerning public employees that effectively.deprived teachers' unions

of their power to bargain with the central government. In 1949,
! .
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the Occupation carried'out a "red purge" which led,to the imprisonment

of a number of union leaders.

Thus,-after-appearing-to-recognize.the right of teachers to

organize, the government and the Occupation subsequently recanted.

these actions, rather than turning teachers away from

seemed to increase their commitment. By the,latter

Occupation, three-quarters of Japan's teaphers had

Surprisingly,

their unions,

years of the

joined unions. Most of these unions became federated in a single

national organization known as Nikkyoso. In 1952, Nikkiroso

proclaimed its "Code of Ethics for Teachers", which, in fact, was

a manifesto of goals for the union's postwar educational struggle.,

.Included among these were the following:

--Teachers shall fight for equalsopportdiity in education.

- -Teachers shall protect peace.

--Teachers shall allow no infringements on freedom in education.

- -Teachers shall fight side by side with parents against
28corruption in society and shall create a new culture.

Conclusion

The Meiji. government;-krirough strong central leadership,

laid the foundations for JapantsOld system of education. This

systeM was reasonably effective in developing acommon national

morality,.in training technical manpower, and in selecting a talented

Central. elite. Yet from the point of view of'the American Occupation

which came to japan following the termination of World War II,, these

achievements had contributed'in significant ways to the extremist

tendencies that led to Japan's invok(rement in the war. Thus, the
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Occupation contemplated a massive reform of the "old syst
f

We have reviewed several of the central condernb of the Oc

m".

upation

reformers. 'Perhaps the Occupation's greate'dt legacy was the

democratic and humanistic philosophy of education which, under its ----,....

siewardshibecame implanted in the constitution and the basic 0

educational laWs. Also, a new 6-3-3-4 structure was beguri and

steps were taken to iMprolie the status ana,indrease the autonomy

of teachers. Other of the Occupation's proposed reforms, particularly

those concerning decentralization of authority, were less successful.

While some domestic educational groups identified with these
.

reforMs, others hotly opposed them. Thus, when the Ocdupetion

left Japan in.1952te fate of many of its reforms was uncertain.

The domestic educational struggle to which we turn in Chapter

Three. would determine the ultimate outcome.

A
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,CHAPTER THREE

THE ESTABLISHMENT AND THE TEACHER UNION.
..

A

: .

(Below is a Summary of Chapter which is not included in the final report)

IL

In Chapter Two we, observed that the Occupation emphasized

the impoitance of'an independent teaching profession and urged

an improvement in the condition of teachers. Thus the Occupa-

tion alloWea teachers to.form'unions and exert ,pressure for

better wages and working conditions. Aftertking these pre)-
,

gressive'steps, however, the Occupation backed -away from its
.

support of-teachers. In fact, in 1949 it did 'nothillg'toNstop

the Japanese government from enacting regulations which effec-

tively
.

deprived teachers of their-cA ollectivel.bargainin2 rights.
_.

D Under-these circumstances, the government anticipated that the

4 -unions would lese their membership. Instead the unions consoli-

" dated into the tiationwide Japan Teachers Union (nikkyoso), This

-union has

its ranks

important

continued to count three-quarters of all teachers in

,throughout the postwar period and has contributed in
r.

ways to the postwar dialO"gue on educational policy.

In this chapter, we begin with a brief outline of the

major interest group6 concerned with education and their social

backing. We show how the national government draws its support

frOm the, heads of large dorporationsNs well as the traditional
,

sectors of the economy, this alliance we call the establishment.
o

In contrast, the teachers pnion is close to other labor groups

as'well as the modern middle class. Over the course of the

72,
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postwar period, the establishment and the teachers union have

developed conflicting views concerning the conduct of educa-
,

tion. The establishment has_placed_rgreater emphasis on the

policies that characterized the old sYSAIII whereas the union

has emphasized the goals promoted by the, Occupation; Our review'

of these interest groups and their concerns provides 'essential

background for examining the following interrelated questions:

(1) How has the union been able to continue to enlist the support

of teachers? (2) What haa been the, union's impact on education?

WiAh respect to the union's ability to maintain teacher

allegiance, we consider-the following factors:

(a) the union's skill in identifying controversial policiei

of the government that many teachers and parents object to and

opposing these.

(b) the close relation the union has developed -with

professors at many of the universities, where the: fresh cohorts
I

'of teachers are trained.

(c) the effort the union ,devotes to capturing' the

loyalty of young teachers with its workshops and other youth

programs.

(d) demographic trends which have undermined the national

importanCe of the traditional sectors where local elites_are

more militant in _their opposition to the union.'

With respect ta the union's impact, we make a distinction

between policy-making and policy implementation., Over the

course Of the postwar period, the central government hrs been

able to enact many new educational policies. We review several

7 3



that the union has opposed.. When the union .opposes a government

policy: we find teachers fail to` comply with. the policy and it

usual-lyisinadecivatelyimplemented.

because: (1). the union ascribes:to democratic and

egalitarian teaching goals and (2) nearly three-fourths of Japa'n's

teachers are union-membeis and responsive in same degree to union
T .x

1ead?rship, we conc11.tde the union is an important cause of Japan's/
egalitarian edu,atzion. The union has enabled-eachers to resist

.unwarranted external influences .. Teaching 'practices (do not

"correspond" with the demands of the establishment..

C

1

O
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CHAPTER IV

THE IMPORTANCE OF:CLASS'AND FAMILY

An impressive body of research kn advanced societies
%

indicates that the social class into which.a young person is

born has a significant'assOciation with his (or her) achieve-

ments in.scho61 and litter in society. Similarly a number of
.. . .

.., .:: LA-

studies indicate a relation betweenielass of origin and value

acquisition.' The available research'` uggests similar asso-
r

ciations in Japan, though'the strength of the relations is

,often weaker. The standard interpretation of these associa-

tions "goes as follows:

1. An adult's social, class can best be identified by

the type of work perfokrd by the head of .the householdito

which he (or .she) belongs. This Work role is the major source

of the family's income, status, power, and social networks.

.2. Moreover, the work role leads incumbents and the adult

-members of their families to accept a wide range Of-class-
, I

specific norms.' These class-specific norms include prescrip-

tions for ideal, family structure and appropriate child-rearing

practices.
a

3. The families of different social classi)s tend to

observe their classinorms. It= the families of the respective
o

classes differ'in their structureand child-rearing practices.

4. These class-specific afferences in family structure

and child-rearing Practices have draifferentiating impact on

the cognitive skills and values or children fropfthe earliest

'years of their development (the family-first assumption)

A
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.

5. -Moreover, the contexts for the children of the

respective classes, differ in important ways. The educational

resources available in their homes; the neighborhoods in which,

they play, the schools they attend, and-the way teachers

respond to their efforts are all permeated by their class post-
_

tion. These contextuE features reinforce the initial failly

based personali4y. characteristics.

6. Thus children from the respective classes come to

differ in their values, skills, and achievements. While
.c.

some

children will be mobile, the general tendency is,;for the class

system through these processes- to reproduce itself.

, These propositiOns-underlie:the. mainstream interpretation

of the wellknown empirical association between class and indir,
c'

vidual development. Individual.investigators introduce, their

qualifications:

.sure for class,

fancily, and the

we allow for

_

iives and liberals are as firm in '.their adherence to these

proposition as radicals.
3

for example, concerning 41e .operational med".7._

the extent .td which cliss is said to'cletermine

extent to which reproduction is realized. jet

these qualifications we discover that conserva-

Still, we find a minority Who object to one or, the

other of- tt 4 propositions, In thfs chapter, we, area particu-

larly doncerl,ed with the validity of the.family first proposi-

tion (No. 4), and the proposition that families observe their-
. , 7

class norms (NO.: 3). ,It was Ogburn who first questfoned the c

familyNfirst assumption in his well-known_ thesis that

r

ti
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change ,-%ra.s causing the_family to lose its

functions. David Riesman in the Lonely Crowd also suggested

the family's demise; in Riesman'S opinion, ,otho-directed

youth were more susceptible to the influence of their peer

grodp than that of their parents. In the first chapter, we.

su arized other criticisms of the family first proposition

by Albert Reiss and Kenneth Prewitt. Insofar as it can be
A

shown early family experiences are not so influential,,it
II

becomes more reasonable to accept evidence that later experiences

such as.schobling, and work affect individual development.

A second objection is to question whether, ,families

.follow their'glass norms, qp indeed whether clas6 norms are

distinct; Talcott'Parsons in reactionto Ogburn's loss of

function, thesis has argued that the modern family.ii simply

moi"e specialized and its effective Performance of its more

limited functions is mope importdnt. than ever:' In this argu-

ment, Parsons the family first assumption.

'ftoweveri:Pareoris does ot identify 'class differentiated family

'norms.- Rather, he see all families as conf'orwing in-greater

or lesser degree to the contemporary middle class norm.

Others hove Advanced!a similar position.y
These two objections suggest the following table.

Along thg.horizontal axi&are arranged the two positions on

class differences in family norms, and along the vertical' axis

the two positionsvi;'-a-vis the family first proposition.

P
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TABLE 4.1

PERSPECTIVES ON 'THE CLASS AND THE FAMILY .

a

Family --1s Firpt,
.

Yes

No

Class-Differentiated

1

Family Norms

s.

Mainstream

urn

No

parsons

Postwar
Japan

o

If we were to rely on the common folklore concerning the

, .
Japanese family, there would be little need to expiess any.'

.interes.ein these objections.
A

Traditionally, Japanese society was rigidly stratified

and families were expeCted to perfo m a major role 4m4hild

. .

,

development. Confucius, the great age who had such a profound

influence Ort Japan's institutions, considered the family to be
. -

.

..-: the fundamental agent of socialization iand social control. In

hiS Greater Learning we find the well-known adage: "Their
.

family being regulated, their states were rightly governed.
I

Their states being rightly governed, the Whole Kingdom was

'

.tranquil and happy."6 Also, the available information indicates

there were significant class differences in personality develop-
,

ment. 'However, a number of leading Japanese social scientists

question whether these generalizations hold for the postwar

period.

4#
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Akio Sumiya, perhaps Japan's leading student of:.veilue,
t

.

transmission, says "the'Japanese family has completely_sur-
,, .

. .
.

rendered its educative, function toa single-minded value:
. .

.. ,

getting children the best possible formal education so they
P .7

can enter social life with the '-est.:possible,aCadedid background."(
.

Similarly-!Tadashi Fukqtake, the dean of, community. studies in

Japan, reports "today's' parents, lack 'self- confidence, in child-
.

,
rearing and they,seem to be vowing even less certain. about

b .

8
o' ,,,. what methods are best." These observers are raisin the

7-- .,-
A

objections to the mainstream interpretation we he,ve summarized
i

in Tabie'4.1. They propose that cl ass and family have
4

declined in importance as determinants of'individual develop-

ment. This chapter will review the layaiiable evidence.
. j,

Class and Family Structure Through World'War II :

Scholars who investigate Japanese families report

Variety of family types, and at least thrOugh WOrld War II they

finck,a close relation betWeen these typeS and the family's
s

class ,position. Most of Japan's family types share a notion ,
-.

. .
.

that they' are a stem (i.e) of a broad fimilition and. .

./

.
.

thus they attempt to achievecontinuity from one genera ion to
,

4.
0.

the next by designating successive main fdmily heads. Where a , 6

, '. ,
0head is not available among the male, lood kin, adoption may -*

male
. .

be resorted to. -Or whete there are deveral male siblings, one

will be.ielected to continue the main line, and providing

family resources are sufficient the others, will be encouraged '

to ,set up branch families., "Through these procedures,. most ie
.........



grOupsPerpetuate themselves over several generations.9 Thus

familiei make a good deal of fuss about their ancestors in-

ahcestral shrines and periodic trips to the tomb where

et earlier generations are buried. In this respect Japanese ,fami-'
,

0

peri6d, Baru

warriors\aad

lies-differ from the nuclear family characteristic of much of
-.

Pe West which, forms and dissolves with each generation.
.. r.

0 .
,

,While.the-notion of ie provides a common thread, in
. ..

.

other respects there has been much diversity of` family structure,

based it class and regional cultures, Referringto the Tokugawa.
. /

draws a simple contrast between the families of

peasants: ,whereas the samurai practiced exogamy,
, S

. -

-endogamy c es coMmon among the peasants, the prominent role of

family hea s and go- between, in selecting marriage partner's in

I the Samurai classes cont7.sted with the-reliance on youth-
.

initiated trial marriages among the peasantry. 'While samurai

. .

households tended to include three generati9ns
.

and were subject
. . , .

to. the authority of a powerful,familY,head, peaant faMilies

were more likely to be nuclear with shared decision- making.
. .

The -emotional-tone in the peasant and warrior' homes also
_.-------- .

. .
,

...

differed: wihile filial piety and'the family's 'welfare were
1

l' /

stressed in 'the 'samurai household and individual. gratifiCation
.

.
.

was suppressed, the peaep.nt 119seholds were more carefree and

hedonic. Within the peasant rahksl one finds ,additional varia-.
_.,

tions. Whereas trial marriages and female-dominated ,households

were more coMmon in humid Southwestern
\/,

was tpical of the northeast, - Apart from the sa urai-peasant



differences; Nakano sobservep that the merchant and artisan

classes had their distinctive variants as well.
11

In contrast

with the warrior's ascetism, merchants insofar as they had the

means engaged in a much more lavish life-style inviting non-
/

kin,to their tables and even supporting concubines. Artisans

were carefree'in their family life, frequently dissolving

alliances sand generally living for the moment.

We have seen how there was extensive variation in the
o P

.

structures of families "during the feudal period. The Meiji

gov'rnment, partly out of'a feeling that the non - samurai

variants were a national embarrassment and partly out of a

senSe'that the samurai family system was most conducive to

its modernization efforts, initiated a campaign to "samuraize"

the family units of all classes. An official family code-was

promulgated along the lines of'the traditional samurai family

and an intensive official propoganda campaign promoting the

"Japanese family" was launched through the school curriculum

and the media. There followed a grvglual convergence towards

the samurai form--at least asgauged by superficial indica-

tors: for example, from the 1880's one finds a steady decline

in divorce rates and the incidence of children born out of

wedlock--events that were common outcomes of the peasant trial

marraige pattern and the urban artisan class's casual approach

'to sexaul liasons. 12

It would be a mistake, however, to assume that these

trends indicate the unqualified success of the Samuraization



process and the elimination of alternate family types, ,er ain-

of the converging trends are bette'r understood as a
g.

unction

of other forces, e.g. the demand for .''go-betweene increased,

sfmply'because°in the wake. of rapid urbanization many young

people found they lacked alternate means of finding mates.
.-

Extended families continued to prevail at least in part because,

young couples in urban areas found the cost of setting up new

homes to be beyond their means. MoreZVer, careful studies

of family organization over the coursiof the early' modern.

"period indicate the persistance.of considerable variety in

family organization and.chila-rearing piacticeS that had a

'significant xelation to 4ass'position.

It would seem that the samurai family ideal gained the

widest acceptance it the rural areas and the urban upper

classes. However, even in these groups there were.many excep-

tions. For example, in the more marginal farm enterprises the
.

wife necessarily assumed a prominent role in the farm work.and

in domestic dec.isionz-making. Women also were prominent in many

merchant homes due to their participation in the family. business.

In urban' areas which up through World War II still accommodated

less than helf of the population, the nuclear family was more
-, -

common with.the husband working in a salaried position and

the wife staying home to take'are of the children. Among

theses urban' families, the new middle class whose members often

had a samurai background tended to outwardly conform to the

official ideology. In contrast, working class families"

exhibited considerable diversity: some claimed a samurai
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.heritage and, responsive to the official ideology, maintained

a sobdr hierarchical structure whereas other reflected the

influence of their more carefree artisan and peasant heritages.

Up through World War II these respective urban sub-

classes tended to live in segregated areas of the new cities

and to hold different child-rearing ideals. The new middle

class and6the upper strata of the traditional urban and rural

classes sought to send their male offspring to -the university

and into the large bureaus of.-the modern sector whereas the

remaining classes exhibited less ambitious goals. The educa-

tional sr-Stem and the other socialization agencies of this

period 'tended to reinforce the reproduction of the class sys-

tem.13 'As we have already noted in Chapter Two, there'was a

decided tendency for class related values' -and abilities,to be

transmitted across generations. Thus, despite the propogation ti

of the officirl family system ideology, there may well.have

been as great a diversity of family forms in early modern Japan,
\,as in the feudal period.

Family Structure Since the War

'Since World War' II, a number oof forces have operated to

reduce the diversity in family forms or at least to 'push a_

growing proportion of families towards a modal nuclear conjugal

form, in this modal form, role relations tend to be comple-

mentary and non-hierarchical. In most cases, no more than

token respect is paid to the traditional ideals of ie con-

tinuity and obedience to familyelders.
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Among the forces promoting this new model family

structurel:perhaps-the most important single development was

thesarrival of the American Occupation with its extensive pro-.

gram of reform and reeducation,14 Certain of the Occupation

*reforms constituted a diret attack on the earlier:_dlass_system:____....___
:

"many of the most prominent families watched their fortunes

dwindle-to a pittance; moreover, all but the inner circle of

the Imperial Family were stripped of their, hereditary: aristo-

cratic titles. These reforms, at least for a_time ended the

life of wealth and leisure that charac'ter'ized the Japanese

aristocratic family'.

.Family structure was yet another'target of institutional-
!

reform. Tile Me yi government had imposed a particular legal

structure for the family which invested tremendous power in the.

male household head, and left the wife and'all but the househOld

heir virtually without rights. Fathers were to becthe household's
, t

spokesman for all official matters such as property registration,
, ..

voting, taxes, and what not:/ Sons could not marry, without their
.

father's consent until tithe age of 30 (7,5 for.girls). WiVes
1

.had no ,rights to family property even, when the family dissolved,
1.

$ ,
1 i' -7 `,1 _. .

dUe to their divorce 'or the husband's death. Rather property
:).

.

.Pasted on intact to the first son as heir to the familyline.
,

What is more, the wife did not even have the right to divorce

her husband. Whereas the husband could
.

. ,
. ,

divorce. Among the grounds, upon which 4e could hue were

delity, failure of the We tobearia on and the wife's habit

of talking too Much.

4
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The patriarchal pattern of relations between authoritarian

-husband-fathers and obedient wives and children was often used

as a Model for other role relations=-as between boss and

employees, military officer and hit subordinates, professor and=

his Students. Occupation authorities felt the Japanese people

moved so easily into hierarchical adult role relations because

that Was wheaethey had been faMiliar with since childhood.

Viewing hierarchy as antithetical with democracy, they sought

to eradicate the problem at its rOots. A new family code was

.introduced whichrecoghized the essential equality of all

family members. Wives had equal claim to family property and

equal right to seek a divorde. The principles of the stem

family and legal primbgeniture were abandoned, and each new

household was required to register 4s an independent unit..

Children could enter into a marriage. without parental consent

from the age of 20.

These legal changes set the stage for family change.

At the -same time, occupation authorities used all the educa-
.

tional means they had at their disposal to,familiarize young

Jabanese with these new ideals. The foimd especially eager

listeners,in college students and the army of soldiers return-

ing froin the battlefields. What followed-was a shocking

departure froin the former_ arranged marriage pattern: in 1947

it was repOrted that over 40 percent, of all new marriage/
.

were formed by individuals who selected their 'mates on their
, .

own.
15

However,-many of these spontaneous, marriages ended

as quickly as.they began and others proved to be less

88
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satisfying_ than those formed through traditional procedures,'

Gradally an accommodation developed. *here .young people sought

,t least the approval and often the intervention of their

parents or other go-betweens. Thus marriages came to be

--formed, partly on love-and partly on more traditionalconsid-

erations such as parental judgments of personal compatibility,

physical vitality, family status, and so on. ;While the rela-

tive weight of these traditional considerationsAends to be
0

p
51.

somewhat greater in upper class marriages (of both urban and

rural areas), still, in far more cases than before the war the

partners to be married are allowed_the.fi.nal say on whether they .

wish to go through with it. Today, the parental role is more

advisory and less interventionist.
16

,

The rapid economic recovery with t e accompanying shift

from primary to secondary and tertiaty industries hasalso

promoted changes in family structure. Perhaps the most sig-

nificant consequence of this growth has been7the rapid,expansion:,

of jobs in large urbaircorporations and goVernment bilreaus to

the point that these constitt4e the most typical and sought

after work opportunity'. The jobs are often not STsremunera-

1

tive as other possibilities no do they provide the individual,

worker with as ;much freedom as, they might enjoy in for example,

a smaner enterprise or their own business. H9wever, thanks

to the lifetime employment system, most of these.jobs offer

security and thechance for a predictable income over the life

cycle.

0

0
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It is especially.since.World War II that_the employee

working condition has led. to a new sarariman life 'style
..17

Employees typically take up work immediately upon'the comple-

tion of at least a high school eduoation; many attend a junior
- - -

( college or full university. In-their,early working years,
.

they endure an ascetic bachelor's life while learning the

company routine and putting away some of their income'for later

home-building. Many young women also are in the employee sec-,

tor,.but in contrast with their male co-workers, most of the
. .

-women emplieet/expect to work for only a few short years

tatter which they will becomq housewives. In the short employee
4

e

phase of their life-cycle theseewomen tend to use their income

to purchase frills, such as nice clothes and overseas trips.,

As the employees reach their mid to late twenties, they

select d Mate and after obtaining parental approval become

married and settle down in a humble urban dwelling. The great

majority, especially among the females, prefer to set up

separate hoUseholds so they can escape the daily interference
4

of in-laws. Surveys indi.cate that the members ofthis

in part because they have beeninfluenced by the new education,

do not feel a strong sense of attachment to the traditional

family nOrms including the need to preseive the ie's continuity

or to obey their parents. Thus most sarariman couples begin,

their marriage in a small apartment, usually considerably

distant from the husbana's w orkplace. By their late thirties

these couples hope to save enough to move into a home of their ,

90



own, though they increasingly settle for condominiums. How-

ever, given the scarce supply of satisfactory urban housing

and-their residual sense of filial piety, a minority move

into the home of either the4wife or huibandts parents. -In
- (

such cases, the wife usually shares housekeeping chores with

,the former madam of the house--though other drrangeMents_are

alSo common.

Ezra Vogel, in his detailed study of sarariman family

life, says that once the marriage is consumated, the bride,is

. likely to abandon outside involvements including= work to non-

centrate'on home duties. 17 If-all goes according to. schedule,
4

7

she will bear a child within i_year or so. A second will follOw

soon after, and then child- bearing will cease for'the parents
,

recognize that neither their home size or family budget can

accommodate another.

Almost, from the'beginning of the foimation of this new
.

fapily unit; a diVidion of labor will emerge with
.

the husband
4 % b

assuming the ma'zior responsibility for bringing the income and

the wife;, the respOnsibility for childrearing. The respective

priorities.-:,are neatly illustrated in Yuzawa Yawahiko's 1962 .

survey. of ordinary sTokyo families. The wife's main cone ern. is

that her husband work hard, and the husband looks to his wife,

,f
.

as a'consoler'hnd child-rearer. (See Thble

According,to Sumfya whom we quoted earlier, the wife's

main concern inchild-rearing is to,facilitate the child's

success in the achool . In contrast to the more tradition'_



TABLE 4.2

THE RECIPROCAL EXPECTATIONS OF SPOUSES
FROM THEIR MARRIAGE

Husbandiesire of
'Wife

Strength of
Preference
Strong

1.3
Good conversation

companion 1.4
Zealous about children's --
education, loves children 1.5

No boyfriends; keep house
neat

. Can manage family budget,
' 'condiserate

'Values in-laws;underptands
his work; looks nice ,

Planner; looks after
husband' 1.9

Understands the importance4
of his.Socializing.

Not too pushy, similar tastes
- in food

Can bring -in money

2.0-2.9

3.0+

weak

Wife's Desire, of
Husband'

Hard working

Doesn't-hit her
C

Interesting talker
Loves children; under-
s/ands home situation
Planner; zealous about
children's 'educatior4
does not gamble .

No girl friend; let's
her manage budget. °

Values faqiily; allows
wife to attend- out-
side meetings
Social consciousness,
easy to'get along -

with, similar hobbies,
similar tastes in food:
Does not overdrink

Source: Adapted from Yuzawa Yawahiko KazOku Mondai (Problems of the Family)
Tokyo: NHK.Bookuzu,.1:9731 51.

Scale: Spouses were asked to indicate their relative valuation of a
long list of traits using a four point scale from very important. 6

(1) to not so important (4)

J

4
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.farm and merchant households which can transfer the family
L.

business "to their offspring, the new middle class parents have

little property or Wealth to, offer their children. Without

education which the parentS view as, a paisport to a salariman
, .

' job, their children will have difficulty in ate ife.r

Sarariman families have a striklingly.egalitarian role

/'7

structure. Masuda in his investigation of domestic decision--

making among nbe nuclear families found that shared-decision-
.

.

-taking kias characteriStic of 86 percent of the sample. Of the

14 percent of the family units where oneof the other partners

dominated,; it was usually the wifeWho.was strongest.18 -In.con-

tradt, in a betroit study Vy-Woolfe, it was found that-husbaridsk

dominated in 25 percent "of prd.units and wives had the upper

hand in 4 percent;pharedAecisiOnmaking was.les.scommon than

for 'Kobe. As6Befu notes in'summarizing'ttends of postwar family

Change in Japan,.

:criteria of differential status, such as, age,

generation,and sex, thoughby no'means completely

gone, are\neverthpless far less important, than be-
.

//.

fore. As,one expression of thidl. in many urban

middle class fain-flies, the traditional kinship terms

for f&ther.and mother; which connote respect and

deference, are now replaced by the Engl sh 'loan words '

Al "Papa" and "mtyma.'!19'
.

. ,. ,
f

Some social scientists maintain that the'family structure in
.

. ,

whicli a child ,is reare serves as an important .teacher for.

93.



subsequent role-learning; if so, we can infdr that the

egalitarian family structure provides children with important

lessons in-the egalitarian sentiment even pticr to the stage
-

when they enter school.
1

Thus far we have associated the sarariman fathil, type

with the, particular occupational context of employment in

,modern organizations. However, a number "of social forces have

led tO- extensive imitation of the-sirariman type by other occu-

pational groups. This trend is especially notable in the .case

ofthose blue-collar workers who are fortunate.to sequire jobs

in large enterprises.. These Workers enjoy virtually, the same
,

incomes as their white collar co-workers) at least in the early

stage of th(lii working: careers. And often as not, they share

the .same aspirations for their children's educational andoccu-
.

.pational futures.

Even in groups where familial work roles are not so

obviously congenial,-the sarariman type casts its- shadow. As

Vogel notes,

"tI\e way of life of the salary man dominates the mas
-

media, the popular stories, the "how to" books. , The

advertising and the standard package for the consumer

are probably geared more to the level of the salary

man than to any other 'group.. The educational system

is dominated by the spirit of the salary man."
"20

Aiso the changing urban ecology has played a role.

Small, shopkeepers and industrialists once constituted a distinctk
4

e 3
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/

clash-living in segregated areas of.the.tity, and apa rt from
i .

/ . ,

theirbusiness activities associated largely with others of

their class. .One .of .the fascinating aspects of poStwar

Japanese growth has been the"numerical'persistence-of-their

small and seemingly precarious enterprises, whereas in other
.

advanced societies the independent buiinessman has rapidly

declined towards extinction. However,thee,survival of small

;businesses in Japan. been accompanied by changes in their

pattern of,location. Apart from the downtown districts, no

longer does one find these enterprises and the home of their

family members clustered in common,places.. Rather, most small

shops are strewn throughout..the metropolis where they can be

accessible to a local clientele.' Necessarily de dispersion of

'these enterprises weakens the,traditional community ties between

"small businessmen and ,forces the family members from the ,old.

middle, class units to come into extensive personal contact with

thOsesfrpd other social backgrounds. Especially for the wives

and'children of small enterpreneurs, the sarariman family style

is attractive - -it of4rS them. greater independence and fiee,
o

time. ,Often today when yoqng women 'discuss marriage to small-,

scale enterpreneurs, they seek guaradtdes against being

pressed into nterpreneurial duties; -the =predence*of in-laws

under the same f lily roof might even becoMe-an issue.. In the
-

more stringent days the past, small. enterpreneurs would

have experienced difficulty '
if they made such concessions to

theii'mives,. but these days many do well enough to hire part-
.

ti

time*hlp; hence they are more likely to accept the deman ds

A.
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I

for independence they hear from family members. Indeed,

growing numbers of small enterprise families have succumbed

to the temptations of the, sararimanfamily style-. Several of

tire-recent studiei of urban family structure report surprisingly:.

little that remains distinct about the family structure and

21goals of entrepreneurial families.. she only area where these

...studies, consistently report a truly outstanding difference is

with-respec't tc Child-rearing goals: entrepreneurial families

appear less concerned with the educational succeis of their
.

presumably.becaus.e they hope the children will succeed

in the family enterprise. At the same time, the entrepreneurial
, 4 .,

. . . .
families tend to be generous in expenditures for their chldrentr

education.

Rural.f0m families have:een more insulated frOm the

fj

influence ogothe new urban ,family ideals.. As we have 'noted,

.the samurai far ly 'ideal gained the widest alccelitance in rural.-

agriculturalral a/ as, through World War II many 'rural families .

were able to conform with this ideal: family heads assumed a .

prominent role in the labor of the famil5r.agricultural. enter-

:prise and exercised.extensive authority 'over oth, L'am ly
. .

members. First sons were cultivated to succeed their Vhers,
. .

and the remaining. children Were encouraged either tg onsider

setting up a branch agricultural enterprise'or prepaie for ah..
I :

alternate career. Extended families were not uncommon, and

much reSOct was pard to older family
. ,

However, with the postwar reforms- and

members, and ancestors.

economic degelopment; eais

traditional family form hasipeAme less common.

4..

es'fk.*9r,-y.
.

V.

If

I.

.
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i'The initial shotk.torural soci'eby came from the .
.

,

*Occupation land 'reforms' whiCh..equalizedttle amount of tillable.. -.. . .

-.. -;-. eo1l_that individual familie could posseis. While prior to
..

....
: , c---... ,

. the reforms,theinequality. in land holdings was,, by-cbmparative'
, .,

..'.e.
Standards, hot esPe?ially-deat, it was nevertheless the.

I

that those, families with the largest households were' most.

.Iv -19:'

. .-

likely to conform with thetraditiOnal family ideal. .The large
-.. ..0 v I

% Z'Di- ..
scale cf their farm enterprises provided them with sufficient.,. ,. _

, -c_..

.-' .=income to make it worthwhile for all family members to Concen-

... trdt'eoniagri4ural work. Families with Ismalrer holdings
. - . .

.. _

, ,

. - -tended tb diversify into' -other activitieMod processing,
, .

small supply shops, and db on. And tenant households were, o
-

.fiDtably unstable with mem4rs fre quently abanddning agricultural
:

-:-

-

'labor fbr some other purSUit To.theextent members of these _

7 .,
. households _combined other actiVitieawith-agricultPrei,theY

* . -
. . -

found it difficult to maintain the traditional family"ideal;. ..,
,

,

inevitably, power in the family
.

became
.

more equally shared.

The land reformd and the sipsequent,economic grOth in
e . . '.

.

the urbaneconomic-see-tor exacerbated this tendency towards.
. ,

ca): part-time farming. .Foy increas-ing prOpol:Sons'of rural4pube.,
.4 4,. p

holds, fariing failed to produce sufficient-iiacometo maintain
s , ., ,

an acceptable standard, -of living. Thus many household headS'
P

f' ._
p _ -:

. 4

began dividing theirienergie's between agriculture ana. some fo:4m, .. . . , _
. .

.. . .
. ._

_ .
.

of-seasonal 'labor such, as c9nstruction or to work in a .

...a. - ...nearby faciior on at least a p#rt-time-basis. In many instances,. .

.1,

the rural family head abandoned Agricultural labor altogether
. , -.. .,..

.

Meeting the farming too.elderlirparents,and wives.- As in the. .

.
.

- .
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past this .diversification' 9f 'labor commitment, compromised

the traditional family ideal.' In the absence of a strong,
t. . 4 t . 't .

family head for extended periods of. time, the authority 'of
.

' the w I e and her* children increased,-

W-.-7,..

. ,

ives, especially, have not beed enthralled with' the.
...-......... ..

qr.

IV-20

:proppect of becoming full-time farmeri whiletheir'hustands

work-3nother-puisui&r. In Itany-instancesi-
,

their husbands to abandon the family farm;_....

young men who=idok ahead to taking over4he

they-haveTurged-

In fecedt yeake,

family farm disdover

that it is difficult to find a wife.. Few of the giri4Ota t
-..

community, are prepared to marry a farmer, and rather cherish
. , . A -. .

tl

dreams.of anoeasier life as the wife of -at salaryman. These

conditions

to a.prece

households.

have led for the first time in -Japan's modern history 1

tible trend towards'a decline in the-number of rural

As parents die, mIre and more of their children

are giving up the family' farm to take up urban employmentr-and

in all probability adopt .an urban family style.

A somewhat different patterd of rural' adaptation,

'

''discussed by Vogel,-. has been to convert the traditional Village

economy composed of sepakate enterprises into a joint coopera-

pive. Through pooling land and resources, farraing- can become

.more rational and productive. theie cases,
.
in4ividual-
.

.

Cooperative Members become emplbyter and receive a salary
- 2

just, likeo urban company men; their bonus becomes 'their cut of

the cooperative's hnnuai'profit. Becituse of.impreNed*pro-
- ,. .

ductivity:under this arrangement, there is a leisened need

. to press wives into work. F!resumably,'these cooperative

911,
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.. --N,,

. Iti . t.
I I . . \., . sq. ,

,1. .. . .
-

,

..

iecOnomies enable tile develOpment of a family-life style in the : -

.

countryside qt.zite similar to the, Modal type fot.Ind, in the .cities.
,

,. .., .

Thus ;far in .our discussion' bf postwar .treildth in family structure,
, , ,

. , .

.we have emphasized he convergence t Owards a nuclear
.

conjugal
, .. -

. -

-' family where partner gree:on &division Of labor 'and where __

.

_ role :relations__ are relatively egalkearie-rf- do not mean to
-

-.--
'suggest that all families can jiket- characterized this 'way, but

only' to emphasize that' the differences 1ween classes are less
1 tar

marked before the- war. At, the s'ame time°4 it is likely
- .

that there is greater intra-class. variatioz? today. Contributing. ,

s- imtraAelabs..yailati'on area- number Of factors: -, the

-v$ , _

`
.4r.)

Increased. .5..Aidence on-intergeneration mibliity for males, the -

/

increased incidenCe of clasgs

growirt tendency
4
far couples

,

. l

410eronomous marriages, and the

themselves 'to ,negotiate the type 0 .
.

. -of maiiiage_ and family istrticture they .per. onally( prefer. Also

as -we noted, manyfloung entrepreneurial and farm families have
.

evolved structures 'which are, from the poirrt of View; of 'their
<9

cligs position, deviant: a

These trends of glass onvergence and intrarclhss

diyersity have; impbrtant 'imp ications u. First trio suggest.

that 'standard indicatbrs of class background will, be_ lelp use-

ful, irediptone of individual development today than 'in the past,

if- for no oiher reason-than Aat these indicators are less
.

. .. .

related to the actual bases of variation--in family structure.I ,

( - Secondly, p vdiew4 of the convergence, towards a coiion\type,. 4 \`
CV

91

A it. becomes heaningfuj: for -us to discuss. general patterns of,
, ,. ,

:discuss
t \ .,. . ,

:child - rearing' ratheethan:the patternS characteristic of each ,

Irespective '-cl ,ss:: ii.:!,,, : r. #

? : 9:9'
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.

Basic.ChildRearini Patterns
1,

.

4taiodneSe :Opines have arrays accorde
,).

considerable

importance to the'task.of,child-rearing., The traditional fabilies

fetre,disc&Ssedearlier achievedcontAnuit in child- rearing
.

practices through the frequent presence of gr ndparents in .the

hoMes where youngp4oRle-v;ereraisingchildrJ.

re]:layiniCOnvintChai child - rearing ,,practices
7---

t

parents, the grandparents payed an*importint
1. \

-
. .

.

-!'

.whqe parents were' too' severe on young,childre
i

'
parents would. add '. soft touChl perhaps providi

,
. with some .candy or 'telling an musing story to relievOhe

,-

.
,

strain.. Moreover, in -earlier days,. child-rearing goals' yere.'

Along with

o the young,
.

irect- roleve

th'e grg.nd

it hurt child

. rela.tively comprehensiblewhile theipecIfid content varied
.

,
by class, the general goal. was the cultiyatioh of virtue and

. t.
g

. 1 '0 I

diligence. Hereditary patterns of-stidcession g aranteed socialt, ".
.., ,

.

placement for offspring. HOweVers, with the advent of moderni=4
A 1 -

4,

zation and the trend tdwards relitnce on the sc1ooi system, for
. v-

soci lection,- ambitious andxell-placed fitmi iei,who wished

their chil ren ,to maintain the family's status fd.ind it in-.
3 /

creasingly necessary to devote special attention to.their.
_./

children's academic achie'vements. This moccupan with
e,.

aCagemic, achievement f4tered down to the middle class as

modernization proceeded; but it is only spree-WorIdar II-

that the vast majority of families have developed much concern

about it. As we will indicate in more detail below,
\

the grog-
.

,ing proportions of the population concerned with academic

achievement' has led to a complicated situation for. young pevple:
.

2
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. *...

and theii Parents ktnown as the "examination hell. "t At 'the
4 a . ,

saine"time, -modern families are Confronting' a context of rapid
. *'s.

IV-;

social -change 'where traditional% child-rearing formulas are .
. ,

, said to have less relevance; in any case, witt(increasing fre-
quency thqy live jen direliings of their own where their 'gr'and-

'°
.. , ...

'° Parenta are.:6.ot available for consultation. Postwar families :
I . . ..* ,

of ten2app_ear_c_onfakedbyl_thj..s_.._newsit uat ___ _ion$_and_unce,rtain_
,

q_
.

how to bring up, their ,children. Parents turn to -a-great -vq.riety
- ; .

of sources for_ adVice--professional advice, book magazines.

on child-rearing; 'television programs, and the-Suggestions_lof
friends and r.tives. The result= is that-soMe mcitfiers breast
feed while on bottles, some use store-bought -foods

,
, o

while' others prepare thel wn, some wean early wi-re-15thers ,. .

wait. Although most parents mu through; it cannot be saidA .
-

triat a °typical couple has e- very' clear et' of pilaciples for
child-rearing, nor are there elear class dif re nces in child-

.

rearing practices. . Just as in the case of -family, structure,
s --,

personal preferences .aPpear to be the 'major cause of the
variation in child-rearing practices thatsresearchers have

, .
t -, .%:*

observed. ` .

%
,?... .;While personal preferences do. resat in consicierabre

- . ., ,i",:-Vartation in'actual child-rearing practices; Befu -suggests. it
. . ,. .

is posii_bre-Tto discern several salient "patterns of .child-reak-i- .
. . ,., ,

ing which hold generally for most Japanese," and which contrast
,

with 'patterns o'bserVed elsewhere -ad in the U. 5.2 In paitiou-,
, .

.l< 0ar he identifies the followpg:

1



.

... 1. quiet soothing InIdn4--In comparison with

ITT -24*
o

American,. others, Japanese mothers tend to talk,less tor.theil"

babieSifir1more-senerally-to avoid actions and demonstrations

of.-affection that might resUtfh-stimaation. Rathet ttian
.. .

. .

-7 swing or rapidly move their babies, the Japanese motrise-ii7prefer___:
. , . ;;i01--,-

.

to quietly rock them, Onrthe other hand, Japanese mothers tend* -..P .
.

,

. fp spend a greater prOportion of-the time in close Physidal

proximity so as to, provide their babies with a Aense of emor
A

tional sec;.irity. Inacontrast, Americelibabi4. are left alone
d . ,

1 0 >
much more. Rs early as 3-4 months after birth, perceptible,

,

.
.

differences can be-roun in the babies. American bilbies tend
o (

to,b- more active.and vocally expressive.
, ,

,
,

2. Avoiding., SeparAion--:j3efti, suggests that the continuous

-physicill presence of the Japanese.mother rays the -groundwork for

the baby's strong mOtional dependence, on the mother. In fact,

in the sarly-months the mother will choose to sleep in the same°
.

0 room as the baby even if. this separates
f

her-from the husband.
23

.

.

. *

As, the baby matures, the mother,triqs tofOster. thid close
, e r. / , . :

.
relation through minimizing the periods when she' becomes

separatea from, her baby, 1lt.u4 the mother rarely leaves home

Without heir baby, and sheshe' will not consider going out for an

"evening and .leaving the child to4.baby-sitter.

3. Relianoe,oriTemeind.40eding,--Ftirther contributing

to the-dependent relation is the tendency of Japanebe.mothers

,to feed theii babies when the baby begins to'cri and demand

food ratherkthan to stick to some kind ofpre-determined

,schedule. In Befutdifiew;'scheduling and failure of mothers;

1

A.
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to, respond except at (the 'appointed ,hour helps. to teach babies
;... .

that they aresepre and independent, frOm "their mothes.
. .

. . .

--In'eont.N., , on- demand feedingrastd fdi "tends to
.
create the opposite,

.. 0

4:
.effect,: not only eliminating opportunities Mt, developing

.-...
.

4 -. .
.

,
. . , 0

'emotional independence, but
creating,

further opportunities for- -

°

reinforcing emotionardependence-on the mothei."

11:-.----_'__Mir4mizing punishment-- Consistent with their

),r,:esponeiveness to the-bart-feedin demands.,_ ppafiese mothers
., . ._____.

,

___-__
'generally show ;much grea;ter reluctance to refuse 'to ---rebukgr . , :

_ I
S. ....... --------,---:-:

babies regardless of their.behavior. Wu-cites'aeyeral,
. -i- .

studieS wIlich 'report the '"Japariese.child-'rearing pattern: Of

not going head-on against a child, not directly saying ".no,"

but instead inducing the child tb behave -ptoperly:". This in-

dLicement normally consists of reasoning -and if that'doei not

workwith begging or pleading; and,as-a last .resort., the
,

mothermighroffer the child ''some sweets: .In,00ntras.t, Befu
.

.iuggests'that the American parent is_mpre_likely to stand firm

with
,

their child and to resort to th3pats and spankings when
. --'"4 .- * .1

the ,Ohild fe4iIs tb Comply.
.

...
(
1 ..

.. :another context, Fukutake suggests that the soft
.. .

. . I
,,,,,,,

--4Pproach,of the Japanese parent is a relatively new'develop-
. -

4

.ment.
24'

He says that prewar, parents and especially the father

:tended to be much more 'authoritarian while relying on the
.

.: . ...
grandparents to develop a. softer, more overtly affectionate

, .

and cajoling relation with child. With the decline of the
4 . . -----, -

. 'extended family.., Fukutakways that father's and mothers have
/--''' -- _

abandoned their traditional role in place of a mere affectionate

_

403
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r ,

appraCh..While Funpake regrigits this rend,as-he feel's it is

the soUrce.of certain postwar problems in,-chiid-raring,),he

nevertheleds woad agree,with Befu that "Japanese parents,

especiallk the mother, tend to be much less authoritarian vis-

a-vis children thanAmerinparents.".'" % .

. The tolerance of Japanese parents is especially notable.
. ,

with'reapectlo at-home behavior. 'While a mother might ask her
f *

child to4o-tb.bed, rarely are fiked-bedtthe-eiforced4.--at

least _Ontillthechiid-begins ichoO11. _M[Others_are_concerded
/

abbutthe nutational:in.take.oftheir childrerehut do not.
/

fuss boo much if vegetables and meat are likp'ped or ,if the
,

.

child eats too many-sweets, At home, inthe:early years, the
I

117
-

ref

main 'concern is to foster a cooperative atmoiSphere). -HOwever,

oncebthe.falbilY-moVes into, a public-settillg parents become-

high "conscious of their child's d4Ortment, and frequently.

exhort the child to avoid'disturbing,others or hurting their:

/
feeling's. In the subwaysl's/pes are taken off so-as4Iot to,

' dirty-the seats.- When with Aandparents or relatives child e
. \

are expected ta show their best behavior, at least at first
\,

And whe n With friends the stres-vJ:s On getting- -along -and sharing

.,l';' .toys witOut,fights.' in, these extra:familial settings, parents
f NJ 1

become more:explicit about the type of behavior they expect
0

from their- children. The grearr strictness in.palic,settingb-

does not stem -from parental concern 'to convey moral lessons,

t for in th s.area they lack confidence. --119.-ther,_t,heir strict!.

- ness is related to a concern for others
.-

and for st;iding,

embarassment on the'family. Also as Befu suggests, persuasion

-. rather than punishment is the typical means of control.
4 .1 4

r
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i:Spme 2oisible Implicatfpns of these Modal Child-Rearing

r
11T-27

"Praciqes - -,

all, social groups>0-lfght turn to C:ideriome of their

In that the above tendelpies appear to be typical of .

mplications- for Aersonicity developme
,

ems should be stressed. ,We do not

cha
_

dete

t._ In doing sol:two

subscribe to a national
,,

act&r api)roich which assumes these practices will have e-a

inapt effect on thb "Japanese mind." 4POiq one as we
--

ye-

:saread stressed2.there is enough variation' around es 'e

piactice

--routes of ersonaiity development. 'Secondly/ while there are

different o
. #

. experiences

detefmine person

1

,to dispose young-Japanese along a great diversiy..of

r
iriions'on'this iSsue; our

emir in the

own.position'isthat

are no more likely to

Aty th those whit occur ..in othei settings.

have 130'senality consequences,These familytI exPpriences wi

onj to the extent they are

. , With these qualificat

modal
,

thq modal practices encoura
.

.
/

. ,

. from these practices andespecially the stress orr dependency

einforcld by subsequent experience.

ons, le us consider'what tendencies

One. mplication Befu draws
.

s.

A
/'

training, is that Japanese children are more likely to ,asso-

/ ti
diate positive affect with their parentsl.eipeciatly their

*pother, than N't e AMericanchila.2? We can See in the strong'

maternal ,attachtt ent, the prot otypetof.the, Japanese tendency

to feel strow4pPsitive affect, towards the' small intimate.

group ,of friends, co-workers, nei hors, etc.. American
.,4

4
--- child- rearing is not likely to foStereas pobitive an affect

I
.

1111.in Cliiidren to their family, or 10.jthe elotional groundwork



. 4.. .IV -28'

for strong positive orientatibns to itil e ' s u b s e q u e n t small
A

groups id/ which the individual will find himself. The rel.'s-
. / 0

i- , tvely, strong affect of Ithe Japanese child to his °fainily
group's makes the process of -entering new groups difficult.

r

-T-Or exaMple, when Jap-anese children: visitl'the ho e of their
friendi,:their mothers often go with them. And for the first
days of kindergarten mothers are ,expec:(ed

children for the full morning; the-'routine
child ceases biursting into t the

ac pany, theme

41 the
othcz-.4isappears

.yr m gowever, once t

the panese. child is likely t
is achietred,

a strong attactuient
the new groupbe ft of playmate schoolmates, or whatever.
He comes o- depend on his near group for security and affection
. .

just as the, family. was onq,e. the,, source of, these gratifications. ,..
Secondly, we Might surmise that cOntetaporary, Japanese

, .. .
J

children, bocaus'e,.they experl.en6e E07velatively egalitariar7
. ,

1 /-. #

family experierice,- are prone to expect .2:talitarian relations
,....

in other social situation:io. -Most ,important in this proposi-
.

-tion is the AppliCation that the 'dispositions of today's
childres. are: different: Whereas in the past; family relations

{1.

ih Japari tended to be much more a,uthoritarian, tirovidingafor

some analysts an explanation for the apparent tendency of the
Japanese people td _accept authority, few today woyld accept

,1this' "family, writ large" argwent.26 *Still we can appreciate
hpw a more egalitar'iarefamily atm o'sphete.,might lead young .

children to expect more egalitarian Alations, in other con-
texts 4 Thus in .J.Aeraction with friends; ;each child would

,

9 A
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. .

-expect to have an equal :-chance to, talk osito'play with toys--
.* .

and be upset with a particular playmate attemAted to

Similarly in 4ndergartenor school.theY,woald prefer

that allowed cOisiderable participation over one where

dominate.

a 'setting

,they :
i

hvt be ignored, egbluded;-or merely talked down to.

In our summary of .patterns we hive also noted how,

Japanese moth tend to spend less time talking to their
v,--

----7Th ' ,

____ chit en than is the. case.-for Akerican'vothers. 27
Underlyingr'(

: 41 ..the Japanese'parent, and,evpecially.the MothiPs, relative
-:;-

lack of verbal exchanges may be, a sense of inadequady.concern-.

,

,

0

I

0

: .

ing what should _be paid. sin the area of moral educationl as

Fukutake observes, Japanese parents areawitant to instruct

their thildren. Rathek, than firimlN tell/their Children:what is

right or wrong, parents will reason, cadole,brIbe, and if tithe

strategies fail, submit to theirchildren's wishes. Pa;en'ts are

reluctant*to shape their children's moraliti, \for they are .

uncertain as to what orientations will be appropriate later on. .

Also to oppose thi child is to threaten. the har ony of the

parent-child relationship. Figuratively speaking;' parents

leave a moral blank check for other institutions, to fili.odt.

From Kindergarten to Adolescence , \ :
. .-_ 0

.
.

, ;

As we will'indicate in the next chapter, the Primary
t -.

school is a critical experience for/most-Japanese chi dred.

'Whereas in the Nwmative years, ':life is home4cailt d, once:4

0

children enter-thehprimark school theOecome'sc ol-,centered.
1

Not only.do children begin to spend the.majdrity of their- kr

0
. wakin: hours at school, but they alp begin to vi w the school'.

. - ,

,
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....

and educational.ach miev enti as one of their major purposes and
.

... .

sources of satisfaction. Teachers come to compete, with

parents' as ob:letts bf admiration. Also, children begin.to-

f -.foim friendships with classmatei who liye otitside.their.imme-,

4

4

dfate neighborhoods. -1!

The tendency of increasing'schdolLcenteredness has
a

alwayt applied to the minority of school childien. who-were

destined for furtherschOdiing beyond the primary level. But

today.all youth exp ct to go on to complete at .east middle.
--

school; and most ekpectAo go beyond that. Under these new
"

conditi,ons,%the primary school experience becomes meaningful'

for the entire'cohot. In'the next four chapters we will turn

to a consideration of 'what actually goes on in Japanese schodl§

and with'what "consecfuences.for the personalities of young peo-

ple.ple. There wee will. ilso4indicate how .the school.experience.
,

gradually draws young people away from their families. With

every year this tendenckbecomes mor rofoqnd so that by the

middle School years .the fa les inkluende .has been sharply

reduced.

Singe-Yorld War II, siimulated.brsuch studies as

Riestilan's Lonely Crowd and'llhyte's Street Corners qpciety,

American sociologists have become more.eonscioui of peer

contacts and theil: inflUence,On youth's attitude.28 1140edi,
4 r

$some have gone, so far, a to .declare the emergence of a new,
/.

youth stage in the American life-cyCle wheie Physically and
I

intellecthally mature, young_ people search for their 'identity

and their niche in the adult worK system. 29 Implicit in this'
-



c
, 4

coriception, is the notion that much that' children lea
4

thely ,and early schoo/ years is subjegted, to a

o

.

ation.. InSofa
1

r ,as there is -such' ,a thing eiS the emergedce ofe . 1

in

reelialu-

,?....,,,,t,

,

-' an indeptffeht.Luth .stage, it is necessary to modify the tra-
, .-- .

,

-,' di-t ioria.-1- imprint--perspicti-s:-s-onso-cralitatron.

.
,

' Studies' o Japanese society have" been-slow to recognizeJapanese
. , .

'!" . .." the Imp-prtance of the youth stake,
k It

hakre rather stressed the4 4

centrality: in 'adolescent life of the family,.qircle. For example;

Stoetiel regortd that "both youth and girls give family rela7

'-'-tiondhips: first ,place .more often than any other kifict yr activity. "30
.

acciiiidgng to 7bgel as olescerits gena_more time with
the4 family than with their peers and the rira.-jority4do not have

-6

pargcular peers wham they consider cl,os.e friends. 31
Possibliy;

1

'the. family -eraphalis was la-iiike
.,

--t
.

. tor certain soa,i_al. strata, ,At the, same .tim

.at .earlier periods, i,at least

irr-tonsidering
e -

these. earlier periods, it would be remiss to ignore .

.

e important .

;

,,

role that yodth grouPs played in many, village societies -Lin-
,

t helping 'young P460:e select' their mates or. in facilitating
1

7.the 41itarY, s. mobilizatidh for war.-, ,

. 1

Whatever the past situation, it is clear that- the. majority

of tOdayts youth,

tinct youth stage

both in aity and countrY, expQrience a did-
, :4-

paraliernAhat in Western societies. As.

young ogle move into middle schoo, they .are' exp6Sed to aft
.4,. _ .

extensive array of 1,rkeiSr: school-based extra-curricular

activities . , In our'' own' study' of several Kyoto middle schools,
.

4 , ..,

we .fourid that gO- ercent of all first. and_ second year Middle'
( .

school,ers partiCipated An these activities, and over half

'109\ (=
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participated on a daily baSis.The.clubb were .organized along
_

remarkably del4ocratiCline6and clearly reinforced. many oii

the. AO1Intsrforgroup interaction'ihat had been instilled ddriAg

the primary.school, experience. They encouraged parti#patton,
r

.

,

expressivene_s_s_,____and___c_ocipdPertrehaSizing_cdmpeii4on.
* ,

. Most clubs included members
.

cd both sexes on a more or'less-
. m , 4,.0 . t t

equal basis.' In the athletic clfts such as tennis, a single
, . ,

girl would never Ipletpitted against.a bdy; but mixed doubles, '' t

!. .

were.npt uncOmm6n. Students:viewed these activitiesjas the
".- , 4
most rewarding pgrt of their school experience and indeed'of.

.
,

..,

their lives.,_Thus they often showed up on <aturdays and Sundays ,.....

for extra.- sessions andthey selected many oe their fAends from

am g Clubmates.
--*

adolescent Independence-in the 'High Schools

Gruson in a recent sttdy of a cross section of Osaka high

school studentsfinds' they-have a-somewhat lower level of par-

ticipation in school club activities than the middle schoolers
- - fi:

we.tudied--w ch is understandable in that the high schocii-
4 '

students are much closer to the day when they take college
- I

entrance exams, and being tied to the, grind of exam prepara-
,

\ 32, .

tion studies kiave less ,time for play. . ,Even so, she 'reports .
. .

, , . ..

that the' Mgh school students find other occasions for asso-
,

c ,ciation-.:in th ir home rooms, going to movies and other cultural
1

events, attending juku, etc. These young people clearly' spend

a much greater proportion of thel.r extra-study time with friends.
.

than Tiyith.family members. Iddeed, one study reports that
..,.

,

- ,

a
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V

high schoolers spehd an'average.of only'2.4
.,
: - .

talking with their mothers. 33. High'school prefer to diacgss._,

_.
their future plan's and . their persOnal p oblems with close friends

uses a day

rather than with pe.xtents or sibilP6. 81.6 ,percent repOi% that 6'
.

.0

ndst,h4.--ihest-would-not
, . :,

normally tell their parents. 34

Youth. report serous difficulity.iri,cOMgmicating with
--. ,,

their parents; and sometimes outright cohflict. In instances ',

,

,

- , ... ...

wherethere are differences, a majority of-youth feel they have
.

majority
\....one .-the to stick their guns: In esponse to .quetiom,

,,

only 20 percent stated they felt a duti to agree with their
.,

. -

parents. Iii"61e-words of these young people,: .

,d'
--^- Irhere-iihb-uie

.

diScUsSiPg.many issues with my parents

are
k . * ,

because they are not equipped to discuss intelligently.
.

0 1

,c .

with me. ,
___

, _ *.
.

My parenti arei ncapible of giving'me any sensible-,

'
- .

adyice because they lack theeducation which I haye.
.

I, am embarrassed -to ask my parerifi seriousquestions

becau5p they have no 'understanding of what is ving'

on in-the world.

1/0

O

Gruson notes that others complain of their nother's'lack of
-,...

ft3 5
'------ knowledge"and "common sense.

, :Withithis lowcpinion of their parent's wisdom, it.is,not

surprising to find -that* youth do
t

,ofa lot ,thinkin& on their own
.

A

. 1

nd _in consultation -with friepds. Indeed their independent"
,

.b
thinkinOkextends to maki Atecisions on ome of the most crucial

.
.
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,, . 4 .

developments oi.theit lives-- ncluding Selecting their college
. .,. . .

major and occupation. Nine oup,of ten who are planning:to go
,' . . ,

' 'to- college say they have,chosen,their, own major "based on my .

, . . . .

interest." Most deny -direct pkrental influence,. only pointing
. . .

.
/

...

-oUt that they have tried to keeLwitbiln the biUnds of wha't
. L,

their family would consider respectable; Similarly, over 3/4

*say they.will make their, own decision about whai.kind pf work
, .

.

, to pursue.
6

,These _findings on adolescantitelf-reliande have
: .

4 .
,. .

been corroborated by other recent Studies, most notable among

a'
I

these-beingra series of White' Papers on:YoUtil prepared-by the
,.

Prime Minister's Offidei The 1969 edition summarized a
.

national, survey indicating that "a majority
6

_

solve 'problems by themselves or seek. advice

of adolescents either

from friends' and very

few:of them seek,assistance froa_pardnts."37 Another survey,

P-Thasizes the important role of the. media in providing-young

people irith.the information to make decisions. ,.
. ..,, .

. . ,

Regretablylone question bypassed in both the Giusen, and

the
.

Prime. Minister Office's studies was the differential role of
.. -

,

glass in shaping youth- parent relations. One might expect that
=

upper and middle class parents have a greater potent.] for
e.

munidating with their children thanks to their superior education.

On the other hand, the elitis 4 values of ese parents and' their
,1

fendenay,to presuade their children to compete,i4school might

tend: to frustrate parent-child interaction.

1



tebellibn Against Pa-rents.

Clearly young people in Japan decrease,their reliance on^

-parental advice and guidance es they proceedsinto adolescence.,

Yet at'the'same time youth stillt.urn;to the as a place for
_ _

rLld epoiinai fo tn.__Te4n841piey v

towards increasing self-reliance generatet-parentaLaondeTn and'
,

anxiety, but surprisingly little bonflict. we have.hoted,
.

contemporary Japa!lese_lonts..e.410it 0.0.11SileraVle_tolerance__

' ;

tomavds?their children. Parent4 seem to feerthat being young. , 1'

.
4. 'A

iii, today's world-is difficult artexpefience-they are unable .to
fully understand; thus their children are lobked to for Suggii.-

L. ., , . ,

tons and leadership
r

Also, for many mothers their Children are

their cent'raliife-interestb.' To-damage relations with their .

_children-is to undermine a major,s9ursi of- their personal.grati-

fication. :-- s.

7
- , . . -N 0 1

. %
.

The.traditionait family was.,able to command,;the allegiances
of ahildren by presenting the pro ect bf an-iven'tdal transfer

'0."familyproperty and'dOnnections;_as ybung people couldvnot-

envision superi,or,opportunities thisYwas enough, to induce
. ;

attitudes of respect end'47.!cietion.-..,,On the other hand, in

tile modern meritocati society, the typical urban family has

little it can offer while the'bocupational alterhatives for.-

youth to -choose from are Mush -more di,verse.and%less rel,ated to
,

parenial spoOorship. 'In the modern iimpanc the prac- A

tiesthat'_bipd are Weake.r: andtheA4kelihoOd Of provoking.,
-

youthtufrebellfon-greatersyMoreovero, ima small nuclear family ,



a

, without grandparents or
.

numerous-ohildren, the otional cost of

altienating.a child arse'mudh'gregter. thus toidas parents .

often appear to adopt a position which will minimize the possi-
,

mbilittes for conflict.

. . .

They impose a minim of rules on their children and are

lax,even in the enforcemen 9 these. For example, in Orusees

study, the only rUle imposed by a -majdrity.:6f;Tarents,concerned

38
rr

But even- here, :young -

men reported their.parents rarely c9mmented when they exceeded

the desUne.ted*time. Krauss'vsireport on-student radicals shows ,.

'thgt'they rarefy' felt their parentscattemliting to change their

political ,convictions -;- Mothers,-in par;ticular, were said to
T

'* the. time Adolescent6 should c me home.
'

4

rt.

,avoid interjecting moral and political issues into therelation,.
, . .

....
. , ,

v
.,

preferring merely' tb maintain a close',dmottonaVtie: Even,When
, - , , ,

the radicals took up-activities which their parents strongly
.

opposed, the parents usually. remained loyal,. One ;father con-

'tinned sending .his son a monthly stipdrid for school expenses

evenithough he knew,theyson.had ignored his wishes and ,dropped .

out for full-time political activity-. 3g;

.

Bome4estern psychologiits have'aigued.that rebellion,

against parents is a crucial-stage in the maturation of young
-

Apople; wi,hodti,the interjection of their, parents, it is diffi- u

_cult'forYoungp(eOple to.tke up a:seriouS,cOmmitted role_ in

.the 'adult-world. VrtAM this

parent'-child conflict'poses

point of viewl,the 'minimization of

a special,problem.for japan, and
, ) .

leads to a 4iliqUe'solutiOn.-"BeCe:Usethe Japanese family feels

414

r.
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. -
it-cannot afford the Cost ofinternal ,conflict, it displaces

thep iitent hostility outAwardi- Awards other institutions
e

affecting the fives of youth.`. -Political institutions~ become
. .

. . .

One-of the focil-of _pent-up youthful libido. But the_main_

SyinbOlLis _the-exatn--system. ___The,systenLis-vieltied_with. complex-
. .-

tiOns_of awe and' resentment, of fear and humor.- it.affears

+fr,a a stern ordererpfoyouth's rife in the same way .that a Path

or mother appears to many-American youth. Indeed, according to
..

. ,

.

thil idterpretatiOn7, much of the emotional pitch surrounding
. . -

Japan's examination= hell derives from the .examination system's
.

hisymbolic role in foftering the between youth and adulthood--
, .

-that the exams lead to sucCesi-fOr'some and failure e-for Others

is somewhat incidental. 0
This_ interpretation suggestS'impor-'

,,
tallt fundtions for &e examination system in the Japanese,echeme

,

of,growing up that would be displaced to the..extent that Social-
_.

reformers succeeded-in "ibprovihgn'the evils
,.)' .

Among other-consequences, the latmony of the

be threatened. 4
°

o >1

, -

Conclusion
-4 -

This chapter has. reviewed. major changes in the Japanese
.

.
4

family that bear -o our larger argument. Whereasthere once

of the exam.syst,em.

modern family might,

were several class-related family-types, class linkS have

'gradually weakened so that -today the vast majoiity of families
,

appro4mite the, conjugal nuclear type'. .The structUre-of this

fanlilk is much, less -hierarchical than was the case in, the.

idealized tradi tional .P4miiy. Some would. argue that this shift



%

. ,

-,,-...
,

e ,

.

in_Saiiily structure is an. impoitant causal element in the
-...,

,
.

'broader Postwatr trend towards egalitarian socialization.
1 .

While conteuqrary families practice a great diversity
.

of child-rearingpractices, again there geems to be little rela-

tion between class Positidn and the particular practices of ;

, .

'' given family. Mother's ducation is the only class v 40734--

which helps to exPlain.Obs ved variationt,-but even this seems-
,

,a weak Predictor relative to ersdh taste. "It is ,possible-to

iii4e.Several generalizations abclut modal patterns that bear on

our ,overall argument:

__(L) the:modern.family allOwa remasrkably;_egalitarian
.., . ,

among
..

_
,patterns of interaction family members.

.- ". . .

(2) child - tearing practices are oriented to establishing
. . ., .

close emotional bonds between famiiY. members, but they seem to be
_ .

eXtiemely permissive with respect to actual behavior.. By And
.!,

..
.:iss.

_:--- large-- the ,familyfamily looks to outside inititutions'idance
'!\

fi

e ..-

= concerning normative standards and for the actual inculcation

-.6

'

of these-standards.
.

,

:(3) Fizially-parents encourage their children to develop
.

apositive'attitudeto school.

Theie prictices facilitate a,,relatively smooth transition

from.home to school for young people. Furthermore, they serve
.

tomoti.vate children to accept wha is taught at school with an '

open 'mind, thereby enhancing the school's potential effect.

AVW6: will young Peoplequickly become involved in school
- ,

and in thei own adolescent society - -so much so thWby the time

'4*

o

r

r



they become teenagers,

guidance and `support.

this becomes their major .source for

The fathily recedes into the background

as a di 'ctiiluence on t,beir lives.- -Nevertheless, most

adolescen s continue to maintain a warm emotional tie'to their

family, drawing\motionalsupport as they pass through the

stressful ''exii6erie ce of preparing for adulthood.

ti

.
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Most of, the important Amerlican studies. Are summarized. in

Alan C.. Kerckhoff, Socialization and Social blau, p. 123-24.
/.

For a review of selected European studies; see Olive, Bank

Sociology of Education, pp. 61ff.

-2Vor an illustration of the yeaker,..relettions between class

and:Cognitive achieVement in japan, ,see Table 6.2.
5.

For class -
, 4

V

and socioeconomic -achievement
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zdee.Chapterli.

.

,/ .
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. .
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0
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.

tionAl Structure.
0

San:Jaw Ogbuin and Meyer P.MKoff edhnology
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4

t

-family are found'in Talcott Parsons, Social Structure and Per-
4

, sonility. Sie especiallY "The Between ,Character and Society.,,,, -..

% ,
.1.

.., From the Greater Learning as cited by Ronald Dore in City
''

. .
,
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c §3. 714 /
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Tadashi FUkutake, Ja &nese Socie

4

Toda ,'

'An excellent discussion of Japane e'ktnithit is found in

Chi,Nakanel. kinship and Economic Organ a on-in Rural)Xapan.

10HaruMi lieu, Japan: An Anthropol idal Introduction,

38ff.. '
-11

As summarized by Ilabert J.. Smith; "P e-Industrial._Urbanism
. .

in Japan': A Consideiation of Multiple Y.radi ions in leudal.

.SoCieety," in, City and Village in Zapanl. ed..T omas q. smith;'1.960,,7-
.

pp. .241:257
v

12Tikeyophi ka t-faiiand Kurt Steiner, '

,

odernization'and

.

.. i , .. ,,

Divorce ,Trends Ih-Jap list' in Cit- andVI la e 1 Za. an ti,.-4

Thonlasl'Amiih, pp;"a.3-39.
:. .

1,-
.

.. .

: 13qmith, op. ciA,-.; Also see,Mikio turnip, ocial I act
. .

.

of Industrialiation'in Japan. Tokyo:ALJapanese = tional

Commission for UNESCO, 1963, Chapters 3 and' 4,.
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lftazuo Japin!s American 'Interlude.''

, 15For one discussion of trendwinitate sele&n; see

Robert 0. Blood, Love Match and Arranqdprriaae, p -8ff.
,

6See Yawahiko Yuzaira, Kazoku Mondaltproblems
a

60.
a

17MUCil of .the following discusslon,of,.sarariman families '.

'.isbaaed OrfEzraVogel; ppanci Yew Middle Class.

f the

18Based on research by- Nitsuyoshi Masuda as summarized

in inyomi- Morioka, Kazoku Shakai gitku (f4iily sociology)., Tokyo:

Yukikaku," 196t, p. 57.
. ,

19Befu, op. cit.., p. 55.
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20Vdgel, op. cif:,
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-
O.

iv-42/

research
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d over
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'CHAPTER'FIVE

,EGALIAr RIAN EDUCATI.ON...IN_THE'P.RIMARY SCHOOLS

Jean has always believed that schools should. develop
A

"whole- p4ople4'rather than some narrow aspect of indivfaual'-
,

potential, and since the 'Meiji restoration, Japanese primary
--,......,

,

4. ., er ",,
" 'schools have been assigned': the mostimportant role in this

. , / ._ q '
,c, , . .

pro that of.transmitting a common culture and_of mOti-.

vating.youth far their subsequent years in the school system.
t

Over the course Of Japanese history, the/prima ,school'a.
. . ,

. intel/Ipretation of the common cultUre has' varied: lin the early
1 ,

.

.

4 stageS of, modernization, much stress was placed on, the hierar-
, f A

aspect;
!

chal,of social relations. During the. years leading up

.
to Wox)ld WarII nationalistic themes were promoted. And

,since World Mar II humanistic and egalitarian themes have been

--s if . .,

,stressed. 14 Otspf these periods, the sehob1;2, emphasis hA.
. v i-. . .. ,

..

. 0

_.,---

actually been somewhat at variance with the actual trends of ,

r .the.adult society. Up to W-v. orld War II, this deviation was

thanks to the leadership of the nationalistic goVernMent.

Since Wdr16-4ii II, the government's influencle hds been

- Y

reduded io n certain areas whereas that of the teachers, led
C,

bY their ideological union, as:SUbstantially ihe?eased.
.

t
OurNconcrn in this chapter will be e "_ with the, primary

school, and the mariner in mhidh it.comveys the common culture.

,In our Consideration of the old' system we round- -that
4 .

tile elemeritary school receivedall the?nation's youth atid---,
,

.
,

. .

exposed thdm a:to common
,

'curriculum., but it dui net gi them
,

o
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an equal educalibn. For example, some soh by virtue of

location in backward prefectur or 'isolated a were

poorly equipped and staffed. Moreover, withift given schools

teachers ,tended to favor certain children, respecially bright

students and those from better. families.
ti

But, ver the postwar period this situation has changed.

Today's,facilities and treatments, appear remarkably equal..
.

There are several reasons for'the'change:
,.

1) The±()Ctupation reforms and the net laws institutionalize

egalitarian edueArOhal'values. Kr

. ..
. ..

2) Public policy has prothoted 'equality of facilities;
...., . . ,

,
.

.
.

3) Selfish parents have always demanded that Schools
.

. .
,. .

.

devote special attention to their child. With the' spread of
-.

.
r .

exam competition most parents have become Selfish. Teachers.c,

have found that the easiest solution ia,simply to treat all'

' children equally.

4) The extension-of compulsory_edueation through the
. ,

ninth grade has enabled teachers to practice equaleducation

-at .least through the primary'sehool. `As students have a ,
,

chance'to accele4. rate later, most_p'rimarSrschool tea hers do
.

not feelupset
"?

their equal:education holds the bright

'students back. They feel little strain in devotingelt.C;re than

.4 equal attention-to the slow students who need it.most,
,

.
.

5) Teadhers draw support in their efforts to practice

-----)el.tartan--ediatratibliTFm the Japan Teacher';Uion. The . .

Union is committed to a socialist eonception of a more equal
,

4.4

-
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. .,,
. society that upholds a peaceful world order. .: Teachers are

, . ?
. , ... .., .

constantly remiti.ded of thesek themes in Union'newsletters and
. P

meetings. Tspeciallste, in. recent years, this union .has shown

much interes.; in the actual process of education.- -The-Union

1. has. chosen as its special educational goal that 9e helping

O

every . child to understa,nd ,Iwikarul as well ce,:s ,t6' simply ,perform

(dekiru) to.s(cs that are Preeented. in the currlculum.3 The

Union's educational ideal 14: not unlike that of America's
'4 s':Mastery Learning.

SChools teach many lessons. Some are' in, the foriai

curriculum, some in what has come to be known as the hidden or

°

4.

laten't curriculum--lesssons which. reside..in the structure of

,
schools, the rhythms students are put through, -the manner in

which they are- regarded, the example teachers -set. 5 Some of the
7- s.

schcia s° and teacher's lessons are intentional, but. many ,a'e not.
eA

Those 1,tho are involved in schOolS ar6 unlikely
, .

an.gespeciaily revealing account of these lessons--in

because they are so busy with the formal curriculum.

to provide

part,
/Nor can

. one find. any:accounts of these'' lessons the literature.
In . /that there is 'such a scarcity of information on what schools

teach,, I decided to. go to school myself., In late 1975, 'for a
few 'weeks I visited schools' in the Chicago area to freshen my

r

If

. . ss,

-childhood memories of schOol life, aiiii then I went to Kyoto.,
. . : ... . . .

_Japan,. whefe I spent the better part of 'a year visiting schools
..t,

fv
,

.. .and talking to peoPle, about them. '
. .

, .,..
Needless to say, the expression of-my desire to visit.s.

z.
tz..*.school.itaused-- considerable confUsion. . At- first I simply

t .

1251...
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lVis ted a couple of schoOls-with a statement in Japanese about

my interest in education and social change and Ay-desire tONEsit

several_ schbols to conduct intensive fie ,ldwork.
. ,

While piinc'ipalt couldrecogntie the ,Value of what I planned
.

-,

to do',. they were concerned with the disturbance it might create

in,the classroOms. Teachers were wary :Tor.the,same'reasohs; and,

.somewere_su-spicioUs of. my ideological

several refusals, and_asworked,out

.school prdved to be the key tdo',entry.

-notions. There were

personal connections to. a
A

The first` chool I was

allowed to visit and observe was Ohich several df",my

Japanese relatives attended. One of my nrecei was a student in

the.first class I obterved. Roughly half the

school agreed to let me watch theirfclasses; the teachers, taking

into account my desire to 'see 1 representative, speCtrui of courses

teachers in this.

,

decided:on my schedule. Usually I spent six to eight days over,_

a period of Tlthree weeks ina tingle claelorool4 and after the.
,

. -
observation periOd, I chatted with the teachers for frol one to

-7"..-------- - ,7,
------------2Cthree hours. Following the ihltial obseritation: riod, several..

teachers invited me to comeback for check-ups and I gratefully

accppted.

Gradually, overcame: the fears oof the members of this

school and they 'spoke about their "new- student"' to friends.

Within three months I was welcoied to several schools in the*
_ -

/
,

i'.4i,
i%local are/ and received many, chances to check-out the generality

.
.

of-ty-initial observations. Latei I t4tselled'td other pre-
.

fectures for short periods of observatidh.
. -I
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These visits I
,

o4various settings helped me to appreciate

,the 4iverOy* in Japanese educationand in Chapter 3 and E1, I
. ..

: -
.

.
.

disCum;.1 ome ascecti of the diversity in girateli detail. Ones
.

. ,
, . .

key aspect is the extent-to whiCh-the teacheis of .a 'school L---
, . -

,
. 0 l 4 :-

-Aare unionized., *Ire they are, 'the egalitarian educational

1 T''' 5

a

themes will be paramount; in Kyoto unionization isvirtually

uniliersal,so my concentration of, fi'ld work there'leadlNo a

''ertEiin'degree.of:bias. However, ,my visits to other areas of
%

'Japan left me with the strong impression that the.regional

deviations are not signticant until..mge middle.schbol, and that

there is a common pattern at the primari:#9

school
6

level. The

.koilowing.lis my effort to sitimarize.thatTatter leaning on my
,

experience at -the first schOoll while adjusting it:wh'ere its

41. a

.practices ;proved ;exceptional. Opc..aionally.comparisons.are made
.1 ,

.. .
':

..

.with a stereotyped American foriat from my own field observations '

1
. and from.the literature which ,ill be careful to reference.

The Ope1p ing Ceremony,

PrimarySchool-::

n'tradtiorial Japan, growing up -was eignified-by such

events as boys 'or, girls 'day. or ;outii day, However with the, 44'

increasing importande of ,the school system, a- child s'progress
. ,

. ,

'through life has come to be.marked by-his status intfie:achool

--system. School is a common, experience :for Japanese youth, eve: .
.

' more so than,' for Americans. TeXtbooksr facilities, andf-sc 1
..

. .. .

events are remarkibly'uniform thioughout Japan. Also, in con-t

trasi wIth the V.S."one can accurately ,determine $: youth's :age
, .

4111111 -
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,
-. . . . , - zz.. ----.from- his school year. F,ntering first grade primary students are . -:... . -.., . .

all six years Old as of April first of -theyear ,when they begin. ..,..

. ... . .,school. The Japanese. schools- does not fail -or accelerate the
...

'grade level of .any of its students so Six years later when,.. ;°.- t . . k.,-these students 'begin middle school they ,will _be twelve years
old,. and sthen fifteen when they tiegiri high school,71

, 4

T,

.

. ,: .,_ " ... -aStages 'in schOO1 (and( stages in growth) are .celebrated by
elaborate ceremonies, at least..by 'American standards. On the

: -..s.. . , .
first official day of.school, each new first grader comel to \t 11

. . t.L,', l'''' Ilk,: . ' 0 .
.T school cdreised IA his . finest along with 'his; mother 6i* ;father..

.. , . . .
i While the parents go'to the .assembly' Kali, the children line up

I

,
. in their new classrocints,, and at the call they toleninly march

,

in to' take the seats before their parents. The irincipil intro-.
:-dudes the

ideals of

'
. . ,
students! tep.cheri and
the school.

delivers a shot .6 s'peech on t'he

0
.

At :the school I attended the principal' p speech ''was brief
'but moving.; he told the children . that they n woUld .beconie

,.- ';...-
members 01' a larger' family wheie they would 'have an opportunity

. .,. .

to 'make many4new friends: Th ey
. .

would need to cooperate as this... . "
new family was' much.' large, thin -that at their ponie. If they
were conftised or did npt underhand things, they should feel

I ,,-
4fie' to as k. anyone, in. the -school for help becattseall belonged-.-,

A. I
. to the -rainy. -However,. before they sought help .ithey should-
always

- ---_,..
always try to solVeathe problerii by'-themselves. Tke.23.ncipal,s

z

tad the- story of Thomas. Edison', thecfakbus, inventor, who said
. that achievemertt was 9986 perspiration aria 1.1%*--inspirattion; He

. ,
. also .mentioned th e combent of aaparps Nobel- Prize inner,

,t 1

O

* 7r
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Yukawa Hideki, that. success in any endeavor comes through

continuous repetitive practice until, one masters every detail:0 '

1

vn,

.
. .

So. the.-Principal asked _ his. new charges to work hard -tb--igkclei-,.,
,.,

..',';Stand what therwert expoaed to in the-schobl and to seekhelp --
-,-.-_ _-____-__ -. .. , : :' 44 ., .

Oilonly after they had exhadated all other possibilities, Finally,
i -.": ..:, --- - .

,-.

he told them to be, careful of the traffic when coming:to school.
1..

: ..%1Turnizto. the parents, the- prizTpal. asked that they.
' 4 .

the
,

'

trust the school and _the. teachers 'for U people were pro-

S

*

fessionals 'with deep experience./ School,, he stressed, aimed
0.

not only at developing the minds but also, -the spirt and the body..
N Parents these' days were too worried about the academic achteve-
- 'meet. of their children. Tfiey.shouidsnot-,feel that ,their child's

. . . .... .. : future was going to-be determiled- by what happened in .0. single

day or even a yer of.: schOol. He ent eat the parents to relax
'and help their. children enjoy this new tage in life. To com-

plete the" ceremony a group of second graders stood, *before the:,

newcomers to char a.hearty welcome and-to extend the hand of

friendship..
.-Following the assembly,..each'child went to his new

4

classroom, and as the parents- stood around, the back the teacher
. ,, .

explained the procedures he intended to follow.. As with the. : .

"principal,...fie tried to reassure the parents.' He told them that .'
. _____________L . .. . . 1

the loves childi-reli-;---e-spec-ially_, 'the...first and second graders, / ,4,

that he already. has several years of teaching experierice (gray ,

,..

.. ,r . .

rarely is a new teacher assigned the difficult' task of handling
first -grade.rs)., -He explained his condern to- develop not only

1291
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the minds Of these Children but also their harts and bo,dies. .

'The classroom, he emphasizedlis differenbt than the home, and*
.

some may experience problems. B4he entreated the parents to
,

be tolerant and to trust .in him. He urged parents to come to

him. for discussion of their:chiid's adjustment, but always in

these disqussions to keep in mind that their'child was not the

.only memberrOpthe aas1. Rather each'parent's child -is one

A

among forty. T4en the teacher turned to the students: and
. 4.

Ou.'their natesl-aad-for-the first timeeach studerit

stood up to saypiesent. -Some forms. announcing school'proCe-,., , .
, .

.
.

..,

.

duAeS were handed-out which the children were askigito take

home" to their parents. . And the first.day of School cameito-an

Establishins Order .

7

One of thetfirst problel,the Japanese school attacks is

that of creating order in the ,classrooms.. In',certain obvious

.'respects this proble'ra' is-Fore pressing in Japan than in the

U.S. .The typical Japanesk primary ic/hool has ,between forty
J

'and forty-five students per teacher in very claps'at every

grade level; moreover, there ath.no extra assistant teachers
.. . - --.. . . ...

or specialist'teachers to assist in oyeArdWded Claises. With-
.

z i . ''

O

;*.

5

out a high leydl of student-compliance,*this sydtem would

rapidly fall intodhabs. In contrast, American class sizes

tend to '06 IfiUdlismalleri---,-part4cularly_at'Lthe.firttand second

grade level,sp Imaddition,the teachers ,,at these grade levels.
4

are likely- to'have- assistants: In a sense; the American teacher

can substitute attention for order.

l'q()

0
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Or der in the Japanese classroom inchides greeting the
,
teacher each'morningl-'standina beside ones desk when speaking,

-
listening to others and the teacher;in silence, and cooperating

11141. gibup activities. Even.thOse, teadhers who personally adopt an
. . ,

informal style' try bard tp establish this Qrder for .th4se "soft"

teabhers recognize their style is somewhat exceptional, and they

N

.

feel.respongiple to
,

impress in-the children's minds a picture of

proper classroom behaviOr that will last_-. them through their

school-days.
4 . . ,

RecognizOg.that a f411 day of schbolfcante exhausting,

the school schedule slowly eases the newcomers intothe routine.

For the first several weeki, the students come to school for

only three to i'ogr periods s-a day, and return to their homes.for.

lunch. After this initiation peripd, the days are extended to

from four to five periods. Most the foul- period days end with

. . .

ischool lunches eaten together n the clisgroom; on the two five
... . ..

.

.periocr'days of each week.- first graders return and go Lor

one period after lunchoften music or some other favorite
. , .

e

which easily catches the attention

Within...the framework of-this relatively uridehnding

schedule, the teacher works to establish order.' One. typical

.trick is to, announce certaifr basic rules such as for ,the arrange-
.

. ,

.. . . .."
.,

.:ment of deskgl'and'keep on checking to see whether students .

\
. . . .

. . comply with tbis. Still another is toestablish a hectic pace

of activity in the clissrobm composed largely of things that
.

the 'students want to do-- opening- texts, reciting, perforting

A,
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exercises, singing songs. Thus the' students are left.withlittle.
--,. .

, .
.

time to.become disorderly. A teacher adopting this strategy
,

mUht.spend an unusual amount of` time preparing colorful displays
. .

'to put on the blackboardl.or trying to teach through game like=-.

devices, often prepared by the students. Classroom order is_

deveiloPed through conditioning studehts to cooperate in groups
. ., - .

that prepare contrIbutions.for'the total Class-.

X
OneofA,the most impressive strategies to establish order

,

'was shown fey a'veterah teacher who particularly enjoyed the

fl:stland second grades. This teacher told the students that

they had to use all-of their senses-when they warke in the
:

classrooms; their' fingers,- their tongues, their dyes and ears.
f, 1

,

The teacher often pointed to her own eye, earl.tonime or hands
.._ . .

. as a-way
-
of asking students' 'to to 'n on. one Of their-,tenses;

.

.c.. -
,

.

-especially she stressed the need fdr btudents to open their ears

:and listen when she pointed to her ears. Ih turn when it was the

S r
'student turn tepresent, thiS teacher Would focus eyeb and

ears on them. This teacher' was remarkgble in her ability to

keep he'r side of. the promise; she would deem to leneher-tatal

attention'tethe student. presenters and always managed to express

some gesture ,of appreciation, whether through a twinkle in her

eyes.or a brief 'comment (while the actions seemed natUral,they.

were part of a complex system of rewards she had developedover

the years). The" students were appgfently impressed by the

sincerity.of,their teacher for within,onl* a4few weeks a; sort of
., yw

classroom culture'had develbped,Where one was really a bad person,.

132
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if P o lailea_tonooperate_when theoteacher pointed at
°14

,

her ' forehead. The students became so accustomed to lending
0

their attention When. the teacher spoke that:1)y the end of the

first year.she rarely needed.to point to her forehead...
..

/
Inmost Japanese P rim et , a custom his developed

,

. 11' splitting' the .six grades into a'lower Pair (tegakuneri), a

-,-- middle pafr-(chugakunen), and an upper pair (kogakunen).4 Ipso -,

fat as possible students are kept together iffthe same 'home
.

z

,
..

room through the- full span of each two year period.

they us ually koo the same teacher. .'ThUs-Ihe lady I

Moreover,

"mentioned

above took'ter class into the second.year, and by the end of,

that period the students were the perfect picture of concentfa-
. , ---.. , .

.- . ,

tion. Whatever the activity.tu ed to, the students wire close
. '.

to total involvement. Itre:tea4her had to devote jib more than
. e

-ten percent' of her time
a 4
to maintaining order: Benjamin. Bloom p,-

0
has commehted tha t this high level of concentration and dis-

.

,

" cipline is a key Ingredient in:the successes ot,Japanese*, .
.

education., According to, Bloom,. if the average Japanese class-.

r om were to be given a scope of twenty percent in.terms of
4 4 .

time.devoted to keeping order the typical American classroom
0 i.

. 4,

l- -

would' be close to-sixty.
8

Indeed, studies,; American claterdois,
. .

, .

especially those in the-Urban centers0.indicate.that,teachers
. .

spend.more.time ordering than teaching. The Japanese school
. ..

attacks the problem of order right from the begihnir40 imPres-
,

.sing 6n .students the impOrtanbe of paying ;attention to their̀

teacher and their fellow class members. 'Once this pattern_ is

*implanted, peA.o.dic reminders such' as the"greeting prior to

4,
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starting each class are sufficient to xedind,students of the

need to applythemselves. Piss result,

*
'a far greater' proportion of each school

the teabhers to attack. their educational program thallis true

,

after the second grade

hour is available for

in 'the U.S.

4. Preparing* to Present Oneself' .

. .

0

a

One of the :most difficult t sks'of formal education is to

"getStarted. By the time children Rnter the primary school, the

majOrity have had some experience in 'an educational

For example, in 1974 seventy-fiye percent of all *Japanese fiv

year bids attended,e. kindergarten or nursery school; eighty-fi
4 ta

percent in thp 11.S. 9 While much of theirpre-School education
k

was focused on play,activities, a surprising prbportion of'these

children. can write4ihe alphabet (or the ms4), read simpleripa-
: .

.sages f\om story books, and perform other intellectual. activities
\
\

that they will elaborate over, the next,'Yeara". However, while'

the children may have these Akilli.they tend to look Ann them

'assgame much.,like their blocks or dale. They do not appre-*
I. ,.

ciate he significance of these skills, and Certainly are Dot
'ofte

anxla s to demonstratelthem before, a sea of strahgers in the

class oom.

/ One of ,,the first of the primary school and of,the
,

. :teadher is. to get the children .to overcome this fe r of formal
. .

. . ,...

presentations. Id the first year:of a Japanede' primary school,

probably n other objedtive receives as much Attention as this.:

p

..
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.Frol tfie first-day of ichodlthe.teacher asks the tudents to

-ansWer-when he calls their-name: But in this req est the.......-

. . ..
.

. tea her reilly asks.for morep he eiplains that th room is, ,

. . . ,f0/1 '' :

la ge anl he ';Iants all the students to itriow each ther-so it

would be best if they stand beside their, desks to answer and

spe4k:in a Ioud voice. Later the 'teacherrwill insist that stu-

dents stand up when they speak, mardless of the type-Of preseri-.
-

ni.they are asked to- make.,jtiestiadents respond readily

s-routine, but a miporitl* present prObleis. Some of the

more rebellious refgse to sianeor intentionally slouch; the

teacher m;; rebuke these4tudenta.before the class or.ke6 some

tati

, ,'to th

if

O.

Joke -ibdut how weak they' are; as-many of the slouchers tend to

be the class Jocks, their self-imdge Straightens their posture.

Students who would not stand properly were required to repeat

. the procedure of standing and responding two or three times

until they managed' a passable presentation. Another group of

students hpve small voices, or simply are afraid to speak, and

as these studentetendto be quiet and sensitive the teacher

approaches them very carefully. One teacher proposed to "lend

her Voilen'to a quiet student in an effort to -convince the little

girl that

voice had

clissmatee

for all,, to

heavily on

out'.

O

the Other.students were,interested'in what her small

to say. In another class, the\eacher asked the

to-olap when i quiet girl finally spoke loud enough 1

hear:- In these examples, we see the teacher .leaning

the clesSroom group to draw the problem students

.1,35 It "".,
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In many of -the early clasirpom activities, tie teacher.

-

tries to obtain full participation. For'examPle, in a reallang

lesson the tedchermight provide the sentence' model and tiferal
.

ask eilifit students of a given row to repeat after. her. Then
,

the next .todel', and the next row. %Ili thiS way, the teacher .can -

-p

get all the students to speak at'least once duitnea forty- five.'
..,-

,

minute period.
. ,. \

. -'' .. .

, ,

In the early falll.th' school has a skit diy (Gakugeikai)
. ,... -,

whete each cliss from the first grade through the sixth performs
.

i
, ,:y , .

0

before .the visiting parentEMattendance id close to'lpeOrcent). .

. ..

While ell the;. classes devote a lot of energy to preparing their

peifOrmdnceslthe first grade is most extreme. ,A skit is chosen
- ..

where all can participate--for examiile, in.a Nativity scene skit
. .

that I Saw- the 'script was split into five two-minute acts acid
.

.
, . .

..,

Si

' wit4 a different set of studenti playing the lead roles of Mary.-
.

and
.

.Jpseph in each act.- of al.A. the grades, the first graders
. .

. .1

put in the most time practicing--possibly as
.
much as. one

I
.

f-,,.
-

.

fourth.of'each'day the last two weeks bef'or'e the presentation. r

Also. they.- the most time on costumes.. Then effort is
, .

worthwhile for their performance tends to be the.l&est'with
_ . . .

Well enunciated' lines and a smooth rotation thioughout the
, .

,

softies. Within a few short months, most t-of the first graders .

----

have.overcome-their fear,of,:public-presentations..

The-Centrality of the School
. e
While studetits.may be eased;into the school system, soon

.1

1t 'becomes their major activiW ;Mid is even more the case

7\

i
$
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in 'Japan t'hanl in the U.S. In almost every respect one can think

10 .,,

,

of, apan seems ,to take:an extra steps towards enhancing-the

' , ,' .

.., .

central:ity.ol. .

.
.. 't

- . . ...

c

,

.f
The.Japanese school is required to hold.c1asses for at

.

, 'least. 240 daytt each ye.kr. or roughly six days a week fe fbi-iy.

weeks-. Evedtkuei,t4e Aphopl..year is much lOnger in' Japan,
. 0 ' .' 1,

- A l. , A

4 1

e, 0 . ..
attendance'rates are much higher. Parents beIiPve their-chil-

,

. , .

fdi.;enib,Oulsit gc5 .6. schoblno matter whict. itarelywilI;parents.
.

. , ..

plan -Ofamily trip when school is in session, and the tendency
. ,. 1:- 4- .

, .
.

!

for'mOtttAthert to work six-day weedisCourage't long family
\ 't .4.

,, '
4

weekends 'at the beach or in other diversions. Themajor excuse
. .t ,.

for, absence.from.school is sickness, yet many childipn with,
1, , .

1./' 4 c

- severe coldt-and other Maladies refuse to stay home..- The faCe
.' ,

thaske. and runny nbtes speak for themselves'. At.th,schools I
..

tended to average in size frdm 400 to 900 students,
4. .' ' .

,

from 5 to'10 students would be absent on a given

one peicent. The absentee rate in American

visited ..which

an average of

day - -or about

primary!schools is at least three times as high.

The school 5:n Japan' runs from April: to-March; and-
.

rather than a long summer vacation as in the U.S:, it has

several smaller breakstwo weeks between school yearsva

"golden" week after-the first month of schOoll one and a'half

months of summer,vacation, a week in October, and then two

weeks for the New'; festival: Thit series of short breaks

.),,
proVidee,childrenWith relief, but never really gives,t4em a

..,

.0. 'long enough-span Of time to completely forget their status as,forget
i,

44.
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students. EVen during the summer'bre&k; students may receive
.

,
a assignments nd some 'hay go, on ex cursipna planned by thetr.

,school club.
. 4

A 3 met

AS the Japanese populatiqa and economy have grown, land,
I , , 4.

. especially'in the cities, has becoie quite'scarce., Thus in
. r

many communities the school grounds are the only space available
A . r . 0.

for childi-en to'plr: Hence, even ddring the summer many chil-

dien come to their schobls to-play with their triends. And

during the chooi yearithey will linger after school until the

grounds ar,cloied. .InIspacious America, children .are more likely

'to find play spabe near their homes--a loca little 'league ball

park, a wooded area,. or an armory.

Traditionally in JapAn public school was. the only
. .

I

place available in A community for holding community sports days,
f

/

.assembling for local festivals, andlistening to speeches'by
- . I

pOlitiCians or famous men of letterS. Partly, for this reason,
. .

1

.

.

the-school was considered a very important institution, and

'

.

parents vied to gain positions on. the school P.T:A. bord:11
,

,

1 ,

To a degree, especially.in'the'Cities, the broader community,
i

4, d

functions of the school have declined. Nevertheless, most .

,parents still esteem the school and its activities.

Invariably all famtlied who have childrenin
1'

their dues to the P.T.L. and attend the appropriate
4

The monthly

-parents are

!!observation" day is one indication; on

invited to come and match \their
1

an hour,or two; at-,the lower grades (despite the other obliga-.

tion8 they haVe such,as part-time job or housework), easily

school pay

functions:

this day

class for

.13
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seventy percent ofthe Mothers attend each month. 12 The
,4t _

level.of participatioh"siems'fran the parent's desire to see .,

,
their:_children adSudt_comfortably to the. school routine.

,
. .

The parents expect a lot from the schools.'Increasingly

.

.* *'

' 2 parents recognize the criacalrole.Of cognitive achievements
, .

, , . N
in determining educational success and hence (so they, assume)

occupational sUcceAs we shall see later, the Japanese.
.. ,

. . - ..
arents anxieties for the cognitive athfeVement of their

. ,1 ....
. . I

.

children easily outdistances the AMericells.. 3.izt the Japa- .

1

r

0

nese'parents expect even more.. They seem especially positive

about the school's extensive progra ar: Med at deVeloping the
t

on-cogni tive aspects of.personality--e.A. social0.
attitudes, and moral'orientations. _Oneof'the reasons .for

the're-institution in 1959 of a formal course in moral education

was the sense that the schools were falling 'dowil in .this .regards

Of course, at times thereeare protests about the specific con-

tent of moral education promoted ,in 'the schools, but' few parettrs

dispute the important role. the school should.play it this area

of personal. development. 'In cOntrast,.American parent's seem

to lielteve this broader. .educatton should take plate-in the

,homes, the:communityl.and the church.'

-

Moral. Education
,s,

Formal schooling in morals has a.long history in JApan,

1
. .

Some w6uld say that Tok4gawa education consisted little

0

a

else. The founders of the modern educational- system, included
.

.

,this course in the curriculum, originally,136rrowing texts ,

a
.

r
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.. . ,.
.h

from. Franae.
13

;However, .it was not long before native texts
. --

were developed, many of which were q1/41ite! inspiring; UnfOr.,

tunately this course was misused by the military during the

wartime period to indoctrinate .youth, and hence as it, acquired

a bad reNtation it was originally eliminated,,froin' the postwar

, curriculum. Howevter, agaihst the'strong objections of 'many

.

progressive intellectuals who feared a revival of narrow in-

doctrination, the course was revived in 1959.. ,

. . ., ..

Given this backiround, .I expected the worse when I went. ,. .,
NI. N

tb my firit moral- education clasa : dull' Confucian texts I,

sermonizing on the need for patriotism or greater filial

piety. Much to jay surpriSe, the class had'no text. RattOr

at the bell, one' of the students turned on-the- T.V. at the
, 5"

:
,

...

front of .the classroom and for:the next fifteen .minutes we,
I

, ,. ,
. . c.

watched a short drama. Afterwarch, the .teachevr. and the students joined-,.
..- ,

.

in a discussion to try to identify the* tonal lessOns contained . '.. . . . , . .,
in the drama. From week to week the content vehed, but never' A Ii

did I see .the. programs grapple with political themes. Rather

they emphasized-fundamental concerns such as. the value of lige;
. .

the, foolishness of figh,ti the impOrtane of, friendship, the

problems of old people. A ua'.1.1y no dram'a conveyed a'specific
, A .

message. The lesson was developed through, the' ubsequent
-_

\
:dialogue of the, teacher and the students; In a drama where

a child failed to .respect a parent, the teacher. could have

directed the discussion towards the traditional theme of
-

filial piety. Instead, in the class I 'watched the teacher ',
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i-stetred the discussion tpwards.the more general, value of respec
,

for the-Aignity of othets. The format allowed considerable

flexibility.
.

I quickly overcame 'my bias against Moral education and.

looked fOrwaid to each week's new drama.. Froktile rapt

attention.the kids paid to theSeprogramal'I codld tell that

'_I was not alone. These classes by themselves probably achieved

very' little., HoWever, the lessons they presented were rein-
.

. ' .

forcedliy other school activities providing a-dimensiOn of

41

education that is-not Pound inthe American primary schOul.

The School Routine as Moral Education

We have already noted the great pains the teacher takes

to establish order, in the clissroom; most teachers try to

explain to the.students that proper-classroom behavior is. a

way! of show respect for fellow students. Also by relying

on groups, the teacher tries.:to get the studenth to appre-
.

ciate the worth of theig.lilIows.-

Monday morning of each school week begins with the
..-0

chorei, a-simple,ceremony where\all the line .up on
>

the school ground(o listen to various announcements fror;1

student government officers, club leaders, and*chers. After

these 'are cordpletedithe principal Oanda,:and makes

a ,small speech. hich usually has a moral_ element in it, -One-
the memorable speechee,reflected on the importance of .

. !"-"' ,.

"things," both inanimate.such'ai the schoolirotinds.and
- .

equipment and animate such Id the animals kept by one of the
- .

<
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student clubs; abov all, the principal:emphasized-the .

importance of human life-and coh,clUded brasking_the.Studerits
f

$ I

to.look,out for their, own lives anCthose'of their -fellow

students, to be careful yof the.traffici. to not push themselles.,-

when they caught colds, etc, When an.untoward rash.of events

7 . . :.
'such as systematic name-calling emerged a s.mong' group of 'stu-

. -dents, the Principal would speak in an'oblique way about the

delic'ady of.hUman feelings. Atthe end of thei qUarter, as the
i

. ,. .C , ' r
students prepared for vacatioh, the principal,urged them to

t

try'" to think pf one special "thing to do each day that would

. help their parents. 0'Thesg little 'speeches were delivered in
:c Y. . . r .

Y

good humor and rarely lasted for more.othan
,

five minutes. Most
.../.4.....

, ....,
. .

, .
. .

students appeared to' forget the specifics of thesivspeeches
, 4 !

by the lun Hd'iever, thespirit_of the principal's

words did seem to stick with them..:-

Each day' r °outine a lso included'Sle1/pral events with

4. \' °

. ,
...

definite moral messages. Co me, the most impressive of

Giese was the noon-day lunch, period. Partly for economic
-..

reasons, most primary schools do not have a "separate lunch-

,rooms'but,rather*the children.eat'in their respective clais.:

rooms with the teachers. COoks preparelhe basic .ingredients

(usually a porridge, a:condiment, a bottle 9: milk,-and two

slices of bread') and around' noon divide these.ihto.trays

intended for each dlass. At 1W5 following the bell for the

fourth period, a groupp:d*stqdmts%fronieach class puts on

white aprons and masks, walks to, the kitchen, and collects
'ft

. .
1421

r

e
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,

their class's portion. These groups then carry. their class's

portiori back to tie 'classrobm and serve each:Studek:&When

all, is prepared, the students sing a little .song of thank
,

and begyn,their lunch. After lunch, the entireclass cooper-
-,

ates putting away..the dishes. .0 Then after. the rest of the

claS's leaveS_to Play on 'the schbol grounds, the lunch period
. .

. .

group takes outia set of brooms.and rags and proceeds_toclean 4
. . D.

the.class/oft. 'Over the course of a month, every student serves-.

..
.. . ..

.

on a,Iunch petibct-groUp.

a leait t'clily eyes, contains

no work not 'even the dirty work-bf

This lunch routine,

'several moral messages:

',cleaning.is.tob low for a stddent;All should Aare equally

in common tasks; the maintenance of the school is everyone's

responsibility. To underline these messages, on certain days.

eaCh' year the entire school. WY.from the youngest student to

the-prinCipal puts on, their dirty clothes and spendss. couple

of hours in a comprehensive cleaning of he school building

and grounds.
.

.

-

.

The schools actually depend on the students and teachers,ti

Poi' they h'ave no budget to'empfpy personnel especially, for

cleaning. ome say a shame to make teacheri and 'students.
._

perform.thes dirty tasks, but tome the educatioh41 merits

andthe economics fali outweigh whatever liabilities there

might be. American schools, with their more lavish cafeteria '.

facilities to .serve food and their special personftel.for

cleaning 'forego an important eaticaional experienCe.

,
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Student government prpvides ancchervehicle for. mom):

education. Beach semester, the fourth stxth graders 'meet'
, =

o hear speeches' frog candidates and then select the officets

for a,studeat belf-gov'ernment association that performs an
. ,

..

impressive, array of services. Student gOvernment helps in the

planning of school events such As sports day and cultural day;

-it'spohsore various clubs such as=ttie animal club that main-

tains a small collection of animals on the schooll.grdands,
,

. 0,7:

..,4--1.,

the gaydening club.which.plants flowers, eeveral sports cabs
,

.. . J.

'which among other things help "to keep the'groghds in good

condition, and the radio club which operates the., school P.A.,

'system making most;of the\announcements end providinga.daily

lunchtime' musical prOgram. Teache adyiseis supervise these.
ff

student activities, but insofar as possible.they, stay in the

background and let :students learn on their own" to make aeci-',

sions and assume.reponsibilities.-
C' .,

. ,r S., '
School events Also prOVide occasions for .amoral education

_ . , ,

,,

in the broadest' sense. At a minimum, each year everY'''ClaSs.
/'.

takes a day trip to some well-known place,,thei might not .

. ,

otherwise.go tcrsuch as a shrine or a bOtanical4ardens... The
,...,

sixth graders take an,°overnight trip. The Major aim of these=
:.-

trips is'to*prOmote fellowship and a memorable common ,

.

,.

experience. At the same.time, little lessons-suoh.as the
, . i =

need to. keep in line, to'throw trbt,h. away,
.

and give seats
:

.

,

on.the'public busses-to old people'are,noi neglected. The
0 .

.

annual sports day and cultural -day provide occasions for

t
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clash mates to work"0,4: a tesim. In summer
. -

aspect
V

of the school routine permeated
II

objective of getting something done _and a

64 developing student character.
'Am

Problems

virtually,eveiy

wit manifest

latent objective

.

1: Perhaps because so much energy is.devoted to moral
I I

,r
education, mOstJaph ese primary schools expeettlence very few

w?
. ,

V-23-.

fl serious" problems th their st*udents. The a.4endance rates

are hie;,' and virtually all absences Are 'involuntaii. One

Sees yety,few fightS, and most- that-do occur are broken *up

:almost immediately by classtaes. Cliques and heckling are

ro
p

IA the school I' visited most intensively, there was only

.one,seriouS problet throughout the year, and it.wae interesting .

o watch how thip-mas handled.- The incident began ddring the t

:thorning When'the. boy in chge called a-girl by her

(dnappreciated) nickname of "pig". The*girl.mas, offended
t : 2
and refused 'to answer So the boy, raised higi.voice and yelled

pig, several time's... There was snickering but the girl still.

c*refused to answer. Later that morning during a break several

kids gathered argund the girl and chanted "pig, pig,"'pig.,..."

Deeply-hurt (or as Japanese woad say, "having ,lost her face")

she ran away from the group, For the remainder of the school
. r

day 'she did not speak a word, and after going home she refused

to return for over a week. The teacher in,charke of the class

had not-been present during the periods when the girl was

.insulted so she did not appreciate what had happened.

r

O
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Later that day.thegirl's mother called to ask what had
,D

gone on. Immediatelli the principal began a quiet investigation

in cooperation with the teacher.. By that `evening, parts .9f.

the>tory were out and the principal visited the.child'a home
,

to apologize to her parents: 'The next day and on each 'size--

cessive day until the problem was solved, special teacher's+

meetings were held with all present to seek a solution. On

three occasions the-principal and/or the girl's homeioom
, .

.

teacher went to the girl's home and talked with her. The

.1

final .resolution involyed a visit by the entire 'class to the

girl's. home where apolbgies were offered along with,a request

that the insulted girl torgve, her friends. Two days later
,she. returned to school, arid two weeks later the involved

teacher read'a final report to the regular teacher's meeting

.and then apologized for having caused theschoor so much

trouble. This process involved a tremendous amount of con-.

"saltation and. patience. Yet throughout, no one was blamed'or

reprimanded andno one received.: black marks bn their permanent

"record." Thelgoal was-restitution rather than punishment

..-and it suCceeded. The. scho ol went on as before,, and all were

A

.:

0
a little. wiser ibrtheii trbuble

. The Currfau141.

e

The ,Japanese teacher 'is harnessed' to a demanding

curriculum.decisOd by the Central. governient.14 At the 'print/7
. 1,

Revel, this curriculum covers three- different areas--moral

education, special events. (such as ceremonies, excursions and

0

7.
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athletic-meetings, and classroom guidance on health,' safety,

etc.) and regular subject's. 'As we consider the first two, in

greater' detail eigewhere, we concentrate here on the regular .

. -

curriculum Consisting of eight subjects: Japanese language
( ld

'and literature, social studies, mathematics, science, music,

arts_and handicrafti, home-makingland physical education.

While-as in other advanced, nations, the subject receiving
4

the largest amount of time is language and literature, it is

of some interest in view of thd,reported-complexity of Japanese

. to find that the Japane(Se primary -school spends a sthaller

proportion of-its total educational time on language. 15 On
. .

the other handl,the Japanese prima'ry school spends relatively
i.

' -

.,- . more time on music, fine arts, and physical-educatiOdsubjects"

that children, *especially young.ones, tend to enjoy the most,

While national comparisons in other areas-are more difficult,

it would appear that-the JaPaneseprimary school spends a

'greater proportion of,itsclassroom time on arithmetic than

most AmeriCan piimary schools and somewhat less time on:sociei

studies; also it treats science ae a separate subject-from'

the:first grade whereas American primary schools tend to

integrate sdience"with other subjects.

'However, these -dry statistics do not really convey the

complexity of the' Japanese curriculum, nor-the drImands it

makes on the teachet. Whereas ih tellca some of the subjects
,

such as physical education and iusictend to be strictly for

fun and with no real curriculum, that is certainly not the

TT '
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case in Japan. Even for physical eddchtiSh the teacher gives
4

a lecture before the students, parade out onto the grounds. The

curricUltud goes 'through a systematic program from the firAt .

,

through the sixth grade desigaed'fo develop motor skills in a

4

.

/sequence'related to scientific research on physical development.

Toss ball, dodge ba4 and a number of Nher related games are

I

i roduced in prima school? but basketball is postponed untilprima'

the%first.year of iddle school.
4

Of all the courses, :n Japahese primary ,school, music

was to me the most impressive., The vast majOrity.oischools

have special rooms for music equipped with piaios, organs,
.

accordions, xylophones, and several standard percussion instru-

ments. From the first gradt students begin to practice the

recorder and by the second grade they-are, famyar with a longer

wind instrument similar to a simple clarinet. .Also they begin

to -read music.

about'the piano

i, t.

From the third grade,, those who know something

(in urban areas AS many as080'-percent-,of the

girls ,take'lessons)
16

try the organsls,and gradually they share

their skill with the others.. At this stage, 'the students mare

:sometimes split into Several groups to play different scores _

of music. By the time they are fourth graders, they have suf

ficient di rsity in their music reading and playing skills so

that they

quality varie

the teacher,

produce a-,ve

r

,

produce.an orchestral sound., And whiXe'the

from clast to class according to the skill of

ome classes by the time they are in sixth grade

impressive. sound. Moreover, most students at

14§
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this level. are'able'io switch readily between at least three

different instruments. The first time I saw this level of
r

achievement I could not believe my eyes;' but aftpf the fifth

primary scha61rhad to.rec gnize that it was widespread,

While the memberso, e orchestras and bands in American
.

Rrimary schools achieve thislevell moat of the remaining

students are musically illiterate. ComParisons in art are

,nearly aa_dramatio.

'These ,achievements are all-the more impressive in that they
L

are nurtured by- the ordinary homeroom .tpachers who haye respon-

sibility,:npt only for these subjects but

',subjects of the currica4m. The-typical_

also for all the. othef

primary school has
ti

no specialists;' each teacher 1.,c_ expected to be able to ter2ht,
.:. . ..5 . .-

the Tull curriculum, and most do. Some who feel'especially weak .

, --
in a certain area may exchange their responsibilityin, for

example, music for another teacher's ressi?Onsibility in.science;

but such arrangements are private and relatively egceptional.
.

Seventy, percent of theprimax7 tcAtol teachers teach thefull
-

array of regular subjects. While it is.a strain to cover so

many subjects, the teachers. see% to enjoy it, and moreover,

they think it their responsibility as conveyors of whole man

education to -be as close as podsible to this ideal
. -

The Texts for -_Social Stadiei

=Educational innovation places increasing Stress on

audio-visual techniques.and learning through experience.

Nevertheless, texts still remain the principal vehicles for

4 y

149
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...
-, ' ..

educatibrCboth in'Japan. and the nd so I made a modestU.S..,$

effort to becifiipe-'a'cf"
;`?

One diftOee;.....

as,

tiately struck me was the
44%. s-

friendliek-fkel,;-oflitV..7gpcirlee texts...- They usatily"have,-.... r . " :
. A, r r

a
face the size of "1-arge'poaketbiiok with some humorous Ric,ture

on the cover, and at: thi'..15;fhliai7 level they are h.° more than- ,
a centimeter thick: The gOver -is. made- of paper an

. .

ppearaigtis'olokei to a.`kbitlic book than. a reai 'took which
. 1*

. Ate Joan schools seem to:tprefer. Pa'rtly this difference stems
. .

from t practice. in .4cpan of giving' free texts to, the studseritg fit;
,..

(which they can keep rafter the4eat is over) contrasted with
. 4

the ft loaning systemsadopted by most Amerlcah schools. .4'.

Also the Japanese,prefer light texts as: the schbol childr..).-
';

;

take 'most of their texts-%Ome each day rather thah leave
f

.in. ;their. desk's.. . - t-

While it is easy to .commez,:on:ihese00eitt al differences,
.i."4

go

.

the analysis of- what is founä inside the texts- is a mu more, . . .. . ,11f ` . ... 1
complicated business.- - Td ddvi. 'proper, job, one almost. has to

. .
, . . -As% :V., - .. . . k...,

perform an autopsy of every page of everk .subject, obvidusly
f-- %

. .. . . , . .

b.ey.ond the'scope of this report-b, "Insteaci;. I will limit
...,.

myself here to mentioning.a Tewiinpressions relevant to the
.4. .-.. ;.'

theme of egalitarian whole man: education. For this purpose,
. - R ---,

.

the social studies texts are tie most interesting,
.

Text's in Japa.n are written on. the.. basis of a Course,
, Guideline developed by the Ministry of: Education, and, .4more-

Over, have to be approved by;ilie Ministry ap'pointed

.

.... 12

r4
_

examiners.
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InAhat.the Ministry, is 'responsible to a conservative regime

and its examiner's are reputed,tb censor progressive themes

(as'in-the.case of Ienaga.Zaburois_high 'school .text on
,

.
.

Japanese history), I expected that these texts would present
.. .,e., .

a.distinctly conservative picture of society.. To my surprise,
.'-

the texts if-anything were piedominantly progressive intone:

V-29

While:they,celebiated

ordinall-Woik of "the."

work, primarily they highlighted,the

commdg people. And the texts were'criti-

A Ca14of the ravages of recent heavy industrialization.

the first year eocial.ptUdies text dwells on places'

that a:repart/of the immediate experience Of'studentatheir

tChool,'heir homes,.and their neighborhood. The ched5ter,on

the pchool introduces the students to the vatibus_,pepglellin-_

wblved with th_school.but placing special emphasis,dh the .

-----.-±ffif-ortant contributions. of the building and grounds personnel

and the cooks. On tHe.fothet hand', no Ation is made of the
-
prin6ipal.',The section on homes begins with a picture or the

N ': / I.
,qatious_tasks petformed by the members of a,gray-collar family,

. ,

then portrays variations in homes centered around other
1 \ .

work All the homes illustrated In 'lici text have parents
.

I
1 i.

t working,,,in :blue or, gray ,collat occupations and the text seems
.1. .

,...
.

I. .

.in:tent dn.' emphasiliriiohe dOntribution :children are expected
, ..-

: ' ,
i

to make
)'a

fatally life.' 2 Ina rater: section the' text lists
- ,

the.various people who come to, the hoMe,,the milkman, the

he Oilman, etc. anchtresses how family, life depends

6

. a.
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The ,second year text picks up on the work theme by

introducing people who'wOrk in the market fibm which the

food for the family's meals come, and then goes beyond to

idiscuss the liVes.ohfarmesmand fishers. Fidally the text

turns to bus and train drivers and publig serva nts including

firemen and policemen. As in the first year text, the

descriptions arelimited to working and lower-middle class
. v.

occupations. The third year text shifts the focus towards

geography and ecology. 6n the very first, page is a picture

of Fuji City lying at the-foot)of Mt. Fuji, Japan's premier

symbbl Of naturalism.
18

The picture features a factory_'.-
.

.
,

belting clouds of smoke into a hazy sky and pumping out a
..

white s cum that floats on top of the harbor water. Under=
;:

.

neath is a caption which:hotes how the city is troubled now
.

. .

by pollution. The text begins- with severalllpssons.on map.

reading, and in the process giveg the, students a picture of

;imaginary "Green City." Gradually it turns to thetypes of
,

-, ,

facilities located in the city and the problems that.develop;
e..

. ','. .

. , .
,

.__

lack og water, an inadequate seweragesystem, garbage, pollu-

tion,'°autoMobile accidents, and' fires. Finally the text

reviews the process of city government and notes how citizens

can participate. The fourth year text builds on many of the
.

above themes, but fans out to introduce children,to ever wider'

areas of'Japah'stressing the varying if styles of the

people--eSpecially farmers,'fishers, and sailors -and, the

tiansportation'that facilitates 'movement between, the different

4 areas.
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productive pi.oc

grade text .1;egi
/

ing 'the
.

interre

-with a discuss

(

/

year- text focuses 'on technology and the
. ..

k

s6 of various, industries, while the sixth

an'introduction of Japanese history, stress-
\ , ,

,

, . .

atiOns of Japan and the world. It concludes.

on of the atomic bomb that fell On airoshima '

and the importance-of Peace, and thea,Jdotes,some activities

of the United Nations.
=

.

. .
..'

. .

.

All in all, these texts present .a remarkably open,

minded,,even-progressive,.pic ture of Japanese'sociaty.,
19

Their.

., . ,
, ,

1

.. . /..
.

4 .fstrongest theme the diversity of mork.perfoimed...by the
. .

. _
Japanese people. Rather than 'picture some occupations asomore

. _

or less. worthy tham others, the texts- stress the interrelations

of all occupatiorts. Clearly, the hidden agenda'is tcultivath

a climate of mutaal,respec5among students from' diverse social

.backgrounds that hopefdily will carry over irlto their adult

lives. gany, of,Japanis,social;problems are openly recognized,

as is the importance of the democratic,governmental process

in .p'roviding solutions.
O

. , .

Teachers reported that these textsWere,aMOng the

favorites, especially of upper grade boys. The, themes they
4,

coveredotended.to-dralt,1 but'many.of the children who seemed. .

, , .
. . .

. ,

restrained in arithmetic or language. The texts carefullyif ,
--,

:
.

. .

avoided references to. Japan's

they aid not poitray minority

minority .groups, and naturally

group people in: low-status social

roles as often appears to be'the Case:lin American texts. HoW-

ever, teachers 7re_quick.to note other deficiencies --for

example., the picture of ;they typical family in the first grade

-i53
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text clearlyplaaed the mothei in the home. '.131.1t. the teats Were

V-32

so flexible in their tone that a teacher could correct thii
P A

image by asking students to imagine what life might be like

in another home where the' mother worked. Indeed, especially
,

.through*the early, year the texts seemed dfesigned more for

promoting discussiOn.thah transmitting information. Thus the

social suldies texts enabled the students to reflect on thei-r-

'own social situation.
. ,

-Conventional Teaching

Japanese' schools throughout the nation are rem- ab

similar in cNsign: the buildings, whether wooden or ferro-

concrete, consist of,halli-on one side -from which doors open

into rectangular,elassrooma. At the-front of each classroom

there is a blackbOard and often_a raised platform from which

;

the teachers are expected to teach. On the side opposite the

door are windows and along the back side will be a bulletin
.

board and tubby holes for each studen'..,. Desks and chairs will

be arranged usually in six straight rows (alternately girl-boy)
, , ..

.

,;5
.of six to seven seats facing the front. ,Rarely does one see a

classrooM which departs from this arrangement: "e.g. with ,extra
-

,
,

. . -,.

rooms for individualized instruction of with a pie-shaped
.

..
.

design so that student§ find iteasier,to look at each other.

The classrooms are designed for conventional teaching arid

by and large.that is what seems to tike place. Thebasic pat-

tern of teaching inVolvs lectures, directions, and questions

from ,the teacher to the studdrits.with relatively little
,)

1 5, 4
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interaction initiated qn the part of studedts. At any given

time; Ali of the stud'en'ts grapple with the same subject.

matter and rarely is. lassroom .tiTe set aside.for independent_
-!.

A: .!istudy or individuali ed instruction.
.,. , .

Each'school day is.divided 'into a series of equal length

.periods with brea&in between - -at the primafy,level normAlly.
.. ,

-five minutes though between 'the e-secohd and third thei-e is4
_

.

20-miraite play time' and 75 minutes ,is set aside for'lunch..

Usual the teachbr starts a new ledson,at.the_beginning of

. each new period; even if the 6hildren eri'j.oSr the reading they

begin_in period one, it is put away to take up"math in period
,

two, 'etc. .*

Many Japanese teachers) especially thote with clisbea in.

the early primary grades, express their'. doubts about the con-

vet4onal teachin; approach, but explain that "they have- to

I

use-itiri order to` cover what is in their view an_ excessive,

), ampunt of material. They expresso interest in the sdppOsedly

freer teaching methods of--the U.S. andin innovations such- as

the open classidomthat they'See and read about_in the mass ,.

media. Especially they are envious about the smatIer blaisroom
.- / .

size in AmWrican. schools, and feel they might be able to try
-.

-20different -methods if they enjoyed these favorable conditions.

De6ite the apologies ,and claims to. the contrary ore

discovers that-most Japanese teachers do make significant 4

departures from the traditional approach. For example, I was
C

especially iMpreSsed with the effofts the teachers devoted to
.

.

maximising student participation.-vAs I noted earlier, the
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gstress on participation begihs almost froth the first day of

school .with the aim of building Up' the self -:confidence of

4students. Depending on'trie subject matter; a teacher may get
,.

I '

from ten members to the whole class to make a-presentatiaa'
0.

- during a given period.
4 .

rocedure'for selecting

*M9re or less ofterr than
4

the rows;-another.i's to

Most teachers;earefullY control the

,students SO, that,no individual is called

'the others.- 'One prooedux*iskto go down:

go by the alphapeti.a third is for ask

the students who complete a.presenta;tion,to'select the: next
...

.
, k ._ r

person and so on. One teacher I watched was a true"Master at- '.

. .. -

achieving full participation: she attempted to get every'

-Ntlideat-tomakedtl'east one p eSentation every hOur;.during
>

one:45.minute *mathematids cldss I say her elicit eight .

different`acts of studdnt pa:;tidipation. Most. of these involved;to .

students advancing to the front board to solye a problem'. While
.

thtp,teacher kaintained a oalm face as if there ifts'nothing

unusual about'the level-Jeparticipation sheachielied, at
. ,

.

least to the outside observer the-pace was dizzying. It
, :----

the
. :.

seemed Perfeotly-aPpropriate for the teacher to' periodically

interrupt eaCh'frelizied day with sprees of simp ie exercises.
.///

'

These ,relieved the muscular tension that seemed' to develop _in _. A
, :4-

,..

.

the/necks and Shoulders of the Students. -. .

.

-, . ./ . 0

/ , A second dePaKtUre off' interest was the extensive reliance- '', °, . , L
'

-

on sub-groups both for education and for-other.school_tasks.
%.-

. ,
Indeed, the sub -group structure was, often so complex' that I

I

wondered how'the children could'keep_up.with it. For normal _

classwork
it

the teacher usuelly split the class into groups of,
*.

156
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four or six children sitting in' adjacent seats. ,For special
r

,t

,

.i.-

experiment
,

assignments such as A science experiment or putting together../ ,

..' : '- -',..." .m.,

a collage, these basic groups would work together. Sometimes

, theteicher would even ask the class to break up.into these

groups.to discuss= alprqb.lem such as the cause of pollution

in the-riversco4.the lack of a sewerage system-in certain

areas Of .their city; a representative of the group (the person

usually would :rotate from day to day) would then'provide_a
, .

group report. A- different get of groups were formed to

alternate in managing the weekly student activities class.

Still.anothe'r set of grdups'iras formed to assume responsibility
.

,.....

,tarthe-various d.lass,ChbOeebuch..as keeping the Vlackboards

clear, ..preparing-exhIl4ti,fot :the :4Ulletin:boards, and so. on.
,:-. , .:i,:,..,.- :,

An yet another Obt:4face ckiat:ed.;'.fizSr. the physical education
:

.

l4 -.
, . ' 1 N ' i 11Z: :. '..4'. , .

period. -As. can 'be' Seen, the organization ok a class is sur-
.

prisingly complicat4d.

Of the groups, the most frequently` used were those

o mentioned first. -Thedebasic groups. which' ld do something

.`together at least twi4A.;clay were kept intact for about two
. .

months and then members would be reshuffled.
.

The teachers
.t,

4
' -

explained that they-fp/lamed these groups and relied on them
-§.,.'

,
.

largely to p4p%Ote a::Triendi.y and'cOoperative.feeling among
. ,Pt'iti2-

. .

the students (naashi). Teachers Put a lot of thought into

the composition Of/their group. In general they tried to ,

-cree.te balanced2groups composed of .people with diverse

(

. .

and they would encourage the students to help each other.-.. ,

, -/ .

k
f
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-Sometimes when' studentd worked on thefi.r arithmetic 'the teacher

would 'ask the fist members °X a group to cpaoh; the slow,ones.

Indeed one teacher I watched clearly planned her arithmetic and

lihieuage class,.assignments sO that 'the quick,students would be

done in 15 minutes, then after checking their'W'Ork she would

send them off to help
,

"learn one-teach one"

'others. She conscithisly employed the
4

.aph.J4Ch, because she felt it promoted

comradeship among the students. 21 In one of. the OIasseS I saw,

i

0 a male student was socially imtrture for his age so theteacher
,

.1. t

put, himin a group with three exteptionally.tolerant girls who
.....- \

seemingly took it as their mission to bring the boy around;

when he would,not stand up for a class presentation`, they

would push him lip and' when he Struggled with' an anser they
,...

would.supialy'him.with :tips. Under no circumstances would the
. .,

, ,

-,teacherS!conselouel:y-form groups stratified by ability as is
. ...

the practice in .growing nukb,ei;S-bfAMeridan schools. 'While the
,

\

teachers 'recognized differences in Ability 'among their'students
. -,,

,-, .

they felt it was their responsibilljty as public .sthOol.eachers

in a .democratic so0.etyt6 try to bring all the,students,up.to

acommon level; rather than promote the bright students at the
,

.ekpense (Of the' s1 w,, they sought to channelsihe energies the

thright intO-pq11 rig their slowWfellows.up. Groups .Weile..c\

\teived as educational vehicles in the broadest sense rath
,-

than' as mere instruments for_rationalizing cognitive education
.

When the teachers 'shifted to the group method, they often
. ,.

$

would ask the students to rearrange their desks ,so, that those

of each group of four came tqggther. , Other seating ,arrangements.0.

t.
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Were also employed. For exampl the student activities

class desks would -often be rearra.nged in ,a semi-circle to

face a central table behind which the weekts dl.scussion

leaders would be.'Seated., Occasionally this same arrangement

.would be used when the c1.5ps discussed a problem in social -

!

e in

studies. 'On raieydays when the studentscould not go outside,

for physical education, they would push all the desks to the

biciand play games in the classroom. These departures from
.

normal aeatingarrangements were perhaps not as frecIdent as
.

.

.

one would find .in the typical American school; on the other
.

,

hand, the desks of a Japanese classroom are never nailed to

the floor as Silberman
,

says sometimes happens in the U.S,.
22

, e -

.--- .-
--

I

Japanese teachers also Utilized unconventialiteaching.

aids such as
)

mimeographed

and so on.

slide projectors, special 'drawing and graphs,

sets of arithmetic protlems they prepared at ;h6me,

However, various factors prevented them from using.

these devices as much as they seemed to want to, orAs much,-

as seems to be the practice inAmerican schools. For one;-'

commercial companies have not made the. same advances with

these devices in Japan as in'the U.S. and even when appro-

priatp devices are available their cost is often beyond the.

reach of school budgets. So if a Japanese teacher wishes to-------
.

use.pne of these devices, he

at'home.,he heavy teaching

. amounts of time for this.

often finds he has to prepare_ it

schedule.does not leave large

As we can see, .Japanese teachers often depart from the

framewdik of conventional teaching, but restraints. of class
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..

size,
,
the demands of the curriculum, and the time

.

and money ,'
_

they have available for preparation keep them from straying

very' far. Japanese teachers seem interested in more innova- .

.

tion; on the other hand, I was impressed with their confidence.
.

k
in their present styleS: Etpecially those teachers who had

been at it for five years or more exuded a sense that they
. ,

new exactly what they were doing when they, went'inip the

classroom, and seemed able to adjust readily-to the unexpected

developments \of each school:day.

In contrast, U.S:-teachers are much more prone to try

unconventional teaching approachei: the teacher's colleges
yo .

in the U.S. constantly -generate new ideas which they share

with the future 'teachers who.st dy there. Alto America's

educational administrators, why take'a much stronger role in

school administration-than their ,Japanese counterparts,'seem.

much' addicted to experimentxtiOn.23 Thus Ve
)

find that some `'

American schools are livewire of innovation. .Bells are 'often.
Ar

igndi.ed; teaching aids tend to be heaviiy'relie4-oh;'schoqlsO.
often.employ,specialists in areas ,such as renjedial reading

and science laboratbries; in recent years individualized

,instructional devices have enjoyed a greht boom.. While these

new approaches offer great promiie espedially'in the hands of

the teachers who fully understand them; myst American teachers.,

apply these mechanically'at best. Many in the American:teach-

.ing profession feel uncertain, and uneasy abOut the effectiveness

of 'the innovations .they find thews elves using. 24 The Japanese

1,60
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teacher, through.sticking closely to the tried. and proved

conventional pattern rarely suffers in this way. As in 'other
.

areas. of life, perhaps.confidence'in one's teaching rather
..

-.-t.

than the particular approach used is the most important in-
,.

gredient.

Encouraging and Evaluating Students

American, schools assume that individuals have different

abilities, This accounts for their tolerance of many of the

.recent educational innovations_ noted above, Despite claims to

the contrary by their promoters, these-innovations actually

seem to accelerate differences' in student performance.

.Japanese teachers are*less..yeady to concede that there

are.inherent differences in ability, or even that the environ-

ment from which students ome has an' indelible effect. Far ,

more than their American ounterparts, they assume that children%
.

. -

are equal in endowMents and that differences in performance

stem from lack of effort on the part of the students. They

also are disposed to reason' that inadequate effort stems from

inadequate teaching?

Most Japanese primary schools administer 'texts to

their students soon aft r entrance, and record the scores on

the student's school record. But theSe scores are kept ln the

school office where even the teachers rarely go. Theitchodis

'also seek reports from the parents on their financial%status,

the-study space available for children, and so on. Teachers

turn to this material when they become worried about the

performance of an individual, but otherwise they ignore it.
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Essentially the teach.errddhotbelielve the tests and

background infbrmation record what they sqUld know in-brder
. .

to go about th41.r work'. They that excestive attention
,/

to this data c804 Zeal' them to discrimiliate against students

who score low bht'have hidden potential. Also they fear that

the 'release .6f this information to 'outsiders, whether as indi-

vidual scores or- as averages for the school) could lead` to

social ditcrimination against the graduates of their school..

specially in recent years, Japanese schools have resisted the

. attempts by outsiders to perfort the traditional school achieve-

ment studies which measure various personality traits and

study their* relation to school performance. Even'if I had
.

witNeld-tb thow,-With-lifird data, that the Japaneee,school- .,
, .

develops the whole person (and not merely the cognitive area
. .

4

I would not have been able to find a school where I could

administer the appropriate - tests - -at least not in the Kyoto

2areas._ 5

t . ,

.

As an observer sitting in a pr classroom,
1 ,4

especially up to the
.

fourth grade, one an tell after a couple .

of days that two or three students,are not loerformihg up to the

average level, and another handful are way aheadkOf the rest.'

Most of the teaChers,i'observed tried consciously, to ignore

thete differences and bring'all intp classroom activities.

The very slow students often,posed problems, but teachers

'sometimes found areas where these students did,well--for
-

O

example, in art or Physical edtcation- -and made a special effort
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.
-,,, ,

-

to ceilI on them during these periods. In other classes the
,

.

teachers ght'steer the easier problems to these students.

while I could. see these subtle departures from equal,treat-.

ment, itwas doubtful if the-members'of'the class were aware

of them. The teachers worked herd to give the impression to

each student that, he .could and should pull an- equal load.

la

.
.

\Apart
.

from presentations before the class, the teachers assigned
. .

,.

. various problems either to do at home or in class: Each teacher

,shad his red pencil, and seemed. to take great delight in splashing

every tudent's page with a sea of check markS:--In_the in-

,class exercises,*the teachupwaata allow the brighter stadentS

--t,9 supply the answers to the slow students before descending

. ..

,:with the red pencil :r Thds everyone seemed to win,in-the

--dCadeMic competitiol.
.

,

This.8-1313macheemedtonlotivatestudentPIEverl4ifa

student ,was unable to perfcrm at the class level,--he-gradually

developed the feeling that he should be able to. Thus by,the

sixth grade, it was really'quite difficult for me to spot the

weak students, for somehow ,they devel4ped.techniques to cover
1$.

-Up their inability-=on tests, though they might,not answer,all

the questionifthey would turnthe 'answers in promptly so as not
.

/
.

to appear slovi. To prepare for Aading periods, they-nlight

prior to class write the kana beside the difficult Chinese

characters to prevent stumbling. Thus the prevailing assump-\
,

tion of "equality seems ti operate as a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The relatively narrow range'in academic achievement among

Japanese students is possibly attributable to the ass4pption. ry
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..of equalkty of endowment.
o6

If one were to listen to the
,

critics of Japanese education, one might conclude that_teacheis

also as that their 'students are equal in performance. For
'. .

:',' example,-one profedsor at Kyoto University claimed that all
pv-

-.th
\

-..

e
,- .

phildren in his daughter's class wvre given a-grade of- .,:r..-

three (average) in music,' whereas the professbr proteted that

surely at least in this area differential performance was easy ..

. /

to petect."'
0,-,

Actually 'these critics exaggerate, for at least..
. .

., .

in my experience Z never foUnd a school which adminiStered

equal. grades.
-

In the schools I visited the teachers' meetings decided

on the principles they would use in grading. In most cases,

the teachers agreed that-the readers of each class should be

graded On d five point scale relative to the.other.members of

their class. Roughly five percent would,begiven the top grade

(5), 15 percent the better thanav6rage grade:(41.2, 60 percent
.

the average giade (3), 15 petOe0 the\lower than average grade
, --

(2), and five percent the lowes:6,grade (1) This.aistributiOn'
-.

., 7 t,
' has a fef middle category; some'ischools only put 50' or even 40

.

percent here; some go .above 69; bui:aillyreserved .Some.latitude

to*recbgnize 'ekceptionally.geodwand poor performances. Testsl,

often prepared by the'manufactureis of the texts used ,by :the. A
ip

.school,.were administered to the'Atudents, and the test results.
.

along with claks performance became the'basLs for assigning

' students a grade in each regular 'I took acarefal
, .

- look at
i
the.grade,distribution and found that all t,eachers

f
kept.

I . ..
.. .
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pare of teacher to .find strong pOint's in all their. students,
V-

1', some report-cardsconbisted only of and 23p
6

After'handing out the grades the teachers would tell

4the'claie'that most had dOhe a good job, .but she wanted each
1 . ,. . . .. . .

. _--. .

student to do' 'better -next time, to try to get more 4t.s. . . _ and 5's

on their, card: -,Especiallithose who receive
(

were.askbd fo"tryharder. Late

-"day,,the teach-en

s and 2's

O

a prearranged consultation,'

pend ten, minutes with each parent talk -'

performangeof their child and especially -about

oseastieCts,not noted in the ,official report cardbehavior

in. the'elassrpqm,Lability to get along with Others, health,

,-.1anguke and so ,On.
.

thf6 stage of official.perfOrmance evaluationhe

'Japanese primary school appears to do at-least asexplicit

°a job as its American counterpart: 'HoweVei', I sensed that in
. ,

rt

D.

Japanthe process! generates
4

0

'At one,school where I spent.. .. . , .. .
I

, . .
.

.

. .

teachers had beenlbonducting research on grading for' the past
. -

Iseveral years. Some.of-the teachers wished to move froM a

class-.
_,

based al ;solUte'oerformance criteria to an ihdividual-
.

.

based criteria- -how much each child had,developed.relativec

much more strain on the teachers.
(

. ,

a Cons,iderable amount of time, the

to his Or her level at thepreviOusreportperio.d, Also the
7 .

.teachers wished to simplify the number of grades to two or
.

;

three levels front the existing five as well as to broaden

165
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the categoric:. evaluated in each subject. Rather than a single

grade for literature,.they wanted to include separate evalua-

tions for 'reading, Speaking, writing, knowledge or literatu're,

and so on, so that parents' could have a clearer sense of their

children's weak and strong points. Also they felt the report

Card shOuld include comments on non=academic performance..

Actually.thebrecords the teachers prepare fbr the school office

contain information of this kind. And in some areas of Japan,
-.

. ,
.........._ .

notably Kyoto prefecture outside the main.tity,, .these newer

.methods-for preparing report cards are being practiced.

Rather than dwell on,each student's academic standing,com-

pared to'his peers, the new report-cards stress total develop-
,

ment relative to each individual's past.

Graduation
4

Atthe end of the primary school, a graduatioh ceremony

Is held where students are g degree and asked to hold

up the good name of the school. T aditionajly, the school I

visited chose.a.valediciorian to deliver a speech on. behalf,

of the graduating classy but out of deference to equality this

practice was diScontinued'about twenty years ago. Instead,

- the members of the graduating class chanted a beautiful song

of nostalgia delebrating their struggles to learn,.the
- - 0

tude they felt towards their teachers and parents, the fun

they had on the school athletic days and the class trips, and

their sense of anticipation about their next life stage, as ,*

middle ichoolers
O

i6
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The Middle School's Opening Ceremony

The very same studentS we-had observedlkn_the last year

of pkimary schobl took their sets in the middle school audi-
.

tdrium one month later wearing. uniforms to mark theirnew-
status. The principal welcomed them and exp ressed his hope

i

that they work and make the best of the new experience. He

explained the, opportunities that we re before them--to study,
, 1

to participate in the clubs, to take ;'esponsibilliy for the

management of the school--and then in'a very serious tofte.:he

said-that the students were_likely to-follow one.of three

routes:_,some would devote' themselves wholeheartedly to all

the school activities right from the beginning and thereby

build a 'strong foundation of life, some would devote themselves

to the extra-curriculum and then in their fihal year break open,

the books tck prepare for the high school exams, andNa fink

.group would merely coast through wasting their new opportunity.

,The 'principal said it was up to each Studept to choose his or'

her path; now as middle schoolets they would h.ave to take

greater responsibility for theit'own developthent: The speecfi

was muchsterner than that delivered by the primary .school

principal six years earlier, and it signaled to students that

they were how entering d...new, and more critical stage in their

educational'career.

The Middle School as a Transitional Zeriod,

ti

Given the neat age-graded character of Japanese education,

most students enter middle school in their twelfth year. Over

0
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the next three years until they graduate from the middld school;

these students experience major developments in their mental

and social: constitution and especially in their physique that

bring them closer to adulthood. During these years most

middle schoolers will achieve puberty; many will experience

a rapid spurt of.growth,that will bring them close to the

maximum height they'will rise to by adulthood. Also these

.yOuth will ecome more independent and anxious to do things on

their. less receptive to authority.

etfornial education that occurs in'the,middle school is

,
more di ficult and more explicitly cognitively oriented than

that i'oun in the primary school, though' not to the extent

that prevails in the high schoolsand universities. While

teachers are still concernedwith developing whole men; there

4. are not 'as many opportunities for. achieving this, through the
r

.

formal. educational, process.

., The Middle Schdol,tsiSelection Function,

,,
; i .

,cl Iri the Amealcan system, places in
0
public high school are

; . ,

I

.

l'..geherally guaranteed to all.thoSe students who wisp. to go. More-

over,over, in most American school systems, the high school an indi-

'vidual atte.lds is determined by the place of his residence.

Fbr,these reasons most American junior hlgh students.(the

eauiyalent of Japan is middle schoolers) do not have a very -

strong sense that their achievements during junior high school

will affect their lives.°

In contrast, in Japan places in public -schoolth are' only

'guaradieed through the middle school. :To* most students

168
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but the opportunities these

are quite diverse. The big
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some kind.of-further education-.-

-different institutions lead to

choices in4high schools are between

public `and private schools (which tend to be more expensive),
r

and between ordinary (academic) courses that *prepare students

for higher educEitiOn and vocational courses. In 1975, 31 per-

cent of all the high school places-were in the private sector

-and 60 percent were in ordinary high sChools.

re main tendency°among today's youth Is to 'wish to go

to a'good academic high schoOl so that they can promote their

chance:to get into a good university.. Several of the most

effective high schools in preparing students for universities

are in the private sector. These"faTous Schools" select ad .

relatively small proportion of the total high-school cohort

-(perhaps two percent) based largely.on.their performance on ,.

.
i i ,

competitive academic entrance examinations., Most middle school
.

.
. ..,

.

studentsecannot hope to meet the entrance standards of these

schools, sand even if they could often times their Parents

would not be able to afford,thetuition. Thusthe-typical
-

.

college oriented students ,aspire_ to get into a good public

high school, or failing that one of the less noted private

ordinary high schools. (Some are reldtively inexpensive).

Public high schools also use 'entrance exams, but often .

.

these account for only one half of°the toted score used in

deciding admissions. The other half of the score is based.
9i1 grades during the third. yeai of middle school,. In Kyoto,
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we might note that the high school entvince exam's' cover all

of the subjects that students have studied during.their middle
.

,school days (that is, not,only what might be Considered the

core subjects of Japanese language, social studies,.mathematics

- and science.but al6o the softer subjects of,music, fine arts,
. .

.

.hinIth-and-physiCal eautatioh, and industrial arts or home- .

ty

making). Similarly,, the formula for determining grade Per-

formance takes accountof all subjects with weights assigned
'""'

according to the number of hours studied each-week. The Kyoto
k

eddcational stficials'explain.that they believe each of. the

subjects is.in the curriculum to develop a different.aspedt of

their students. To insure that tqdents do not. neglect specific

areas this coMprehensive.evaIuative system provides the greatest

incentive. PubliC high schools in many of-the other prefectures

tendtoonly test the core stibjectS:.

Thepopitive Function.in Middle School' Education

Regardless of the system used or the'type.of school a

student aspires to, what he has learned .by the,end,of his

middle school days is going to play, a crucial role. What the

ordinary student learns, is in_Part determined by what he is

exposed to--or at least this seems to be widelI believed in.-

Japan. This-.belief leads

posefulness in the middle

ia the plain decor of.the

virtually no decorations in the rooms, and course the,

to a,much stronger sense of.pur-
...

school classroom.One indication

schoOlfew flowers on the grounds,

. sobering uniforms worn by the students..

170
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Teaching in the middle schools is also more purposeful.]

Except for the smallest tiddie schools, each teacher specializes

in a given subject, and he Appears over the course of a darin

several classrooms to teach his.specialty. The-style Of
.

teachihg is fay more cognitively oriented than in the primary

pchobl. Teachers lecture more, and are relatively less likely

to turn over time to sub- groups in the class. While the

teachers ca4 on students, they do not show nearly as strong

--7a--concern.with achieving full,participation. Indeed-in the

lassqs that I attended, teachersaCtually seemed to bias

their calls for 'student Presentations to thbse who were the

strongest performers.. In part, this Was to impress me. But

when I asked the teachers, they also explained that this was

more efficient from'An educational point of view. Moreover,

,they indicated that they were more concerned with the develop-

ment of, the best students than with those who did not trk,

This last explanation, of course, reflected their belief that

performance was essentially a function 'of effort.

Student behaliidor in theiHmiddle school claisrooms generally

sreflected the Seriousnessof their teachers. Most students pre-
.

P

pared their lessons and seemed concerned about grades. During

the exam -periods at the end of each. trimester., they really

buckled down putting' in four to six hours 'of home-'study each

day. They/ in ;showedshowed the appropriate-respect to the
.;

teacher starting each class with a "good morning" and stand-

ing when called upon. There was, of Course; some. cutting up,

especially in the afternoon and in courses the students could

q. r.
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not get very excited about-- English and homemaking for example.

But these rarely appeared like systematic efforts Oedisrup--

tion, just natural expressions of humor aimed at.relieving

tension:

Th Tts in middle schools are stocked with many more

-facts and figured than those of the priMary school, and I found

!
those I read to be pretty dull. They reinforced my ,general -

impression that the middle school took learning or rather the

,1/4/ ingestion of material; very seriously. 1.16Wever, the teachers

I met insisted that I did not have the full picture. A math

a/

.

, ... 1
.

. .
teacher said he tried to get students to see the beauty Of

mathematical proofs
. and the possibilities for creativity in

.

this subjeCt. .A literature teacher said he enjoyed trying to

convey to studenti the monders of great !literatUre--the eom-
.

'plexity of pilots, the resurgence of themes; the sublety. of

1'symbols. Indeed, most teachers expressed lofty goals,for their
1

teaching, goals Of teaching through the curriculum the feelings

-and behavior appropriate
0
in the-real...world, but then in the

, 6
f

!

. , ,

next breath they said these were diffieult to achieve given

the pace ,of the curriculum.
40

1

1Evaluations kin thelmiddle schooldwere more explicitly
, . ,

I

tied to.achievement than in the primary school. Towards the
.,,

. .. . : .. .

1

end of each semester exams were administered to all the students

in all their subjectb. However, in contrast with the primary

school; the exams for each subject of each grade were .usually

-prepared by all the teachers who had these classes. Moreover,

the marking` was performed jo1ntly by all these teachers.- As..
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a result, -a student's mark from 1.to 5 in a given course

represented his performance relative to all .of.....tto students at G

his grade ,level in the school and not merely, relative to those

in his immediate hOmeroom. Also the schools occasionally

administered all city exams to size upthe School's.pprformance

relative to\ other middle schools in the city, and to help .

,-studen ts understand their level of performance relative to a
: (

wider groupll

Compalled to the sobriety of the Japanese middle school

1

classroom, tpe American scene is closer to a carnival. ClaSs-
.

rooms are o ten disrupted, and teachers struggle to get through

\

\ what is a h-lbss.demarlping curriculum. In America, this is
,

considere .a.pertpd of adolescence where youth should not be

pushed too h rc1,1

The Home. Room

While I present a picture of purposeful fOrmal education,

the middle' school has its lighter side and thisserVes to

round out or humanize the total experience. One part of this

more humanside is the-tightknit homeroom. Each year, the

entering students to the middle school are divided into
, 0

.severalhomeroom classes of about 40 students each. These

students are assigned to a specific homeroom where they will

spend most of their educational time. Als &they are assigned
.

a homeroom teacher who meets with them as a class once a week

and who is ?ve.ilable for private conferences whenever indi-

vidual students wish this. iAs in,. the primary school, the
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members of the homeroom assume the responsibility,for cleaning
. .1

their classroom. It is also the baSic unit from which repre-

'sentat0 iVes .are, elected to the student government.

Several intramural events'are scheduled each year under

the auspices of the student. overnment association to promote

a we-feeling among the students. In the spring, boys repre-

senting each,of their homerooms.compete in intramural baseball

and girls in softball. In the fall there-is an athletic meet.

And in the-winter, the homerooms face off in soccer and basket-

ball. Also a schOol culture day is held each fall and the

members of each class prepare an exhibit of some kind in their

classroom as well as present a skit or musical performance in

the school auditorium. These activities occur frith surprising

frequency throughout theear and most homerooms try to do

well in them. In the proCees, the students get to know each

ether in a more informal way: At the send of a year, many h6me-
s

rooms holdprivateTaftiesiat a tea house with heir .teachers
.

Wher.,they reminiscence about the fun the had together.

Sometimesa homeroom class becomes so clpe that its members

tOrm an alumni'club (aosokai) and make a Tact to meet later

on.

Student Clubs.

Japanese middle schools ave alarge number of school

clubs for activities such as tennis basketball, soccer,'

music, art, and history, and virtuaIly.every middle schooler

belongs to one..

D',4:
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First year students join these clubs simply by expressing

an interest and participating. regularly in the club's activi-

ties; if the student's &linty is'acw (as, for example, in a

skill like'tennls that most middle schoolershave no,prior

exposure to) the older club members provide instructions. The

idea behind the cldb is to promote fellowshigAnd an opbor-'

tunity for personal development; the clubs of a given sch6ol

may play -that of.another,:but this .is usually in fun-and all
.

.

members are allowed to compete from the most'skilled toAhe

raw newcomers. These clubs.reseive.small subsidies fromhe

PTA to pUrchase necessary eqdipment such as Deals, bases,

drawing paper, etc. .

. ..

I personally got a.tgreat thrill out *of watching the clpb
, .

activfties. Most clubs met every afternoon after4school for

about4an hour and a half,and on Saturdays they,might meet,longer.

Atthese times.eveey inch of the school grounds seemed to be

employed.- On a single tennis court "six girls might be Poring .

tennis balls back and forth at each other.- Then after ten ),

'minutes they woad rotaie with a platoon,of boys. And then .

back to the girls. In the meantime advanced players *did .

give tips to newcomers while others'wodld find -,a corner to
. ,

practice vol. -ing, Nearby vigorous basketball and volleyball

gatids would be gang od.29
' .

Student Government

One other vehiale for whole man educat n is the student
N

government association. As in the prim- y school, this asso-
. - .

' ciation.assumes responsibility for surprising diversity of
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functions, and without it the school would truly be crippled..

In addition to those activities mentioned for the primary

school, the middle school association manages the various

club activities, it arranges the school events, it,selects

and purchases books for the school library as well as provides

the librarians, and it develops and administers the regulations

on student behavior (e.g. uniform styles,, length of hair).

- Each homeroom class elects representatives -to sit in the
r-

as'sociation. Also twice each year, association officers are

°
selected f011oWing a week of campaigning which sometimes, gets

1-

quite spirited with long soap box speeches and-testimonials

during lunch break and in the special.pre-election assembly.

These campaigns and.assemblies as well. as the assemblies,

wrap ping up eack_Pregime's" term.of service are also of special

importance as a means of channeling student. Comiflaint8 to the
/

.

school administration (the prinCipal and most teachers attend

these. -assemblies) . IAt one assembly, -I heaiaS. femalerepre-

sentative complain that the girl's bathroord.stallS needed

locks , for, in ,tier words, it was very embarrassing .for two

.
, . .

.,girls to face each other "cheek to cheek." Naturallyl'this,
,

. ,
. .

c expression provoked a lot of lAughteil but a week later locks
-6

wereon the stallS. In this same assembly, another girl'Stobd

up and made a moving speech About discrimination: in this:

she touched on the discrimination of big people against

smaller people, of older students agaihst new students, tand

of teachers against Students; possibly, thiS girl was
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addressing herself in as subtle a way as she could .to the

broader problem of classand outcaite discrimination which
I-1 .. I

has in recent years begun to trouble some of Japan's.

At the end of these assembli;.s, thj principal stands 'up and

comments-on the proceedings; invariably one of his comments.

is to the-effect that the studentslhave not, been very atten-

tive to the speeches of their fellpw students.
,

This he
it

points out shows a lack of'maturity and respect. In response

tothe students requests, the principal-promises'to do what

is in-his power, and alio makes.clear what is impOssible. In

.
. . .

this way, understanding between 4udents and staff are

enchanted. And presumably the stkents develop-a slightly
I

better understanding of the nature of power and of politics.
, ....

.

.....-,...o

Graduation .

While the middle school had these more- human aspects

()only the first and_ second year students take full advantage of -

thefii: Third year students from the first days of April buckle

down to prepare fon the high school entrance exams they will

write ton months later. Many quit their clubs-or reduce their
o

-..attenganpe. Others retire from responsible roles in the student

"government associations so thatthey can have more time to

study. At least one-third of thb students begin going fo exam

'preparation schools in the late afternoon or evening, and

/
',perhapi a'foUrth' receive special guidance from a private &tor,:

.

.

once a week at their home'. After ten months of this regime'
.

. . ...N . '
.

the students" sit for the exams that decide their
f

.

high school,
.

-' .
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and then in mid -Marsh they, attend their middle school graduation
- . . :. .. , . -, _. . ..
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-ceremony.. .. ,
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cithe.next stage,iSi'the lives of most is what in Japan is known

, - as the examination hell.:
,

k.

i 1' .

1

--. .

The High 'School Experience
1

. ,

---- In looking beyond the'mi.ddle school, Perhaps'the most

impoitant consideration is the particalAr.high school a student
, . . .

.,,,....

manages to get into.' Up to this'point most students have stud-
.

ied the uniform' curriculum of"Public middle'schobls: Depending
, 4 0 's

;on thehip School they enter they will be exposed to either-an
.

actdemic...or v6catiohal cdrriculum, a fast-paced
/

examLoriented
-.. I 1 1 '

educational style or a more extensive general edUcationl, and
1 I

they will either find time for clubs and fun or becOme Chained.
. ,1 . . /

to the rigors of ekam preparation.. High school marks the low,

,_
point in the life-cycle of many' Japanese youth. 'They have to

1

:fork' harder andl think deeper than before. And,there
/

are few

t
human compensatiBM. Still it is a place of growth /and change:

-- .

4T,espedial impOrtance for our brOader argument, high school is
.

.
,

,

/

"- he period when' youth solidify their indentification with their
.

peers .'and tak7e,bOld'-steps to Move' pray from familial and other

adult institutional influences. In Chapters seven and, eight,

wilf'examinethis deVelopment.-
- 1

Parental Pai",icipation
- 1 1

ParentscOnstitute an important
/7

background for the/,, .

activities of the Japanese school. It is surprising h w much'

interaction goes on between parents and the,school, acid how hard

the sc.x)ol works to try to explain- what it is doing. The objec-
o

tive in the Sehoolts eommunication,effort seems to be to win

179
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parents, over to the schools way, or: at, -least to establish a)

basis of empathy on' which. a reasonable discussion of dif-

'ferences bec9mes possible:.

I.T.A. is the formal organization for coordinating,

parental participation. In-the schools.I, Visited, at least,
.

t

.

. ,

one parent of each-student belonged. From each homeroom,

three ;mothers (sometimes a father). were chosen to participate

P.T.A. 'Council, and the most active among these were

madeofficers,. The Council met rarely, but the officers '

fi-equently telephoned:.Council members or sent.out notices.

On the other'hand[the officers met almost weekly with'the

school principal and thus had abundant opportunity to learn

about the school as well as to convey, parental concerns.

One 'of the major concerns' of parents was to see how their

adapted .Vo school, so the schools. have a monthly par-

_

ticipation day. On this day, parents are invited to watch

their child's class for a couple of hours. .Afterwards there is

'often a.special lecture for the visiting parents on a topic-such

as'family education, safety, nUtrition or what not. With only

a few exceptions; mothers represented their families on these

days; usually two out of every three mothers were present. On

special occasions such as sport's day or report card day

(teachers' not only gave okat-yritten report cards but also were

expected to meet
.

with all interested parents on a given-, day to. .

discass each student's performance), participation was Close to
0100 percent. These occasions provided parents with the oppor-t

tunity- to speak more bluntly to their teachers, and many did

4
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not hesitate. Yhey,complained that their child did not

understand certain lessons, there.was not enough hOmework

assigned, that they did not think their child had a very good,

seat in the classroom, and' so on; and.of.c6urse they asked

.about the grades. Teachers quickly became accustomed to these

complaints and developed strategies of response. At the same

time.
-

the exchanges Were human and served to remind'teachers
a

of hoW much the parents looked to them for. effective education.

In addition, to facilitate communication most .teachers

sent out periodic notices of class activities, requesting, for
A

example, that students wes!r'dirtyclothes for a'special paint-

ing day or g Walking shoes for a nature excursion. Alsb

many schools, especially t : f the middle school level or'

abov- a monthly newspap (financed by, the P.T.A.)

where teachers and the principal -.plained that the, school was

'

tr9-ing to accomplish.

While parents were encouraged to.participate and had
.

channels that enabled them to influence their school, -they had

no power., They could not bring about the resignation of a

-teacher or principal nor force a' reassignment. Decisions of

this nature were the province Of teachers, the ptincipal, and

the local school board. Thus despite the conspicious presence, .

of parents and the extent.to which they participated in the,

school life, the schools' were in most importance respects

autonomous from parental influence.

181
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'The Democratic-Management of Schools
4

,

Through watching the ways their schoolS are run, Students

gain impressions about the:appropriate-management of other in4
_

1 "
stitutions. While there is little Oettion liut that what goesf',...

't.---,z---.- ,

on in Japanese schoolS is ultimately the resp onsibility
,

of local
........ ..-. . . ..,

school bards and the principal, it is remarkable the extent to
. 1

,
. . .

which the school :> manage' to obscure this fact; As we have seen,
/

students perform a great variety of managerial tasks: they call
.

roll, cledr classrooms andbuildings serve their own luhches,

run:the,intercom SSrstemx develop and enforce codes of conduct,

O

T

plan and manage Sports day,, and.take-virtually total respoasi-.

bility for the diverse program of school clubs. This 4 not

iacciderital. Japanese educators believe that this student par-
,

ticipdtion in schOol constitutes important traiaing,for later

citizen, participation in society,

It was also of considerable interest to me to find that

teachers 'participated extensively in the government ofotheir

schools--much.more so than one finds in the U.S. As one

prinCipal remarked, "How can teachers develop whole-men if they

in their:own affai5s, fail-to practice democid6r." But of

course the explanatic-1. for teacher power is more complex.

We have already dtscUssed in Chapter three how the
6

Japanese teacher's uniOn,has beconie an extremely power 1 force

in pOstwar Japanese education.t In many prefectures the union

'organization is so strong that 1pcal governments c ninot pro-

ceed in educational'policy without first achievi4 the, undeft-

standing of union leaders. Thlosti.standiroff between the union.

182,, .



and the government casts its shadow on the management of

individual schools! Especially in areas where the union is
tip
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strong, such as /Kyoto, principals find it imperative to develop

a 'cooperative rather than an authoritative relation vis a vis

their teaching staff. Decisions on the budget,the various-

schedUles, teacher and student 'class assignments,. and a multi-

tud of'other matters are all made by the teacher's meeting.,

is meeting convenes for about five minutes every morning acid

for an hour or so one afternoon per week,.and it is haired'on '

a rotating basis by each teacher. The principal and the bassist-'

. art principal

The assistant

. ,

gnnoUnce6rents

are treated as ordinary members in.these meetings.

principal's special contribution is to make
,

about matters where he, as full-time administratOr,

is especially well informed--e.g. repairs .of*th,e building and
0

grounds, the content of the daily lunches,.and such operational
-

matters. Tkle principal.is often called on to.give Ills opinions

on questions, of student guidance,, discussions with-parents, and.
, .

ther eduoationa,1 areas out of deference to his lengthy experi-

ence. However, it isnot unusual to see other teachers dispute-
\,

the principdl'S assertions, and sometimes the teacher's. meeting

even rejects the recommendation :of these two administrative

officers. The'prinO.ip41 can request that :individual teachers

do various things, but,I found no area where hq could give an

order; thus even when tasked for the chance to observe schools,
. ..

. .
. - " .

theIrincipal:stressed he was in favor but the final decision

rested with the teacher'smeeting.

.

.4
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Concerning conduct within the classroom the principal'' *r* _
has virtually no 'role. Teachers are selected by the local

school board rather than the principal, and once appointed

',they have tenure. According to the' regulations teachers--are

. supposed to, submit daily and weekly teachidg plans 'to the

principal for.htS inspection.. Bat these teachers who submit
s

plans (about half)" usually do this after, rather° than before,'

,-
they cover 'the indicated material:_ Principals are free to,

ilisit.the classrooms of teachers sand frequentlydo so, but in

my'year of observation, I never heard of an instance where a

.princtoal direCtly rebuked a"Lteacher.___Whenever a principal ..

-had misgivings, he mould try to express these in an indirect

'Manner-4th a philosophical comment ata teacAerls.meeting or
. -

at one'Of the bi- weekly researchmtings. Also-most schools

condUcted periodic: demonstration classes wher.e all'the teachers

and the principal would visit the cla'ss of a specific teacher;

the discussions following these sessions' enabled the principal
,

-to ma1ce his point ,if no one else, made'it for him. In other

area cfJapan3 .where the teacher's union is not so, strong,
, .

t

.principals are more forthright and assert greater authority

than in Kyoto. Nevertheless, even in the.bostconservative, ,

.

areas, teachers are allowed considerable freedom in their class-'

rooms and n impressive degree, of' influence in broader admin-
, ".: '-- *

- .

, 'istrativ isions,, '. .. .

'' ' At the end of paCh.calendar year,'most Japanese Work 7

.,

OrgahizAions,have some kind of 'party to "forget the old year."
. . .

184..
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S

(Sobetsukai)...I have attended a number-of these .in the past,
.

,but none was'as memorable as that 61: the Kyoto primary school

where I first launched my-fieldwork. Arriving at the party, I

along with all the other attendants drew a straw to determine

where to sit - would it be with the principal, the prettiest.'

teacher, or might it be the Janitor. The fact is that all the

non-student members.. of the school were invited without diStinc-
,

tion. In watching the way this school had. managed its daily (

]

affairs, 1had increasingly come to the conclusion that the

principal of hierarchial authority. was virtually-absent. Rather

each member from principal to cOok_ to eacher was a specialist

in hiS or her particular function havi g special say on matters

pertaining'tn their specialty and equal say,on'matters-affectingl
.

othe-entire schoql. The end.ofthe'year party reflected this -.

.everyday reality. While I drew a seat at the principalts,takle;-
.

soon he was floating about theroom sharing his cup With all the

persohnel: Likewise, most of the other participate were stand-

inging about pretending to be merry and making fun of each other':

Songswere half-sung, and drunken dancing feigned. 'After it

was all over, however, traditional Japan, returned. The men 1.

retired to the assistant principal's favorite bar. .And.after

two hours of

small group,

drinkinglhe, as the most important member of our

picked up the tab; I, ,somewhat guiltily, appre-

ciated this convention to its egalitarian alternative.

. ,Covolusion

I have tried to.AVovide the reader with an account of

the Japanese educational piocess as I witnessed it. I had an
,

O
.

185.'



,:Objective in mind, to discover egalitarian themes. Perhaps the

,objectives closed my eyes toother phenomena of great signiPi-
.

. cancel Regardless, I think I saw enough to reach a few
,

conclusions that are difficult to dispute:

1. Education occupies a much more central place in' the

lives of Japanese than American youth.. Japanes
.

their pefformande has.'great personal consequenc

e'cliildren believe

es, they go to

School More hours put-of each year, they have fewer alternate
. . ,

. . .

ways:to -spend their time; morepVerl'their parents' encourage them
. .

.
,

to work' hard -in school.. It Might Ve said that the Japanese

studentLsrelation to his school approaches that of a patient

or criminal to a,.total institution. When'individuals like
-

total, institutions these individuals are likely to be posi-
,

:tively affected by the institution's 'treatments. Japanese

children likstheir schools.

2. The Japanese schools aims to dovelop an egalitarian,

whole man, as ca be learned through talking to principals,

teachers and P.T.A. fficials. Or by watching what goes On.

Teachers attempt to draw out the full range of potential in

their students rather than to focus narrowly'on cognitive

achi9vement.. Aricithey make a.consCious effort to reach the

whole'class

1.

3. As the Japanese student progresses through his

edUcational career the er oasis on egalitarian' whole-man

educatiori declines relative to ,other emphases. But these

later years are normally considered to be`less crucial for ,,

18.6
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4.7:t

primary socialization. The egalitarian whole-man emphasis Is

so strong in:the early years'of schooling and the Japanese

student's relation to his school is so involving that we feel,

certain 'it has an 'enduring impact. The next chapters will

identify. the-nature of thisiMpact and its consequences for

society.

'1

-

187
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE

I wish to express my appreciation at the beginning of

this chapter to the many teachers and students in Kyoto,

Kagawa-ken, and elsewhere who cooperated to.make :th field

work'reported here such a memorable and hopefully communicable

experience.

31sbackdroand'for thJ.s chapter, we should note that the

Japanese people trust the.ir public primary schools. Over 99%
..

of 'all Japanese chi*ren of primary school age that are physi-

cally and mentally ,able attend a, public school;,, this compares
-,

Y-

with 87% in the U.S. i

Not only, do Japapese,,children go to public elementary

schobls, with but few exceptions they go to nearby schools

thankS to the sotioeconomiaheterbgeneity of .Japanese

'neighborhoods, they study and play,wifh children of diverse

social backgrounds._ As Sumiya Mikio observes, "during the

.,unprecendented,poswar housing shortage, people from both

alasIses were'forced, to live side by side in-similar areas,

thuSlbreaking the prewar pattern of segregation and .erasing

significant differences in consumption patterns:" In "The

Functions and Social., Structure Of Educations: .School 's' and

./
,Japanese Society," Journal of Social .and PoliticalIdeas in

-Japan Vol. V:, Nos. 2-3 (Dec., 1967), p. 121. Soon afterithe

Meiji restoration tbe.tradition of separate schobis for

samurai and commoners was abandOned. And since-that time,

O

8
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the resistance to separate schools for separkte people has

strengthened--aft least at the primary level. Today, even

the handicapped Cexcept for extreme cases) attend schools

'alongside normal' children, and insofar as possible are-

expected to join in the same activities.
7

This. orientation. J;s forcefUlly presented in former Union
.c

chief Motofumi Makiedai.s, recent book on the Japanese_ teacher,

Nihon no Kyoshitachi. For an offi4a1 statement, see Umene

t Satbru, Nihon no Kyoikd Do Aru beki ka? ..'

'11,Berijamirt.Iiibom: Human Characteristics 6ind, School.-

.

.
4...* .,' ... .

. . O
Learning. 4- N.

.

51304rt Dreebenis-On What is Learned in School s still
i,-,

,

the most suggestive Studyof the,hidden cur riodAim. 3,_7.

.

6
M'y confidence,that the differenCes at-the' primary school

,. .

level are riot that great across_ areas has been 'reinforced pot'
-*

only by my investigations at othe:' places "but .alsO:by commdnica- .. .

tion with Thomas Ttotlaen wha worked' ip Preessor.

0

Hashiya. who rftrked in rural areas of Nara prefecture, and by
.

reading the phree volume
,

account
,

of the.otiservati,ons of a team ',
, / . : ,

.

of Asahi Shinbun reporters who Made'frequent visits to schools
Joo' t, :

,

largely in theoTokyo,area; their account is reported in Ima nb

Gakkd de.
.

. , 4 ,

7There -are some drop -outs the Japahese system; and an

untold percentage called ochi- kubori who 'are proi'moed,with
. 4

. o

their age'Mates even though they have not mastered the material.

of the previous grade-:level. I devote some discussion to this,

latter, group at the end of this chapter. On 'drop-outs, .let me
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simoly Observe that one-is unlikely to find 24-year c4a primary-

school.stUdents as is said to be not uncommon inthe U.S.

according to 'Office. Of. Education svveys.

8

=4.:

-

- , The figures I.present,in-ple text were suggested by, .

. 1
.

Benjamin Bloom in personal cbnversation. There are a number
., .,

.

.of studies'ih this. area which .suggest control oriented inter-
,

.

- action range's from as low' as 20 percent to as high as 75 percent

.
,

of all teacher-interaction in American primary, school classrooms.,

. .

See.:.While it Is,difficultta make predide cross l-nativ al cOm-

-parrsbn8 with'respect,to this statistic, I expect the frequency,
,

of cohtrol'intergction is 'atleaAt twiceas-hifiih in-the U.S.

9Prime Minis ter4s,Office, KOkusai*Tokei Yoran .(Inter-
:.

.
.

, :: national Statistics),. t975
.

. s

CiZ . -
, 1

..

-1.-n

1Statistics are frow'Ministry of Education, EduCational ''
.

.
.

Standards'in.Japan,,1971.

11Theodore'Brameld indicates that, PTA positions.. are still'-

avidly sought for in rural areas; see Japan, Culture, Education.

and Change in Two Communities, p. 108. John*Si.ngieton also
A

comments on the ~centrality of the school in *Nichu,,especially

p. 60ff.'' He notes, that the post.of ETA chairman ofte 'sercies
/

, ,

as the spriftgboard for a poliiical:careet.: ,

. . , .

12-,To1
pse,impreSsiohs a.edonfirmed byother fieldworkeri;

they; note that.school's which offer' fewer parent participation

days are viewed with suspicion by parents.

13Herbert Pa6Airirin Socle1ty and Education in Japan descrihps
- -.4 ,

borrowffig-process. Fo ti-aaslations% of a.selection of
.

these texts, see Robert K. Hall, Shushin. Alsb gee Chapter two

of this books "190 -
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1!4Some ideaof.the detail of this prescription' can be

glean6d*from a reading of the Ministry of EduCationts"Course

of :Study ,for Elementary Schools in Japan. 'the English
.

language translation runs to 228 page's; as a random example,

'four full pages are devoted:to describing the contents of 'third

,grade 'sports education. In the section on gymnastics; teh'new

14/R:rm..:up exercises are .recommended as a preliminary, for teaching

elementary skills in the horizontal bar, the vaulting horse,

and the tumbling mat. While the introduction'to the Cou1'se of

\ .

Study says a "school may organize a curriculum not following

the. order of teaching prescibed," it is difficult to find a

J.

O

I.

4

ublic school with.the courage; after all, they are all heavily.
* .,

.

.

subsidized by the central government. On the other hand,

experimentation is quite commons in prkyate schools and those
.

,

"laboratory' schools" affiliated to national universities.

15idnistry of Eduation, Educational Standards, 1971,

--p. 491"

16.

read all the social science texts used in the Kyoto

city system as this area is closest to my own academic specialty
w V

w
, -

Of sociology; lso its cognitive content hasothe most direct

bearing on the

. eiReciailk science..

dy. I also inspectedtexts in,other areas,
,

1

18
Since 1972 the ngers of pollution have been stressed

in :texts at the suggestion\of the Ministry of'Education: A
f

striking example is the frontispiece photograph for the fourth
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-. q, ,grade soclal.scienCe text;.a. picture ,With .t0 polluted bay 0,
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'-'s P e, a
,. .

- .- ..
FLU i City an* the foregrotind, 'factories' belch1hg

4
COlumns of

7

.., .
.. . A

.'''..
smoke into the atmosphere in the near.background, and then in

th.4Tar:background.ailazed .over glimpse of lovely. Mount Fuji,

.japaws,par6mount symbol of purity.
eh, ..

,m,i.> .:,..".. i
..+5 .." 19icsording to MAtokd Huthwaite in her An. Analysis* of...

0 .. .%
bVi5A Contemporary CiiildreW.s. .Literature w t1 a Focus on `Values

. (1)13; 491.1201 "McClelfand .found''that* the most- common` themes
it. ,. ,--

:*
1

*'9. 6 ..
0 4,2 2' * / :

il,taages6 primary4sChOpl.textbookswere kindness and obliga-,,
.. .,.., .,, ----,,:5,

. -. .

tion. 'In a' study of the :trends in postwarmkalp:ducation in

.

in, the new 'textbooks4 FugskirOl'eoncluded,
.

'.

,.
,

Japan as'keOected
-f

elemph'ibis on .nationalism, a- pronounced, gio4k
7. ' ' Xt

that' there was a. d

-

e"

- /

of concern for'soclaiendiindividual mdralityl.'and a shift from.

p., t
,, ...

.blind loyalty and obedience to an understanding of iules and
. .

responsibilities 1 a dtmpqratic socity:I Huthwaite in hdr
.

.1. ..
.

,own thematic anal ;is of children's bOdoks seleefed.fromA 1,
-

stratified sampl of.,500 Concluded that, "the most common values

found.in. folk literatUre were courage, cleverness, loyrIty.c.!
\

.and'Cultural.pride. 'TN mOst common values lealistic
,. .

fiction were-cooperation, kindness, independence, hon

loud of. nature." Hierarchical loyalty was evident i

literature; -but it was triKtually absent in fantasy.
.

IstY and

the folk

d realis-

tic literature: .Indeed, "hone of the samolebooks:of realistic
.

. .0

'fiction stecomMendect loyalty, to,a superior, allegiance or blind
, .,':,, . ... . .

.

-- loya:LV. .Authority. was questioned'and even defied, on occasion '
,

.

Huthwaite- opncludes`that hieraxchical relations are much less ,,
. %

.
..

. ,

*

- .
0

wS
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. frequently-stressed4ri contemporary texts than cOoperatIve
.

. .--.\ .

horizodtal.reldtlOns,,"

,-, , 20
. I.found that most Japanese teachers had an -Impressive

:
.

. , .
. ,

-...,"1-. k

, 'knowledge-of educatiOnal reform in /other places (both National
,

. ... --) -6

' And International) thanks...to frequent local, area-wide and.

.

.

hational weekend research'meetings, weekly. in-school,pedagogy
11 L.

workshops,. and Sunday_ morning television aerie's by bo.ath publici_-: . _

.
.

and:commercial-networks on themes suchasneducatioh around
.

. . ,

the:W0T dn and 'our_schools:" .

_

.- . ,

r -e
% g . ,,

-.,
n
`. This phrase was used.idthe Unesdd litei.acy campaign.

a _.

of.the Sixties. , 4

'22See C..E. Silberman; Crisiald the Classrotits...

k. '23This cross-4*AI observation is speculative;-

.however, one 'cannot help butbe-impressed as .one reads the
9

American school literature-with the extent to wh,i'oh °the prin-
..,

, . -I 1 *
- Cipali view-the'local school boards.as :their major reference

.

.

-
.

, -
group; in many cases, principals use talk of propobed "inno-

vation"n as a,gimmick'for, impressing the school board with their-
. .

leadership qualities. For one case study,-see Vidich and
..

.

Bensmad, 8Mall Town in Miss Society..

24Fdr one .survey on, this theme, see Chapters 5 and 6 of

.
.

.

Dan C. Lortie; School' Teacher: A Sociological Study, Chicago:_

i
. , \

.

The University_of Chicago Press, 1975. .

25The'-resistance to-testing gained moMenturi. after the,'

early sixties- when the, Ministry of Education attempted to,
. .

introduce a-national achievement test for'the purpoge of

:eyaluating-tchoo1 ancV17"teiicher perfOrmance. -Resistance is
.

t
.

,
a' 1.93

f .
O

_
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.- especially stronghin'the Kansai area where I located my study,

,

. ,

,
.

and more generally whereveith'e teacher's union is firmly .
.

s ,

.
%.

.

en gnched: .

26Fo r. evidence of-the narrow ratige of. achieyementl. see

Chapter six.
-

4 s

,.
c -. .\

28
Western Observers .often see'in scho61 uniforra..Some ,--

`lingering sign of indentification with.ariearlier militarigtfo

. ancrauthoririan era. Indeed, it ila,for this reason that the

American occupation removed the forMal requirement that school .

Children wear uniforms% To the occupation's surprise parents'

_associations at many schools, especially, at tilt middle school'

level, decided of their oWh will.to have children wear uniforths..
Their reasons were: (1) children of this -age level grew sCo fase

- that it was cheaper to ,clothe them in standaraizedniforms
4.

thad in commercial clothing; (2) as all uniforms. looked a like,,
status competition based on stylish ciothing.cOuld be avoidedr a,.

and thus no child need be embarrassed by his(h'erl inability to

buy the latest-;( (3) finally, many parents thinking, of their.
0

,
, ..

oval school days,,wantsd for nostalgic reasons to,haye theiri-, .- A,
.

6 children wear ,uniforms.

;1.94'
d

9.
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91. could not help, but wondering as, I watched: trie5e.'
.

/ i
. : ..

American
'

sports clubs-,why more of the eriergy,or `junior high,: ,-t- t. .\students, *e4'eciail: the girls,, could no be 'channeled ix ,.

4sugh acti.vittes. .Names Coleman has obsetyed how the athletic
. , ..

. ....teams of American schools 'become tI'e focal point .of adolescent 1-\ , =

.:,society, and in_his View this, leads to, a
1

misdirection of youihfui. .I -

4 / :

. tenergy._ He argues t s occurs because the teams of American-', ! , i
,

schools are pfomoted by qhool officialla.4.s pi Isymbol of,,,school .'
. k .

- i N,
0pride. \.,' . Coleman laments- tie 'fact that t e .championing of

. I i ly . " #
athleticsa.thlectics diverts_ eittention froIn_studying leiflidh in his opinibn

. --.. \ - . ,,jy. ' .

is. witaistadents Ought to bepidne sed -in; (ihy,..ilie asks,, Should.
v. .

the nbre.4,71sY- become a minority group. Jaliariese schools de-
emphasize-inter-school qompition, espeially in athletics.

. , . .4 . . .-. - ,

-
.,

\, \- .4 . -,

Thus.. sports . does nod' become set p;ofessionalized and"-most ''

students joiri in the sCluli. system Tile Widely *ecognized iiiipQr-, ...

other hand, prevents .

f,.
tame of the ex& system, on the
discii4anation against
achieved 'between study

Society.

.ftli,al,ns.1 Amore equal balance is -

and'-sports. See ColenIah, The Adolescent,\
30 :

Thedemoaratic pattern of-management of Japanese
\ * ,

schools_ prditides an interest,ing contrast'to America's tore

' btxreauctatiC style. For a dismission-of .4)\e evolution of the
, .i 4

e . f I . \
Atiierican system, see Michael B. itatz, Clask,', Bureaucracy and.

;
SOf1001S

, .

195-



I "CHAPTER STX.

COGNITIVE EQiIALITY'
1

How often do we hear *411 Ameicanwinner-6ity,schooi

f
dedcribed as 'a zoo or a jungle..-Veteran teadhers expeit the

..
worst from their students and readily*reiort topunitive measure

',,to maintain c=ontrol over their.claserOoms.. These teachers show
.surprise when a pwr II student answers correctly-but>;are unmoved

. .

When a "good" studentdoes the-same. Racial labels also shape,
4 e

interaction.' Charles Ek Silberman in Crisis la the Classrooms._

reports the followings,incident;fkom the-sixth-grade radially
...

. . \
- - .

.

thiged, Classroo,my \
.

.
,

. .

.
\

A black girl callsOut the answer tar& question the
*

.r -.
.-

teacher had asked-of the entire class. ,"Dontt you'

call:out," the teacher responds "You sit-Ithere I-

put
. .

.

t

.

you and be quiet.'" A few minutes later, when a
i . ,

biondLhaired, blie- eyedgirl call outan answer to

`another.question, the teacher responds, "Very good,

Annette; that's good thinking.."

A Shocking pioportion of the gradUateter,eur. urban ichdols'latk-,

even, a minimal,cOmmand'orthe basic skills of reading, writing,*

iha arithmetics.- The tendencies, towards 'sdho61 disorder, pre-

sumptions' about the innate abilit; of- individuaVstudents,--

favoritism, and lbw achievement= do n6 .characterize all of

.AMerica's schools; :fet they are sufficiently common to attract
-

the attention of a number of todayrt*,school critics.

i'2forihd little evidence of thesg tendencies immy
\

N -
,

Obseivgtion of ZApanese schOols. Japanese teachers maintatned



s,

'r

..
a .

orderl.y 'classrooms,' they equally, distributed Aewardsrof praise
.. .

, .. s.
, t 4 f.

and -recognition, 'and they worked as best they could` help all'. .

,-
.

0 the students completeithe curriculum. -As,I was think ng about
.

thes differences in.classroom behavior, I'came upon the theory

.
.. . - .cf mastery learAing. Thid theo. g

_

presents aframeworli, for tr
...:...

..._..1
.analysing

.

the process of learning that -seems paricularly appro -. :.
.

.

.

.

. ..
.

'.

priate for highlighting several of the distinctive-features,sof.

Japanese'education:= Cif special interest,, the ,theory helps in
-..

.

.
-,

.

explaining why. JAPanese.schbol children do so well.rn mastering'
R ,

1 .
, ., . -, ,

their curricul Hence, in this chapterI *aid- -like to recast
.

-severaI,of iliY observa ins within this framework.-1. , I .

-
The Theory-of Mastery Learning

Themodi lucit ;expositionlof ma vy-le.:-.inIng is found ih
- -

Benjamin Bloom's Human Characteristics and Schoch Learning.. In
t .

-,!...

the preface, Blooill-states the central thesis of:mAitery learning:,,,,'. .
"most 'students can learn ghat the schools"have to teach.- -it the-

,
. 4'

. N2problem is approached sensitd:vely and sys.6kmafically.:' .To
. ...: .

anyone who has studied probesseq pf trihsformation in a factdry

or an offide thrs.prcpoSition does %at seed especially cod,-$
r

.
dces

Factories have 'techniques fdr fully.trgnsTorthing

-!their raw materials'into,producti of uniform high quality;
, .

Properly managed office* complete most_oftheivforms. "r6y-is
.

it that' the -' schoolsonly the- chCols re slipshod in their transformative
.- . .

.-Aoal of conveying_ the fully curriculum to their studenth? The.
,

-1/4theoryl.throughfocusing on the :major va'r'iables affecting school

learning -that-are pictured in Figure 6.1 attempti-to answer

this:ldestion._
;,...

'OS
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Figur:t Major Variables 14 the Theory of School i.,eirning

STUDENT .

CHARACTERISTICS

Cognitive Entry
Behaviors

.o

AffesitWe Entry
Characteristics

INSTRUCTIONLICTION LEARNING
mower

Level and Type of
1140110VOillints

-----z-Rate of Liiming

Affect* Outcomei

Quality of
Instruction

InsttuCtion. the theory of mastery learning does not

.advocate a special -curriculum,''but it does. have some, definite
2

implications for the organization. of the carribulige. Bloom

.;obserVes that it is difficult to learn if the learning objectives

are not Clear. _Thus, 114?. proposes, a qurricuiuni'broken damn Into

. , .

simple4earning tasks.

The basic principles -of instruetion 'cOndUdive to mastery
.

Learning are straightforward,
'

(1) create a purp,oseful instructional atmosphere where
\

0, I

a

frivolous' distractions Aye. Tirittnized\

(2) explitin to students the tasks they will .be expected.

to mister

(3)g encourage students to participa-te in the process

(4)

(5)

learning *.

reiard student foi their achievements :

4.

continuously check or. the rogreas of -students by

relying on institutionalized feedback .procedures;

of

when students fail to master particular tasks- pro-

Vide Some :meal* (by the teaCher;, a teacher's aid,

student coaches, external tutors, or parents) for
!,1remedial lear- ninic. tole(

7

-It
11so
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The theory, however,,does not .view these as sufficierit*to%
If.

guarantee the d
.

Vected outcOmes. ,The techniques have to
.

be.J 4

4 -' combined with attention to the entry characteristics of learner's.

Entrycharacteristics. 'The nia'stery learning heory.makes

. *Twb simple 1?ut'revolutione.ry assumptions about entry characteris-
,

tics: First, it. assumes that each learner' has a
.
personal- learn-

I'

ing hiAory that has elevated him to a certain level of motivation

;AO , .

assdies4that further individual develdpment

must, proceed from this level-- attempts to teach ahead of an

individual's achievement level will be inefficient;at,best; more

likely they will be fruitiedi. ThiV*suMptiOh hai different
. ,

implications for individual-and group:learning situations. -In.

the individual case, the ins,xlictiorimere/y requires adjustment

to the individuil's level. In the.grbup case,a.the instruction
f :

must handle studentsat-different entry.,levels. A. number of
alternate response's' are possible here: Individual instruction

0

., .- . .

\ can be attempted; stadents can be b6ken .into groups Of: different

.

.

. 1 . rd
_levels Tor/separate programs; can be kept in.a dotmon

.

group4 Given the circumstances of?;-typical scHooll only the ..

t
'latter is really, feasible. Apnce the...most effective instruction*

PI! - . I %=,

first 'raises alf-students to a common level of achievement and
,..

then moves them through progressively more advanced levels together.
, . .

Behind this recommendation is the second ma or assumption .of,,.,..
,

mastery learningrpodificationd are possible in the entry
4 .

.

characteristics OD individuals. Bloom sugges that it May takeB1
. ,,

e

'dome time to bring those student who begin with inferior entry-

characterietics-uP't&the common level, and tht during thiev.

3f r
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4,*

i.

3

per;od'thebetter pisiJaied-,,stdNAta may not leaTn much.' HOwever;:i
: 4\

-

.

once the slow student's are. Up to he common levq1 they

will be'able to learn further material at virally the same
-

frate as their dlassmates. ..,

!-- ''\

. .

. ' ' =
. . ..* . S.

Bloom notes how conventional' teaching starts with a groupi. V .. . -.

of,dtuderkts who- differ in their.basie level.of:Cbgnitive.entry
,

behbliWrs: Due to .differences in this entry chaTadteristio,
. -.

, ... .

students- diffir.in their level and rate' o learning; ,hose with

\-/

higher entry learning.levels ftpgress_at a faster rateiwaile
/

the pOorly prepared Are soon hbpeleSsly behindl'a.nd cease to
. .

:learmanYthing other than frustration. Orie-tbnsequence of
<

different entry.characteristics- is a dittribution'of learning

fbr asparficular task that Closely matches distribUtiod of
:

.

. .

1
entry behavior. A second is a x4duced mo4iyatiOn for learninik

. '! , .

among the slower students. Thus,4n a larger number of inde-
,... v.

,

- pendently coriceived.studies, it isitypidallybfOund-that entry

4

10e1 explains roughly a1/4-variation in leath
.

ineofa cgiven 5--',

I

tas,k:' The cognitive'inecitIlify tpat emerges from pormaledilca,-

..
\

tional conditions ;Oan larOly be explaided by the inequaldnfry
<

,Characteristics. .' 0 N \

4 V 6f ,,. 1-
.Gr6phically the conventional 'scenario cwi be pictured ,

,

students\

1

as follows (Figure 6..,2). Afterjearning.ta:sk one of'the
. * :

will.have an average leuql of. to on some standardized test andI'

a bell-shaped distribution of scores' around thaf mean whichhPA/e'
0

1

a standard deViation of t 1. After-learning-task two; the Mean

goes,up to t0\+ x and the standard deviation becomes larger.,

After task three, these tendencies are further accentuated_
,

,

s
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\-
Figure 6.2. TheoreticalAchievement Distributions- Where P-

.
. Inadequate Learning_Is-' NO rreoted 'at thp End
"of'Each Learning-Task

.

.4

I

0

Learning
:Usk

3

Distribution after
Learning Task 3

1

Learning
Task

2

Distribution after
Learning Task 2S

. .

Leers**
Task

I

Distribution after
Lierning Tisk I.

I

4

Figure-6.3: Theoreti6a1 Achievement istributipni Where .

Inadequate Learning over the Previous Learning-_

Tasks Has Been Corrected

AI*

Learning
Task

3

Distribution after
Learning Task 8

Distribution after
Gemini Tel* 2

Learning
Task

1.

distribution after
tie". ming Task 1 .

--7,-Figures-g_rom Benjamin'Blo6m; Human hOacteristics and School,
4Leil*.ng; pp.-'35; 36.
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In contrast with the conventio4l'approaih, Baoom

proposes a scenario where cognitive entry,characteristics are
a -

. eqUal. -Underthese conditions, perhapshalf the-students.will
.

.

learn t)te task and half fail. However; if folroWing"theinitial"

instruction, each student's progress is reV.ewed and those who
.

- do not undeistand are given special tutoring, then all can learn
.

.

the task. To:the-extent-all learn the initial task, the4will ,

again be equal when they approach'he next task,-and so on. The.
.

pnd result will be that all master the)full range-of material

and-ho cognitive inequality'regults. entry characteristics'
0 .4,

Will fail to. predict cognitive achievement because at neither',
, .

stage will there be variatidn. Tft the studies whete mastery

. learnng has been emploYed and individual mastery of each task

in the overall sequence' is.:ChiCked, these-ideal outcomes are
4

approgimatp. The relation between entry characteristics andI f
v ,

cognitive achievement is roughly hair ,of what it would be 'Jith
.

. . .f

normal techniques4 nognitive inequality ii%significElly reduced.
_ ,

.. .--
A more realistic,sckario would begin dwith-an entering ,

grdup at grade one whose distribution ofscores'on a standardized

tl

S.

tests'rebembles the bottom graph of- Figure However, with .

the application 'of .mastery learling techniques, growing propor-

tions of the members .of this class would gradudlly achieve ,

'mastery over the cognitive mtterAal. Thus, as :pictured, in

Figure'6.31:their distributiofi s
.

of scores woulduld gr adually bunch
. v

towards the mean with s ome skewness towards the positive side.
---.--.1 - . .

Ihdividualaffective charaCteSlistits" alge :ft:ohuomk

qul,important bearing oh success in convehtional learning ,.-

2020
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situations. Drawingon data from'*e recent International

Educational.Assogiation surveys of schadstiC'achieliemeirt,

Bloom shows floil a student's liking for a subject is ' strongly,

correlated with his,progrebs in that subject. Moreo'ver3.a stu-.

dent' affect-towards schooling in general also is'assocf:ated

.with achievement: Finally, under normal teaching circumstances.,

an individual's "academic self;gccncept'id strongly associated

with academic achivementtl especially aft'er_the early years of

._ .primary education. Conversely, the level of anindividual's
0 ,

,motivation tends to be influenced by performance in school:

Those. who do -well in` school relative to their pee'rS like. learn,

. 4

.ing whereas those who xio poorly.develop,negative atiitudes: i

4 .

,

.
.

.

. . .Undei4 normal teaching aircumstaace6 this* vicious circle cannot
4 4

Oa'

:--bae broken. Hoyever, .in several cases where mastery learning
. ,

..

.

techniques were used::therewas a virtual abcence of negative
.. .

.
,4"

: . .

feelings towards leayning. ThiS....was.due to mastery-learning's
:.

._

emphasis on, having a].1 students master each task and the pro-...
' .

'

vision of OkriouS.reWards fOr success.
.'

. . . .

11EItEY---1!earnin la an
. . b.

_
A.S

' Learning as su64'has not been Introduced In Japan.:
.. ..

. ,

. On the other traditional Japaneseeducationar philosophy
.

shares. many precepts with mmtery Zearning. Japanese edUcators
R.

have never paid,,much attention to the innate-abilitiesTof------

/ e.

learnerb.. They have, tended to assume that anybody can' learn
. 1 /

a task given a,determined effort: 'Mind over matter is an
..

. /

, .

,

assumption of Japanese learning .in settings asiddiverse as the
* ...

3 '
ot..

a'
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.

dodern.classroor and t tiaditional dojo' where kendw

and, other martial arts*are taught.

It is no accident that Japan's Nineteenth Centuryeddcators,

after reviewing various foreign theories of pedagogy expressed.

' ;

theip greatest interest in the ideas.of Pestalozzi and Herbert,

.7 two thinkers whom BlOom credits with .laying the intellectual

foundations of Mastery Learning t4eorsr. In the podtwar period,.
0

Japan's educators have expressed strong interest'in Dewey and in.

T

the Russian pedagogist,,Markarenko--both of whom emphasized '

educatibnal goals similar to Mastery Learning.
.110

Ate-grading, the cultuial norm oflinkihg specific events"'`
. __... :., . .

in the cycle of.social maturation with stages in biological

gii6wth, his a strong influence on Japanese social Structure.
,-

., When the modern
,:k 0
school was brginized, thle official regulationa

. . .

a
.

aJ . ': 1.
;

specified the age when chldren'shouldattend school. It gradually

became understood that, the' schools, should graduate their charges
.

within the prescribed number of y ea ,regardlessof* the level*

of :each individual's achiev t; fading a-student or other-
a

, wise delaying his,pr gress 'became socially unacceptable. Schools

that fa students developed bad reputations, and students. ,

that'were failed.by-their schools bore a stigma. To .avoid these- Q
Or

outcome's and, at the'same time, to protect a reputation for (vial-
, . .

ity education, schools hive. come
,.. -

carry' out a progiam of education
,

students.' . ' - "

under increasing'iiessuet to
, r

that will reach all of tai

, .

These severt.r-exte?hil c onstraints thenhelp us to
,

4.

1

understand why Japanebe schools might bCconderued with achieving
,

..
. -

the types of outcomes, expected ofmaitery learning. However,
I (204 a

a
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they do hot guarahtee.an Identical- set of techniAues., what.

'

.then, can n\we 6 say, based on our' field Work, about the
.: Nee .
3ied-and difiereices betwen Ma'stery tearning_aftd Japanese

:schooling ..
.-, . .! .

of..1. :EntryCharacteriStrqs--dIearly one of the most
. .

impnestivedraragristics of -Japanese schooling, is the care .. .

!
. ,...

1

, .. ,

- : with -which students- are eased into the school routihe. New\

. ..
,. ,

- -0 students artreated to a 'series of ceremonies - beginning with
, ,, .., .0 .'' .,

//

. ,

.a.health check-lp .a7 i some preliminary inqr ieWS, then an

.,entrancederemony, and finally' a clasSroomlielrming ceremony--
. , .., _., ,,.,.,......_.1.,._______ _____:;,:,47_.___ _......,_._7.........7_,...,.._1 ..._._____., ___ _ _

,;in/order to'fac.i4tate their adOstkent to school, Moreover,
...- -- ,1,

'z

.during'the f4mst ten days of school, new students attend no more
i

. a.r ,
that two to three hours each day so as to ease their transition

1 ,,

from home to ichoipl. After-the initial periodl.first yea'y Au-. .

dents eat iunch at school two times a we- hile returninghome
.., ,

. ...

-' on th....remaining days. Only after they reach the rd eade
,,

---......:
.

are they'cordered.strong enough to do schoolwork every after--
--,,,,_

Dur3.rig the initial 41onth,of the first grade,, relatively

liitAe attention is devoted'to academic matters. The major
- .

-goal is toeget,students interestedin schc51 and theirciass-

mates. Teachers rely'extensiwely on games, art work, singing

and -other playl-like activities, to develop a cheerful classoom

atmosphsre\, At ,the school ,where we. concentrated our field works
\ .

we foUnd that m.,:ch of the time of first-graders was spent4 / ,
. .

practicing a:skit/for-the school arts, day (gakugeikai)e. During

kiisinitiai'f;ivolOus period teachees attempt to bring the
o

=
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poorly-prepared students (inl for example, the 'ability to write

letters and numbers) up to the level of'the rest.

.,While these procedures tYieliel differendes in entry
.

characteristics are impressive, we shciuld also observe that
. k

student variation in entry Characteristics.may not beas great
.

as.in many other: advanced societies. The Japanese People are
, .

-

racially homogenous, and today most enjoy a reasable standard '.

eK Japanese ohildren-onte-from-;brokemr
N . .

homes, orp
,

_fromsisolated rural areas such as the Ozarks.- WeII ,

over thfee-i.oArths,of all-children attend at least one Year of
- ,

kindergarten before ,starting the first'grade. The
;_

,
. ., ,.--

of the relatiNiely undifferentiated cohort oii. students and; the
.

'

standgrd nitial-hon to the,sdhooling program
- result in favorable

,entry characteristics for school learning.

Creating a purposeful 'Learqing:Ehvironment. Classroom .

is the first topic in BloomIldisbussion of the quality

"2.

atmosphere
.

of instruction. Mucth of the research on Conventional clablYdbms/

IndicAes that teachers devote an extraordinarily high percen- ''
, *',.

.

tage of their isie to managing students at- the expense O'f.time/

that might be devoted to managinj their.fearni4/0 -Disorder in'
i

'the classrdom stands 'in the way of academic, progress. Every

Jrninute devOte' '.-to the establishment of order is a minute lostI

fro4 instructi If, as,some studies of American .classrooms
ro.

indicate, 40 p4.cent of instructional time is devoted to order,
.

the loss is enormous It is likely that the sl-ow students, who

, require detaijtede instruction to master a' task, sufferslis-

proportiOnati ly from this time-loss.

!.

of
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In Japanese classrooms which typically_ aye 10 students
.

..,.

. _ . ... -
: . and a- single.tedchei we-found that the pro em of maintaining.

-
border was vigorously attacked from te f rst day of schooi. 'As '

,
141--12

2

a result"; -b:rthe'end of the first ,yea of primary schoolAp-
,

more than 20 percent of-classroom time (close to 10 percent

in the classrooms of experienc0 teachers) was devoted to
.

managing studgrits.- Tnelclassroom,'dOring*the time of instruc-

tion, bedathe i remarkably orderly and purposeful environment for

learn ng. ,

b!_

3. Participation and' Reinforcement.. Another feature that

-stands out in the Japanese classroom_is the extraordinary fevel.

of individual participation--especl,a1ly in the early primary

_-yeari..__As-we-noted, teachers tended to hold- *the ideal of
..-

eliciting- at _least one'act.of participation,from each student.

each hour. In the most, eXtreme case I witnessed,- one-4:xthgrade

-teacher achieved 84 individual acts of student participation in

the spacezof a 45 minute arithmetic class. The more typical
.

experienc*:was for a teacher to get through about twothird of

the class in a single' period; in thneit Period, the teacher

would pick up- with the next student-in line.

Teachers varied their strategies for eliciting participtationl.

bUt--generally they tried to,manage_it in,a way which would not

tembarass those who participated. Whether-through relying on a

'.prescribed sequence fdr calling on Students or through managfhg

.diffiiulty of the questiOnp tossed (50.,teachers generally

tried. to oiveindividuallAttidents a reasonable opportunity for ,

.
-

successful participation.... The goal seemed to be to encourage
, .

0

iy

.

A
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.. I,
, participation with the hope that each act would be rewarded and

.., - -,. . , -

-I.thus, to build .up each part Ificipant's academic self-concept."
A

4

Teachers were-also generous in the rewards they handed.'
. ...- .

.4,
.

. ... . .

out for written assignments and in-class. projects.. Their red
4

pencil generously filled each student's notebOok with 'a flow

. of.circlei for' correct work.. .

I

As an ldditionalt method for:enhancing:participation,

'Japanese teachers broke their classrooms up intd,seyeral smal
,,t,.. , ,

groups, each with from foUr tq six students, Frequently during.
z

.,--

each school day, the teachers turned assignments over to-the- .:

..

-,, / 4 ,

-groups So each-mithbercould sO1Ve hisproblem and, then check
4

the iesults with other meilibers. Sometimes`thegrOups were given.

a problem for whin -h they were asked to reach a collective solu-
.

tion. These-procedures enabled all of the memberi of the class

to be involved simultaneously in---iiitelicotual_itork.l' What- seems
,

4,

most impoitant is that each group was assigned the identical 1A.'f

: '\

sTroblem--or a prob4.em Of comparable difficulty. In' establishing

these*Igroups, the Japanese teachir attempted to balance each
,

group's pomp-osiiion with individUal of varied ability. Teachers

°were' resolutely' opposed to,trackini, that is, the
f

of separate groups for individuals with different
,

ability. They recognized.:that the establishment of tracking

would serve to aggravate inequalities in,-individual achievement

and thereby _make it,difficult,to carry out-en-Orderly program'

establishment

revels of

of instruction for the entire .class.

4.4_-Feeaback and Tutoring. Ofcoursel.'the large number
,

of students-n each classroom in Japan.places severe restraints
0 .

er



on'the'frequency with. which teachers can check the work of
,

stgdentd and,i3rovide.diopropriate rewards and /or' remedial

instruction. .Every.strategY I. observed had tits advantaged

va,14
-1

,

. 1 .
:c.

,aneWeaknesses, .
.

,I . .,
. Perhaps ,11.e modtcomMonly used techhiqe was for`the-,
.

1 . -
. . .

teacher to deliver a short talk on a new idea and then assign-

a student completed the assignment, he was to ace.,,totthe

a set of problems. at the beginning of
t

the period. sobh as_

r

frOnt:of the classroom and' stand in line besides the teacher'- s
, . , .

deik to have th*-Work reviewed: When this procedure was used,
,

teachers would often ask the.quickest students to help,those
. #

who seemed'sloW-:5-tifi this way, the procedure. included both Ei

1
-

teaching--and tutorial mechanisg. Themain drawback in this

4,

,approach was that a classroom tended into g state

with loud conver-,

The'teacher, glued

of near bedlam towards-the:end of the Period
I

atiOnsi some running, and Other rowdiness:

to fe;Resk in -order' to -e-brreceith nc ording 6it ircibiems,

-us6.11y found .it impossible ntr,i the class.
. .

In a second strategy students', would 'stay at their desks,

while the teacher walked, around.theicla'ssroom., This techniqde

was more successful'in'maintaining.prder,:but it redgced the

number Of student 'exercises the teileher could review. Or the

Other,hand,'it proVided the teacher with the giapdahunity to

direptly apprpach those 'dtudents'_Who were'most likely to lie tin,

need of help. Through checking with the students, the teacher'

could rei-lily determine the extehhich*the lesson was
'

understoodby all.-, .
v

1-

.-
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0 .

TOo 0...her app 'roaches are somewhat less frequently resorted/ ,..
.

.
. . ..

. .

t9 by teachers: correctipg stuOnt exercises at home in the *.4 /-. ''. .

. ,.,----
evening And holding stoecial remedial: Classes after' school for.

q slow1P,' 4.
-students. Traditionally Japanese teachers were known for.

:the.eictraordinary-extent to which they took on those extra ...

alitiViti:es. But:todayisteAcherd are morerestrained;'their l'

, . .
legalistic exc)i44foisavOiding these extra duties that they

.
. 0

. ,

, . .

. .

.

4.
":e''..4woUld be .working more hours!than'they are paid for.'-' Howeverl,4 A

-4- S , . - -
..

+ !. ., .. - 1

Other considerationsare*-also.important. Compared mlib. 30 years
,

f . .

4

ago, actual 'classroom time had .increased by.. 10 percent, and,
0 I 4%

..,. amount Of material-to Wcovered. in a, year.has increased even

..4 !
-.mire. To provideaquaWty instruction, teachefi'keel they need

to "set as e-moretime,for:preparation. To find. this time,

'many cut-back on the traditional tutiiriAl..and feedback activities, .

In this'respect then the Japanesej,school hai actUally departed

somewhatlffoffthe mastery learning ,ideal. -The4proceddres for

systematic 4f e dback_and remedial instruction are possibly in-

ferior

I.

, 4
to those of the past.'

. .

5. The clemanding:curriculum:' While Japanese teachers

`develop their own
A.

, .fixed curriculum.

teaching routines,' they4must work with

.The central Ministry of Education hap

. developed an officiii course of Instruction which it.uses to
4

evaluate end approve texts for classroom use. Local governmentr,
h'ave-;the,_option to choose from among these texts, and in so

doing they seek he4advio4 of their teachers. Unfortunately, .----,
. ,

-----..? .

,..., ,
.

. r- .
mdst teachers find a 1 the aVailable4exts to be poorly organized

--._
, .

. acid overly demanding. In 'their view theresponsibili6ty lies c

g

.



with.'the central _government. -Twice diving the postwar'.period

.4

."0.

'

v1416- .-.

the central gOvernment hhs revigied the Course of Study, end each'
t

time. it has.increased:the'aMoilnt Ofbliateriai,..that young, people`;

haves tb learn.' An'illudtraiOn 'of some of the changes brought
;

about by the-mpit'recent reform in arithmetic is reported fn

Table'6.1. number. of Characters first

giaders,Were required to membaze was upped from 4,to 70; the

second grade total-was -increased from i§:to.221; and so on.

leachers complain,that_trie curriculum by 1958 already

was too long. With the new ,speed -up,,-even more.studentS are

'destined to be ieft behirid: Them criticisms are based on
,

classlioom experience whe.re-they find-that many students_

cannot' grasp .essentials in the time allthieds, teachers to-convey
,

. v

thei and 'sti/.1'Complete the text.
.

some teachers questionstion the organization of the
. .

C9urse of. Study; in particular its .underlyint theory, of instruc-
, t :

.

,tion. In -their reflections, these teachers illustrate-a con- .,. ._

... - t

ce rn
- for Eeurriculum'rganized around,learning tasks that. are

. '1
,

), arranged in lOgical sequences. They ask, for example, why the
,

. 1-
'charaCter for forest (hayashi t'IS ) oomposbd of two tree

i.deOgrilphs should be-taught bydre the basic charactel" for
;.

.

'' .

. tree (kt s). And they ask what sense it makes to start on
.

:

divirsion before complex MultipliceitiOn when the latter skills
.

.V..
;' -are basic to the former. Teachers report numerous :Claws of

this nature in tie Course of StUdy, which becomes the guide

,for.the creation of ind'ivid'ual tektsll ,
-

'In recent years, ;teachers have established their own
J

4 X
1

working groups to develop new principles for the _organization

S

9

.
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'Number of to chirs
units(cha iers)

div

Pages in,Text

Rages devoted 'to
Multiplication

Typical Multigidation.
Pr6blem--5

4

TABU( 6.1`

AZPECTS OF THE TYPICAL FOURTH GRADE
- ARITHMIC TEXTS /

Typical Division
Probleth-

.LargeSt Number
Explained

Largqst Number in
a Problem-

.

Fractions

:Geometry

.ta

1958 Course
of Study -

it .

260

52'

64x58

8742-:6

z

.1 70-CoOse
f Stdy

,254

35474398

oy

24702-537

.An Ameripan.,
'Commercial. Text

lo, oo 100,000,000, 1.

34567+ .5000 million.
17506:. - 10;000

,-;3

(to. do, in one's
'head, without
pencil.or paper)

1,

:' Addition Ithd.Sub-
(WhicyS larger) traction of, trac-

.

.tions.

,1
Draw triangles, Draw, compdte,
quadralaterals 'perimeter,

.diagonal,: surface
of' triangles,
.quadralaterals-

I.

. .. .

4192:90,,

10..thousand ,

I.

64

807x98

8,424,826:. S

2,937,939

Addition and
Subtraction
,of-FfaCtions

a '

Same as Japan:',
1970:

Source:. Motofumi Makiddar, Nikonno Kyoahitachi (Japanesq'Teachers)
. 'Sanshodo, 19754 p. -14; the American text is Holt School . --

Mathematics, New York :.. Holt; Rinehart, and 'ktinston;
.1974., -e

f ,
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of the currict.\lum: 'One of the best known groups, .1 xted ig.

an isolated:ce tion of, Kyoto prefecture, has taken th 'first

lan of organization,siddlar to what Ma., teiy.

Learning predcriiied.5, ,

,

,

go step towards a

)."

A majgx concern of this group-id to develop-someillew way
1

,
of'assignihg gxades'to individual students. ,They Teel

.--
'. - '

,
..

-unfair to grade' students.on their absolute level of performance,
4 v. ,

, .
t

for, this discriminates :against the students" who starfout'at A-.

.
\lOwerAevel. ThrOugh.identifying leakhing.units, the researchers,.,
i

,

,feel they will bt in a bettek position, to identify each etudent's

:starting point.. Then they can measure individual progress rela-

tive to this atarting
I

point, and use relati-Ve progreiaaq as a basis.

k

for grajog.

The resemblande of

mastery learnih&l,emphasis

learning tasks is obiious

this experiMental workto the

on individual mfstery-Of clearly defined

. .While.t4e research,we have described

is in its infancy, it has .caught the-imagination of a large

iumber of teachers_ acrotsjapah.4,,Olearly this experimental
-tL

woreieflects a. sehtimenr_among teachers to approach the curri-
.

culum in a new Way not unlike mastery,learAing. HoWeyer, this-

sentimentsentiment has not yet been translated into practice on a very
,. .

wide"Scale.-
l' 2 ,,-,

.
o:

41

..-. .6.. Conventional Methods afer the Primary School. We
,

.
,

shoulld emphasize }that the .generalizations we have developed .,...

apply mainly'to the primary school. Our observations of the

middle', school suggest that teachers gradually shift aw ,ay,from

Mastery learning principles. While a]1- students attend mida.Le

Pia g
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/
schools' and study, a common course, they receive their instruction

('

from subjectTspecialiets. Compared to the*priMary schdol teachers:,`
I

the middle schoolteachers seeni:mosfoorped with co' Bring all
- I

.

. .

the material in the texts durini,classroom hours. They believe
/-

they wIll be heidrespOneible,if any m'terial not covered is ''s.
- ,.i

subeeqqently tested for id higkschool. Due to the. emphasis on
. .,

i

/-the
.

text, middle school teach6i* show less interest in how much.

^ t
individual Students'master:..Studente are advised to seek helpN

V° .
':d_home in mastering the material noilearned,in.school.'

,./

,peovite this admOnition, we, would expect incomplete, mastery and,'

hence, diclini*ieariiing rates,amgig many miadle'chOol students.
.&--

ir.
Z.; The Broader Cohtext-CT Learning. ,The- theory Of

mastery learning does not take up several aspects of bAN5ader.._ . _. ---,. ,p-

nteit
.

. .
.

co of learning that may.have some bearing on cognitive'

euality=7at leaSt if the concern is with the' distribution of
:.i ..

-..

Cognitive icoreslor social_Uelts larger than claissrooms. In
. ,

.

that moet of the'dataavailableoo us is based amational
,

.
. ..

rather than classroom sampl 1 we would like to note severe
.

.
.

e:
Af

r
.

ways in which the broader, c ntext affects cognitivequality.
.c.;

.:,. Y
44 a. A single nationwide educdtional standard. If students, V

are taught different

,s
and thus

achievemeA. In sOM

matetials, it is unlikely they.Will know-the
.

perform equivalently on .tests- of cognitive
.

, I

e;'of the advanced societies, a.decentra. ,-_

i

lized syetem'of ochOol control and a reiiance oh the 4ln-regulated' . - 1.

,

free market for the development and sale of school texts results
of

,

in widevariation in thecognitive materials to which.stUdents''which_ . students''

expoeed. 'In contrastpas we have already indicate0 -the-



k
..

_ \ -

. .
. .. 4 .

. -texts used throughout Japan are.pret5ared o as to convey the,
.

lear g tasks prescribed by the Minfst'ry, of Educationts `

-official Course of Study. As a result,. ch ldren are exposed
o

to .virtually identical cogn material r gardless of the"-
.

''school attended. -The uniform educational-s, nda- rd.continues

. . .

'thrOligh
'

the ninth grade .with only
.e

modest*tofrance i'oradjust,
-i..

ments to sriecial local'circumstances.. It is tot Until
s
the high

.,/ ,. ._
.-'
.

.
school-evel that students `begin to- choose be.t en'dilerent

.. -
.

.

courses and:lectures, and even tat'lhis level' t

,, constrained within IlatiOnal,guideIines.

.eir. options are

b: equal educational ii01.11-ties._ ReCent\ethpiridal

research indicates-that; at least in theadvanced societies,
V. e

' the quality of school buildifige, edilcatiOnal tee ology, and

other_ fac.ities have. a modest influenckon studen 'achievement
. ..- .

when clOared with variables such as ,family backgro dand

teathersciality. However, thesi studiei suggest th t facilities
, ,

ido"make-some difference, especially fot plow learner. who are .

. .
.

- not easily' motivated by conventional cues. In Japan, fadillities .

are al o regulated by 'a national standard: -10dayitha kd to .the
. , ,

'central gOvernMent's policy of equalizing local educational -
.

% . ,

noexpendi lures) expenditurea per student'vary- mare 25
.

,percent etween the most affluent anethe least afflden prefec-
_

, . . 1

.

tires;' ,m ch of this variation is explained by .differenC.el'in
.

. .

. , ,i- \\...

.
.

the cost f livIng.6 iethiri-,mo t prefectures, diOereripqs in
'4' o: t

. 1

\

'per-stUdent expenditured .for. schools With-i,,2common.object ve.

are also qaite small. .The 'central government has4Ovelope

1

,

L \/ 1 \
special programs to cover the extra.costs of education in such

--- 1, , -

? 15 f



.., , . .
/

rtlying areas, as island and mountain districts. These include
.

balaryrincentive Schemes to attract quaIltitcd teachers. Alsol''
, . '1

4 ' ",,,

),

the central government provides special stibsidiesthose ..,
. .

..,,.... I
schools located in *the special .neighborhoods where Japa's e

outcastes (burakumin) are concentrated.
.

As a.result 'of measures/
.such as thdre is little_marlatign-in=the quality. of

--.

facilities betWeen schbols and regions. .The recent study

of..science achievement reported that 'in the Japanese clisel-due

t ti

.

.

.tp lack of variation., the:severalsleasures of school facilities
. - '

. had no relation to science ichieirement: j

1, c. trainingand

individual aptitude for

experience offteachers, ..:pespite

teaching, teachersstillrequire time
'4 4-".

.
.*

and experience .to reach their,iaxi.mum,level of effectiveness.
. .

r-74-6th as elabigherer, new,leachers are continue.lYy,.being

S

.recruited and oraer,ones aYe:Iretiriag ao thatat any,:givin.time
' r

V
.the re are large nUmbers-of teachers who are .not perfoiMing it

..

I

. v.,
,-their. peak. I However, in contrast with 'certain' other,advanced

,.
-

..-
.

.. .societies, teaching in. Japan is ,a respected- occupation that
;

.

provides,a decent.income. Moreover, Japanese teachers along
. .

i,
. with most other workers of the modern Sectors enjoy permanent'

..,. -
1 .

ibemiloyment; once hired,"they are unlikely 'to be relived.from
.--.

their duties except tinder the postextraPrdinary circumstances,,.,..

,

1 v.
such as moral turpitude; In the case where a.lodai areaV V .11

.4 .

a, local
S i. .

experiences svere depopulation, the local governient will take ,.....;
/ f. , ie..

N-

steps to finavjoliis tor unneeded teechers in a nearby area.;
, -

. - -,. i

Due .to these relatively favorable imployment,Conditions$ /. ,

.the Japanese school systems recruit qUalified.people. According 4.

f C 11

4 .

44
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;to the recent

the-JdOnese mi

co.uSea had\a

,amongthe/$:c:o

',percent of :the ,te

91 percent. mot

EA sdience Achievement survey;:.13-eiCent of
f*'
f

dle school teachers in.charge tifACtenc,0
$.

yerel.ty-education, theilighest,percenp4e,
. .

1,*

Lgies *particip4nge,survey. Ninety
. " 41,:f ,4

oherswere male,,setdnd only to India with,
.

A:chers Come to an& nn their work

as ,a lifetice {care
teaching -d

'1EAsqryey, only

1

apan

r; evens among women, .the tendency .is.tolcon-

yeara or younger

of young and hen
. .

be, higher: 28

2Ypercent fob

g, mar 1ke'apd child-rearing.

a

percent of 'theJapanesse;teach rs were 27

n other advanced societies.,. proportion

;

/
e presumaty .inexperienced teaChrs'tended.to.

nt for the U.S., 16 tierceht.f r Scotland,

for Australia.

that Japanese

sional" way:

kind of teach
t

teaching pro

larg

tions.

11.2an!.s E

40

identif

theory

ing t

char

ry, 32 percent for England, ail 50 percent

allythe survey brovidedaome ndication

is'approac4 their'work,in:a-mo e."profes-.

cent reported that theyt'belcng d to some

ership association where they iscussed
,

willh colleagues,. .In do oiher odiety was,

r.1

'''I. 0 i ..

id of
teltchers..-Inyoli

vedl inn, th se associaz

tional qutcomes

review of Japan44 educational ystem

.

tures that.resembke'those advo tedain the
4 ,

earning: a concern with simpli ying learn-
.

to smooth out diffeisencesdn the entry

tudents, the iMplementation'o, procedures,
r

I
-
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1

to inure a purposeful cladsroom atmosphere, blie maximization .
f

.of individual:participation in the classroom, and the genr6u;
allocation oi rewa'rds 'to students. In addition, Japanese p

lb

a

ttteachers whO' are, cpmparatively speaking, ,well qualified 'and
,-

"experienced,hold "bullish" .beliefs about thee learningpotential
e''-t---, '1 . - .-- i,of all students.' The are not t

im reseed -by, ttAciijam.fl_c_Ivi-
,:.,....-

.-4derice that suggests hereditary" achievement- isigenettcally , -,. . .
. determined. Instead, they believe 'anyone can learn if he tries. ,,

a
-.1 , . ...,.

-

k. and is approOriately guided. a.
sir ..

The several feats of japanese egalitarian, education- .. --s:4
listed above tiOuld lead us to expect c'ognitive and motivational.. .

. outcomes for Japanese school graduates
,,, , , ,'

that.Fekeriible.those,pre-
. , . s

I, 'f dicted by mastery learning: "s. high average .eve]: of cogn',11,`tiv.e
f .

---achievement-with` little variation around the mean, and a high
level of motivation for further learning. The IEA Science,. "-. . t .. ,, . :
'Achievement study provides strong. donfirmeition of this expecta- -
tiori -The top half of Figure 6.4 provides a graphic comparison 4

. -4
,of the performance ofjapaneh eleven year olds and eleven tear
olds in ten ;other ad aved. nations on the science achievement
adigniitered **the lariternational Educational Association'. The_. , . ,

.Japarlese:mean is far above that for other advanced, societies\
),

. . .,. . . . . ',ttie: higher mean provides a ,statistical opportunity for the 4''':' 4"
x ''

scores of japariese,',dhildten to. spread ovei a wider range bit

r

'WO

V

-in :fact the distribution of their scores is more bunched than
for the children of the remaining vadvanced sogieties. Moreover,
the Japanese score high on a standardized measure of. motivation
to learn. Theo bottom half , of Figuie 6.4 provides a 'griphic

I

s. vw

.
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comparisOriv.for 14 yean olds. Again,the Jiapitnese me an is 'far
.

above=the average, for children- in advanced 'societies, although

in this case the distribution is relatively-iore dispersed.

As with the younger group, Japanese y -th score on the
. -

standardized measure of motivation toleatn. -MUch.the same

pattern of findings'witslreported in .the international study

math achievement .e:onducted in the early sixties. .A. more-detailed

report of the available comparative evidence, presented igh the

appendix to this chapter, provides an even clearer indication of

the distinctiyeness-of.the Japanese school's-Cognitive outcomes.

In no other society are the schools a %le to promote such a large,

proportion of their pupils to the high, level of maitery found in

:,Tapan.

A Thesis on Japan's-COgnitive Inequality

Thus far our attention has been diredted to explaining,

Japan's cognitive equ ality, the exceptional average level and

the modest dispersion around this mean on internationally
,

administered tests.. This dognitive'equality is especially

notable at the primary levell'but even at the middle school

level Japan. comp -s faiorably to the other advancet societies.

Still, all Japane e yoUng people do not perform equally on these

tests. It is the gfe rences in 'performance that are more

salient from, the.local,point of view.
4

What explainithe'differences in the cognitive'achievements,

'" of Japanese young people? A vechanical answer would point- to-,the---

----same variables that,are known to be important in_other advanced

-societies:
/

firstly, there are the attributes of favprable home

220
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,

,. . .
.

, .-circumstances including
A

educated parents, books in the'home, a
/ ,

.

small family ilze,*.and a. sbecial room for study.. SeCondly, ,

there is the=;oppOrtunity to go to a superior school where the

/iacilitigs ere outstanding and the teachers highly-qualified.-
-r.

. And finally, the individualis interest in learning is known to
, { % 00he' important. :Most or these factors can be shown, to haVe,some

_,-

relation'tO.1.-- the differential performance of Japanese young people
.4 .

on cognitiire achievement tests,,and in that sense are important.
,.....

.,

However, they do not highlight the special aspects of the

VI-26 -.

Japanese situation..

ti

Among these variables, those in the home circumstances group

deserve more careful consideration.. As me have indicated in
.

.
,

Chapter Four, there is relatively little variation in Japan in.

_ .

.

.,

those e-aspectg of IlDme::airsumstances which are likely to have a,

direct: effect on the icognitve development of young people..

"There are, no outstanding glass differendes irf family structure,

or child-rearing practices, and compare d-to the other advanced

societies' Japanese faniilies have less variation in level of

parental :educatiOn and number of chi.dren and several- other home

circumstance variable., These conside rations ledd.to the expecta-.

tion that the home is relatively_ leis influential on preschool

development in the Japanese case. In fact, several studies. report
.

no correlatior; between indicators of home circumstance and the
.

...school performance of Japanese first year primary school students,
.--.

.6fte of the most interesting is a co mparative study carried cut by
. .4.

Rdbert Hess and'HiroOhi.Azumi.9 Appreciative of Japan's,.compleX 1,
. _ . . ,

class system; Hess and Azdmi anticipated a stronger class impact
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I

-

,
t

.
,.o.

in Japan than in the U.S. and, in that American.studies 'have ,
. .

,. ,.

shown-some association between maternal verbalization and.

cognitiVe development; higher average:cognitive levels in the
4

,, , i

tl:S. In both respects, the
.

findings. were the exac't opposite
. ,

,

of their'expectationt:' No class effect was. 'found inapan,
, .. .4

while Japanese.cognitive levels were'higher. However, as

Japanese young pipple advance in their school careeri,,home

circumstance variables becO7orespredictive*of differential

'performance. .Nakano, inspired; b Bernstein's nylocithesisMbS.

ciass-differentiated linguistic capabi ities, investigated the

language behavior or several small Samples of fifth gradera.1?

She found little differenie inthe langUage patterns that- student

of different classes selected for their Conversational behaviot..
*

Oh the other hand, when writlng.essayl,:childten frOm'new middle .

clasa-fgmilies tended to organize their,thoughts with a more .

-'Complicated and to express theii thoughts with a more

complicated sentence'structure. Underlying these ,dXfferences,

she Suggests, is class variation in basic iii-te11-ecttaability$

rather than the qualitative difference in lihquistic coded -fund

by *.Bernstein in the U.K. The Japanese data fiom the IEA Atudir ,

also shoWs a significant class
-
effect for fifth graders and for

eighth graders. Other studies 'show significant class effects'

for.high schoolers. Somehow, between the first and:fifth
, / .

,

grader faililies begin' to 'differentially affect, the cognitive
.1_______- _ ..1Sw.. 1/1- ', . .:

,

develOpment ct.their childttn.,
--, ,

, 4s .

.Ovei these early_ school Years; it .is doUbtful that_
.,_

,

differential
.

material circumstances are the.main explanatory
..,_

,

.



factOr. Children obtain their ,texts and most'of the other
.

materials they need from school:. For the type and amount' of

e .

hom&fork assigned' primary students, It iS:doLibtful that=
4

individual study rooml'encyclopediaii or other favorable home

circumstances would have much bearing on individual: growth.

We suspect that the major differentiating fictor in these early
,

'years is.the7quality of instructional qi.d that children receive
4!

at lime as they review each diy's lesson's.

Tri our .survey. of the JapaneSe primary schot51.°6 'egalitarian-
".

.° -a, education, we identified two key probfas: the:durric11*-

includestoo much andinstruction lacks systematic methods fbr

feedbaCk,ahaJremedial instruction. In the early,yea;s1 when the

durridillum is not demanding, these problemi are -not so
40,

.

Beginning in grade fourl'howeveil theybecome.more prominent,.

O

Those Children who neithir learn the lesson at'school nor receive

elp at home are destined to fall behind

primary school students report spending

. On the average,,

seven dugs each week
.4

on homeWork and review; interestinglyl. the poorer students spend

114"relatively mote time.at,home studY. Thus4 nbrmal. progress
_.

,.

.

-..

- may depend not on, the time.spent in ,review but rather (=the

,.efficiency with which that time is used. -1-:By the latter years
cs.

Cf!the primary school a welleducated motherwhO is-cbncerned.

with her child's sChool.perfortanee provman indispensible
.

aid 'in thefdaily study, routine.. As such mothers are most.,
a

coimbn'in.middle and upper cla6s fimilies, if is not surprising_r
that claisfbegins to have, a Stronger- relation to cognitive:

)

achievement.
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, ..

However, as young* people moire beyond -Ghe primary school-,. . ,.. ..
i level, the curriculum, becomes-so difficult that moi4 mothers

4
.

find they are no.ronger_able to .provide- directassiitante- to
..their children. As the mothers' abilities become strained,

-

many begin to send their children: tttspecial juku where guidae
, .

''is proirided'by - rofessional teachers. In* some case, fatnilie's
,- , .,...' i . . ..

hire' a special tutors to provide Instruction Ett home.,, Needless
s sz.

to 'say, the higher a famiWLe class'--position, the more. tesources

" it is likely to be abies:/to ,spend.rOn these instructional. / ,

Tillie" we can see how, i Japan, afte; the early- Years of primary'
.

school, class comes to be related to- cognitive achieve-
,

meat. ,.
Still it shou d be noted that class haS a somewhat: is/baiter

0

association in, Japan

- . Table 6.2 preSents

than in several' other advanced sdcieties
ome evidence on thift

et.

. i'lnitcontrast ith class, Table '6.2 shoi"-th for Japan that-

the motivation variables have a relatively strong asSOciation
*.A A

cognitive ach, evemetit. , In that upper and middle class.
4

:pirents show a gre tx* interest in the school performance of
their children, 12bone-might -think thati.radtivation, would be

ly
/

J..,

asseoci ed with the clash Variables: However, in:strong

Japan it 'tarns out- that class variables explain- lesi than five
percent of tY variance stude#t:potAvatfon.

concern d.P. any parehts is counterproductive..
.

who'atudi

Possibly,; the
: .

,Tha--Bairayas,

d several ,huridied families found that children

*become Oticeably, cool to paiental attempts to liidtivate achieve-
. N.:

ment they move into- the lftter yeah of rimary schpol., ome

L 224
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children manipulate parental zeal! Befu relates how, children
.,..

extort the best room in the hods,, expensive Cake% and cookies-.
4: i .-

for study breaks, and other privileges from their anxious

- -parenti. 13 WhO.eteiclOus parents tend to be generally success-

ful in motiVating their childien, some fail abysmally and ;push

-.their-children into the groWingfranks:of the,"hate4 schoolerd."...
. ,

..

- P .1 t.
-Partly for thnereason and partly. becadse or-ggalit4rian educa-. ,

----, ..., ..

iOnts,concern wph_d-eIeloping strong motivation in all students,
------,

.. . , .

most studies .of,gengral student popdlitions in Japan indiCate

only modest correlations between class background aiid motivation
.

...-to team: ,

, ,

'.. It Class.does not fully Motivational' differentiation;y explain

what else does? Earlier we obsgrved that Japan's egalitarian

education is most-characteristic of.the.primary sohdool. From the
\

latter years of the primary scAol and-epecially-aiter the

beginning of middle school, teaCherslaniiOus to Cover the._
t

deManding.curriodlum adopt more conventional teaching methods

:. and devote- less attention to.indiyidual student masteryof the

subject matert Due to this shift, many students begin ,to

pehind. In terms of.cognitive achieVement tests, we would

'. expect the,distribution of- scores foi:Japanese: Middle school

students to becoie more dispeised and somewhat negatively
I

skewed - an expeCtation confirmed-by:the IEA science achieve-.

mentAtests' (see_ Figuie 6:4) . With the shift to conventional

methodt, Japanese middle.school teachers,become more severe and
,

-Ndicious in rewarding st ent performance. Differential.-

O

r-.



,
1

. . .

.grading results' in differential motivation for learning and,
.

,hence, achievement. This pr-cest may transpire completely
. ,, \ ,

independently of any class'effect.
.,,

. ,
,

,--. .fr

These observations'suggest the thesis that the most
, s

importantfactor influencing motivational diTfe'rentiation is
, , .

performance in school, and Performance in tgrn promotes motilia-

4

:tion. The strong asiociation between these'two,Variables is.
. .

only modestly reduced after controlling for the influence of
f ,

.other.faCtors., A major source ofcognitive inequality, then,

Stems from what goes.or in the school, rather, than, impinges

from vithout.

`Achievement-Tests,- Grades, and Entrance Exams

Our discussion thus far has` focused on individual
,

performance on'achievetent tests, but these tests are not what
/

74.Panese schools use, to mea5ureia student's. progress.- A"rom
4

month to month, Japanese schools evaluate students on the basis

of'griklee: For,the tranbition,between edUcational levels,

entrance exams'are relied on.

t(79.des are usually administered along a five-point scale

' with roughly half going to the average mark of 3,620 percent to

2 and to 4 respectively, and (the remaining, 10 percent divided

- between'l and 5: ,Tegchers report that grading is,One of their
"C

most difficult tasks, perhaps becauseofthe narrow range in

adtUil achievement. In any case, the grades that teachers do

assign have a -reasonably s'rong'assoc iation with test scores.
6

i.

The best "evidence of this comes from the series of studl.es on

-r
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the correlates of educational performance and cognitive

VI-33

achievemSnt among middle schoOlers in ten local areas conducted

in 1965 by the National Institute of Education. ,Two of these.

local studies report correlations between grades and a battery

of 4four-achievement,tests.
1

The correlations.ranKe between .

.57 a'hd .72; comparable American studies report slightly lower

correlations.15 .

.

X

t While trades are gt7eri out each academic quarter, Japanese

. schools do not emphasize them in/promoting students from one
l

year to the next. ,Once a student enters a particular.primary,

middle, or high school, his promotion there is virtually auto-

). 'matic.

Of course; in theJapanese educational:syetem, not i
.

this,yearly'progression but rather the big leap frolrone school
, .

leve]. and/or institution to another that has the greatest bear-

ing 1)1i lindividual ysuccess,, The most important of thee e. movements
A

. is from the. -high school to the university. As, there is great

variation among universities, ambitious high school. .students

compete to gain entrance to one of-the handful of famous insti-
.

tutions. Their fate n this competition isetetermined .by their

performance on the entrance exams prepared-and administered by

eg:ch of the
k
unversities they apply to. In addition, most

,

students write at least two exams prior to the stage of .uni-
,

- e

iersity engrance in their attempts to gain entry-intO the
,

middle and high schools of their choice. Eedttuse the alferna-.',

tives-at these istages are complex,' we wiIi:reserve detailed



4'

,,-,

discussion for Chapter eight.. At this points, ye,will'1.es.trict
,

, ,
.

.---"-ortr attention to the content.of entrance exams and the kind of
. 7-4-- - '- '
aptitudes reqUired for passing. /

. ,, ..

-- At all school levels;. the entrance exams are prepared
.

,

)35.-'the institutions rece iving new students. 'These exams are
. 4.

i

,

....._

iinvariably ;demanding, t n m oases it lys.not so obvious
-..

,

that they test the content of instruction in the ,preceding

Schools-. Of ien the exams skip over ordinary pri§blemsand the
-

moSt. vious facts to focus o n e 1pterib-Oestions. hey
/

. trait that may have iittle"relatioh to Ahltive ab Mies .

such as the student's willingness to spend long hou s studyin4, I_

, his-attention to detgil, and his fortune in coverin the tested

matetial.
16

' Most universiU entrance exams also e rongly
.

emphasfie foreign Ianguagesegardlessof an indi idual's

intended university speci'alizatio

When we analyze the way yoing people prePa e for 'these'

exams, it is obvious,that they do..not'consider cognitive

achievement a sufficient or even .necessary ingrec iemt of
o t

suocess# The folklore ofkexat preparation stresses: effort;
dr

_ .

it is.sai4,that a young person who spends more t an four-7s

*Sleeping 'each night is sure to fail. Long hOur of diligent-
:-

study are-considered cpiti-ca-1-44); covering the e oteric material

covered in the exams.

Students and parents dotibt that-the*nor al school
,

curriculuMprovides the best orientation c).. exams. Thus, they
.

put great pressure on the schoo i to concentra q more on exam

preOaraticin ands less oh "whole im an'I,education Throughout the

,

r.



nationi public middle schools and s,chtzils curtail the

VI -35

'extra- curricular activities of third y,eair students to nAt the
;task of exam preffaration.. Apart from doing.' to school, prepara-
'-tion may take the form of attending extra-schools, known as

.-*
#

Uklak 'an d yobiko, or hiring tutors.- It is quite common for a

ybutlY to,Spend a year = or two, after hig4.sahool devoting full-time
,, . to exam-prePaiation; in. rece t year roughly 40' percent of those...

who gain.aamittance to university aye SPent at leist..one yeir
, .

in the ronin status of full...time s-tudy. 174 Needless to say, .these-
. , ..
special aids 'cost inoney, .and thus only the more affluent and .

, a ..,

, ) -
. ,

.-__.. educa+tign.;oriented families can avail thesselves of them.18
.,---.-,-, P r

V 1. ,1
In a1dit &on, to accommodate those,preparing for .university

entrance exams, .
a-number ;of famous private schools .exiat which,,.. .

,
devote ,tatemselves almbst exclusivnyz. to -this goal. Tuition

- 4,

it most of these schools is substantial and beyond the reach of
. ...

4 , 1%;ordinary families. .

. , - ,.. .

0 This brief review,of hOw ,Ta anese students pr'epa-re for
,

_. , .

,exams suggests that not only effor but also- strorig pirittriciaa.
I:,backing is an important aid in passing exams. To what extent.

Ov i 4'

r: t

do these factors overri.4,e cognitive achVevement? A' lack of 4 .
t .

. - i .,
systemitic data unfortunaiely preirent6 a clear answ r.. However,

:

O

ne1 several pieces of i ormation suggest _that..., cogniti e achieve-

ment may be suboi.dinate-to these lother; faCtors. As we will
....--

indicate in Chapter eight). those who succeed 111.ga ing

entrance tk,the best high 'schoola and universiiiesli are over -
whelmingly from the .upper and mi'ddie''clai3sei. -An "extensive

government surveysurvey indicaties-.the).-, entrants to-niti&lal

230/
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universities

averaged than

,

tendlio' have higher hid:. Sol) of grade point.
. .

I .

;public
,

Viese who enter and, private upiversities

(the latter are generally lower in7qua Yet' 1+6 percent

'of ,the national university entrants h

/
average grades'.

19

./
Another piece of evidence co es from a Japanese study

attempting to predict the. academic performance of university
/

average sr below

/

ttutents-from several indicators epre-utifiefilitrperformance.
r 4 1 1

'American research generally sho h that high .school grades are

VI-36',

the, best predictor ofuniversi performance (grade point '

average ), 'typically accounting for as, much as 26.percent of

4 the-Va iance. In the Japanese study, high school grades

4
acco

P er

ac

ted,for only 9 percent of the variance in university
,

ormance of first-year students`; iothe third year grades

mated for less than four Peicent. .What is m4relino other

edictor of academic ability (periormance4on an achievement

ext, entrance exam score) provedapy more successful in pre-
,

dieting university Dfirformance.
20

-It would appear that success

in university entrance and'University'performante are only

modestly associated with pre-university cognitive achievedlent.

The aisassociation between n-sChool grades and,,entrance

procedures has one salutaryconseqdence deserving brief mention.

Because grades do.nothive long run consectuences for indi-

vidUal'achieVement, teachers especially at the primary level

feel somewhat at ease in assigning them for reasons other than.
4(

.

performance. While departures from strict, objective grading
I

,

1
f -

' 1 .%1
f

I 231
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.

.r -'are exceptional, a number-of alternatives do exist. ,Many teachers
..,

.

say they try to give every student at .least olie,,tood grade MOW
. . . /:-.

quartei to give them something to be Proud'of.4 On the other..
..-

,-
e 4

"0 . .' .
I

, hand, they, avoid all 5's as it would make a. child's head swell
-:-.= -.- . , .g.:. ,,,

too ,Sodetimes
: I

a teacher-:pull,a.stUdent along I)/

-progressively/ imisini'a grade from quartetrito,quarter, even

if the grade is incoMmeniurate with:the level of achievement.

Finally, a feW:teachersireport.that, in.a fit of gialitarianf

;

.fq
rage, they dispense, -with grading altogether and instead give

straight ys to_ all their students.

-,Conclusion I

Much of the research.s4pporting-Maq0y learning has been
l 0

.

,
,
.

conducted at tfie blaSsroom level. In thie'chipter, wehave
.-- -

moved to the national level and asked' whether the theory,is ,

usefuri ppedicting aggregated outdomes Pori thousands of geof

dispersed oiasSrLms. While the internal' diversity
,

-ofmostnationswould..jeopardize the value o aggregate data,,

this is -less -of a problem in Japan, as there' is a; Centralized

education System and- unified educational tradition. As pre-.

.

dieted by ttie .Theory ofIM4itery teeming, Ife,find,-that Japanese.
=.

%.

primary schbol.students-aaiiieve.exceptionally high average- :
- 1

levels-of cognitive perforhaiice as well as develop'high
o

oracAixiation for futlher learning. Moreover, -there ts rela-

tively' less variation aroand'these megns than in most, other

societies: These generalizatiOris 'hold, 1,.hough-with lesser'

. force; for Xapineseptudents'et. the middle school level_ and,,
3 .3

a1- 1
f +

7_-._.

1

4 A '
. . . ,

. : '; $ ''t ., "



e.,

we suspeqt even fOr those at more advanced stages as in high

schools and universities.. Family.background appears to have
d,,

only'Atmoderatei impact*on cognitive achievement though its

relation to entrance exam success and-ac tual educational

attainment may' be more 'prOnounced: 44 9
""

Japan'ts egalitarian -schools provide s-ociety wi

'Successive cohorts of young pebple wild, almost ,without exception,

hive
!

A,re'asopable ,ability' in cognitive taskt and a desire to
/

exer91.se.this ability. Traditionally, adult,society-was not
.

,
. .accustomed to receiving such capable cohorts _of young people.

We sutpeCt that the contemporary situation, with successive
,

cohorts of cognitively;algeind Motivated young people entering
;

sobiety pla.Cesanixsual,pressUre,on adult s;5ciety,... In Chapter

Nine, we will
explareibm's'of,4

the implications.

O

.
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%FOOTNOTES

.

Charles E.-Silberman; Crisis in
,
the Classrooms,-p. 92. .

Benjarilin Bloom. Human Cheracteristics and School .'

Learning p.- 23.:

3See Herbert Passin, Society
/

and Education-in Japan, for
._,.

. ,.

a discussion of some (c the' ideas affecting the-early stages in
7 -tyre forfaulation of modern Japam'veducational philosophy: Also

see Mombusho (Ministry of Education), Gak.usei Hyikunenshi (One,
A

Hundred Year History Of the MOdern Educational System). For-

the postwar see Victor N. Kobayashi. John De*ey in Japanese .

- Educational Thought.

4
The theme of an over-denianding curriculum has been

cha'racteristic of _the progressive teacher's union throughdUt

the postwar period. ,Along withlMakieda, op. cit:, see the

official union position compiled byUmene.Satoru, Nihon .no
/

Kyoiku: Doo arucreki Ka? (What should we do with Japanese

Education).4.. In contrast, some conservative critics -argue

4hat-different curriculums should be developed,forchildrens

at different ability levels. _

5The information on this project was supplied to me by

members of the Kyoto Prefectural Teacher's Union.

6See Ttible 3.

7Sumiarized in William K. Cumming's, "The Effects of

Japagesel'Schools."

8
L.C._Comber and dohn Keeves, Science Achievement in

Nineteen Countries, T. 257.



9These findings are in.an; interim report to the Toyota
. .

.

Foundation by_Robert-Hess and Hiroshi Azumi-as reported to us

'by one of the'ftundation Officials: Also' see,
,.,

''' 19NakanoYUmiko "Kaikyu to GengD n (Social Class
.

and
.

.
a . .

Language):

-11 q .

In the words of- CooTber and Keeves, op- cif.- p.. 250: -"help'
. ....

r

from parents'eleeri at the 10-year,level'is associated with remedial aid."
. 4

. - .,

-12
Fukaya and,Fukayaln'their. recent study of school

.-

,.

-

children report that in tne most zealous families the parents
. 4

Ere c011ege=edUcated, the father is a' professional or manager

with an income in,exces6 of $6,0000 the're:iS only one child;

and:the 'mother. does' not work. The Fukayas asked several hundred

mothers of Sixth grade'childien Just what level' of school per-

formance
,

they-hopecr.for. Virtually 'a11 mothers said they hdped,
..,.

. .
.

their children would be in -Woe top half of the ClaSs; college- . ,
, -.-,

.-- - -: 1.
..

,-

-educated mothers expressed- a desire- for. their children to be
0

In the. top 'eight.. See.Masashi_and Kaiuko Fukaya, Gendai:
/

1COdomoron (ChiIdren,Today), p.' 144. ,
.

.1 ..

-4'3HaruMi Befui Japan:: An Anthropological Introduction,

-111r he.Kobe andAliyazaki reports_ released in 1970 as part.,
.. .

.

) - ,

,,,

of-the "tgn area suryey summarized to Table A6.3.
?Jencks, op. cit., p. tt'f111, 'footnote 7.

.

. .

4 *

e:p4
i -"For some informative comments on.japants entrapce exams,

.

ti

see Ronald Dore,, "The Fuiure of Japah's Merlitocracy."
!

( .
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17MOmblisho bffhistry of EduceAzionYle-4Kbwa 56 nendo
.

Hakusho: Wagakuni no .Kyoiku Suijin'(197 Ilhite Paper; Educa-
F.

tional,Standards in Japan), p. 37. . . .

18 - .

Fin' example, in his study ofiurban family structure;

Qyama reports, that most families agree they should spend it'
,. _

much money as theypan on their children's educition* However,

9

*it,is the white who:stand out inAterms.bf actual expert-'

ditures. See Oyam6. Rsiu, Gendal KazOku no Yakuwari Kozo.

, (Functional Differentidion of the Cdritempoiary Family), p. 58.

19Mombushol KcAo:akko Sotiugiosha no Shinro ,'J'oyo,(The

Situation. of High SOhoo/Grativates),

29Cent'al Council for_EducatiOn, Basic Guidelines fdr

the Preform' of Education; 39721 Technical:Appendix, p:,171.
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;Da VAure_6.4 we 'compered the distribution of scores of
2, ,

_ .

Japanese school childien_on the r.E.A: ..science.achievethent test'

APPENDIX

with the distribution. for all youth i'the highly advanced

societies. In. this dppendix, we present more detailed data .on .

Japanese. Cyst score distributions. Tabie,Ael presents science

achievement means;and coefficients of variation, and Stan-
:.

dardized "like sbfiool".scores for each of theAndividual
4.4. . - .

countries that participatedin thesciencesurvey.

The mean scores for Japanese school children on.science

achieveme4 at both the fifth grade primary and second grade..

mi,dfle slchoOl levels were the highest' of .all nations in the

etudy.., The coefficient' of variation for the priinary school

group wasthe,lowest anor0 the middle school group the third

'lowest. FinallF,aoncerning "likes 'sdhooll" the attitudinal

Variable which-pro:Vides" the best indication of studentmotivel-
,

d hightion, the Japanese score wash second highest (again' following
.

iliungarY)Arich reported, data, for only a segment of the:cohort).
,

We lght mention the Tomoda'studAto be reported in Chapter.

Seven where the mearleYel of occupational aspirations of
e

Japanese high school 'students is higher `than those of American
e

students while, cohtrast with the American pattern, in Japan
4

no relation is found etween social background and aspiration

level.

Prior. to the $pence Achievement survey, the IEA launched

a, comparative study cof math achievement which produced a,somewhat
.

- - -
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MEANS AND cOE
SCORE

-t

TABLE- A6-;.1 -
_

ICIENTS OF VARIATION-F0111HE bOUNTRY 'DISTRIBUTIONS OF
'ON- THE INTERNAT10101;:SCIENCE/ACIFIEVEMENT TEST

4

2

Couritiy

Japan -

AUatralia"
°Belgium :(Flemish)
BeIklum lrerch .Fi.

_.- England
.

Federal 'Republic, of
Germany

Finland
Hungary

Italy
Netherlands
New Zealand

"..Scbtland
'Sweden
Thailand-

A'

. r.. .
Primary' School Sample
.,(aboutiage '11)

Mean. Coefficient of
Variation

21.7

17.9

9.1
15.7-

14:'9,

111:17*
8.5

15.3_

11:3

9.9
. 17.7.

.355

.408

.9541

45

.497

.468A

.479

.976
1.317

.497;
:ASO Moto.

,.600

.657

.399

.525

Standardized`
Sdore on the
LikeS School
.Variable

.05

.111

.06

.05.

- . 36
4

4

Middle School Sample
(about age 144

Mean Coefficient -of
Variation

31.2
24.6
"21.2
15.4
9.2

21.3.

21.7,

29:
E10.4.5

1
7.6

17.8
24.2

21.7
-15.6
.21.6

r

.474

..571

.967

.662

.485

4
1.184t
.782

..551
.562.

.664

.533
.

.539
;1-
.537

Source:. -°L. -C. Comber and John °P. Keeves, Science Education iii Nineteen,Countries.
jefai Wiley and Sons, 1973, V. 159,a 9..1bW.

Staddardize
Score on the,
Likep*School"
`Variables

.13,,

-.05
-.22

26,

-;01

;01

1 .03
-.37Y
.10,,

.19

. 239



similar ranking in- terms of national means and coefficients.
r

=of variation.* Considering only the results for the tests

istered t6 13 year olds,A7Apan's mean was highest and
L

its co fficient of variation tied for second lowest.. (Table

A6:2)

The Japanese youth sampled,for the math ,study indicated
.

a high average level of motivation towards,school' and towards
"

'learning math. Fortunately, intercbrrelation matrices.are

available for eachtof the countries include& in the math study.

From these matrices we have constructed Figuke A6.1.... As we
A'

argued in Chapter Four, in Japan stetus is A relatively less

importantpredic tor of achievement and also has only 4 modest

relation` t2 motivation. However, the figure provides another,.

't - .

AlluatratiDn....9t1thp relatively strong association between moti-
,,...

_Nation and achievement in the Japanese case.
,

. ,

In the prepration for.our-fied study we asked' several,

informants to tell' us the areq. ins_ 'AmAnowhere egalitarian edu-

cational principles -were most firmly entrenched.' This led to

the seleetion-of- oto as the primary, site fon our field work.

Previously in l965, the National Institute of EduCation had

conducted various ests of academic achievement -in samples of,

Japanese middle s hooleys in ten local areas.'--The means and

coefficients of v riatj)h each of these local,areas'is

reported in Table 06.3. As can be seen, Kyoto, the reputed

forerunner in' ega \itarian education,. tends to haire a high mean

(highest dh one, second highest on two,. and third on the remain-

ing test). and' a low coefficient of variation (dedond from the

. 240 .
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TI i3LE A6.2,

.COUNTRY MEANS AND- COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
FOR.THIRTEEN YEAR OLDS (Pop. la) *:

Mean- 13 Tear Olds

..

..."Japan

'. .

.Australia
laelgium
England
Finl,and' .

France N''
,

The Ngtherlakds
Scotland *.

Sweden
u.s: `..15.7

20.2. ,
27.7
19:3
24.1
183
31.2 %t

23.9
19.1-

16.2

.6 3.
. 2

, 81
.411
..678
.542

..665
.764
.689

___,..821_ _,

.

-.

mai im imm.
. .

SourCe: IStetn liusen, ed. International in_iievekentirInternitior

M thematicsx ACconlpi-YrkarTctWIV6-Cbtintr3-Vol,es,
. New.York: John Wiley & Sons, 1967,
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Figuri* 'A6.1

INTERRELATIONSAF FATHER'S OCCUPATIONAL STATUS,
INTEREST IN MATH, AND TOTAL MATH SCORE

U.S.A. U.K.

. ..

Status

410
State

1 .11,-

.

I,24 'th

',.&$'.,41,

Interee-Ifir Interest .

Source:! International Educatio Assoniation'sSurveys of
MatheMatical AchievImept for Japan;. the U.S.A., and
the United:Kingdom.

.
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MEANS AND COEFFICIENT
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
NINTH GRADERS

LE A6.3

OF VARIATIONS ON FOUR COGNITIVE
ADMINISTERED TO SAMPLES OF
M TEN LOCAL AREAS IN JAPAN

Kyoto
Kobe
Tokyo -
:Salitama
Ayogo
Wakayama
Shiga
Kawasaki,
,YOkohama
Miya;aki

,

Differential Apti- Amerioa
tude Test: Verbal Testin
Reasoning M'the

Usage

Mean C.V. Me

2;5.6 .367
20.5

632U

20.6 .4

25.0 .1/4

23.0 .404
*19.8 .434,
21.1 .431
23.0 .404
22.3 .435
21.1 .403

..-

College Japanese Wo,rd Japanese
Program, Association and 'Numerical

tics Sentence' Under- Ability'Test
Test standing Test

C.V. Mean C.V. Mean C.V.

26.2 .328 26.1 -''.414
26.,9 ..312' 25.9 1.398
25.5 .345 24.6 7.423
22-.2 .369 . 21.1 :.46o
24.0 ? .346 23.3 .438
,22..3 ...350 20.7 .435 -
23,2 .366 22:3 .448
23.8 .361 ,21.6 ..a .463 .

22.8 .408 21.2 .467
22.5 .373 19.9 .452-

1 .6 . .474
.5 .4.57

5.9 .491

1/21.;

.13: log
13.1 ..481
12.3 .512
12.9 -.620

e

Source: Kokuritsu Kyoikti enky4sho (gatiOhal Institute of'Educationt Shunendo Chosa:
Chu kko Sotsu Jikki no Sok ID (Initial Survey :' The situatf&TWER7TIEi
o Graduation, om a e Sc oo ). Separate reports for each of the local area
were_released tinder this general title from 1966 to 1968. 1
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,

bottom on all four tests) in eac h of these tests., We lack data

on other educational outcomes,, but these limited findings sup-

jobrt the view that-Kyotio's educational system is.' fferent or

at least at-one extreme with the Japanese, system. For tour

. research, it is,espe

. extreme with the most equal outcomes, at least in terms of

y XmpDrtant to note that this is the

cognitille achigveMent.
.

All the same, we should emphasize thatthe diffeiences
1o

ip mean scores and coeffibients of Variables for the tell

Japanese districts.ard not great. One of these- tests, thetAT.

verbal reasoning test, was originally developed and administered

in the U.S. The.iesults for a similar age grouPYin.AmeriCa fall

outside of the Japanese ranges the mean is lower (18.5) and the

coefficient of variation is higher (.468). Ourfield observa-

tions in.several other prefectures ]ead us to conclude that, .

Kyopi may be the forerunner in Japan's egalitarian.whole-man

education, yet Kyoto's practices are not vastly different from

what one study found in other areas of Japan:'-'While 'there is

variation within.Japansin terms of educational outcomes and

, while Kyoto is at One end of that distribution, it also appears,

plausible that the several Japanese, districtt,may be bunched

towards one end: of an hypothetical international distribution.

4

1.

2
,

45' .
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. CHAPTEk.SEVEN' . ,
,THE DEiBLOPMElaT OF THE 'EG:A.DITARrAll SENTIMENT

. .

VII-1 -

Distinct frolCcogqtiy!-learning--and more crucial in

terms of the argumen' -of ::this book--is _the .i.iiiPact that 'the
-

. .
.

Japanese primarY:school hai on thetmor4,orientations'of yt2.3th.

According-to thebajoe..autrent research,on,moral development,:

Young people4begin:Zto -acquire the higher levels of -' moral' -

tion, reasoning and feeti4 in the early years of primary school.-
.

141i erg indicates -that'fhe first steps' towards the higher stages
,

. , ' ' 4,;of bora development begin at about age 7.
1

piaiget finds that. . 01
. . .. . . ...,,.

.. . . . .
childien m e from heter,onoioas morality (subTect to another's ____:. .!,____.

.

. .
..

. .s.- :.; _ s'

_
.

laWs) fb.autodoous morality (subject to one's own laws) at age
.

.
. .

8 or so.
-: ',.

'- ,
.

"I' ,

Thus the more complex and'iiialleablk le.vels of moral u
t. ,

development occur in the earlY'years or primary -school. ,.Clearly,..
...

\ ,--
--

Japanese educators are aware Of. ihese.tasicievelopmental facts,

.

e
- r

and structure an educagonal.program geared to.maximize the
.;

./ ,opportunity of the earlyjears. Relative to the finai, years

of the primary school and further education, the firit years

ere exceptionally demanding iran academic sense. 'much

'effort is deVoted to establishing a cohesive home room unit
N

thsat will facilitatepioral education. The same teacher stays

with this home room group throughout the first two full school

' years and conducts the full range of education from reading and
.,,.

writing to physical education. These educational characteristics

correspond quite'closely with-the-conditions Bidwell and Vreeland-
-

have.identified as most conducive to,a "very strong, homogenous
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.

moral tApac.",11 Reinforcing ,our expectation that the Japanese
_

..primary school has:a powerful influence on the values. of its

charges is -the. "tOtalness" of the school' experience".5 CiriCe

Japaneseohild beg'ins school, the major proportion of 46 waking.,r./

hours.vfrtUally throughout the year is spent either in school,

o 6.

;

at' school, 'or'OniSchool-related'ac-4vities.

Tfie JapaneSe school attempts to ,convey a variety of moral,

lessons'.--Some-"of'-these-lesso4s are similar to thoSe outlined 1,

by Dreeben in hiS:analysis of the American 'school's; 'hidden
u

,curriculuTio -, for', example, .the commitment to achievement, to hard

viork, and'tO uniOrsalism. -
,

_Also the. primary school Sti4esses

the 'c'ore societal, values of particularistic groupismx condern

fdr others,. and Order. Yet at thee-same time as the primary.School.

promotes coritingity,,_ we find that it promotes a new set Of often-
,

n-which we ,call the "egalitarian sentiment." Three of the

key aomponents'Of this new sentiment 'are: .

- a:. An
;

egalitarian'orientation to jobs: This orientation, , . ,,.
.

,

stresses the ways in which all jobs contribute to the, greater
,,

good.a.:fid hence are,, deserving of respect. Grading of jobs in
\ . ,

1_, -,
terms,df.their ImpOrtance or prestige is de-emphasized

i b. An individuated =orientation. This orientation
. -

: '' .

encourages the,1 personallyof persoriaily conceived goals and the,
i

:.high evaluatiOnkof striving to realize these perionaigoalA rela-

tive to.fterely,following the 'accepted way. the. realm of

the individuated orientation leads individuals to seek intrinsic

rewards and tcx placeless emphasis' on status and. income.

S.;,
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c. A participatory orientation. This orientation iead.k
,

individuals to critically participate,in groups, associations,

and other coliecti;.rities. It leads to cha,llenginOraditional

patterns of hierarchical authoritysin the family, the work

place, the community and the pOlity.

Insofar as primary school pupils learn these lessons and

they are reinforced during subsequent stases of development, we

would lpeot presOres for change in adult society. Of course,

the. primary school and more generally the school systelii do-not

'have a monopoly on the process of socialization. As children,

move into their ,teems other experiences become quite infltential.-
, ,

4

The ideas of peers become more persuasive as dd the media and

the examples of adult rule-mddels.' We knoit pf no single account
. 1

'which has attempted to summarize and evaluate the impactof.these.

various agents of.socialiiition. Our account will build largely,

on perSOnal impressions developed over the p4riod we were con-

ducting field

:In that so little research is available on Japanese

socialization agents, we will be unable to consider as many

things as we would like in this chapter. We will not,_ for ekam-.
4

ple; be able to determine in any rigorous way the relative

influence of different agents. Still, wedo have some opinions,

,.concerning relative influences which we will introduce as we .

proceed in our analysis.

In a thoughtful reconsideration of the political socialization

research tradition, Richard Merelman observes that political
-
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learning invOlves
4

,

fronts--the devel

7'
''of information eb

experi
7

(

ersonal development along several distinct
.

1

I

ment of motivation to learn, the acquisition

ut politics, the, occurence of,crystalling

noes which-highlight Lne relevance of .this
.0'.

information, and finally, the evaluation of allthese'components. -
.

Ilerelrian suggest-that these different types of learning may be
°

'effected by different agents, but all of these are critical in

shaping; the final result. Also, he argues there is likely to 1?e

Considerable overlap in the types .of'leariling thht go, on in dif-

ferent settings. Merelman's observation on political socializa-

tiontion can 1?e generalized to other learning proCesses included

those we will be considering in this chapter. -;'The .implication.
,.

is-that individual .development hAs many `components, and can be

stimulated by diverse sitaations. However, in that the schobl

is so-central to the'life of Japanese children, the school is'

likely to be central-in most adolescent learning processes.

It is due to this.perspectiVe that we

emphasis in this chapter on what goes on in

However; it should be apparent as we review

Socialization agents that we discover they 'provide impressive

place,soMuch

the°Pftrnary'school.

the impact of, other
,

'reinforoement of the school's lessons. '-up until the time yoRng..

people leave the educational system, they experience little that

is contrary to the,. egalitarian, individuated, and participatory

orientations.

Ni
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The Development of 'Egalitarian Work Orientations': The Primary"
School Experience-

Children dbtain.iffformation from-many sources durint_their

'early years, but the occupational messages are typically diluted.

T.V. prdvides primary, school children"with a fare of fantasy

dramas such as Heidi, -Snow White, and Japanese version of King

Kong as Well as comedies' and pop-singing. 8
Insofar as programs.

4

depict realistic Situations, many seem to feature such occupa-

tionstions as pilot, School teacher, policeman, or restauranteur.

There is relatively little in the way of.historical-fiction,

_possiby bedause producerS are still uncertain About the proper

way to treat?thepast. The types of things, most children read

=about__tend_to-resemble the themes found On.T.V: tf-is only a,______
4

minority who break away froth Manga (comite books) to ..work their .

. .

way through the books of their school and local libraries

,Doubtless,'.the slant in the media'sjOssage,his some influence

on the'emei..ging occupational consdiou ness,of primary school .

children; I expect iefacilitates a positive disposition to the

newly 'developirig leisure, and service occupations as-.well as to

, futuristic work. involving space-ships,, .electronics, and computers.

These are the prominent themes.
.

Still, at this stage,.the media's messages seem secondary''

In,comparisbn.with the4Schools. While'the school's main thrust

is in a different diriection, we might note that parts of its

curriculum reinforcethe media's mssage of glamour and ambition.

Old-system Japanese texts included numerous short biggraphieS of
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famous peOple as a way of.Xanning.thes.mbition of students--
.

Tokugawi. teyasu, GeneraljNogi,Pasteur,,Florence Nightingale,
.

-arid others .,9 ThiS tend, ncY isaess.common today. Heroes are

completely pupLed from'the social science and moraleducation
. * z.

Courses. if e er,,there ds mention of exethPlary figures in' other
,,,'cq .,40 :. .

. _.-

urses, notably science' where the inside leaf ot texts often

Includes the names and Cbntributions Of path-breakers.,

Thus it it not surprising to reed .in Goodman's comparative

study of :the occupational l-pereeptions of'Drimary-schbol studehts:

that:
.4.

O

in Japan the boys speak 6f becoming a ,"company man"

i
or'"officeman," or' "president of the.cOmpany,!' and,

'they want to be banOrs, faetory-or-store.owners,
I

eemployes of a trading company" or--better stilt--

the founder pf such a company. In the United States
4

boys most frequently speak of becobing salesmen and of'

. .1

merchandising specific products (e.g. whosesale drugs,

retail clothing).
.

American boys diScuss with sophisticated practicality
1.

the relative merits of careers in'electronicAS compared
"

witkelectricd1, or chemical as-compared with_civil

engiAgering, while the Japdnese bdys are more giveri to

dreamy contemplation of great things to ,be achieved

through a' nebalous'ftscience." Moreover, the dreamt'

of Japanese boys' soar beyond the mundane level of

2.51
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sube or picture tubes for c,olo TV andsuch otheiL.

.s ecific engineering problem6 as are likely to.engrOss

tAmericanq. The Japanese' is in:clified toward vast
.

humaditarian goals, to rmake a machine which will pro-

tect from the, dangers ofatbmic Or hydrgen bombs,"

to "invent amaChine to curd disease radio-activity,"
,

or to "eltplore.the universe.'' He alsd inclines toward
.

.

:.scientific hero-worship,' and-not d'feW,Japanese boys'
. .

,aspire'tp."win a.Nobel prize; .like Dr. YUkawa." Nobel
o

prize-winnerS are more numerous in'the Upited States,
. . ,

but the Athericanboys who seem:to know of their existence

and aSpire,to be li em are conspl,cious by their

absenCe.
;11

For "Japanese girls,'Goodman reports a similar romantic tendency,

towards politics and public service as well as teaching, While
.

GoodMan observeS these fantasticsireams in,- ,Japanese youth, she

doe's not'find much difference:in 'the average prestige level of
. #

the occupationS aspired-to by.the youth in the twO nations., If

0

O

1

J. 4

there is ans2ifferenceataIl, it) is that .Japanese boys are
.

.
1 .

,
,

- , ,
.

more e likely' to look to ordinary manual Jobs.and Japanese girls
. . , ,

./,
are ma e likely to hink-of becoming housewives.

,
., l' ' .

,Fantasy aside, these more mundane aspirations of Japanese .----/
. . #,..,....,,,,,-. /

can be- related to yhdt they, are -taught 4 the social' science . ;

curriculum. This curriculuM conveys to children a sense.that
0

everyone should wdrk and that all Work is essential both for .

society as a whol'7eNi-Teor individual members. As directed by

a
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the central kovernment's, official COurse of Study, first grade
,

social studies.tatS begin with 4 -'discussion of school life and

soon turn to consider the important contribution.of janitors

and,cooks to each school's welfare. Then the texts turn' to the

ptructur of typical Japanese' families showing hot., the external, .... .

.. .
. .

occupations and-home chores of each member are essential.
. ,

Second, grade texts, according to the'Cburse of Study should

striv4:

To enable children to iseali4e the fact that their lives

,are constituted resting-on the labours on_the-part of

many of those:who are engaged' in_the prodUdtion and cir-

culation of commodities, traffic and communications, as

well as in the'efforts to safeguard life and property;

thlIA to help the children to deepen their interest in

the persons who are at work, .and aisp.make' them aware

of the implications of the division of'laboUr in society.
11

The Course of 'Study gcies 'cnfor two full pages ,discussing the

contributionS of wholesale and retail shop-keepers, farmers

and food processois; foresters; fishermen,:blue-collar workers,

firemen, policemen, and4ao on. Conspicious for their abgence
.
are high status occupations such-as doctor.and,goVernment.

bureaUcrat; The third grade text takes up activity, in the pdbliC.

sector including the facilities for water supply, sewage dis-

posal, and health protection. The fourth grade shifts to

". civics; the texts convey.a sense that-social:problems are



N

.

poverty,,bad'-health-7addzthat individuals

ara expected to participate in their solutibn. Along with the. ,

implications of,.this message for polltical,socializations, we
*it

,might also note its unwritten encouragement of careers in public

service.- In the fifth grade, lareagain find, a concentration of

. work-related themes in the Course of Study:'

Have.theM consider the relation between agricUltural

produCtion and the peopWs lives and the achievements

of.thbse'who have `been putting forth effort for an in-
".

creaseln production for others.

To guide'them to undefstand the fact that in the forestry

and .the marine product industry, as weilmechanization

of :operations and changes in' ether methods Of production,
-

are., observed; and alt the" .same time stimulate their

interest in the conditions under which. the people in the

farming, moUntain.and.fishing.viilaesare exerting

efforts indiversifiO forms under the conditions pfthe

new age.

To guide 'them to 'consider' the significance of industrial

from the viewpoint

of the' industry as

. 'time lead them to deepen their grasp of, the present:con-

dition ofiJaparfese industry and its historic background.12

The sixth grade course shifts to a historical study, of Japan's

-production

people and

of the way of life of the

a whole, and'at toe' same

development and to a ,consideration Of Japan's place in the

254
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world: The finallessons focus on the third world, the role of
-

the UN, and the itportance of international peace. One gains

.thesense.that the social studies texts are attempting'to

balan ce the tendehcy among people to develop glamordup

dreams by focusing on'the humdrum side of work, and by
..-

showing
.

---:,-;,,-:/

how all occupations contribute in important ways to the world

of Work.

other aspects of the school routine are also aimed at

encouraging esteem for ordinary work. We have noted how school

children are recluired,toclean up their own classrooms and the

school grounds and how the.contributions of the janitors and

cooks are often praised by teachers and the principal. Alsq,

parents from the Most ordinary homes are Warmly welcomed and

encouraged to take responsible roles in PTA and the school cere-

monies./

The school's 'celebration,of ordinary work does seem to-,

affect the way young people evaluate occupations. For example,
. , A.

.

Masashi and Kuzuko Fukuya report that their sample of nearly

- 500 sixth grade primary students has a reasonably accurate
,

_perdeption of the different qualities requi ed for achieving

success in politics, bu6,11Pssmedicine7 agriculture, acid small

business management. They understand that the doctor requires?'

more knowledge and 'technique than, the company president, and
.

lbOth2Frequiremuch more than the owner of a noodle shop. Alsp

the young'pelple recognize that these occupations receive dif-

ferent rewards. These judgments are given in Table 7.1 where

we present their /P
/
erceptions of relative income and 'prestige

255' ,
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Type of
Evaluation

"'Requiret knowledge
and.New Technique

LudratiYe

Prestigious

Important for.
Society.'

Personal Choice
-e

''TABLE 7.1 1

'SIXTH GRADE BOY'S EVALUATION
OF SELECTED OCCUPATIONS
(Girls. i 'Parenthese*

Select d 6OcupatiOn -

Large Leading Doctor Doing Farmer, Teacher
Company' Diet 'Noodle (of handicapped
President Member Cancer Mari children).

',(Research)-

9 'VII-I1

\.

75.3
(73.0)

77.0
(76.0) ,

57.5
(59.3)

'. 59.5
(60.3)

33.5
(35o)

70.8 89:8
(74.o) (88.0)

76.0 64.5'
(75.8 (63.3)

68.5 78:8
(71.0) (81:0),

49:3 66. 5
(48.3)(66.3)

52.3 54.8
(54.3)(52.0)

.

43.5 48.8
05..8)(50.8) 4 (80.8) /

78.3
(78.3)

45.o
(29.3)

90.5
(90.8)

45.8 .

(3b.3)

.^51.8 64.0
(50.8)(67.0)

32.5 26.5
(25.91(2.8)

83.3
(87.8)

37.o
(55.8)

/

Soprce: Masashi Fukaya and KuzukoTiukiYa. GendaiNodoMoron (Perspectives
.

. .

` on.Today's Children). Tokyo: Ygki,kakn, 1975, p. 9b.,

Sdale 100 75 5o :.2
.. (i..-/

0
very much fairly can't say not iso, much nil.

a
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'on a five point scale. Teachers are thought to receive

relatively less income but more, prestige than the other oc

pations; company preSidents are thought to contribute lesfi to

society than teachers, doctors, politicians, and even f rmers7-

--though somewhat more than the owner-operators of,nooa _shops.

Still'with,respect to all these evaluations, the_pr

student6 are not very severe in their discriminat ons. If we

take their answers literally, we find they neit er say that the

position of owner bf a noodle shop is prestig ous nor that it
. -

is notrather that it is so-so: Similarly teachers and

doctors, who get.the highest average prestige ratingt\areimerely

/mary school

considered "farily prestigious." Stated differently, the range
1.)

between the occupations getting the highest and lowest prestige

scores (doctor and noodle shop owner.-operator respectively) on a

scale of Igo is only 35; Jabanese adults in a 1975 national study

ranking the same.occUpations on a 100 point scale showed a diver-

gence of 46 points.13

The Development of Egalitarian Occupational Orientations: The
Middle and High Schocil Experience

As students proceed beyond the primary school their sources

of information on-occupations become much richer. Their tele-
.

vision and radio tastes shift to more realisticprograms which

for most boys includes hea'Vy doses of sports; surveys indicate, .
.t.

that the average middleschooler:spends nearly three hot4rs a day

watching 'television :, Their favorite* programs. include comedies

and soap operas, which often portray ordinary families in a

257
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Positive light. Thee most popular programs during the year.of
* /

our field work revealed the episodes pf the'follOwing occupa/

/tional herpes: a family running a soda fountain, anapprentice

potter, a school teacher, a fathily Operating a noodle shop; a

doctor and his terminally illteenage daughter, and a rung

aspiring airplane pilot. Also,'during this period the networks

:.offtred several "specials" On.the labor market:' rke

//

talked
/

about the phenbmena'of Over-education which Japan, the U.S.,

and other nations supposedly shared while a second interviewed

number of college graduates who were working in various blue-
, .

and gray collar jobs such as waiters and mechanics. These'pro-
,

grams presented a thoughtful message about the decreasing returns

than can be expected from advanced education hnd7_the_uriicpm ,

'rewards'that are-found in'seemingly ordindry occupations.

Middle schoolers also begin to'read much more on their .own.

By this stage virtually all. read at least ore national newspaper
. :

each day and are exposed to popular,weekly magazines: These

media also provide them with p erspecti. es on occupations. Look-
.

ing. _oNter back issues of these magazines e perceives a timeworn .s

formula. Each autumn, the magazines feature,a,number of scare
,

storieA.about exam -prep schools and about young students driving

themselves too hard. Then in the early spring they tell who

-gets into which elite university and from April they report the

names. of the universities attended by the new recruits to top

government and business orghnizations. The obvious effect of

this Journalism is to- perpetuate a belief in the.elite'course:
.

.
4

Nevertheless, in repent years one can sense a new pessimism in
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these p ular, weeklies. For example, the weekly Shukan Asahi

frequently\reports on unemployed university graduates and

their problwns: one recent article discusses ple'large number .

.

of "unddremploygd" Uniyersity-of'Tokyo Ph:D.Is'who, becaute
.

. there are nq jobs, have no alternative except to hang around4

as redearchers. IA The article concludes with quotes from

several of Todai's "over doctors" (underemployed PI.S.D.'s).

. urging younemothers to cool the, educational and occupational ,

aspiratiohs they have for their children. Other journals such 1 .-
4it

as Career Guidance have recently been established to'specfalize
..

.
. :%

...

in ,the area of supplying young,peopte with information on' new,
--oleo

. 0
,

.

. .

_eareers. Apart from the flooded elite course, the journal lays
_- --

. .-

special stress on the semX-professions such as medical'techni-

cian, nutritionist, physical education instructor; and so on..'
, .

In addition, as.younepeopleenter middle .school thei.

becothe increasingly involved in their peer. groups-and,--as

Grusen hotes,..educational and occupational plans are a major

topic. 151k As far as we can tell, no one has attempted a
/

detailed study of the types of things young people say to each

other/ All we can say from our very limited Observation
.

thaj' peer counsel is not.very critical,and does not attempt to

confront realities: Young people seem to restrict discus.stORP6f

eir plansto their closest friends, and these friends usually

take.the roldof sounding board and supporter. Friends will
,

encourage each other by saiSring anything is possible-if you try.

Itseems significant that a growipg minority of t hose who seek

entrance' to college are doing so only because their Triends are

.259
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doing the ,same thing. 'It would seem then that the peer group

VII-15

,pushes many youth. into a'higher educaticlal experience and a a
;,

- ,
.1*

life.plah for which they are not especially well. motivated or
.."

4- a
. t .

evpri prepared. Fri8nds are said .to share information on
pv-

'pro4active exam questionsy on preferred teachers, juku and sot%

on with little reservation. -According to sdvgal observers,

their, generosity is not even curbed by the thought that

furtheiing a friend's success may thwart 'their own.
16

With the increasing diversification of sources providing
P.

releVant information, the school's role as a source of cognitive

infvthation on. occupations is probably more reduced'relative-to

the primary school period. Actually, in the middle schools,'

less than a week during the second year of the social studies

II

,
.

course focuges on "occupations andtlife. As _in the primary
,

.
school curriculum,, the purpose is to teach'stUdenpe that worok.is

:loth' a right and a duty, that their labor contributes not only

to their personal welfare but also to the loader society, and

moreover that the nature of work is, undergoing-rapid technologi-

cal change. TeaChers are, also urged to tell student's abb4 the

local agencies in charge of vocationa;:edubation aha training,.

and 'abolat the Public Employmerit .6eatrity Office. The text used,

in Kyoto City followed these instructions to the letter
3

though- *.t . -

with some interesting embellishments that Will take'onsignifi-

cance when we thriv-to"other aspects of our argumeilts.17 The

;Kyoto text identifies technician, teacher and artisari as typl-

'cal professionals - -but does not mention high qtatts,examples

,260
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'like doctdr''lawyer'and dentist. In the .text -great stress is
. ,

pladed on'the Constitutional Guarantees of equal employmdht

(Article 22). In this spirit youth are ;bold that they can selec4
, ; . , :

-itheir occupations on, theinown; no mention is made of parental

6

.guidance for that matter' of the school's role in occupational

counseling: -ape, senior high Coutse of Study, -makes virtually no

mention of occupations.

While social. science texts do not devote -a., large amount°

of space to occupations as such, they do take up Many related

activities--altogether one third of the second-year texts in
,

middle school deal with aspects of national and.international
-. ., .

',6conothic activity." ,Occupation-related topics are also taken up
,

in other cOlft.spq.- , In ,one of the schobls I visited, the princi-

' Pal ,arid::teaCherS were attempting to boost ,student images of,

. .

the occupations performed by .burakumin, a former outcaste group.

1

. ; .

So every week during the.ethics period, students were provided

a.'spdciai -course on the activities of.garbagemen, leather-
.)

Workers, and butchers,. This typ of special education has become
.

1
.

,
fairly common in the Kansai area where,the schools are attempting

to aid in IpPgradingIhe.soc±al position of 'the burakumin. Of'

course, frOm' a national,perspectiVe,,it is still .exceptional.

py,41e stage of .middle school the curriculum is no longer

explicitly teaches students about occupations as such. On the

other hand' the academic selection that begins to take place
-

in the middle Ichool 'does force students to think about their
.

, occupational future--will they upon.graduation continue in an
r

4
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academic Course or take up, one of the several of the vocational

courses provided at the,high school level. And the Way in which

middle school teachers discuss these alternatives with students

he,s profound occupational implications. In the past, it is said

thattheteact-e-rss-imply_explained_that7the_different_high

school courses led to 'differentially "valued" occupationspro-

fessional and managerial jobs at 'the top, clerical jobsbelow

these, and blue-collr and'artisan'jobs at a still lower level;

moreover, becoming a company man was more desirable than going

it alone or in a sMall enterprise. Students were cold that mid-

dle school grades were the best indicator of where they,would

end up on the social ladder.. This advice was supplemented by

advice from parents, with the result that class considerations

exercised some influence: upper-class parents being ambitious

for their children irrespective of their performance while lower

class parents inclined to steer 'their children in the direction

of traditional family pursuits.

However, fromAiscussions with those teachers involved, it

would appear over the postwar period that this counseling process

has experienced subtle changes. Counselors still inform students

that the reuective courses require differential ability, but no

longer do they uniformly place the vocational courses below all

academic courses. For example, in the Kyoto system (and in

several of the other "progressive" -urban systems) coanselors are

likely to tell' students .that many of the vocational courtes

require more ability than do most of the academic high schools.

t.
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of the private see,tor'. In prefectures without a large private

sector, they would paint a somewhat differerit picture. (As we

will indicate in Chapter 8). The main point As that counselors
. .

,are no longer so elphatic in, relating the ability and course

.41

-

alternatives in overlapp- ing hierarchies. Secondly, counselors

present- a more flexible picture of the relative value of dkr-

ferent occupations and occupational'outcomes,that are likely to

flow from the different courses. Again there are differences

by prefecture, but the,Kyoto area counselors claim_t ey tried to

stress the intrinsic rewards of, all occupations,, urging students

to make choices based on their own interests. Similarly the

counselors, While bringing parents into the counseling process-3

tried to establish 84 atmosphere where students could express

and act on their own preferences. These messages clearly are

not consistent with the view which says.the school acts to

reproduce the class order.

Needless to say, the school-initiated counseling process.

is only one of Several influences bearing on youth's'cho ices

for further study and careers. The school's message tends to

run agaihdt the grain of that of parents and the more.conver-
.

sational media, while reinforcing the views and'information

supplied from more progressive enurces. Which among these

sources is most influential cannot be determined. Still as : ,

we look at the actual patterns of adolescent aspiration and

choices, we cannot help but be impressed with the limited impact

of backgrOundlfactors. First let us take a look at -the Ministry
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of EduCation's survey of the high school aspira.tions of a

national sample of middle - schoolers. In Figure 7.1 we present

.the results of a Statistical analysith using the HayashiII_

method which relates several background factors and school

performance to the desire to-go on to high school._ The height

of the bar aboVe each category rep resents its relative contribu-

tion to explaining whether middle schoolers plan to go to high

school or-not. Far more important thaijany of the background'

,factors is a middle schooler's grade point average. In a sub-

analysis, the Ministry also shows how grade point average is the ,

principal determinant pf the ccIrse individuals plan to take up.
. .

. .
.

In other words, the school's message through-its process of
\\

,
-...,

evaluating students is more influential in shaping aspirations
.

than,any of the family variables included in the study.
° \

° Unfortunately, the Ministry's study does not providethe

" information'for determining sere students actually end up.' N---,,_

Other studiesl.several of which we summarize later, suggest'a

:complieated picture. As with high school aspirations,- gradi

point average is the major determinant; however, class andregion

also play an important role. In urban areas the best students,

obtain entry to "famous" schools and one finds a definite Class

.bias in their compoSition. Beneath these best schools are the

public academic and vocational schools, and for the former

there appears.to be relatively little class bias. On the other

hand, the picture for the vocational schools*is more complicated.

Some of the very 'able lower-class children select these over an

academic high school out of a recognition that their family
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Figure -Wor-5. Quantification, of Factors Influencing Individuals"...iVishcs to r inceeii "'',:'.'.?..
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circumstances will not permit them to go onto a university;

hence the vocational courses provide the quickest route to a
. .

livelihood. On the other hand, the sons, from upper and middle

class homes, who fail to gain, admission _to- a good academic high

school will often choose low quality private academic.high

schools rather than, these vocational courses: They hope.

through diligent, study in these schools supplemented by extra-

e'ducation, tp bring their grades up to ,tie level where they .

can 'compete for

clas1s homes are

college entrance.' Girls from upper and middle

not as, firmly set.on.college and may settle for

c)
commercial; home economics, or nursing courses. Still, hete

again, there is a slight bias towerds the priVate sector.

ttus, with the exception of the public,..academic.high schools,

one finds a- complex pattern of interaction between social back-

ground and academic ability in,determining2tzhere middle schoolers

actually end up.

These comments provide the

m interpreting what is undoubtedly

occupational aspirations of Japa

In cooperation with` several lead

Jean Bowman collected data from

essential background for

the best postwar study of the

nese high school students.

ing Japanese scholars, Mary

over 15,000 public high school

students and their parents on several urbad and rural areas

selected in such'a.manner as to give a fair representation of,,,

to national situation.
18

That the studehts were rettricted.

to the public sector introduces some bias; but, as we have in-
.

dicated in our dismission. of highfchool attendance, the public
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"schools receive a considerable diversity of students. As one

offshoot of the broader study, Yasumasa Tomoda scored the ideal

and expected occupational aspirations of the male-students,

using the weights indiCated in Table 7.2. Tpmoda then.computed

the average ideal and expected occupational scores for the males

with fathers from each of eight graded status levels-as indi-

catedin Table 7.3 and made'some comparisons with similar

studies- in .the U.S. He-concludes: t,

Japanese students of middle and lower social class'

origins had much higher aspirations than did the

cOrrespon ing-Americansstudents. Furthermore, the

:aspiration scores of Apanese students of lawer social
,

class origins turned out to be slightly higher than
f

those .of the students of middle class origins A,

,
,

.

series of teats demonistrate that the flatness or even,

curvilinearity of the .distribution of student's! occu-
.

pational'aspiration levels cannotbe attributed to

response biases. The pattern was repeated within each

'type of curriculum, in rural And in urban area sic/,

including and excluding sons of farmers, and within

student class-rank categories'. Furthermoi.e, the tests

included examination of Characteristics of.studerite-igho

did not respond to the questions on occupational aspira-

,Sensitivity tests (not detailed here) demon-

strated also that the contrast_be&een the Japanese and

U.S.. findings could not be. attributed to any differences
.

- in status coding. We,concluded that Japanese students'
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,TABLE 7.2

THE DUNCAN SCALE, THE EIGHT STATUS CATEGORIES
- AND THE VALUE WEIGHTS FOR COMPUTATIONS OF

MEAN STUDENTS1.0CCUPATIONAL
ASPIRATION SCORES

VII 23

D4acan.Scale Eight'Status 'Value for
Categories Aspiration Sere

80'or more
70-79 2 7.5
60-69 3 6.5.
50-59 4

5 .2 .

25-3 6 3.0
11-24 7 1.8

n.

10 or less 8 0.5

Source: Yesumase. Tomoda,-"06CuPational-Aspirations of Japanese-High
School Students," International Journal of Educational Sociology
Vol. 2 (1968), p. 21S.
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TABLE 7.3

AVERAGE OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATION SCORES FOR EACH FATHER'S,qTATUS LEVEL

Students' Average Aspiration Scdre

- .
Father's Excluding Students' in Agricultural Course Including Students in Agricultural CourseStatus .

Level Preferred Expected Difference ,

Preferred Difference
\

Expected

(M) H(N) (M) (N) (Pref-Exp)

(

I (N) (Pref-Exp)1 ' 7.45 HIO 8.15 33 -.70 P4 Vo
(M
8.15 33 -.702 4 ,. 7.03 106 6.80, 95 - +.23 7.03 106 6.75 96 +.29

3 6.91 354 6.56 327 +.35 6.90 358 6455 330 +.354 6.92 348 6.31 309 +.61 6.89 358 6.27 318 +.626.54 630 6.04 532 / +.50- ,6.40 749 8 :5.74 653 +.55,6 6.60 4173 6.06 430 +.54 6.51 921: 5.91 482 '7' +.6o7 6.63 381 6.15 336 +.48 6.62 388 6.13 342 +.498, . 6.68 41 6.33 43 N . +.35 -- , 6.69 42 6.22 45 +.47.

Source: Yasumasa T moda, "Occupational Aspirations of Japanese -High S'chobl Students,"
Internati nal Journal of Educational Sociology Vol, 2 (1968), p. 218.
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-occupational aspiration levels are much less

influenced by their social class origins than
- ,

-might be eXpected.19

,VII -25

From a comparative standpoint., this evidence on, the Japanese

pattern of expectations is remarkable. Yet it is precisely
. 0

what we wbuldexpect from the process-of egalitarian education

and its,subsequent reinforcement that has been described in
f°

these pages. The students' expectations are, of course, j

unrealistic. Many will have to settle for work other thdn

that which they aspire to,, Hence, many are ..destined to expe-.

rience severe frustrations as they move on tO the 'university

and into their career's . ,

The egalitarian occupational orientations that young

people-acquire in scho91 areljnodpUbt, altered somewhat as

4

they move into the, actual world of work; they come to a better
. .?-

appreciation ofhow'dlfterent types ,of work are ordered in

organizational hierarchies -and receive ditferent privileges

and 'rewards.. Still, it is possible that some of- the egali/-

-tarian lessons today's.YOung people haye,learned will. stick

with,them as they move through-their careers. The 197,5 social

mobility survey asked a sample og adult .males aged 20-70 to

'rank -s. list If 82. ocoppations aa:well as to indicate the

.

criteria placed greatest* emphasis on when condUcting

this ranking. Young respondent who had been educatedin the
1 h .

enOtronment Of postwar schools were more likely,egalitarian
..

to say, they

in terms of

evaluated the "general standing" of. occupations

challenge, style, autonomy and skill `requirement

.271
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while de-emphasiiing influence, income, education, responsibility

and'public-respect: Also young people were less discriminating.
/

intheix_rank.ingsaked to-e-valuate--eadh-
1

ooccupation n a five-point scale from very iligh in general

standing to very low; young people were'less likely to choose

the extremes. This 4ifferenceshoWs up when Lae convert the

evaluations'to the, conventional "prestige". scale with values
$

ranging from 0.to 100. Table 7.4 which contrasts-the average
. /-

rankings for.the youngest age group and two middle aged groups

indicates a consistent tendency forioung people to regard lo*
.

,

status occupations with greater esteem than older people.and
.. . - . ../ 4'

high status occupations with
.

less. esteem. The egalitarian

4,

occupational socialization of the young- group constitutes at

least part of the explanation for -this- difference.
'

'The Individ ted Orientation'

LL

We should emph sfte that the Tomoda analysis of occupational'
N :

aspirations is based f on data collected in 1966. It is uncertain

whether a'survey'co ducted .in 1976 would yield the .same results..,
-47

Several of the fact rs`underlying this surprising evidence
A

''would appear to hae undergone important changes oi/erthe past

decade.'

A

As the pos twar educatiOnal system,-initially developed,

young people were provided relatively little guidance concern.-
r,

-Ing their abilities or how these abilities .related to different

occupations. This many youhg people had not subjected their

occupational ambitions, to a serious evaluation even as late
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TABLE 7.4 ft

PRESTIGESCORES BY AGE

20=-29_140=.4.9_4_20.2--29 50= 9 20w2.9
1 minus minus
'40-49_ 50 -5.2

Univ. Prof. N,-- 82.5
M.D. . '82.8
Civil Engineer 62.8
Company Kacho
City Ks:tho. 58.7
Teacher 1 61.9
Temple Priest 57.6
COI) . 52.8
Employee in Large Org., -

Manager of Sma1 Shop 48.5
Joiner 41.7
Barber 47.3
Auto Mech. - 42.7
R..R.lAtation Man v 44.0°
Carpenter

/ 45.1
Owner Farmer 43.6
'Truck Driver .-. 40.0
Lathe 34.0
Clerk in Small Shop 36.2
:Spinner,. 4 33.8

. Insurance *Agent ' 34.4
Typist . 48.8
Frsherman. 37;4
Baker . 37.4'
Tenant Farmer. 30..2
Road Construction' 26.0%
Street Salesman 29.4
Coal Miner 29.1 .

Charcoal Maker 25.3

83.4 i - .6
64..0 -1.2

6
61.2 -2.5

-2.7
66.3 -2.7
56.2

49.4 - .9
42.9 -1.2
45.2 +2.1
'43.6 .9
44.6 r .6
45.3 - .2
44.7 1 -1.1
40.9 I - .9
38.8 , -4.8
35.3 I + ,9

+ .4
'37.2 -2.8
48.9 - .1
34:8 +2.6
36.6 .

29.3 + .5
28.1 -2.1
27.4 . +2.0
28. + .2
24.4

9
+1.1

83.4
82.5
62.o

60.2
62.1
59.5
55.7

48:5
41.1
42:4
42.3
45.2
45.5
45:8
42 . 3
38.3
33.9
28..8

37.6
45.9
36.7
35.2
27.4
27.8
26.5
25.3
20.9

-1.5

- 1.9
- 2.9

+ .6

- .7
-2.2
-2.3,
-4.3
+2.3
+5.0
- 2.2

:42.9
+ .7
+2.2
+2.8
-1.8
+2.9
+3.8

1+4.4

Source:. 1975 Social Mobility Survey.
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.
: - . - it , . . ,. ...as the' final lyeays of high school. Partly due to this 'lack\ , .. . ..

. ., of inijormation, many` young people had romantic and .somewhat

-a

G.

unrealistic orientatfons,,to the world of work. -Gradually
this situatiohhas changed (as we w' )1 indicate in some detail,.
in- Chapter Eight). A number of testing services have been

established to help' -Young people gain a .better understanding

of their abilities,- and several new occupational guidance maga-f".
Aries are. in cifculation. Furthermore; it woua appear that

4..

the post-compulsory school system has become somewhat more,,

differentiated and selective than.,'in.`the early, Since ,*.
-

- V'1962'a iarge group Of five-year' technical. colleges ha!s been .

established, and within the private posticompulsory sector one
finds a, growing division between famous and ordinary scho,ols.

All these developments assist young people in thinking more

seriously about occupaticins at an earlier age, and ,this probably
.. . . . r .
results in greiter "realism.' In that there is a class bias

, .

, - .in..educational achievement and many of the sour'cesir which- pro-
.

. .t
vide advice on occupational planning link educational t6,..

occupational achievement, "Chi's rrew, realism may bring abott a

, stronger relation 'between class's position and ,occupational

4spiration.
.Op the other 'band, two tendencies that were operative 0

. . .-t
, .in

,

the siirties but have became much mare evident since then
.

tend, to, counteract the stratifying effect of the new informa-

tion. The first Id egalitarian education with its ;tendency
to promote the motivation of all children. As each year has

- 4

passed, this egalitarian .education has bec.ome more widely adopted;
_ 1
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other things equal, the diffusion of these practices would lead
-

c.
to a steady decline in'the motivational stratification of young

,

peoplg,at,least up to .the point when they complete their pri-

mary school ducation.. Whether the availability of.realistic
. ,

information- subsequently neutralizes the primary school's'..*. . ., .

,i

Ieveallinglieffect or not We cannot,say.
i'
1; .

Secondly
-

we should-point to the new "individuated"

,,tendency among young people which, among other things, involves_

a mare selfish or self - actualizing orientation to work and life.

Increasingly young people seem to piaCe-a higher' value on their

-4 'own personal satisfaction than on worldly success.. Among the

-individuallstic orientation's many consequences is to dispose

youthto adopt a more critical attitude to occupations. There

.is growing evidence that youth are beginning to devalue the
,

.
.

traditional reward's of status. and income and to place more

importance on conSiderations such as freedom from control,
1 *-',

.challenge,-and style. We have already provided some evidence

on- this shift in connectidh!wi'th our discussion of occupational
4

theseranking. new Work orientations would also affect the

way a 1976 samplemight respond to an occupational aspiration

survey. Rather than make choices simply in-terms,of status,

taste would affect thelr responses, thus complicating the tra-
14

ditionaNlass-Ability-asprration linkage. -

Compared with other.emerL;ing values, it is difficult to

determine the origin of 'this individuated tendency. Postwar

child-rearing with its impressive level of maternal devotion,
- 4A

1
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may contribute to an indivualistic desire for gratification

and fulfillment. The school and public institutions give

much lip-service to individualism. For example, in the middle

school texts great .stress is placed on the individual's right

to. choose his job. Looking at other parts of the, school cur-
,

rigulum, we find that history books champion the courage of

individuals who have stood up for ideals, even in the face of

opposition. However, the massproduc,tiOn Character of schools

does not allow much opportunity for individualized instruction

-or ther means of encouraging individuality.

In comparison with the school expep.)ance, as youth mingle

with their-friends their individualistic sentiments receive'more

'generous support. Friends discuss how they can' meet and even

marry a particular individual whom their parents do not favor.

____Today's youth spend a lot of their time alone.. Families are

small so many youth do not have a brother or sister. The

.pressAres. to study have escalated so that much, of their flzep

40(-time is spent pouring over- books. These private experiences

. may also nurture indlvidualism-- '

Perhaps the-best.indicator of the emerging individuated

orientation comes from a question on life goals that has been

repeated at five-year intervals since 1953 in a se'ries of
a

Japanese national character surveys conducted.by the National

Institute Of Mathematics. This institute is one of Japan's'

most respected social science research institute, and.each, of

these Surveys has included a large representative sample of qat

. 2
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least 2,000 people, so we can place considerable reliance on
1

the findings. The life goals question 'goes as follows:

There are various views about one's way of life.

Of those listed here, which_Apne would you say comes

closest to your feeling?

1. Work hard and get rich

2._ Study. earnestly and make a name for yourself

3. Don't think about money or fame; 'just live

a life that suits your own tastes

4. Live each day as 'it comes, cheerfully and

without worrying

.5. Resist all evils in the .world and live a

pure and just life

6. Never think of yourself; give everything in

service of society-

The third resRonse--"just live a lifethat suits your own

tastes"--is the most _individuated self-actualizing response,

and as we can ,see from' Table 7.5, itis the response which

has become progressively more common -for young people.

-In another set of surveys, 'young people between the

ages of 18 and 21!were'askedwhat sort of criteria Were impor.,

-twit in their selection of jobs (Table 7.6). In 1976, the

majority of the respondents selected the ambitious responie.

"beCause of the possibilitf'of future growth and high

security"--while less than two-fifths mentioned the more

individualistic criteria of a-:job "suited to his or her ability

and liking." By 1971, the relativeemphasis has been- ..$

27'7
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-TABLE4F.'5---

THE PROPORTION OF YOUNG PEOPLE (AGE' 20 -22)
WHO SELECTED THE LIFE GOAL "LIVE A LIFE

THAT SUITS ONE'S TASTES" FROM
953-1973,

p

1953 1958 1963 1968 1973

Young People 34% 38% 45%. 51% -53%,

Total..Satple 21% 27% 30% 32% 39%.

.

-41

. ,
Source: Gathered from Vols. II and III of The National Institute of

Ms.themAtic's Nihonjin no Kolcuminsei: (The Japanese National
Character)
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TALE

ATTITUDES OF YOUTHS IN JAPAN

Reasons. FOr the Selection Of jobs* 1971 1956

Because the salary is high
.

.

5.9 1.2

Because inherited fr, ozil parents
. ,

'0.8 0.4

Because of suited to his or her
ability, and liking 64.4 39.6'

Because of the possibility of future
growth and high security- `17.2 52.5

Because needed by*the .society -4.0 5.6

-Because df the school prestige 0.4 0.5

No' particular preference , 6.7 0.2

No answer 0.6 0.0

r'
WAKAMONO ISHIKI CHOSA (Analysis of the Psychology of Youth in
Japan); January 1972; by the, Japan Research Center, Tokyo.,

a
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reversed--nearly two-thirds of the young job-seekers preferred

the ;i.ndividualistic response while the aMbitioui alternative

was'selected'by only one fifth.

This individuated trend has caused much concern among

:certain elements of Japan's business and inddstrial-leadership.

They.teat contemporary yOung people may be losing the hard.

.work and'companY commitment values which have played such a

vital.role in Japan's economic growth. Out of this concern,
-

,they have commissioned a number of studies to'probe more deeply

.into the emerging orientations of- youth. One, of the more

interesting Lnvolves a 'surveyol,the attitudes,to education,

work, and society of youth 'in eleven nations. Possibly the.
.

inirestigation hoped to discover that Japanese youth, while

deficient'in the traditiohal.commitment to -hard work, and

ambitions were stn.l superior in these respects to the youth of

other advanced societies. Insofar .as" the survey's sponsors

believed the results of this survey-- conducted by Galldp

-International--they were in for a shock...For example, Japanese

young people were exceptional in theirioverwhel ing approval

of the opinion, "it isAmportant in this world to take it easy/.

and_ -not to work too.
1

hard." When asked what, they looked for

in school, iTatnese young peofile were more likely to saythey

wanted .e-good education than to pick an instrumental Teason

such as "improving theii chances of obtaining a good job and

marriage." Similarly when asked "Why do you think man works ?i,

Japanese youth,were least likely among the young of the 11

nations surveyed -(Nhoose the instrumental response "to earn-
,

28.01
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monee;, rather a large perCentage chose the more individuated

A ,

respbnse "to find self-fulfillment:

:The various-pieces of information do suggest that

contempOrary-youth have developed a new orientation to-life

that 3*,Morerinward7looking and less concerned with extrinsic

rewSrds'srid social achievement. While we have labelled this

new tenden:Cy an emerging individuated orientation, this may

lead to some misunderstanding.
1

people are,"mord concerned about

satisfactiOnand.hence are more

Unquestionably today's young

their own personal growth and

individualistic. On .,the other

hand, -this ,does not mean th6t they reject group life r avoid

involvement 'in large collectivities. T the contrary, ,today's

young peoplewould appear just as posit ve'as even about group

life. They\tiention love and. friendship ;as among the valueS they

consider most.important. They enjoy school club activitie8 and
1

other opportUnities for collective endeavor.such as school trips.

'And as they move into work, most mention relations with co-
.

yorkers and their bosses as a major personal concern. Thus the

'new individualism does not mean a rejection of grouPism:, rather

, -

it seems toinvave a new' orientation to the group. The-group
.

comes to be viewed as a collection of individuals, each of whom

is seekirig self-fulfillment. A group is appreciated insofar

as'it is responsive to individual needs. In contrast, a group

that imposes...rigid and unhegotiable demands on its individual
.

..
..

members is disliked. We can see how this contingent view of ..

.group life relates to the' third emerging orientation we will
.

consider,. the new skept'cism towards authority,and established

politics:
A

1
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'Orientations to Decision..;Making and Politics--
r

other of the striking developments of the postwar

period is youth's new skeptical orientation to decision-making

and politics: youth emphasize participation rather than

authority, coopefation rather than control. These preferences

are at the gpreof the egalitaTn sentiment. We have seqn

traces of this new orientation in. the childrrearing.patterns

typical of sarariman families.

The school also plays a central-,role in the promdtion

of the participatory.orientation especially through its

formal 6wriculum. The Constitution and virtually every

other law and reg ation 'affec,ing the educational system

place much emphas s on the need to promote democracy and a
critical'oridntation to authority. According to thd Official

Course of Study for LoW,er Secondtry Schools; the first objec-
,

iive

to have the pupils take,proper cognizance of the

significance' Of indiAdual dignity and respect for

human-rights,-and-particuIerly-the-relaqpnthip
41

of freedom and rights with responsibilities_and

duties, thereby deepening their -understanding'of

. democracy and cultivating their basic cultural

-nature essential az citizens who, are to exercise

20
the people:1s soy

,Lat,,ey in a discussion of teaching abbut,electione and

dal iarties, teachers are. told that:
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pupils should be led to understand that a democratic

government is superior to ardiceatorship take note

of the drawbacks which the former is easily. subject

to, increase consciousness that sovereignty resides.

in .the people, and-foster-the desire and attitude
<

, of defending and*developing deMocratic government.21

.

At the same time this official guide admonishes:teachers from_

going overboard. It warns of.the danger of promoting an

"overly critical attitude in- studenti or of railing to reco&-_

nice the achievement, of efforts and progress in the Past."

Above all, the Course of-Study urges teachers to be as objec-
b

tive as (they can and to help pupils develop the ability. to

make impartial judgments.

-7- These official concerns are developed against a background
.

.

of frequent charges and counter-charges from both the right

and left°abput misuse or phe schools for political pUrposes.

These'charges have a substantial'basis: No small amount of

leftist.-incligxed teachers,use the classroom as their personal

soapbox. On the, other hand, there is a definite manpower and

traditional morality bias official educational policy.

These warnings at their repudiation can be understood- as a °

further extension of the ongoing battle over the schools..

. However, even if the teachers were not biased towards

a new orientation to.decision-making,.. one senses that the texts'

used in today's classrooms would relay the message. In the

primary social studies- texts which I read, I was impressed

2 83
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, s., ...
with the progressive themes sounded concerning questions. of'

/ i
t

'social class and authority. For example, ,these texts estab-, .

'
, - .-- ., ,.

r- ,

lished an explicit link between ;the authoritarian nature of -/
, ..-'

the old political'regime,and Japan's involvement in Wor
. ,

War II. epeatedl he'social science'and literat e texts

stressed the danger involved in leaving decis ns to_leaders.,
,,,-- ,

.. .

Similarly, ,ihe texts emphasized-thepeoplels role-in shaping
-.% ...,. ., -

-local governmentdecisions. HuthWaite=concluded' from a, .

thematic analysis of children's' ooks-used'in and outside .

the:. classroom that "the mot common, values found' in folk

literature were cbura
. ,

pride. ,The most on values found-in yealistic fiction

were cooperatiOn, kindness, independence, honesty and live

ofhature "22 Hierarchical loyalty was evident in the folk

. ,

cleverness, loyalty, and cultural

,.literature, but it-was virtually absent in fantasy sad

realistic literature. -Indeed "none of the.sample book; of

realistic fictionrecommended loyalty to a superior,'alleciance

or blind loyalty. Authority was questioned and even defied

n occati con." Huthwaitei concludes that'"hierarchical rela- _

tioris are much lesS frequently stressed in icontemporary
!

` "23--
texts than cooperative horizontal relations.

Moving up to/ the texts for middle and higher tchOols,

these egalitarian and participation themes becomeemuch mere

elaborated; almost to the point of ideological statements,
7-=

-Ienaga's text on modern Japahebe- history is the best known

=example because of the sensatibnal.controversy it has gene-
,

rated. The Ministry.of Education, which, has claimed the

.284
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authority o,screen texts before they can be permitted in
.

classrooms, ordered Ienaga to make oeitain alterations in

his

. . ,

history text So as to achieve abetter "balance."

Ultimately Ienaga complied, bdt at.the same_ time he decided

to take the Ministry to court for undemoCratic'act of

censorship. On the, first-round-he won, but the Ministry
.

eabsequently,lappealed and now the decision by the Sup4eme-

Court is pending.
24

Whatever the outcome, the, controversy.

11.1

itself representsa_epecial
O

.

- -.. .

to authority for-today's. young,peOple.

',. Ienaga's text, is conspicioqg for its':effort to4resent
_ ... .

- a.people'dhistory.
25

In, the pre-modern period the focus is
,.

on the peasants from whom came "the productive labor to support_
. .

- .

f-cudal society." The Tokugawa,,,,regime's exploitative policies

esson in contemporary attit4des

4

are said tohave increased fithe poverty,of needy peasants.

and lower clais city people' and Created a feeling of "serious

social' insecurity." Thus the Meiji Revolution is initiated
7, . .

.

,Apy,lower samuraiWho perceived this trend among the people.
...- .y , . . ..
rFully three page ar.2 devoted to the Free People'e-Rights
.

Movdment of
,

the early' Meiji period. As the /text moves into

the industrial era, considerable attention ins devoted to the

taibatsu and other upper. class interests who gradually steer

the unsuspecting people into war. The OtmAng immiseration of
,-

the laboring.classee:iA underline and, as at earlier points,

the great majority of illustrations are of representatives

from these 'classes. The heroes, Ienaga discusses are pre-

domtnantly'"outs" rathei than "ins.-" In contrast with old

285
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syetem texts, militarir figures are left. out altogethe4tP, and
.:e

the barest attention is given to_the military events of

WorldVar II.' on the other hand, detailed attention is given

to the horror of the war for the people; immeasurable' loss of

a

et'

life and property, the hard conditions of life without adequate
.

TfooT or sleep,. the use" of human torpedoes, the involirement of

school childr en in war pkoduction The popu lar themes con-

tinue in the postwar period combined with an anti-Ameri-dan

analysis of the cold war. Especially as the text turns to the
.

,present, students are warned ofthe dangers of pollution,

-cultural standardization, the lack ofsocial Security,. the

-growing power. of large corporations, agd the injustices of-
.

-corporate employment:poliaes which, among other things, are

said be diJcriminate against women.

Local school boards have a number of modern history

texts to choose from,in addition to Ienaga; however, those who

have read the full spectrum suggest that the Ienaga text is

not atypical.- In Other words, despitesgovernmen
J

censorship,

there appears_to be a consistent leftist bias in upper level

social science texts, against authority and unsympathetic to,

'all. but /the contributions of theTopular classes.
.

7:-Jaipanese youth tend to get a similar message from most

of the other` media they consult. Most notable are the news-

p3pers which, over the postwar period, have taken a consistently

critical attitude to establishment politics. The newspapers

seemingly delight in exposineidptances of official corruption. e

1

.'286'
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and political misconduct. They provide extensive and generally -

sympathetic coverage to poDular movements such as the student

revolt of the late sixties, the farmer's campaign to keep

their land from being claimed for, the Narita airport project,

or the various local ce:mpaigns against industriapollutd.on.

Similarly most of the .popular cieekly journals indulge in a

little muckraking at the iexpense pf.established authority.

These sources exposed former Prime' Minister Tanaka's.

cidestionable dealings in land speculation and supplied most

of the early lead's' on the Lockheed scandal.
.

As we can pee, Japanese youth are exposed to a fairly

consistent diet of cognitive material critical of, the estab-

lished institutions. This material tends -6 be approved-by

their teachers and peers. For example; Krauss notes irrhis

study of the political pocializVion of young radicals that '

high school teachers Were among the most seminal influences.
26

On the other hand, youth do not o ft en hear articulate' defenses

of establishment politics.or of"traditional authority patterns.' .

Parents, Who would be the most obvious source of a contrary,

view, repOrt that they rarely
.
tails politics.with,theirIchild-

. .

ren. And\when parents do,. they often give their children, ,

the-impreSs'lb of being poorly informed. Youth's intense

involvement in heir-peer society inSulatu them from exten-

sive contact with her adults who might.be'better informed.
..;

Finally, we shoti0 point out that the actual structures

in which young, people liV.and'play 'have striking egalitarn



. , .- ,

tendencies at least by traditional standar,ds. The modetrl
s. ...

,/}. .
.,_:.

. .
.

famil3r1- 'as.we have noted, encourages children to participate

in family decisiOn-makirig'and to increasingly make decisions

on their own. Within the family, the language of address has

became democratized: parents are mama and papa rather than
e . -

.

respectful father (otosan) and honorable mother (okasan). In.

.
f

. the schools, teachers attempt to maintain order, but at the.-t
same time they encourage pupil participation. The same can

be said 'fox the school as a whole where students are alloWed

to assume responsibility fo functions as. diverse as operating

the P.A..,system to cleaning the school grounds. From middle-

sch ools on, student, form self - .government associations which,
.\

amOng 'other-tasks, establish and enforce the rules of,.everyday
_

student conduct; the principal's rdle-in this area' is limited
-

to dealing with the.behvior of serious trouble makers suchas.
,

.. - . .

delinquents and )ersistent truants. peer group iimeractibn .
, .

.

Patterns ineludtng student- clubs also tend to have a decidedly

,

democratic tendency. .
.t .

. v . -

'Thus Japanese youth are exposed to'a select" ly .

'4:

.

egalitarian set of messages and examples relating 1..o decision-

making.making. These egalitarian messages, continuously re riforced

during the school years"1.1ead youth to develop expec atione

concerning the proper way to make decisions that stand in con-
,

siderable contrast with/the prevailing norms. Some o? the.

best evidence on these developmental patterns%,comes from politi-

cal socialization research. Joseph A. Massey in his Youth and

PoTiticsin Japan presents a number of.tables sh&ing that
-

286
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, s /
iiiiddle school. youth share" attitudes to,,auttfority arid tile ;

.1( os
establisheo4itical institutions that -are close to thilse

of aduit 0Ape4,0 H9wete,x1...4*'.y.Outh 'proceed intophigh- school
.

a' gap,Rmerges which bedome,s very, large by the third yea'r ,(GradeI A
.

. Young pe4le proyed- to
"CP

be much more suspicious .of the.

./ --. -44 '"

integiity of
,

politicians 'and. goVernment leaders: 41 percent

j,
A

. of adults and 40 percent of the second year middleszschoolers
( -

disagree with the 'suggestion that "most Diet members Are
.

trustworthy; honest men Who .do not get involved in things like
. . . .

. . ,

.

. ...

ggrafts However, 58 'percent of tenth graders aod72 pereent
. ;

, 5 %
. `

of the twelfth raders, doubted* the integrity of fthe- Diet
4

.members I. Amiiar).y. 4.n contrast with 55 .perCent. for the parents,
.

-78 percent of the .twelfth si,elgerg said they believed "a good
I.

,

Early people in the government are .dithonest and inIolve in ,

28 ,

corruption.' Young peogle
.

were more'likellY to view politi-
. I .

.
.

.

.
f-ser'ying: dr .oriented - tO a narrow

. ,

I.. * . '4 f 1 .

e'res ',.- groups,%aild. muchMore.insistent
.. . .

. -
I.

that these institutions 'should Operi up, to 'allow full partici- -

, . , , -

. -

. . ,

cal, institutions as. se
./ .

sy-

range. of powerful in

patlon by the peoplec thiersea,aame t"enderies. are identified

iri 'a larger std by Ogamura"radaq where it Ilia ,show4thak
-4 .

third Oide primary school students tend to haie a 'positive

image! of the emperor and the Prime 4nister as,leaders of the'

'nation, bit the end of 'middle school these attitudes are

'rever'sed ; rather, middle schooiers look. positively On .the
, ,

29
people and keel they should' rij.n "the government .

.

.

: One of Massey's que stions is taken from the afore-

mentioned National Chakacter survey:

289
,
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1 .

0. .
I

If. we get good leaders, the beit way to improve the,

r
Country is fof the people to. leaveseiterythIng to them

.

VII -44

rather.' than for the people to discuss things among
--

themteves.' 'k'\

%Onl'y 46 percent of the adult sample disagreed with tilis,apiniod.,

while 6 percent of the second year middle sChoolers.(eighth

graders) were opposedi_among tenth graders, 76 peraent.dis-

agreed and by the last year" of high school this .figure wastul) .

.

-4 s

30 .1
--. .- 7 ,- L.

to Si perEent. wnen we_look-at the trend ,in responseaof, -47 "-'414.

young adults to this question
.
frot 1953 to 1973 as reported in-':

the `reports on national. surveys by th4 National InsiitUte!of.
. e ,

.,
* '-.Mgthem4tits (Table-7.7), we find--a. very decided trend toWards e.

-.. : ,.

-increasing reluctance to I."leave-everything to In *

195a, while 38 percent Of the general population opposed leaving'
. .

everyting.to leadeYs, 54..percent of young adultq-26-0. years

a

pl diwere i n opposTv ition., Ovei each successive five year; .period
.the= proportion of young people opposing has:steadily increased .

.. -)

so that in the .1973 survey 7/1:_percent opposed."leaving_ every
.

It7
_ p....

thing-to leaders." This -is obviously a
.

substadtial shift-in
,,. .

opinion towards believing that the people should play a more
. ,. r- .

ac iie partiAvat"ory raeAmAnational pdlitics:. ,
,

i

' The Nati on Si Character survey also, has
, inclupOd el . ',. ..

interestinequeStion concerning respect for\the authority of:
., --..

'.. '
.,'.teachers: , b

1
.

. At .' .
..

Supp,oseAhat'a child comes hoMe lima. says thatte

has heard a rumor that his teacher has done some-

. thing to get himself into trouble, and suppose 9
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TABLE "7'7 i, )

. - - . .

CLANGING ATTITUDES TO THE. AbTkORITY: OF,
POLITICAL LEAP Alb SCHOOL TEACHERS

,
1

0
.

5.

4

.
CSryey nducteA

',

, 4

1953 1958,, ' 8'1963

bi young adults _

(aged "20-241
oppose relying .

political leaders

adults (20-0

%-'of young
1
addlts who

ody better .to-tel4
teacher) did whng -

%. of adult? .

.0) -

National. Institute of
(The qalianese National

( _

38%

50%
A

.60%

t

-2.Sourcp% Gathered .from Voli. I Ana III of The
1.6tthemati,c' s Nihonj in 40 Kokuminsei
Character)... .

1

.3.962 ,

151% 7'4.

47% 53.% 6o%

5,8%. 55% "64%

50%- 54 54%-

...

c

e
,g

o.

''414

?91

.
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that the ,,parent knpws this is' true. Do y.1 think
V ,

'a YO
; .

ftIt is better for the parent-to tell, the chid-that
... ,

is
c /
tr or to -deny it?'true,

Respondents who answer ":'deny it.;" it can be, reaso d, believe

there is some virtuekin proteCting the teacher's-a hority,1

even when the teacher has violated the public trils -:On the

, - . . I. A . :

' ' . . .

vls-14:6

other hand those: who say "better to tell,it-is true 4ightslle
. .

...-
.- .6 , 'regaraedas having less we for the authoiity0Of,teahers. *As

.
.. .

.

:. we ca n''see from Table 7,7, as with the-question ono liticar--
t .,-..

4.

..."' leaders, there is a definite (t,holIgh_not 'as Iramatid) ease
*tc%

te.

between 1
1

953-and 1973 in th6 proportion who in select ng "better
..

.66 tea4,it is true, indicate a willingness to challehgl '

.

,

. ,

.
established authority. This 'second question is particul.arly

,

interesting as.it.seems to ,generate a vsychologicalconflict ,)
,

;
I

sin young'people,. On the' one hand, having only just completed

0

4

%school (some are still attending a university) they are

Accustomed to'respecting teachers;-on the other hand,. the
. _..-,-

ryoung people feel a general distrustof established authority.
.;--' ..- ,In the immeaiate post school .yearpothe latent 'respect foil , , , ..

4,

. . .

teachers seetsta suppress the ,anti - authority atti=tudes, iUt-
.-- \. , :' It

aseachcohort grsiws older they seem to .overcome the:conflict'l

generated by ,t1i.s latent iespect, and thUs.'theirlaillingriess _

. ,

-, 1,

to affitm_that,the teacher, did wrong actually; increases (see
.

. Table 9.4) . The. figures piesented in Table 7%7 di ttas ques-

tion
.

then may not: fully represent t young people's anti-.

!

.

authority senti ent.
D



lOcation Becomes'a Constant

The three changeA in co

t "\

consciousness th t_We,ha
9 ,

,,

. Conpidere'd-Itowards a more egal tailandrien ationTobs,
.

\ . . .

," .
.( .

..\ \

.

,

\

toyargis .4,reater-individuation, nd towards reaterpar7;,

IF -* '44 4. . ' - . . \

. *tidipation=.rhave becomeprogressiv ly.more evi wit at e ch ,

graduated
.,

. A
new dohort-of posti4ar stOent!has u f om the scn ols.
.

. ''f. .\ :,

..eBehind these changes 'in outcomet:As.1\he wider a ceptance ofd
4 .;, . *, 4

\ ' \\\
the egalitarian edUdational ideal: With :each p sing year,

the proportion of teachers ed\ ucated7underthe.ne system. and. \
, ,

... hence famriai" with the' egalitarian ideal.ha7s in rbeekt4 also \ .Sk
k' -a

i .
e.

6

\
the teacher,s unto influence' has diffused ,more

CC

0 *throughout the various r

Young peop1e receive th

t

-) \
ns of ,fagan.'

,\
ost systematic

' to these' new orientations in the pri ry.49,hools.

stages in the educational process- mainly reinforce

trodudtion

ubiequent
\ \ ,

he" lessons

nistory,.of the 'primary school. In earlier periods in.Japtie
. .

due to the discontinuitiet between:the morally. restri
.

tech;

,atMotphere of the primary tchol and the remirkably-fre
.:

. .atmotpher of.the university, 1.evel, of educational attai

_ proved ,to be t.very powerful prvalues:tor of personal vilu,
. f-

exit

.
\

13nlike in.any.EurOpean societies, Jal5aneee with a univefs 5 ty

educaltion'arid especially those who moved in o white-coilar

'jobs had the, most progrestive and reformist orientations

wherea the lesser educatedmanualworkers were.more.con-
, . .

. .servative and tradition-bound. With the: liberalaatidn Of
.

*-, .
.

'the' primary school and' its pivotal role in pattkar value
, .

293
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4 .

value socialigation, ;go would expect these difkefences

educational'IeVe1 t6 dedreaSe% Again, turning to data from
-,,

' t

. , thesNatiOnal ChitfaCter Survey, We kind peisuasfye evidenCe

to this.efirect: Whereas /n 1953'an individual",$)educatl.on)ai
1

. , N:4°,g y ,* . .
.

leivel pitov-ed--",to--be--the2-mOS-i4iis-i-s-ten-t----predictor-;-or-h-is.7-1
1

a

srsponse pattern, by 1973 for; many :questions .there "were but'
.

''modest differences by educational;flevel. In contrast, age end_
(' ro

$ ,

0

I I.

.

sex had become more effective diffeientlatorA of individual
. O

1
*4,`

conscioUsness. -Ta1ble.7.3,provides"a"simple illUitiation of .

ed4ation's Aeclide as a vaiiabie.: In the 195 a.ur43 for the

,yolutigesV4ollort aged ,(2.722TE114sA_15-per erence'

.between university 'educated and. tiddle'scho I educated In
,

ffequency ,of aPprOval* for "live a life'.t t suits one's own
1

% ii,

taste;."' for :the_ young!'cOhort, the bpre between high schOol

andaniversity educated was 7 percent.

the letter group :iyad disal5peared and

middle school grodps It had. dedrqas

By 19/3 the,si:ireadfor

with respe'Ot.io a question of'atti
.

.1

etween the university and

dr to 6 percent. -Similarly,.

. ,
ude to authoiity--"Should

the Prime Minister:- go to fferenceb by educational.

1

. -attainmerit'WhichfOr'the young t cohort were _quite substantial. -

,

in 1953 (a 13, percent spriead, etween middle. school and university
i 1

educated) virtually disappe ed by:1973 (to .a 1,11erce157tread)..
. -..,

I

S..en1 .40
,Thua it would appeiri'dver thvgorStward period, espeoially

.
. for those serional orientations makfiis up the'egalithrignisenti-
. , , ; -.. 4v. .

-1, ment, that educational'at'tainment his.gradually declinedtas a
. 0

ivaf Able. With the iriasintg adoption-of egalitarian h

0

.0'

0
1

ti
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TABLE 7:8 °

PROPORTION OF YOUNG PEOPLE AGED;20-29
WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL

ATTAINMENT WHO APPROVE orTHE'
LIFE-GOAL "LIVE A .LIRE THAT
4$O'ITS ONE'S OWN.W.ST -

1953,.1963,'1973'

,

i

9

-Educational Attainment
r

'Suivey',Date 4

1953

1963

Middlg School
- ..-

43%

48%' ,

29%
..,,.

'58%
.

54%

359

High School

5.

51%

. % 4

.

35% \ -

University,

;

.

. 7
.

Source: Tobkei Suri,KenKyusho (National Institute of Mathymatips),
.

Dai,Sen Nihonjill no Kokuminsei (Third Report .on National

'Character Surveys), T.Skyo: c'Shiseidoi'1974, p. 288.

I
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A
educational goals at 'the pftmary school ;level and their

.

. 0,._._ _ ._ , )/ . .

consistent reinforcement at subsequent stages. of the' educational
.,,

. . . . . e
14..

process,,young:people indicates ever greater acceptance of the

egalitarian -sentiment regardlese.ortheir Level of educational-lb

attainment. For tfie cohorts cdmineoui of today's schools. this
e /'

sentiment a tatter.of course rather the. a ,matter for con-
. . 1

,4 .,
8

,.sideration. Educational attainment; while at one time.an
,

-0
..,:...

.,, . i
Important variable influencing an individual's values, is today

virtually a, constant :

4
,

_ .

,

Conclasion. 4 . i
.. i

.

.There is abundant evidence to suggest significanti..,, (
'continuities in the main val4e:themes of modernizing:Japanese.

i !
.

.-
,society. However, in this 'study our focus' -on change, and in

. ,

' this chapter we have identified ttrAee value'cluptere where

postwar change has been the most dramatic-7Ln occupational
,

s / .
. .

,orientations, individualisnilandattitudes'to authority. It
,. - - ,

1 \is clear that the sdhOol
V
's egalitarian education.has had an\

important role'inNbringing about these 'changes..

. By sand' large the eVidence for a class effect on youths
- 4 , -144

,

-
_

,, -! .P. . \-
1 ''beliefs in these _three areas is. weak. ,Insofar,as families

'
! 4

v from different classes `once achieved differential socializatiOn.1

4

with respect to .'these A.p.sters, the contemporary abscence of
.

,

,

,class effect also deserves-notice.
. ,. .

, It,can be.asked whethei.the-value-thangee 4 hive,

.discussed in
.

this c.iapter are important. The answer, course,

,depends
.

on the meaning of ,the question. We would not fo so far '

A .. ,

./

.
,:?96

ofi
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as to suggeSt these ChingeS signify-a fundamental alterat\ion .._
1----- -...:'- 7

.
.

..
.

in the structure of the Japanese.valiae system; thUs we would '''.
.. . - ,.

rot care to; argue T.4V..1. 3--those who will forever insist that the
A . .

.
, , . ..

honne (basi-a- aharqcter)- of the Japanese people is kuitouthed.
i

_-- I
.

St#11,--r-i cit is' iir belief' that the clianges we have identified in.:
this chapter., are not without significance.

-
, 1 I n\our account, Ttie will attempt to show how. these. ValUe 'chang,es

: .

provide'the evaluative basis for , several of the shifts toile.
.

dd-
4 t

-g-reater social. equality that .tre will bie considering at, a -later

As we. move on in

point, in thiet- 'Study%

;

ti

V

lb

*
0

0

I
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educational , 1
syste are; marked by entrancL exams- . Japanese

!., e
. .

eo I believe th,t_thieirindividual 1-1i's-ehah6es-hinge-on
. t t 4 &.

success 'in, these ekamt. Thus families devote ai(4sdiittising
, f r

. -

,

CHAPTER 'EIGHT r..
' "TILE °EXAM ,C:OMPETITION1

C

. .
r

r

TransiAon icross school 'levels in the Japanese

s
7

propo,'tiori of "their, resources towards, assisting their chil-
e , . _ . %. .. . . .--,.

dreniq .4xairt-preparation,and children devote Icing houA day
P.. .

wafter day to study. 'Over the` -postwar period the ritmber.of

children seriotisly-committirg.themselVes to exam pyaiwation
4 0 , 4

has steadily, increased, -while the number of openius at the
- 0.

elite schdols'has scarcely changed.- Necessarily compatitim

hasintensified raising several questions about. the exadina7
: ,

ion: sydtem:
. .

- 1. The Implication's for" Egalitarian VA es Competition
->,_:-.

. , , i

Conventionally yietled as a process where individuals -are-
4 --:- :l

/

pitedagainst each other,in the pursuit' of some limited and
`

x

valUed goal.. In that Competition leads'to the dbijeptive ran

o lead& to a

rankings and see

ing, of people, it can be reasoned .that Itials
=

situation where individuals intennalize these

themselves as stcperior or inferidr to othei.e. Intendified

competition should lead to an eAccentuated,,tendency of duWec-,
,

f

/ :tiVe rZiir,..41gwhich,IS exactly, the opposite Of-whAt-is achieved
,.

.1?;.1 /4,/,- , ..,,, :

in. egalitarian i681Alization-..yhidh Value trend,:subjeCtive
,, , ,, r' ' i

ianking 161. eqUalitl, is more eVidehtin'the.thinking And
,.-.,- , . - N . ',.\ S'i

"behavidr of today's young people ?,

4

- .
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. 2, EqUity. Has the growing-participation of lower
!

.

classes
.

Classes in the educational system witnessed an imp

trl their rate of successful.entry into.highe.
. .

r educational r'
.\.

.

institutions? Into. thelite institutions ?,'

3. _She Quality ceLife. Masi media accounts of the

:exaliination competition claim that it is causing a steady

deterioration in the quality of adolescent, life.

.

. _

... The Unaltered- Position of the Elit- e' Universities

-

background' -for a consideration4of these questions, let

: us first review several related developments that have .influenced

the nature, of competition; We will recall that the "old system"
-
-was alio Ch'aracterized by heavy competition to gain entry to.

an elite university. The OccupatVon opposed the "eliffier
. ,

t-4&
4

aIrit engendered by .this.cOnietition,,and promoted several
t

reforms aimed at mitigating it.

Reasoning that a reduction in the distinctiveness of

the elite universities would lead young people to cho ose

from a wider pool 'of institutions,, one of the occupatiSinal goals
4

was to- level the' university hierarchy. To eve this, the
i-A

!

central governMent was pressured to reduce the differehtials

in, its financia\l allocations, to mnivedsities: For a few shortIi.--- ---q -"---
years,, the government complied with the latter request; thus, ,

"--- -------

.
\

. ,.

f. or example; the Univerlitys,of Tokyo's -bud etaryshare shrank
I. .

. r

to about eight percent of the total allocat to all national- 4

.edUcational institutions. However, by the'Mid-fifties Tokyo's.
,- ..

. .

share was once again increasing,and by the late sixties It was

.fit
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- ti

0
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N: VIII -3

.

..., '''
Ip'--

.

up:to 15 percent of .the total. ThitslIthe Occup tion reform's ,

I

-: failed to significantly alter.the gOvernmerftrd favor-_,
-

able treatment oil- elite universities .2'
4, / 4

Moreover, the Occup-ation'faile make:d antkin most-

',Central element sustaining-st:kning-_the examination gysteMILAhellink

O.

I

"f
between th e pltigious'employers Ofithe

.

organizational sector-
,

,

and.th'i faMous universities. -While tie lemployers were con-
.

derned with the'finIcial difficultiei of some of the!elite'.

..,_

. ,

, .

universities and, openly expressed. their bell that the qualiti ..
.._

? .
.

.

. . r : '
. r---7-1

.of education was-declining,, they nevertheless retained their

confiden&e in. the ability of elite universities to attract the
.1.

most able-students. Moreover/believp0hey

sufficient_on-the-job training to make up fbr.the deficiencies
a

in the education provided by the universities, bhe major

t.

. 4-

employers continued to show - preferential treatment to _graduates
-. .

of the elite institutions. Keidanren (The, Japan Federation Of
- ,

: -
4...,

Corporations }'r reported in. 1957 that 270 out of.the 321 member
- .

corporations .responding. to its survey said they limited their
.

.
,

white collar recruitment search to graduated from-acpreferred-

group of universities; 61 of these
.

corporation cOnsidered
,

.-, -

the graduates of .five tchools or less, and, over half; looked
., 1

at graduates of _no more than ten schOols:3 The central goiern-
,

V
_8i ment, yhile maintaining that its civil service exams were open

to all; continued to recruit over -half the new memberd to its

higher Civil service from the University of Tokyo alone._

Higher educational aspiralts were well at4are'of these patterns

end, insofar as they were arhbitic us, focused- their efforts on

admission. to a well-known university.

I I
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, ..

The Increasing Nambers Involved Since World War II-
..., .

The most prOminent postwar labor forOe trend'in'Jaan.
.. . . _..

. -
. . . .

. .
thas.-eenthe expansion cif the organizational sector,' par- .

-tioUlarly the increase in jObs. :In .19591%,11

f 1

y

rflotfoe,,,- were

involved in white collar work. BY 1970 the figures were'9.9
.NA

million and 18.7 percent. respectively. RosyghlY Speaking,

within 4

twenty years .the number. of jobs)requieing_ individuals - ,

with Some level Alf higher- education: aoubled.
4

The growth in "

the white collar seOVor,not only' signified new -jobs; .,but it

also provided a new impetui to .the demand for higher'Aucation.

,ti

o.Becaiis'e White collar famlieo\lacked a family en terprise or
. .

_2..:,..,--.----7-. , . & iz.`:.:),. ,

..property, they depended on .education as the sole: means of easing

their children into -adults-pSfes. .

,7

The.occupation reforms responded to this growing demand

for highly educated' manpower by extending-compulsory education

and easing the `standards-for the establishient of universities...
f '-.

The immediate impact of re.fornis,w06,-to quadruple the number
. , ,..

--:,of university places (a doubling of those applying'toiall higher
.

_ /. . ,

. ..
educational institutions..) 5

.
.r .

. .. _

4', Moreover, ,,the reforms fOstered'a social situation
..,

.

where a mach larger proportion of the population could think

`of going to,a university., Apart from the structural reforms
4.

'of extending compulsory education, increasing the.nunal3er of

-comprehensive high sohools that prepare youth for college, and .
N

lowering the fees. at publicly supported high schools and'uni-

versities,,the shift toward- egalitarianducation (higher.
. .

tr.

V
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.14 4.414.

, - .0
*i. mean level of -cognitive performarice with Less variation). , .,

.. .4-.. ...
, .. provided wore youth with the intellectual' resources essential '

, :.. .for higher edu- cation.* This' shi2C achieved muph the dame redult :."
, . . s I

in,terms of sindividtial motivation, ':Finally, economicigroWth ,7 .. , . /
1 - ,-- .

,_____and=_he:it_-end--tbWard-si-rrectual-Ay---enab-led--a- growing pi op or-
. ,: - ...,..

tion of faniilts4d to think of sending their children. to a uni-
versity. In 19511".wh4h. asked what, steps thex, would take. if _.,

,
-

they had a. college age son, ,only, 22 percent Of the adult RoPu....'
... .

lation 'sa4..d, they wished to send. their 'son to a university. By
-t,'1960, the 'proportpn had riO,pri to 38- gercent; and b'y 1973- it was ..-.

, : : . ..,,,, . ..,
-, . 70 percent. Ih addition, with the deMoCr*tizatitn'of sex foie's-, . . -

..
of,

.,. ' -0/. - . , -
. 1. .

- 53 per6ent of
/

_all adults said they1,,,,,,41:Med to send their daughter\\ * ' ,.. 1. .#.
,

to S.,. university--or-u4or.. college.
.

,),,,,-,<,,4...A.,,_

. el?
--; ,. . ..

. , While the 0OCupationts reforms in 1973 and postWar

economic'-grokth-have'sputred the demand for higher Tiucationl,.
1

they have' of so .Created ,rablems.

period,' most patents wig; their

At least. in.the *early pas:twat,

ildren continued taview
higher seducation as a route aids ary elite '*;Obial position.

.
This °view was unrealistic, howev while= the -organizational.

, , ,. . :, o -i--
seaot. ,expanded at a rapid 'rate, 't e` expansieq occurred. Ind.-

1,11

ily among lower 1.ev.el jobs' ih-bu iness .firms. The .:gov'ernment
4--

,sector, has not expanded .notably nor, have many, new positions
84,, i

opened :in the higher rungs of the. large. corporations. .ThUsl:.,
many J,a'anese yOuth upon completing their higher edUcation have'

. not found the jobs, they expected.
. . . - ,

'This gapbetween expectations aiiid realities paints to
, . - , ....

an even more fundamental change effected by the. postwar ..



..reforms. Whereas, in the oj.d system, the several rungs of-
. *. -, .

am 'Competition and the economic constraints forced youthf: 4,- . - .
.tir repeatedly assess their, prospects -.gor.,,suctess, th'e new

, , . .1.. i

sy,5s -Om removed most of these brakes. YoCith could Complete...
, ! . -,.

.
.

Is .

go.

`the first-eight years of .school_ without ever taking an exami-
'a . . ., 4 . .- .

nation, At that stage, admission tests.,t,o high; school would -
, .,- , . ,

. 4. . ":402,--, \ ,

-7Veliminitte some -from the competition. Neverthelest, depending .

on-the...locale; anywhere ,from one t,o two thirds of. a`coho'rt

could still nurture a dr eam of making itinto a top 'level ,

. 4 -university.; in the,- old multi - track system;Thy t,he..age,of. fifte,erb - ..
,,

no MOre, than one percent of a cohort could have reined ;this' ''
.- ,., . . ....

s ,
dream.,.

It would be difficult to say what proportion of the youth ti
_- _ -

who ained.admissi-on to academic 'high schools-riurtd-red-p; dream
- . , , ,

of gang, to TOdai and b'ecoming famous. ';One suspeOts .that., at-
,

least through the early fiftieT,' the proportion was not small.. ,,, ..-,

,t ._,

Yet, most were destin
.

14,to, fail and be diappOintied. The sharp...
_ . 1 , -7 , : . ,

-acceleration in the rate of male suicides),etaeen 1945 and 1955 .
,,' -:-

;' for thec.15-19 and 20-24 age groups,.is no &oat related' to the
, . -

disappointment experienced (see 'Figure' 8.1). And the ,subsequent
1 *- 0

decline in these suicide rates to the point where they n5
- ft

1

longer differ much from the rates 'in other ,adyanCed societies
e LL I

' suggetts, that new mechanismvhave been instittited'whiCh Serve
. N ,, - , 4

1 1 t ' 1

..
0-4. 4 ( .

4, to :guide and tr000l_out" many of the _overly ambitious youth.
..,

0. ' ....,,,:,
. ' ) f ,

0
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Figure- 8 . Trends in the, .Suipip Rate in Japan by Ikge
Group and Sex, .19147 - X1965.
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...i.

.... sharp numerical Sincrease in the demand .for 'higher edUcational
. -,.

..' cn. , .

plitces is indicated in,Figure 8v2:.
. . ,. . . - - .

1
a .4

0,. ,
er education 74151M-ed to this demand somewhat. 'The-

.
4,

. .

t..* ,
, -

intitutions in ,the national and-pUbfic sectors expanded-.-1,,..,

JJ

.
(

- Continuation of Strong Demand-Through the Sixties

Through the sixties various factors 'combined td further
. ___:______-----

strengthen the demand for higher. education: 9.) growing- pro-

por4on of` each Cohort completing -high school, the increased_
' ,

affluerve* the population'enabling a greater proportion of

..faMilies'tonaricetheir,children'sspost,compu

and.i,a-contintpxing beli'ef that high

investment for-subsequent advanCement imwork._ In addition
ml

`cohorapidly inNased:' The .total number eligible to co etert

education

ucation was.ewprthwhile

_

dUe,to the postwar baby th61.aize of the university abed

, .

tz.il.high school entrance', leapech35 percent betweeh 1961,and
1, .

Y '' ,

1966';, three .year'S later the-meMbers of this inflated cokiot. .
. v.

were competing for University entraricg. Thus, iii'the 1960's

.bQths the size .of the university age 'cohort apd, the prOportion

in that,cdhbrt seeking aAniversity ,education increased`. , The

f ...

1 . . , !

sector, jriany' of the established institutions expanded their

enrollments, thopgh usually without complementa7Y expansion
, ). .

. ., , , ',..

` ..iii fixed facilities. , An extreme example is Tokyo Keiiai-
. .

. .'
0

)
,

-slightly,,though this tendency was leas,t evident in the pres-
.,

tigioUS universites.ot'Tokyo and KyOto. In the private
'

.1

UniVersityl,. which quadrupled its enrollments relative to a.

?ixectfaculty'siie. By,19701 the itudent-teacher ratio was-
s '

cr

no§

--v

.
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,
.- 12Q to 1: additton, approximately20 -n w priiate juraor

colleges; and 15 new four-year private universities were

established each year. during. the sixtieS. y the end of the
.

decade, 'there were enou places. in higher e cationar insti-,
,- 7tuti,ons to meet the demand; relative to earli r periods,

: \- -. , ...,
however,:_a- /filch .larger p roportion of these 'pi d-es wire in. . ._ .

i. . ,,.,private institutions: 13Sr 1970, eighty percent. of all: univer-
,

\ . # . ........,

sity places and.790 percent of all junior .colle e places were
A . ...in private institutions, many of- hich offered weak edUca-

,-,-tional*program.',;' .
, J. , ,

,!

Rational .Planning of Consumers

..The mass-tedieCp.rovided the aparieSe ptIbliic with
%considerable information .on the &Oren) Aind prospective

. -
. .

4- deveiopments in,edUcition. Moreover, Obonsha, one f,.the
.

more suescessful companies which?-rofited4 off the exam compete
-)

Itition by selling, exath Trep books .and' it know college..
handbook, Keisetsu begari to administer' achieve ent
tests on a nationwide basig. These enabled -students to find .7 ,

out for a modest fee how- they performed"'Vis-a...vis the3.r

cohort on the. types of questions that' they could expect \t
find on university entrance exam.:- .

While.thi informatiLA no-doubt contributed to the sense. ,,, .,
of frustration with the existing, educational system,'i it al o

induced- parents. arid children to,confront the situation land 'plart
.

a El.tional strategy for approa.ch the entrance exata 'comp ti-,

.,,
.....,

tioh. ExpectatiOris were md.r.e,-dautious than in the fittiesr,
1,

311
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. aria- more attention was devoted -to- alternatives. Assuming that.

failure "at, a preferred institution was probable, most ambitious

youth-applied to'three or more alternatives. The increased

rationality:inthe approach to-the exam' competition surly
. .

.eased. the pain of failure.

'Proliferation OT Special Routes
. .

. i. Traditionally, there have been specfal routes en to
.4 .

_
, ,47",

JapaneSe families w4o wished their chtldrep. to have highest
,... .

, .

lchence of'bUccess in the university competition. For' those

,, , . whoWrished,lo see their children.. enter the Imperial University
,

. , . 4 .. . .t.
.z,- . of Tokyo, the most. - certain andprestigioUsroute involved

,

passing
. 4.

..,,,,,t, ,'the exams and studyinkat the First Middle Sohdol and theiFirst
T

.

\-

i

''-''. Iiiifier School, b'Oth.located.in Tokyo. Because of the stature
*-

01 these.schools,-tamilies from both. local 'and outlying areas
,.,e

, 1

, a {

sent their chicldren to comp'ete. for entrance. Alternatively'

ambitious faiittlies might fpcus,on the second op third higher

..

.r)

\.(..,.-;:t.' .-

w.

schools of the public sector or certain of the private schools.. .,,
. , . .

Gakuphuin, the-Peerts School actepted an elite 'clientele,
? .1...

, _.

.1 many of whom went on to pass the exam at the Imperial Univer-

sity: To.secure admission 'to the well-known priVate aniveT-

siiA,es, parents often sent their children to the attadhed'

middle and higher school's. ,Thas, within the already highly-

selected sold system, one -could find an even more exclusive
... .

4

set of elite tracks'towards which the most zealous parents.,

steered-their chi1dren... .t...

.
,

, '. .
. . ..

. The Occupation reforms, along with eliminating two o

the pre-university collipetitigve rungs, also eliminated severa
,

4 .
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of these elite schbolg, especially those in the public sector.

. The Fiistiligher School Vecame a part of:the University of .?

Tokyo,. the Second Higher School was incorporated in Tohoku%

thisersity, and! the Thir&_Htgher_Schoorwas joined with KyotcC

Unillersity.*Ihe private elite schools remainedIargely intact.

Due tb these early -postl4ar changes, zealous pareAti could not.'

determinewhich.prublic sectoribchodlssweie wo'ri'hwhile and often
. -

ceuld not afford' the tuition' of the private schools.. :As

result, bright children accompanied the avekage to the pdiblic

:schdols, 4mml'the Mitering classes in 'elite universities -ci ape
, , , ,

from a variety of high schools. '

-With.the Egfeater. wealth of information avalikable.from ,

,

the late%1950's, zealous parents began to search for special
,. . , ,.4 .

schools and strategies that might-provide their children with -

.
.

. Y .4

an advantage. Two time-worn strategies were to hire prIpte

tutors and to enroll'in a.yobikd (preggratOry schools);
... .

needless to say, both of these institutions haiie.prospered over

.da

the postwar {period.', 'Today over one-third if.the students at
. :

.,-. ,
such elite Universities as Todai and Kyodai have a tutori,al

- .)

job. The Most famous jobiko enroll over 20,000 studehts/r- -
.. .. . i

annually in classes desighe9 exclusively for entrance exam
. . _ .

preparation. ...,

-e,*, .

,

tevertheless),these short-run Cr programs:weie not
4l. , 9 e

cOnsidered

.

as effective as continuous inyolvement in a quality
. .

. ... . ,
. .

.
1

day schoo,I program Such as had formeily been prOvided by the'
4 ,

elite .ational highe'r schools. For those with enough money,
,v .

--7
.' g' .

ore of the obvious substitutes for the el4te_higher schools

31j
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.4

were the traditional privatp school systems such as Doshisha in

..
"Kyoto or Keio and Aoyama pakuin,t Tokyp. During the fifties,

,

'

the caliber of students eptering these systems and e4e4ally
, -

tWeir high ,schools rase. To ,capitalize on their new attr4ilye-,

ness, many of these schools. made efforts'tbiimifiove their
'

. .

4).
...--- .

.-.

, Derformance in preparing students for the exam-competition.
-,- .4. ,v . . . .

.- .I T.The provides a'representative example. In contrast.
..-.

...

.

.

. witet its earlier permissive Stance, DoshiSha-began to flunk
. . . .A

:stddentufm the early fiftiei who failed to,achieve a certain.
. .

academic levelhby eliminating. the ,students;students; Doshishals

- L.

7

reputation for blacing its graduates in! good universities was.
. -

enhanced.' Moreover,* -to reassure anxious.Darint4 Doshisha

allowed .khe top half of the high school senior class to enter

,tirie of the'system's universities or junior colleges without a
. .. . .

regulaifentrance examination.. -;,4

Despite these modificationp; the broad educatIonal.

.objectiveiof Mani of the- traditional private schools as well*
4

as their complex financial commitments .placed limits on their

respone? to the new so4rkkb.t.' Thus alongside-the traditional

private' schools, several famous exam-oriented private` chOols

began toatise to.prominenee. The most outstanding example-4
.

--:

. today is Nada High Sdhooi for Kobe, which has Managed year
. ,

after year to place 'virtually its entire graduating class in
. =

1

famous universities. Altogether there are a dozen of these

schools Which, by 'Virtue of their ability4to s4lect.putstand-,
I

ing students and their'Irreedom to provide accelerated

programs-=for example, twelfth grade matCand scienceiv the

47,
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.

end of the ninth grade--pdah'manistudenta towards success in
.

the,'exams.' Because triese Schoeil-d-haVe such excellent educa,-*
.

.

seek the aid of tutors.tional prograthitheir students rarely
, '4

. . , ,' if:.
.

or other extminati find theon props and often finthe time-for'extra=, .

. ,..,. . .

'curricular activitiea: However, the tuition, at several of

theie schools is steep and admissions highly selective.
, 0/--

O

therset-of alternatives, where they exist, are
O

4 7 . s
the .attached, schools pfnational universities. 'Ostensibly,

,these attached schools. are established to
.

provide's. setting for

-,edUcatioriaxperiments.-,Today; however, they do 1141e experi-
,

.

s

mental work and simply pUrsue quality education: Blessed with

.

exceptiOnally talente44teadhers and,budgets several times that
f : .

*r 0.of4a norMal,public school, the attached schools achieve excep-
.. tional results. 'Year by year their graduates have improved

-.-

their position in.the.exam.competiElon. In'the 1976 compe-
,

.
i-- ;

,
fr

tttiOnt

attached'schOols -ranked6Second;,third, and fourth in
1, ; .,.

4 0
.

terms of the number-sent Toda and fifth and tenth forto Today:

4.KyOdai. --

,

These two
,
types or - special schools are primarily

, , ., . .
'located in urban 'areas and, hence, not readily accessible to .

..,..
tr.

.,. .

-.the majorit.of Japanese cliildren.9 Thus, in.-responae. to
,.

2.
,.

public pressure, local school boards) in several latefectures

have taken steps'-to re-structure the public school system .in

order to help local children prepare fbriphe'exims. -The usual
, .

'strategy hasbeen tbemOdify the Occppatkon's neighborhOOd---_

do'hcioI principle small'clistrict,OstiM) by grouping several'

high schools into a "middle" (2-6 schools or "large" .(7 o core)

315 1f
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district, and establishing -a hierarchy among theseschooli.,

Ps
At the first school of a given district, a special accelerated

z

program .is offered to those students ;ill(' obtain top grades
,

during their middle school days and excel in the district-
\

wide high school entrance exam. In 1956, Only two of Japan's

prefectures used the large district, but by 1960 the district

"was 'implemented in 17 prefectures. In 1967, 33 prefectures"

employed.,-this-principle.

The Juku Boom

In the

planning a ch

.attached scho

-.kindergarten,o

9

a

case of the attached schocils,Aaarents found that

ld's education began atrbfrth. Many of the

ls admitted.the majority of their students at the

primary school level, allowing only Modest

numbers- to transfer in thereafter. Moreover, while the schools

were "national" in name, they generally restricted entrance to
.

a

students living withima certain commuting distance. To over-
:

come these_Obstaclee, interested parents had to locate their

home nearby and,restrictitheir,,,mobility-until after-their.

children matriculated- -a step which no small number actually

took.

. In contrast \the famous,Priyate schools placed fewer
e ., .. 0

'non- monetary barrier's on entry. goit admitted Audents by
. .

_
. * - .

- ..,;,. -
. exatination'at,tfie point'of passage from compulsory educatiOn ,

.' . .

(ti-loui5h Atabu Gak4n.dand Kyodo admit most students at the -end
, .

________---__
tif zrima-ryschgar)-7Niso 'these schools' tended 'to accept.3

. '

students without regard to residende; in 1976.1,61 percent of

1
9

-

4-

0
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the students attending:IaSalle,High School in Kagoshima were
r

from other'prefectgres, while 26 percent of the students at

Azabu Gakuin Middle School came from outside, the'Tokyo,Metrq- .

politan area.'
. _

T

To prepare. their children for the exams, to these famous

Achools,tmany;,parents have'reortect to the same tactics that..

are alreadylciimon at the-univ/,ersity entrance stagerhiring

special tutors and senctfng their Chi4r.g.rgn.to special review

schools (kriown.as,gakushiujuku). e--

Another development that has,con'tribdted td the, consumption
.

1. 4

of extraLeducation is the demanding curriculum of public schools.
.

st

r

ti
In response both to' parental demand for accelerated education

and a "scientific" conviction that children were 'capable of
.#

learning more; the, central -government in 1968 sharply-upgraded

the difficulty of the curriculum as specified in the Official
a

Goutse-of Study: For. example, first year =students in, Japanese

1 uage were now expected tp memorize 76 characters, 30 more

-than before the reform; second year students were expected to

know 221, an increase of 70;'by :the sixth grade,. students 4eref.

_expectep to memorize 9961 115 more than had-been previously

required. In. math far more difficult problems, have come to 'be

assigned -after the'1968 reform; as me can'see in Table 8.11.

these problems easily outdistance those found in a typical

11.meriu.n.fotirth grade text..

While this accelerated ourriculum was designed to

,accommodate the brighter youth, it has proved too-challenging

0
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PERuENI: ute,STuDENTS ATTENDInJUKU BY GRADE LEVEL AND CITY SIZE

I;

,Total

Cities over 100,000

.30,000 to 100,000

.8,000,to 30,000

.Smaller places

GracTe,:fevel'

.Primary School

1 2.3. 4

e

4.8 7.5 11.9

5.3 j 8.1 14.6

4.9 8.4 10.8

57' 7-.6

"0.4 32 2.7

, 5 6

'Middle School

2 3

.19.4 26.6' 37.9 38.7 3z.4,

24:2 33.3 - 43.9 44.6 45.o.

16.3 38.5 39.3 :36.6

11.6, 15.5... 29.1 29.6 27.1'

5:3 5.7' 13.4 11.9 9.9

v
.

Source: ,Mombusho, zenkoku no'Gakushu Juku Kayoi no Jitsuyo (National Pattern of Juku AttendanCe
Interim Report of the 1976 survey).- Gyosei, 1977. i *

.

F
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r the slow learners. Teachers generally try to pull the

slow students along; in some schools, ,especially those for .

, ,.,
.:,,......,.. ,.,

;t7...

minority groups, a. special. program of review classes s-and
.

review
(.. .

. .

.. a

sulaervised:study is.set,up for the.eveni:ngs: -However, given.,

the pace ol"thi officially prescribea,"currioalum, most

teachers" find it -imp os'il.ble to reach_ their entire, class . The

staaents who dO not learn inschoof have to learn elsewhere' to
,4.

keep 'up 'in the Middle and high schools and to.. compete for
. 4 . . ' . ...' . . " .. .t

university entrance. Their parefttsl. thusy,often.send.themtio
1 .

. . t

`an extra - school..

.
1/4

The Juku Boom ,

:.
.

. :.-
. , ,

Ohl intensified exam competitiondlas alsored*to the ...

,

establishment'of numerous study centers, or gakashi juka,which
.. I,

many school children attend after coMpleting.theirnormil school

routine. For somechildrehl 'these centers serve as a means to .

keep up with' the rlorYnal curriculum, As rioted earlier, in 1968
.

'dle..goveinmnt added fa large amo of material to he:already
.

demanding curriculum studied b primary arid- middle school
1c F

students. Table 6.1 illustrated the increased dOmplexity of

,math texts. In Japanese languagel!the reform increased the
4

' number Of characters young people mere required to memorize:
u

from: 40 .to*76 bythe-ehd_Oftfie*fitst year,of-primary.schooll

from 151 tp 221 by the end of'the'thecond year, and so on.

*Similar changes were introduced in otheriCoursese These
the . .

1-

changes ode it impOssible'fOr-the average student to roaster
.p. : , .

the curriculum durihg ndrMal. 'school-hours. Thus man'' have . T
1 ' . ' T . , 4r ..

turned t6 the Ouku:as an aid in covering the normal ourriculuM.

O

S

A
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In other inStances; parents ho have special plans or

their child's educatiOn such as admission x-ohe of the famous
.4.

private'middle.or high schools send the-child, to a4.1Liajfof

special advanced instruction, Some jukus actually specialfie-

in 'preparing their students for entran6e to *particular famOus

schools sor-univeisities. An unusual example is one juku which

*Specializes in preparing youngsters_tb "bOome doctors. This

Pre-d6Ctor juku attempts .not, only tO.provide its chargeswith
.

-the lc owledge it wills need :to pass the exams but 'also with the, man=.

herlsms appropriate .to thejYrofeision. Thus each day the.
4r .

'

young students, many of wh8m are Still'in pripary school, wash

their hands upon entrance to the. juku, don white robes and a
-

.stethoscope, and proceed through a routine Which may include
r

anything om the review of, normal school Work-to an*animal
; .

clissectiOn.. T e juku .`eseion,ends at eight in the
.

-k.,lm evening with the young trainees tired and_hungrsi., just as they L
.

.

,., , i - 4,-
, r .can eXpect.tp be a few years later if they s,uCceedirl becoming_

i. 10.. l'
-. . .,

--1 . an th-tern at a medical sahOol. 4'

.0ne somepthat sensationairaAlcle in tfie.Asahi Newspaper
.

reported'aS follows: r.

ExtracurricUlar studyinuhas become an indispensable

element in the dailx,life of today's children. A

JUly 1972 survey of fifth-grade students showedlthat

80 percent of the -boys. and 86 percent ,of the-girls a

were taking outside lessons. It isTfar from uncommon .

for a child .to be gettingNxtra to ring on4londay;

O 32/
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Wednesday and Friday, and lessons in VI
Tuesday. ;piano on )Tursday and swimming

This particular .survey surely arerstatestde d

utilization of juku. No other survey, even in-the Tokyo area

!where academic competition is most intense, reports such a high

n.tine'on

,On Satutday:11

egiee of

proportion" of fifth graders.. Moreover, ,.the survey fins to
. ,

. :'''
idistinguistibetw.en partiOipation in

4.,.31

exam-oriented activities
-I '-,1_,

- and---others

buch.P

as piano lessons,
c;

ligraphy;:juda and so. on;. -
4

indeed onlY26,perCentofthese,Takyo fifth gyaders'were in-.
, . ..

volved in acadetiC extra-lessons.. Surveys in other areas repott

.quiteoodiverse,proportions. Table Pi2 whiCh presents the

.resuls for a national survey 'Conducted by the ,Ministry of
,

Education suggests the following.generaliiationd on,juku;

"attendencet._

,(1)-relatively Pew students tame Spedial Studies

thr6ugh he first years- of primary scriooll. (2) 'the' number,

, increases to about 25 percent near the completion of -primary

school in preparation for middle school entrance exams, and

(3) once in- middle school, the number gradually increases to
N04

about 50 percent by the third year in,preparation for the high
, .

.scbcol-exams. - )
A 7 .

,
J Not onl are laipge numbers of children going to-juku; but

,

A

n the last Sew years tt-is reported -that several thousand. have, . . - . .

created14a new class of ronin. Failing entranceto their, pre-
-

ferred high'schooll these youths hay-v.-decided to devoteanother

year to preparation rather than settle for a second-clAts high
4

k.schoo14. While the itnstitutions today have the same -nominal
. .

4
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Character, areare becoming juit as .stratified as in-the old-
:,

system. .

Actua).V, the exact fiutber, involved Juku,and high
,

school ronin phenomena is unimpoAant. The relevant pointH.'s

that public opinion believes that' the number is,a0'ronimicali.

and that .the quality of youthfal life is Li. jeopardy.._

.*7
, r

The Quality of Adolescent Life

/

i: The.groWing public conc&n,igitritheexarinron system)
, .

,

4,

is,based on,the fear that the 1ris11/gment4o.nd lompetition it
,_1

-generateshas caused,!:a Acline,in the quality of,adolescent
, A-7 4 , :t:' ' ,r-^,-----"..

/life. Various sources report the II1 effects. of the examination

1systems Young-children: report being lonely after school because
:, .'

most'of their playmates attend efjuku. Parents report that_

their:childreq,have become so accustomed to org nized activities,
O

/ .1'.... °, N 1 .
whether at,the 1.41.11cu or' sch ol, they-they forget how to_play by.

(
themselves. Almo 40 er ent of all sixth ,grad irs now . ehf .

glasses--over double the proportionof.20 years eigo.
.%

Principals at academichigh schools report that many
.. , . . r .......,,,..,

of,their,plub activities hive'been abandoned by the students.
-L.

Surieys of youth time budgets indicate a growing,aboUnt,of,

time devoted to studies and declining amounts to exercise and

leisure. The annual survey of physical health conducted by

the Ministry of Health shows'that"Japanese children,,are becom-

ing tallei and heavier'(tnanks to improved diet) but have less

endurance and strength. One-testimony to this decline has been

e failure'Of Japan to win gold medals in the recent international

-
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Olympics, excepting inftraditional fields of'

as judo, women's volle-Yballl: and gymnastiis,

fields one of ihelaTgest,t4s.

VIII -22

,

strength such

even though it

While the exam lysmiik-responsible for many of-these

trendsl.some qualifications are _in_order. -Some of the trends,

such. a$ the growing incidence of mioPift and, declining physical.
.

endurahCe can be -just as easily attributed to tithe( factors:

the.iporeasing4proportron of youth 'living in' urban settings
7. .

-where physical education i'aCilities are scarce, and the changing

quality of the adOlescent diet. However, perhaps the most
9.

important qualification concerns the relative incidence of

these problems.
,-. -

- As we have noted, increased academic petition 'has
. .

resulted iri ah unofficial re-,diffe.rentiation of academic tracks..
:.. .- . .

At lthe-top are the'famous private and. university- attached high

schools which select the ebiightest from each adolescent cohort.

The blaii!room pace-at these schools is-more accelerated than

in°the ordinai7 high schools; yet, because of the intellectual
,

aptitudes of the select students, the pace doei not constitute

a burden: Moreover, the4high quality of the school's.educa-
:

0

.tion program obviates the need tdKattend juku or other extre.:'
e

Mqst of these advanced schools Y ve a reasonably

. active program of club activities, and 'man of the students

in these schools fihd time to develop ric friendships. The

major constraint encountered by the 4tudents is the commuting
*

time betwee°, home and school: Many spend woll over 0 'lout
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J A day on the train. More iMportantly:, the hoMis- of schobl--
\

mates are widelY dispersed, Making weekend visits and summer:
..,-_ 4,, _ .

outings difficult to-organize..
.,1,

_,

. 1

Sotewhat distinct from the elite track is -.the. large

... .*

. number "of lesser private high schools which are attached to,'
.

and guarantee their graduates entrance into second class private
...

uniVersities. At these high schools one .is also likely to -rind *

,-. . q 1 -

an active dlub.life. deed, some promote this aspect of their P.
, i

program I;trougA vthe aeti,recruit*nt of outstandidge.thletes
... ,

.

. ., i. .-,

-and the energetic support ;of sports: This is Mine in an'effqt

,

"1""...

-.',. , ;

to attract new students and thus insure a large enough student ....-,.

body,to enable the school to cover its osts,

'The.,second major track which remains relatively

sheltered `from exam: system' pressure s the Vocational high

/ .,. school system: Technical colleges which 'combine three years
-

.,_ ..-,...

of.high school and'two.yearsof college ay be included in this
_ ,.. -; )." .

.

. group.. Once a _student enters a school I this group, he,
,_..../ .

essentially removes timseif'froi-the com etition for higher
, .

educklon.1 Most of these voc4Rionally oxiented schools also

°

maintai0 a vigorous club systemygich,man ges'to involve many

of,of, their, students.13

Apart from the above groups, ther /remains the much

larger group of.public and private acadtmic=prientediligh

schools,: It.ke. on the students of these -institUtiO sthat the

academic pressure has' largely fallen.. Two-7de

---
.academic competion,was_not so intense, students

ades go, when
.

n the- academicI,
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courses of public schools were able to enjoy' a full school

deadlIhr-dfteigy to both their studies and a wide vaPiety
(

of scRgol club activities. The athletic clubs thrived, even
(s.

at' the academically oriented high sc ools, andin the- national
. .

.ineets they were often able to meet 'he competition. The base-
.

ball teams of,public academic hi=gh .-schools Won (DP placed oh

several occasions in the nati nal f
0

However, beginning

in the 19604s, the: teams from vocationally oriented schools;
I I% *If

especially the commercial schools, rose to dominate the

national competition. Similarly, the.industrial'high schools

.±
em national soccer co vetition. The

0-

-.youth_ at theopubklc academic high schools, -While possibly

still capable'of.iraining to' a competitive level, no longer

felt theyvCduld devote thetime. A'il hour of spots meant an

hour eway from the hooks. The, increasing, academic competition
.

0 .

has gradually eroded the extracurriculum of the. public

academig highschoOls.15

.

-..

Equality of Educational Opportunity

'''Ttie exam system is much trialignekbecause of the great 4
1."0 itY.

pres=sure placed In Japanese youth to study long hours and on

Japaneseparents.to spend heavily on their phil

.tion.' While the exam system fosters inegalitari

en's prepara-
.

tendencj.es,

.-.it is also important to' not its nandakentar egalitar
r '

nature:. The Single criterion of..gamissibn to a pref ired
.

..-- li
.,.

.school is examination performance; d:studentals background and
P

''.

wealth are of iittleimportancet AtIthe_elite institutions

there are no excebtions...The exceptions only begin to-occur

as 'the fame of a school declines., ,.
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Idcontrast with Japan's' rigidly mniversalistic

'admissions standards, standards elsewhere are tempered by money

and influence'. In/America, forexample, a generous contributor

to Harvird can expect that tds child will be admitted, ever if

not fully. qualified.' The, Ivy League schools promise td accept

a certain number of graduates frgm the, New England preparatory
,

schools, even if these applicants dce not measure up to all the
4

admission 'standards. These practices are maintained to preserve

,the character, not to speak of the endowments, of America's

great private Universities and colleges; Some say that America

cen'afford this small degree- or parttcalariiM because univer-:

salism Is firmly institutionalized in most of,its social insti-

-tutions. NeVertheless, these practices contradiqt the claim

that,everyone is equal in America% The elite public schools of
.

the U.K. provide an-even_m9re donspicious example of'particu

laristic gate-keeping..

Government leaders in Japan point with pride td tfle
. .

:universalistic character of their exam systeml'suggesting.it

as a guarantee of equal opportunity. In this vein, a recent

White Paper prepared by the Economic Planning Agency's Bureau

on the Quality of National Life-drew on social mobility surveys--

7 conducted- in several advanced societies to demonstrate that '

16
Japan's elite class is the most open of"all. However, this ' !

particularanalysisl.and for that matter the 'entire question
.

of equality of opportunity in Japan, needs to be'subjected to ,

more rfgorous analysis. ,Restricting ourselves here to the

question of equality of educational opportunity, the folAwirik
4

,observations seem appropriate.,

'.4 321
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1. OneJ'sue concerning equal, educational opportunity:

is the total ;number of places ttot have become available for
...-

young *people in thd educational system, relative to the total:
.

. number of young people. 'From this' po int of view, the Japanese

system has bedome progressively more equal. Since World War

II, it has provided sufficient plates to educate all youth for

nine full years of basit'compulsoryeducation. Moreover, the

number of places for high school and university education

have steadily increased,, 'so that.1*-1975,92 percent of all

**"Thigh school age youth 'and 38 percent of all*dollege"age youth

were enrolled in therespeciive schools. tn.terms- of provisions
A . ,

4
for attendance, contemporary Japinebe education-may provide A.

.
,

,greater opportunity ,than any other system in.. the world. Also,

the average number of years of school attendance for Upanese
. .

adults is among the-highest in the world.
.

2. A second issue is the extent to.whict.a.children 'from
.

At. different social imei" Ifgrolinds are, equally successful in takingit 4

advantage of the available opportunity., Until recently,

goVerilments d'I not collec,t data relevant tothis-qugstion,
. t-e

,, making it difficult to. arrive at a very,, satisfactory answer.

,HOwever,,wemay address the question%from a longitudinal
e

perspective by examining-age group data from socialotobility,'-:

surveys. 'In the.1975 national mobility survey, 'age groups are .

zufficiently large to provide*reasonebie aPproximations to

Successive cohorts born from the-turn of the century to 1951-55:*

S.

-
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Figure 8:3". .Mean EduCational. Attainthent by 'Cohort Age Groups for ,,Four O'ccup'ational
" ClassifiCatiOns Tabulated for Japanese Males of 1975

;
;1 4

Educational ,Atainin:ent

;

University or graduate
level equivalent .

(6 years- or mOre)

-

1. 0

Technical ozojunion'
, college' equivalent', - 7:3(14 year's)

.

High, school7equivalent
`(12 years)

1, it

,,
..

,
r. -

, .. " c., ..-,
, , ....

Middle School ,etiu4ivaldrit ...

,(9 ye3rs) ,

'45

;13riniary-school eqUivalent,,
: -'-(6 years)

4

t,

r

e

L.

"1910. Qr
earlier

a

l 11 -20

Years

'r

4

:

'3.923.-3q 3.943.-50 19.,p1-55

during which cohort born
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In Figure 8,3 we present our estimates of average level of

educational attainment_ (calr2lated on 'a scale from 0 for no
.

.

. school__ to- 5" for univerdity attendance) over time by fati2.er's

background. We, might first point out. the steady increase in

-the average educational attainment for'each successive cpho

the oldest cohort, born 1910.or earlier, had anaverageeduca-

attainment` equivalent to teday172- mi rldl e school level

(approximately nine years); the youngest cohort, born between
' t.

":1951-1955,-had'an average attainment sOmeWhat in excess of the
. . *

,

high school level (approximately 13 years).

The relative 'attainment:of;.and-gains tn.educational

level varied widgly by ,social clas.s of Origin. dhildren of'
.

elites have always been the best educated and thus have hg1- J
little" room for further gains. Those born 1910-or earlier .

attained, on the average, somewhat more than a high School

education (approxiMately 13 years); the youngest elite group.

born 40-45 years later, have only improved on this.p.verage

attainment by approximately years. The numbers 'in the

4-4 sample with elite backgrounds were comparatively fpw, however,

, r .

so ,percentage figures are. potentially misleading.
. i

,
. .

.

.. - ..

In contrast, dhild-renlm manual backgrounds boriiat
0

.. .4.

. the turn of the century-d6tained on the_ average a middle

school education with only 16.7 percent attending a higher

educatiOn4 institution. While the oppdvtunities.for edu
.1) ,

cational upgrading were avai

4
ble to-this class, relatively

few took advantage of .them. either their average level of
.

..i. .

,
.

.

educational attainment (middle school for the oldest_cohdrt,
,.,

.1,31
5).

4
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TABLE

CLASS.'RACKGROUNij
a, .

r.

Cohort
Period;

1910' or earlier

1921 -1930

940

14-1-1950

1951-1955

Elite White
Collar

509* 7.6

46.1
(26.9)

24.8
(34.9) (4-1)

7
16.0

(68:i.) (15.3)

63.8

58'.6

(58.6)

(3.8)

11:3
(6.5)

Man al

C , s

16.7
(0.0)

Farm'

7.2
(1.8)4'

2 Total

10.0
(1.1.4)

18.8 6.4 _12.3L_
(0.0) .(1.9) 7(5.o)

9.1, .3 . 15.1
(3.0) (05.9)- "(7.4)

9.Q '16.9
(9.5) (To) .(15.3)

25.7 e0.4. 7.2
(2.4) (16.3) (4.6).

.iq'Or'the oldest cohort
background and both went to
of 100.0%...Howevelil a 1965
cohort so we have

0

_

20.1-
(17.1)

20.6 ' 24:2- 35.4
(16.2): (11.7) , "(30.6)-7;7

ere was'one or two,cases with elite
ivereities_yielding.an actual figure
tional survey indicated. for

A 50:0% as a reasonable: estimate.

O

X
s .
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high school for the Youngestfa gain of, only 2years-of'scho61.

- attendance)4hor the proportion 'attending higher eddcational
.

institutions (16.7 percenl-for the oldest dohort 20.6 percent

'for -the youngest) showed notable Ampvement.

Relative .to the-phildrenfrom manual families, those from .

farm backgrounds have made somewhat greater advances. Infact,

starting fre;tekt.lowei levels
.

have surpassed blue, ollar

on both indicatbrs,farm children

Children in average level.. ©f educa-
.

tiona1 attainmentArid proRqrtion going on to'avhigher_edudational

institution. However, the "gains for the children from: white.
.

-collar backgrounds are the
.

most impressive of all.
..

Whereas
,

.
, ,

.-ec.ly 7.6 percent of the oldest cohort attended a higher educa-..
. . .

.
.

.

. .

tional institution, the propOrtion roseto 50.0 percent for
. -

, s .

the most zetent cohort. Simultaneously, the average educe:-
$

I
tionalattainment increaseptfrpm slightly more than the middle

: -

-school leveljabout___10years) to just belOw Junior *college:

leirel...(ndarly 14 years).
:

Thus, looking at long-ttrM trends in educationa:1

wttainment we find significant differentials in the extentto

Which specific clasak haye.respondka" to the increasing
. ... . .. .

availability of educational opportunities. The gap separaEing
o '

the elite- children from the rest has narrowed somewhat. On the.
0

=bther hand, the gap between white c011gr a ndlcaue collai,child9err
has considerably widened while that between white collar and

farm"Children.has incieased,somewhat. Other 'data. notpresenred

here indicates that the .children from modern-sector; white-,.
o

collar managerial and profeSsio6.1 homes have made the greatest

gains in their educational attainment.

1
0
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3., Behind the nigh educational. attainment of `elite

nhildreh and the rapid `gains of children from white collar

homes is the exceptional strength of teamilial support. A ,

,

number of small-scale studies show how such supportimoti ates .

. . . .. .

children,trom these backgrounds' with only average ability to'

continue school, while more tklerited children froth farm.and
.

,blue=cAllar'bagkgrounds forego fh.trther:education: As one

illuitratioril Ushiogi. efi al identify those tactop as-sodiatd

with dropping put after. middle school in *rural Gifu -ptefedture

In'the year Of this study,. .1972, only 14.3.peicent of all middle

school graduitels decided toregd further study; children,

from agricultural and blue-collar backgrpunds Predoiinated

amongthosewith low grades and those who'dropped out. Howeverl.
Ott

focusing only on-those with respectable grade average's of 3.0

or above, we firid.a definite bias for.upper class children to
- .

persevere while lower class 'children drop out--10.3 percent ,

fo children ffom farm hoiesland 3.4 percent tor blue collar'

chiIdten compared to 1.7 and .4 percent for,white collar and

managerial children respe'ctiveli. pri 'the bother liand, 76.'9

percent of white collar children with low grades went on to

4:"

\'

'high school; whereas only57.4peroent of the blue collar

children withlow grades continued. These'class effects, . \

-._ whith are independent of demonstrated -etility, become. even ,
.

,more exaggerated at the ,stage of university ,entrance. Clearly,

something the upper classes' provide their children With comPen,,
.

sates for ability, even in an education'ai system where ability'

is said to be. the sole crilterion fOr success.

3 3 4
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We may recall our earlier discussion at the end of
4

Chapter Six.concerning the nature of Japan'S universalistic

exams. We suggested there that success in these exams depend

as much on effdrt as ability., Unquestionably, upper class
,

families carf provide their' children tv_ith- -the quality of home '
,

circumstances most conducive to systematic and utlisturbed

study in, preparation for the exams; also,

are better:t.ble'to afford tutors arid, other

uppei class families-
:

.educational aids.

rri 'coritrasti children from lower Class hdmes fell much greater

'pressure to either excell in school leave.7her-cannot

afford the 'time to deyote themselves to*the advanced study
t'

often. required fdr entrance' exam success. Thus,AfrOteEd to

,witndraw even When they ha've abilitY.:\., ..

4 While the discussion thus 'tar has focused on general

trendsin educational attainment,it is also important'to

consider the cless, trends 'in, entrance to Vie bmall group of

elite edUceConal institutions,(esp4Ciatly the .University of

Tokyo)' thet are believed to cOnstitute:the,gateways: to dis-
..

Itingaished carders'in public service, big busIness and the

professions. While edudatidnel opportunities in general have

rapidly expanded oyer:the.postwar'period, the.eize of many of

these elitegateway institutions haS remained relatively con-
k

_I'stant. The Law Faculty of Tokyo University, the most elite

.among the elite paths; has increased its number
°

of places for

entering :students by only 20 percent over the postwar period.

The University'of,Tokyo'as a wholehacexpanded by only 50
. _

s

q
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/
.percent., and much of this growth has been in the technological

.

specialties which normally do not lead.rto7vI 'e-careers. Other
.4-

elite universities; especially in the privatel'se tor, have'

expaAdad at faster ,rates. Still, as a general statement, it

"

is correct to say that the number of openings at the top lias

. increased but slowly, whereas the /lumber of;aspirants has

rapidly expanded. Perhaps the moSt.imPbrtant'queition in a
t

coneideration,of Japan's educational opport6nity is who wins-in°

the competition for thebeelite* university places..

.4 ,

There are dbvious reasons why the children of the

privileged classes sfrould achieve the highest rates of success

in this competition. It is, generally that the consukil.

tiorl. of Various forms7.-Of extra-education, such as attendance at
s,. ,

.

juke, special high schools, yobiko, and lessons from household

. tutors, aids in the preparation for the diffiC4t entrance exama

of the elite universities. ',However, tr?.se ektra-educatiOnal

programs are not cheap, and Lhc.ir price:tags.have actually increased

at a faster rate than average-gains in the standard o£ living.

?
A recent publication reports the following amounts that parents

(in 1976) nad to-pay to get their children into several of the

better knc4nTrivate schools.: 17401600 (about $2469) at Tamagawa

.

\\
Gakuin; Y695,500 ($2318) at Ueno Gakuen; and Y665,700 ($2219)

at Azabu Gakuen. 18 Monthly'fees and%tuition at these schopls,

run,around Y30,CIO0 (about $160) something like, one-fourth
.

of the average monthly family income in Japan. Admittedly,

`other schools are not so e pensive. Nada and Koyo, two of the:

outstanding, charge about half a.,s'.much; still, this is a sub -

,z,

:stantial sum.

'336
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!dearly not all efamilies are able or wilItng to afford

these avenueai. Local areas differ widely in the.average

amount,families pay for these services: Looking onlyat

payments for tutoi4a and academic juku, we find that tree, 1972

average in Wakayama (Y9713) was 16 times the average in Fukushlma A

ig
(Y620). In general, the average was highest in the more central

1 cities and Dhose places noted for their eduCational zealotry

such as Tokushima. .This trend would be more sharply indicated
.

,tby, expeddiiures for private middle and high schools, which tend.
.

to b'e located in and receive students from the large urban areas.
+AA 4

There are also subitantial tdifferenpes by parental income

and status. Expenditures tend to increase with income. .Roughly
A

the same trend exists for status; however, it is the highly
.

.3?

educated families who depend,on salaries for their income,

ether thin the self-employed and the independently wea thy,
.

whOlspend the greatest proportions of their incoMe fOr ducation. 20

TheSe families are especially. zealous. for they realize that

theXr.childrenyis access to the Career lines that will maintain,

the family's social status depends.on'educatital success.

While thd famous private middle and high schools use
4.'

lATdrs4listic exiMs'toselect entrants, the high tuitions
I

they charge tend to,restrict the range of applicants. Within

,this'limited-grqup, parental income is associated, with extra-

.

schooling and-preparation for entrance examinations. The famous'

schOols,no longer officially realise information on student

bdckgrounds, but reports from the.independent weeklies suggest

they admit a highly select group. For example, one weekly

337
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reports that over 25;.percent of the third year students at,

LaSalle Mile School were the children of medical doctors.

ame article Indicates that the fathers of.over half the

dents:-'at Azabu Gakuen were either managers 1bilreau chiefs

private companies, while another 15 percent had fathers in

:1-Th
the higher civii.service.

21
4

,TUrning to the university lever, there is ,ratherlea.r

evidence that a growing proportion of students come frc- higher

income groupsp .despite the fact that the university system has
.

. 'vastly expanded over.the.pas two decades. In thd-national
1

sector, which chargetha modes tuition-and includes many of the

best-known insthcrtiOnsthe proportion of students With family
1..v.-.

. . 1
. :

incomes in the upp.t two-fiftWs increased 45 to .58 percent,
,

, I

between42961:-74 (Table 8.3). Moreover, data. released by the
.,.. '..

,

. 1_

Uniyersiti of Tokyo indicate that agrowing proportion, of its
-1

entering student body comes from high status families. (See
a 0

Table 8.4). The most notable trends are the increas.es'in the

P

proportion the homes of private sector executives (from

4
3to 6 perCent between 1959-70) and private slIctoremployees°

,
(from 31 to 39 percent); in 19701,two,third's Of these

employees,were managers.

Since .1970 the university him pot officially released

gdata on 'the social background of its ofttering students, bUt the

newsweeklies haVe conducted their independent surveyp, and these_

suggest a continuation of th above, trends; One weekly said
.

that 17 peyeni of. the enters 8,1976 class came from, families

,
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T'ABLE 8.3

4The..Percentage of All Students from Each of Five Strata of
Households based on Income Differences.' (Each strata repre-
sents 20 percent of all households in Japan.),

r

VIII- 35

1 -

-A. Natiorlal
& Uni7sities

I (lowest income)

II
III.
Iv

"
Nir(highest.income)

B. Private
Universities

II

IV

V

C. Total All Four
Year Universities

V

1961 1965 1970 1974

19.7) 16.3)
39.9 314

20.2) 1g.t)

Itt)
1.2:5)50 1-44.7 .

26.2) 27.6)

17.3)
31.2

13.9)

\(5.4
29.2) `

14.4)
25.6

11.2)
16.0

58.4
34.1)

(/

6.4),15

9.2).

19.2)
72

,

4.e) 5.8). 6.1)'
.6 11:6 - 11.9 ' 12.6-

- 6.8) 6.1) 65)-)
11.1 13.3 11.6
2b.9) 22.3) 21.2).

.1. , 77.3 74.8 1 75.8
56.4) 52.5) 54.6)

4
I.

11.0). 0 .:8,.5y 8.5)

24.1 .r 18.7' 16.5
------ 13:11_ ____.a" 0...k.)____I-_-__8.0) --

13.5 --- 13.4 14.4

_43.2)
62.3

46.2)21f.7)
.24.27:00].)69:0.67,9

194)

8.0)
15.5

12.6
)

1.8)
71.9 -

0.1)

Source: Mombush6 Gakusei -Seikatsu Chosa reported in Kosei Odd published

. .
rd.

Wmilsimm

monthly by the Galsusei HOdoka:of jahe Mombush3).
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. TABtE 8.4
S.

VIII- 35

DISTRIBUTION OF 'HE OCCUPATIONS
THE FATHERS OF UNIVERSITY

OF TOKYO STUDENTS, 1959-70,

(%)

Occupations. Groups 1959 1961 1962 1964 -1965 1967, 1970 1

Sa1aried employees in'
,public service 24-' 26 , 28 28 22.

,

, 23 22

Managers ..

Noll-managerial .

r
. ,,." ,,Salaried employeesin ,

private enterprise'enterprise' . ..31 .. 34 32 31

_ Managers
Von-managerial

Small -business" owners,
:executives

Large,and medium business .

18 15 17

executives 3 2 3 6

::Self-employed \ 10
; f,

7 - 9 8
.,

Agriculture .

5 ... 5 7Ar 5 3
I ,

Other-
.

/
5 8 8 7

, .

15

34

19
15

'18

35,

25
10

.17

,

39

26
13

, 14'

A

5 4 6
ti

10 9 10 \

3
.

6 3

8 6 .6

Source: Tokyo-daigaku-k5setka, Keizai seikatsu no rylimati henka: 1958-100
(Trend analysis of the economic conditions ofistUdent life:
1958-70).

r"

As,

3

ti
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1%

whose head was a company president; ankaa additional 26 _

percent were from priVate'sector managerial families. Only

two percent had fatheis in agriculture and not even one percent

were from blue-collar famil .22
Needless to say;,the trend

towards higher .social, status backgrounds 'among University id"

. Tokyo'students cannot be dismissed as some simple function.of

lanupgrE;:ded occupational system. While it is .difficult. to

detkrmine the exact' magnitude of the trend, it is evident-that
.'. ....,,t.

the intensified edUcational competition of the postwar period
. . , -

has led to less equality ofopporturiity to gain access to the

most promineht high schools and universities.

The Examination Sysie.m.and the Egalitarian 'sentiment

The apparent trend'airay from equal educational,opportunities

is' a matter of considerable `interest; yet, in terms or-our

broader thesis lihking education to equality; it is btside the

point. The real issue concerning the examination systelli is its

*effect on the way Japanese Youth think. Does participation' in

the system reinfOrce or erode the egalitarian sentiment?

In considering this question, it is important to

emphasize some- obvious aspects 'of tht-iaPanese.school system.

Virtually all Japanese youth attend public' primary schools,.C
where egalitarian education 1.0 most intensively provided. For

most youth, the. efforts and "lessons" of the exam system, which

are experienced by growing - numbers of _students,

to bexexperienced until tht last yeal- of middle

priority of egalitarian education would suggest.

341 R'
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fundamentalundamental rale in socialization.

after World War II, - egalitarians
spread in the primary.schaols.-

has. become. typical, its impact on the

,

Of course; immediately

igucat on was not-thai.wide-
-.-'3'

Powever, s egalitarian education.

naturally has become more.pervasive.
23

ocializatiorr of youth

4

Q.:To some degree the extensive ibstwar participation in
r' .

the,examiniltion syStem can be- attributed to egalitarian educa-

tinn. .Egalitarian education has provided grep.ter proportion
)\

of ado escents with the cognitive and motivational resources to

continue chool beyond the compulsory level. At the same time,

it can be as

prepazatiOn:leads N,to"the acquisition of values that rune contrary
. 4 . .1

. N, ...

to the moral component Conveyed by .egalitarian education:
...-

.

,2

Finally, in a considerationof the-exam system,! -s e'ffec'ts,
. . ,

whether extensive-participation in the exam

.,

. it-is iiagortant to disting4sh between_itssonytaUght by Japanese
,

_ education in general and those taughtlpy the, exam system. By
.

. ,

comparative standards-, Japanese YoUth tend, to have ari excep=
/ - -

tiorial ability for Conceniiation,'for attending to detail, and

for discipline. While these straits are reinforced by theexai
.

. .

/system, it 'should be appreciated that they are first developed

in primdry Schdol. The basic issue concerns not-these traits;
4.

but rather the extent-td which -thy: Xam system encourages the
-,..., .,

individualistic competitive orientation (outlinedat the

beginning of this chapter) and-weakens youth's commitment to
1

If growing participation th the exam system leads' growing .

numbers of adolescents to internalize individualistic competitive

342
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.values,,,everalconsequences shbulq folio t. These include:
. e . .

?

Hof
4

widespread experience'of a sense df personal failure and
.

,
.

incidence
. .

hence presUmAbly a grOwidg df g.Uicides; participa-

tiod in "worthless" activities such as delinquegcyand a,

uowing diverdende in the Ways of thinking .between those-who

succeed and those who fail, especially with:respect to feelings

of elitigm, attitudes ,about welfare, and related egalitaries/,

A..tems.'-HoWever, there isaitt1-4-eVidence of the predicted
.

tc omes, ,
.

,

We have already noted the signi-ficant downturn in
0 i

_
.

adolescent suicides since 195 Moreover, by the seventies
- ,

1 ,

only a fraction of such suicides could be related toproblems
+ F ;

school or examination performance: The more typical causes,
. . . : .

.were alienations
. ,

frienas.
24

' The--

mental illness, and---cluarre-id
.

.

single development consistent
7

from the individualistic Competitive-model is..,--v% ,
. : .

.

the incidence' of pre-teen suicides, a growing (though still ,.

-1.-ift-ii-paients or

with the predictions

the recent rise in

0

small)' proportion .which is caused by anxiety over admission

to middle school.
* 0

In a discussion of these trends, Kayo notes Henry and.

Short's 'fa:Mous hypothesis of an inverse relation between suicide

and homicide and suggests that,adolescent aggression in Japan'

may be turning outv.ardly, from self destruction towards acts:,

, 25
against otthers. Indeed, from the,mid-fifties"through the mid-

,

sixties there ,was 'a .steady increase in various juvenile

delinquencY rates which some observers link to the exam system.

yt

G
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o

However, they do Apt -suggest, that increased, delincluency, is a

- displacement of the earlier. individualistic tendency towards

self-destruro;r. Iwai presents several suggptive quotes

from delinquents he interviewed: One 16-year olddelinquent

said:

"School iiuse/ess. All they teach is hOW to study;

they are not interested in anything else".

Another boy: "my family is poor; and won't let

'MR go on school outings. This makes me ashamed in

front of my classmates. my parents couldn't care less

about.school. I'm stupid, 90 whatever I do I get into

trouble with the teachers. ,I don't like being the

underdog, so I take it out on .the people around me.

'I was-being determined not to be looked doWncand that

made'me this way."

:4 An 18-year old member of a-group which had been

threatening people in the street explained his feelings

thus: "I was caught, but I don't regret what I did in

the least. The others in my school will graduate, move

up to higher schools, and give themselves a foundation
w

7

..fdr going out into the world. Because I've come

\4

straight out into the world I don't count for anything..

So I get together with my friends and push people around.

Hard, sharp-and quick, that's how I feel. tr26

What we gain from these quotes is the impression that youths

turn to delinquency out of a sense of generalized frustratiori

with the examination system at the ways in which it constrains

344
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and directs their da ly routine, ,Moreover, some youth seems

'to believe that thro 4 delinquency they can demonstrate.
/

equality with those o dc) well in school:

A The othei4 in cle.S-spend all their time working;

I've no hope of catching up with them. But I do_have
8. :

some" pride. ,If I can, .I want to be able to talk to
_ .

, ..
them as equals in some way or.other. So I'decided

that if I .aouldn,'t do it by being as clever, I'll do

it by being as strong as they were.
27

The Iwai report suggests that Aissatisfactionwithchool

and the exam system is a minority feeling and t,Oat such dissatis-

-faction is a factor in delinquency:. While. this. interpretation

may have been-appropri-gfe7up3to the mid-sixties, ft has since

become dated.

On the one hand, we fj.ndkince 1965-that the- delinquency .

t. .

rate in JapAn,has declined; and that there is no longer a clear
a

association between delinquency and school performance (or with

most of the other structural &ariables'normally associated with
, .

delinquency such as broken family and ibPoverishedSome).
a

On

the other hand, adolescent dissatisfaction with the examination

system has become much more widespread and seems now to be
f

essentially unrelated to. school performance. In Table 8.5, we

present the cross-tabulations between educational attainment

and attitudes to the 'exam system for youth aged 18-24

reported in a survey by the Japanese Prime Minister's Office.

Seven-tenths of all youth agree that "piesent day schools tend,

to evaluate students /merely on the basis of examilion results
.

. 3,45
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TABLE8.5

JAPANESE YOUTH; REGARDLESS OF THEIR EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT, BEAR SIMILAR 'ATTITUDES, TO:

THE EDUCATIONAL. SYSTEM

`VITI- 42

1

Japanese Youthl'Educational Attainmnt
. Middle School High School HigheK Total

SchOols. overemp4asize: , 74a* 71.0 73.2 71:4'
exams relative° io
human qualities

4
. .

Regardless of qualifications, 61.5 86.2 63.2
'the "s-ocial' prettige of orie'
scho'ol counts "more-

6ogrce: Sorifu (Prime Minister's Offic611.Sekai Seiden Ishiki CAsa
HOkOkusto (.gepbrt-dh. the International Survey of the Conscious-
ness of Youth).,

ei\

7
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And give lfttle attention to,theii. human qualities"and that

it _is_accepte by most people that regardless o f your:quali-.

fications, the ,s6cial pres ige of the school you graduate,from',. .

influence your'dob Opportunities and future." There is

virtually np, varia tion by level of -schooling in the pattern.of
..:

-,. ..

response to these questions: In addition, 46:perpent of all, - .: 4 :. ,. ,
..; ,. +. :

Japahese stalents express diisatisfaction With their 800.01 experience.,
. .

This same survey was administered to, youth in ten other nations,

and in no other instance ws.s the level of dissatisfaction:s'o
..a.- - '

high. Thpse" feelings are even common" Amon those who ..excel in
Ire'''' .

.. , .

..
. .the examination system, perhaps morel so. Orihara Hiroshi., based

,. . .

orr-hiS experience.-teadhi-ngerit-ering students at the VniVersity
. -e

of Tokyo, concludes* there are tiro reactions to the exam systent.... .

. ,., .

The positive reactions, which are in the minority and are found

famous
... , .-!Mainly in the high schbOls, are consistent with

rr. ..- -.-,
the individualistic competitive model: they include feelings,..

oyfulfillment" from the exam greparation, "joy" tfrom improved...

class ranking, and ".superiority" in,admission to Toad. More
k.

common are. the negative reactions where_exam preparation' is

viewed as a "miserable experience I'd 3ust as soon forget--.

the sooner the ,1?etter. n2Q
- Or as another-student puts it:

Tests, tests, teats...They.have dominated our student
,

. days. They have kept us from taking the to think.
t

abogt our society or the = g'Of our own fives... v

Preparation fol. the co ege entrance exam has been a.

Jealous mistress robbin us of the time to"think about

thespe problems." And even what we should have:been...able



_

t

,.
A

to regard as a haven from this robbery-7Our homeroom--

. 'was never a place where we could fully relate to
.

,

s .

each-other as human Arieducation stressing

competition and inculcating false' values,, has, unaware41
.-

created a kind of person who thinks only of himself
4 ,

and ,is uninterestedin others.°
S .

.,

It would seem'diffiCult using the individualistic
A ,

4 "0

Competitpe.model tcisaccount fOT the growing sense of dissatis-
I

faction. or explain why the feeling is equally shared by those
, 1 .

'who succeed and fail. Also, insofar as this dissatisfaction is'_
. . - .

individually experienced,- we migat_ekpect-it._po:_he accpmpanied. 4

: ,
......._

. ,
by an increased tendency towards individualized reactions.' gut,

as we have already!noted, the most extreme form,of individual
.

.reaction,,self-destruction, has .significantly declined.' And,
.

-
.

.

.

ealvingia gradual increase up*to 1965, the milder form of
:.-

. .

-juvenile delinquency has also declined:.
.

Of course, we should nqt-neglect the impact Of,..recent. ,

straatural developments: the .increased availability of infor-

mazion, the elaboration of less demandinecpAons,after high

school,' and the-owing rationality of individual approaches'

o the exaMs. _These may help-to ilimit.the mounting coMpeti ve

4'p e.ss but they hardly seem sufficient to ElccOunt-efor the
-.,

. -.

vernal in°th suicidee and "delinquency trends.

It.w,
. 0 .

ould seem thrt the egalitarianssentiment is. the
4 4

' / /
decrucial factor unplying these, reversal's, As'wetave noted,

/
,.

,

. /
,

egalitarian, education' was first .introduced after World War(II.,

A

ov,
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A. '

In the beginning egalitarian education was not that widely
. . .

underi,topd or practiced, but with timevit became more.syste-
.

matized. Presumably its sucCesw in inculcating the

t 4
/egalitarian sentiment also became.Morerespread. This. sentir

t.

ent.instructed youth to view the examination expe rience n.in.
terms of individual,succesS or failure but rather as a c

,,, ., D

into differeht adult pathd. Youth's response gradually shifted

. from individualized frustration to collec,tive;proiesp.
: ! .

The Tajois youth development after 1965 was widispread
. f

student .revolt at institution's :of all _quality levels, but

especially at the better known national an4 private _universities-.
. , .,....-..L.-...

,
.

By the end of the revolt, even some gr9ups of young-bluezollar_,
.

,

workers wore involVed. The Tevolt focused on a great divetsity,
.

.

. of issues, but ti.ccording to Michio Nagai its major ooncep was
.

with the university system and all it stood for.31
.

In youth's ,reaction,- we witness the powerful influence.

-of the egalitarian sentiment.. Both those who suc7eped and fail

by conventional- standards were saying they resented this educa-

tional.process which forced them into different strata of the

adult world. They wanted it terminated. If necessary, they

werElw.1.11ing t.o dedtroy adult society in order to build a hew

social structure consistent Wlith their egalitarian valiaes. - And

by the late sixties, youth felt theiimovement had gone a cod-

derable didtance towards the-realization of this revolu-

tionary goal. Ultimately, of course,_ the authorities were able'

to break the back of the student revolt and return the campuses _

to thdir normal routine. However,, there is little evidence that

the bUsic dissatisfactions `of youth have dissipated since then.

o
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Insofar-as'ou'r'interpretAioriOf recent events Is well'
, , .

,

fouriaed, it casts serious'dbubt.on theta individualitic tompe
,. . -

, ,,

tivesod0.. ,Of,course, we would not go so far a4 to dismiss

the model altogether. Clearly, there still remain a minority,

, of youth Who remain pdsitive to the examination system and

the lessons. it teadhes: But, for the ,majority, the following.

orientation ,is, more characteristic.

a.

Broadly speaking, there are twp ways to study for

the exams. One is to be conscious of the countless

other Students thrbughout the country involvedih
'

the same struggle;.then you haveto picture yourself

competingwith them. The other; is to perceive, the
.

exams as your pe'rs. al-enemy and make up your mind
, -

..

to exiiend.ever effort On preparing.,to conquer' the
.----

,

.

' foe;' therV ou haVe to resign yourself to the results.
.i

.. .

I,fi more. Or less into the.' latter category.32

This st ent has come to realize the success .that can be

ob "fined through the.spxam system.' For him, and apparently

for.a.growing proportion 'Of Japanese youth, this success i

not worth.the high price; they can be content with less in the

material world sc long as it proVides the, opportunity for
, .

, .

pei'sonal growth and challenge.33 If they are fortunate -enough

'to succeed, they will feel pleased but°not necessarily superior;
..t. .

,

Somiwilleven-feel guilty of,havir* made it whereas others' who

'seemed to be moretqualified-failed.
$

.0f course, more than egalitarian education lies behind

youth's new preference for personal gYowth over worldly success.

50

.
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. . . ......
. . .

It Ls important to recall some of th changes in ,family structure
,-

I (
.

and'scilild-rearing.thentIoned in Chapter Fqgr-. From thesel.we .

.

might expect that 'children are becoming more autonomous and

°hence analytical about their motivations. This has helped them

to appreciate the extent to which.they are being pushed into

exam system by external as opPothed to in,rnal motivational

forces - by the influence of paren ts primarily and that of'peers

secondarily. Growing numbers of youth are beginning to acknowledge

that college'and fame are, not goals they themselves have decided

on. This realization allows t m to accept failure more ee.sily.
34

ti

r
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FOOTNOTES
V
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)1
Thomas Rohlep._who has been conducting:a field study

.of several Kobe.high schools, was especially generous and

helpful with. hic comments. Table 8.4 is identiciatV-one he

is publishing in:"Equality"Of Educational Opportunity in Japan?"

Journal
-
of Japanese Studies..

2
Preferential budgeting is discussed and strongly

condemned_ in Oecd Board of Examiners, ReviewsOf.National

Policies for Education: Japan, 1971:

3Shimiz u Yoshihiro. Shiken (Examinations),

4
Ohashi, Nihon no Kaikyu F zo Me !Japanese

p. ; we have updated with 1970 _figures frdethe National Cehsus.

This point was first made by Fieibert 'assin in The

Legacy of the 'American Occupation." '4,

p.-123.

Cla4s-System),

6
Kojimal Kazuto Sengo Seronshi (Postwar Trends in Public

;Opinion), p.

.7For a discussion of the private sectortsresponse,,see
:

William K. Cummings, "The Japanese Private University:"

8"
.Toritsuko de YOnko dake ya Todai Riisu in Kachi

Nokotte-ira" (only four public high ,schools, remain among the

top ten training entrants fro the University of Tokyo), Shukan

3

AsahilApril 9, 1976, p. 131.

9Sasaki Susumu. Koko Kyoiku Ron (Thodghts on High-School

Education), p. 58.

Jill, the reputation of these schools 1.s such 'that many

parents from distant places send their children to sit for the .

entrance exams. An annual. chartered flight takes children from
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Hokkaido, Japan-us northernmost island, to sit for the'exam of

Nada high school - located 800 miles distant. In 1976, 61%).
.

of the students attending LaSalle HighSchool of Kagoshimp,,a

city located on the_ southern tip of Kyushu island came from a

different part of Apan. See "Shiritsu Yamei Ko no FukelShirabe"
i.

,A. (Investigation of theParental Background of Children in'Famous

Private Schools). Shukan ksahi, March 23, 1967, p. 153.

10This particular 'example was reported. in one of they

newspapers in 1976. For an evaluation of the accelerated school

curriculum, see the Japan Teacher's-Association surVey,reported"

in Kyoiku Hyoron, July 15; 1976.

Shinbunsha, Ima Shogakko de, Vol. I. Trans-lpted

as "Teachers, Children, and School," Japan Interpreter, Spring,

1974, pp. 1 -14.

12
There does appear to be a_systemr.t14 bias depending

on who conducts ,the,, survey. SUrveys-by governmental bodies,
ao,

anxious to calm 'public. fears, tend to report low.fig,gres for

jukuparticipation whereas P.T.A. and Teacher Union sponsored

surveys report high figures.,

1-However, the students in vocational schools. tend to

have higher delinquency rates. In part this can be explained,N,

in terms of background factors such its coming from a,low income
f.

home ,or a broken family. However, frustration related to

reduced opportunities for, achievement also must 'play an important .

role.

14
For trends in these spbrts events, see Michiya Shinbori

et al. Nihon no Tiku Chizu: Taiiku Spootsu (Sports and

GymnastiCs in'the Japanese Schools.).
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15The mass media accounts'which we have summarized are

quick to'point to these negative consequences.sigming from the

increased proportions of young people participAing in the exam

competition. 'However, there is'a positive side which most

critics grudgingly acknowledge. The involvement of youth in

exam prepar, tion keeps them "out'of trouble." Also, it is often

that the disciplined preparation buildsocharacter.

1

.

Fidally; while youth have to sacrifice in order to prepare for

the exams, once they succeed in gaining entrance to a university,

they can look forward ip -several years Of leisurely students life.

1

16See Economic Planing Agency. White Paper .on National

Life, 1974, pp..175-176.

17Morikazu Ushiogi et al: "Koko Fushingakusha Hassei do

Mecanisumu: Gifu-Ken no Jikei Kenkyu" (The Process of Deciding

to Forego High School in Gifu-ken).

18

are-eharging over 400,000 yen), Asahi Shinbun, Feb. 7, 1976;

bhirftsu'Koko'Vza 40-manen Jidei" (Private Schools

19Goverhment Statistics.,

44.\41t
20 Ccording to onereport, some w e collar parents

i

30-40 percent of their income on their children's
f

see Tsuru Hiroshi-.------Kokosei no Seikatsu-
1
to Shinri

spend fro

education
r° I

.- (Life anq PsychoIo of gh School Stuaedt-sp. 164..

2rSed-footnote 9.

221'Todai 50 neddo no .F4kei no Shokugyoto Kazoku no
':

, ..,,,_ - .i
Kyoiku Kankyo" (The Family Background and Educational Prepara-.

.

tion of Students Who Passed the1975 University of Tokyo-

Entyance .Exam). .Shukan Gendai, April 8, 1976, pp. 34ff.
#\\

e
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23 hoge who Su eed in the exam competition are just as

likely to ha ,e been expo
,

ed to the public school's egalitarianNN

F.

-; . VIII-51 -

education asthose who fail. Notitsugu Ishido, a graduate student
-

at Kyoto University. avid my assistant, investigated the, school

histories ofd Kyoto University's Class of 1979 and found that 95

percent had'a tended a' public primary school, 75 percent a public

publicm ddle schdol, and 71 percent a i high school. Excepting

the middle school statistic, these figures.closely correspond,

to those for theoverall national same-age cohort.

24
Suicides 'by cause are reported in

p.

.

25
Masaaki KatO, "Selil=fistruction, in Japan; 'A Cros's-

Cultural Epidemiological Analysis of Suicide," p. 374. ,

6Hiroaki Iwki,'" "Delinquent groups and Organized Crime,"
%

.
,

p. 387.

27
Ib

'28.For recent trenda in delinquency, Japan-Institute of

International Affairs, White Papers of.Japan 197374, p. 154.

, 290rihara Hiroshi, "Test gell" and Alienation, A Study
. -

of Tokyo University Freshmen," p.235:

50Ibid., p, 229.

-This is a personal_communication which I hal.fe summarized.,

in "The Crisis of-Japanese Higher Education." MiderVa.
..

320rihara, op. cit.,. p. 235

33Surveys repeatedly indicate that Japanese
k youth report

they lbok to education primarily for self-cultivation and other:

intrinsic rewards; career goals, are far- down the list on their

/ priorities. 4
4

3 5"5
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.]

/LI-Taking a view point similar to this, Chrirstie Kiefer

portrays the exam system as a separation ritual: It teaches
. .

,youth'that the adult world and the world of their homes
e,

.o2erate.on different prindiples, the one. "dry" and demanding
7

.

and the othei "Wet" and supporting.. See,IChristie W. Kiefer.,

\The PsycholOgicaI Interdependence, of Familyl.SChooll and

'Bureaucracy i Japan.,
-
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CHAPTER NINE -

.

EQUALIZING SOCIETY

t

aka yFi-s--up-t-cr-tit-Ira-s---osiablisheri--that the
. ,

sphbols, in, conjunction with Other socialization agents, are,

Creating a new youth. A',groWing proportion of young people
.. .

:',affirm individualistic, egalitarian, and participatory values
4

%

, .
. that clash with the traditional exoectations of Japan's adult

.

. /

institutions
. / ?

/ ,

,
/ ,
/ There' can' be little doubt thai Japan's young people experi-

,J .

/
I / 4 if

.

de difficulty in -adjusting to the adult world. This is illustrated

.O

/in a 1973.5urvey (conducted by Gallup International) of tepre-
. v

sentative ,sampls of .youth in eleven- societies. On each ,relevant
(1.v

. question'(seenTa4le.9.1) i7apanese youth were far more likely to

.express diisitisfaction'thanhe youth of other societies. Japa-
:

nese youth ,are eespecially. outspokenon the suestions relating to

idult.institutions:- 88:5 per cent of the Japanese Youth said

their "country does not'sufficiently protect the rights and welfare

of the -people" compared

1- r

,ecohomidally,distressed

with only per cent fot
(

t

England who were the second

the youth of

most discontent.
,

Similarly, 73.5 per centof the Japanese youth said they were-

. ?
dIssatisfied. with society-compared to only 35.7 per cent for the

. . .

Americanr yodth,whe were second. While the differences were not
,1

.

_ 0
,

as,great, Japanese youth were also the most disgruntled about
, .

their employment, ttieir schools, and even their family life.

If there is any doubt about the reliability of these compari-

sons, one need only consider the Japanese-"student revolt of
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TABLE 9.1

A COMPARISON OF THE PROPORTION OF -DISSATIS IED
JAPANECE-YOUTH-WPROPORTION IN OTHE

ADVANCED SOCIETIES

Question % JapanesetYouth
Dissatisfied

Country with Next
Highest % Dissatisfied

11,

Dissatisfaction with nation's
provision for the rights and
welfare of the people: _88.5% 54.4% England

Dissatisfaction with society:" 73.5 35.7 U.S. .

Dissatisfaction with school: 45.2 29.0 France.'

Dissatisfaction with employment: 40.0 24.8 France

DiSsatisfaction with family-life: 39.6 10.9, France

Dissatisfaction with friends: 15.8 8.0 France
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.
$

the late sixties. It was surely'the longest, mostldisruptive-to
,

Isociety,- and most violent of all youth disturbances experienced
$

i

in-advanced nations at that time. 1
The intensitlflof the Japanese

.
. I

revolt is a reflection of the dissatisfaction registered in-the__

r I .-
Gallup'youth,surVey:

1.

.' What becomes of yOUth as they move into tlie adult insti-

tution3s#? Several possible outcomes can be imagined: (1) the youth,

once they experience adult society, "convert" to the adult values;

(2) the youth stick with their adolescent-valuer, but. outwardly

conform to the norms of adult society; (3) adult society transforms

0

its'structures in'order'tO accomodate the new youth.
. .

Several,of the better-known ,English language studies of %

.-

youth's transition to adulthood'have minimized the frustration

the young experiencebr treated this as a passing phenomena. James

Abegglen, in the 22panese Factory,.devoted detailed attention to.
a .

8

the recruitment and training programs of employers without ever
.. .

seriously investigating the reactions pf emplPyees.2 Rohlen devotes

more attention to,young people's.reactions,"put implies that most

learn to adjust3 ;however, it should be pointed out that his study

focused on a bank, which, of all organizations,is least likely to

recruit rebellious individuals. Amp..., as well as. Liftonv are more

-sensitive to the problem encountered by'eyouth, but still seem to :

conclude that most youth experience tenko (that is? allow their

Irtindtto be changed by adult society). 4

Whil.4 these conventional accounts lean towards either the

first or second of these alternatives, we find the third both

thqoretically plausible and consistent with a considerable bOdy

3 6 9
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: of recent evidence. /Thus, our objective in this chapter' will

be to advance the proposition' that the emergence of the new youth
.

hasn caused a. transformation of adult institutions. In particular,

)L we will consider egalitarian changes in the structure of work

organization and the distribution of rewards. Also, we will'touch

4

tFon recent politicaLrends and other developments.

From School to the Labor Force

The concern with securing -a good job is a major pre-.

occupation o most young pedple.as they plan their last years of
\\

schooling. reover,.the early ye'i's of work provide 'the setting

N,for a dramatic manifestation of the differences. between young

. and.Old.-= To provide a Mackground for consideration of this .

. \,..
.

sigation, let, us first review some general features of the labor

market for young people in Japan. , l'`
,

.:-..4
,

Two distinctive features of this market,are (1) the practice-
.i

.. I
of.alloWing only those youths who are in the final year of their

. individual educational careers to apply for jobs, and (2) the

gactice of starting most new jobs in the spring, upon'the completion

of the school 'year. As a result of these practices, most youths

begin to work only upon graduation from either a junior high school,

a senior high school, a college, Or a university. Until very

recently there was a strong demand for gra4uates at each of these

, levels.

GovernMent statistics collected from 1959 to 1973 on the job

search of middle and high school,graduates indicate that nine out

of ten found a job within three months of their graduation (see

Table 9.2).
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TABLE 9.2

DEMAND-SUPPLY RATIO-FOR NEWSCHMA_
GRADUATES ANDPROPORTION.

OBTAINING Joss ,

,

Year No. of Openings for New Grads/,. New Grads obtaining.
,;

No. of New Grads seeking employment lmployment within 3 months

1959 ,

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965:

1966
4

1967

1968
1

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973 s;

of graduation
. .-. ,

Middle School .High School Middle School. High School

1.2'

1.9

2.7

2.9

2.6

3.4

3.7

?...2.9

3.4

4.4

4.8

5.8

6.8

,
: 1.1

.
. .

1.5

2.0

2.7

:2.7

4.0

3:5

2.6
.

, 3.1-)

4.4

5.7

7.1

8.4

.

76.4% 40.3%---

.J15.0 68.8

85.6 76.0.

86.5 82.3

86.2 82.1.
,

90.5 84.4.:

82.1 87.3

90.9

94-6_ 86.8

92.2 )39.1

-92.6 88.8

99.1 98.7 -

100.0' 99.6

5.5 3.2* 100.0 99.9
,

5.8 3.1* 99.9

Source:_ Japan Labor Statistics, Tokyo: The Japan Institute of Lab
1974, pp. '58 -59

Note: The lower figures reflect a new system of reporting.

O
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a"

Of course, the quality, of jobs found by young people

varies considerably. As in the U.S., inddStry and'occupation

are significant determinants of job. quality.-;However, for the

Japanese young person, the specific firms offering jobs are-often

theinoitsalientconsideration..'over the coUrse,of

nation, an advantaged sector of large businesses and govern-
...

mental Organizations' emerged which were able to offer workers

lifetime employment as well as exceptiOnal fringe benefits and

'competitive wages. In contrast to these iarger) employers were

the more numerous small organizations'that used simple technologies.

and usually offered inferior working conditions. TrOitionaIly

young people have preferred to become sararimai (employees) in

the large-organization6, and structured their. educational careers,

accordingly. While contemporary°young people are somewhat more

critical of large organizations than earlier generations, the over-
-

whelming majority still feellthat large organizations provide the
r

best. opportunities, overall. Thus, as in the past, their job-

seeking-behavior is initially oriented to this sector.

Anticipating that large organizations recruit on the basis

s--

of educational qualifications, these young people plan their

educational careers accordingly, striving, to attend those high

schools and universities which will lead to the best jobs'. These

condiderations are behind the academic competition we dodumented in**

ChApter Eight. The placement office of the school where a youth

completes his education serves as the principal intermediary to the

labor market,-

362
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(

Necessarily, the large organizations cah hire o ly

fraction of each year's graduating class. Given the Surplus of
,

applicants and the fact that a guarantee of lifetiiejeMployment

is-extended to most new hirees, large pirganizatiqOpz:go about the

process of selection with great care. Ineach'organization a

section;headed by ,a trusted executive exists for this purpose.

In the summer the firm advises the personnel office on the number

of new hires it'anticipates. The personnel office then informs

the placement offices of those schools and universities from which

it prefers to recruit yoling peOple. The government and some finds
. . ,

observe a policy of open announcements and universalistic evaluation.
. ,

..

HoWever, the majority of firms restrict their recruitment to graduates
.

of a small number of educational institutions, for this saves costs

-in evaluating applicants as well as yields a ore homogeneous

Workfoice..

Individual employers seldct recruits from the pool of

applicants recommended by the placement offices of approved schools

and invite these yOuths to take written examinations. The exams,

primarily test academbf achievement; however, these days it is not

uncommon for employers to include some ideological and psychological

items in the exams. Following the personnel office's evaluation

of these initial results, a small number of semi-finalists are

invited for interviews.to gauge individual poise and character. In

addition, corporations, hire detectives agencies to investigate the

past of promising applicants: e.g., to determine whether they have

run afoul of the law, what types of,extra curricular and politic al

o
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aciiyieiies they, engaged in during school, what their families are

-like, and whether they have had special- health problems.

Scfte corporations reject applicahts who have black marks

.in any of these respects. But, ,at least in the past, most

corpoiationi,werp likelyato employ capable applicants with black

marks' because they felt confident of their training programs!A

capacity to mold these individuals to'the corporate way. . This
t

attitude received articulate expression *during.the period of the
r.

recent student revolt. Many personnel officers, admiring the zeal

of the student leaders,' they were eager to harness that

energy in the sale of- Japanese goods around'

ments are, understandably, less willing to
;

Large corporations begin to announce their decisions on new

hires by the early fall; governments make their decisions by

the world. The governe..

take these chances.

January.. Y uth who learn they have failed to land a job in a large

1. *organization begin examining other alternatives: . to consider a

smaller firm or the prospect of setting up an independent enterprise,

t -join the family business, or to seek further education. Of course,

9,a
.

for n increasing minority of youth these alternatives are first
- i

allchoices. Inshormal times, virtually all graduates. of the educational
.. .

system will become cotmitted to one or the other of these alterna-

tives by March, the monh that most schools and universities hold

their graduation ceremonies. A few weeks,later, those members of

the graduating classet who .have eleOted to join the labor force

will report to their employers.
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Receiving the New Employee

IX-9

While there are a number of alternatives, the majority of

young people, begin their work careers as employees of an organi-
,

Zation. A norm exists in the.orianizational world to thelffect

'that employers offet their recruits lifetimedempioyment. In return,

recruits are expected to loyally devote their energies to their

employer.

These norms'and expectations, while characteristic of all

organizations

Organizations

form enterpri

eMplOyers d

aspect is

most firmly institutionalized in the large

where employees from both blue and white collar ranks

unions to protect-their interests. Likewise,.

elop elaborate measures to induce loyal Service. One

'he careful process of recruitment we have just reviewed.

Also empllyers structure pay,increases, pensiOns, and other fringe

benefits so as to reward 'those who conform to the norm. Finally,.

employers maintain an eduCational program to cultivate the loyalty

and the skills of employees. Especially in the large organizations

of the private sector, new recruits are subjected to an intensive

educational experience intended t convert them to the Company way.

Their first day of employment ofte begins with a speech frOm the

president welcOming'the new class. Recruits are then sent off to

a special training camp for anywhere.from a few days to a few weeks,

althoughsome firms keep their recruits at these camps for as long,'

as three monts. As in military boot camps, recruits rise early,

exercise, march, Ong company songs, and attend workshops extolling

their employer and communicating whit is expected of them.7 Following'

c'^f4365
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this camp experiende, recruits return to.a workplace of their new
.

employer where they are gradually introduced-to the world-of-work.

One aspect.of this introduction is-the rotation of employees

through %he various organizational sections in order to acquaint

them with the overall work process. In firms.which engage in

manufacturing or service, it is not uncommon to temporarily assign

fresh white collar workers to,the-assembly line Or delivery route.

Former Prime Minister and Nobel Prize winner, EiSaku" Sato, spent

much of his pre-political life in the Ministry of Transportation.

His first assignment after joining that Ministry was to punch.

tickets'at a station wicket 16cated in a rtgtal 'area._ White collar

employees of large brganizatlons may be moved, from lection to

section for two years or.more without ever receiving an important'

assignment.

Another method of introduction is to link each new,employee

with a formal sempai (a type of older brother)', who will listen

to the recruit's pioblems and offer advice on succeeding in the

firm. When problems arise, the sempai may eithe take the recruit

out for a drink and console him, or,if necessary, reprimand him.

Individual corporations vary widely in their execution of

these programs. Through the mid-sixtpes, most Oo3 orations believed

these initiation-programs were effective in directing the moti-

vation of young people towards corporate goals. However, from
.0

roughly 1965, corporations began to experience a number of problems

with their new recruits. For the first time since the occupation

period (1945-1952), the turnover rate among young employees of
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large corporations' began to rise.8 Worker attitude surveys

. indicated rising levels of dissatisfaction, especially among

young.employees. Typical complaints focused on powerlessness and

unchallenging work, excessive, on human relations and
s.

liwolvement-in the company, long 'hours, 'and the inequality in

.pay (by age and rank). As one executive put it in discussing 'his
v.

recent blue, dollar recruits,

4

'
,High school-traduates-come-in with strong views about '

what work they 'want to%do-=nbt like the old days:when
they. were just happy to be part of- "the company, and '4
willing:to do whatever job was, assigned. 'Alter the war,.
employment:in a big company-meant security and that was.
what all strived.for. But. Ow with economic prospeiity
to be-experienced everywhere, many youngspeoplet,prefer
to work in smaller companies where they feel they'can .

develop theirinditridual talents. And those-,who do go
.to work for the major companies are'much,riore demanding--
'and if theY-donit:get it, 'they, are more likely to quit
than in the past.9,

Eiji_Mizitani,, examining the annual employee attitude survey

conducted inMore thall 1,000 companies from 959 to 1972 by the

Morale Survey Centeri reports that there was'a drastic decline in
,

.95 A series,of surveys conducte by"loyalty to'one's'employer"

the Productivity Bureau of the Japan Junior Chamber'of Commerce,

indicates an increasing proportion of young people looking at work

as a means to some peisonal goal rather, than as an end in atself. 10

In addition this survey retiorts a significant drop in the level

, of ambition

1970.and 1974

all executive

the new recruits to white. collar jobs. Between

1-the proportion expressing an interebt in becoming'

declined frOm 4,ft-to 30%;
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The Response of Modern Sector Employers

. Alarmed by these recent trends, employers have responded

in a variety of ways. While no one response has been found to be

most typical, it is useful list the va.riationst

1:- One widespread response has been to'improve"the tech-

niques for selecting new recruits. Corporations have increasingly
r 6

\
enlisted the aid of such companies as Japan Recruit, Inc., which

specialize in the, development and administration of personnel
,

testing. Apart' from their testing 'services, these companieb have

also developed various journals and workshops which corporate '

persoh. nel managers avidly consult. for information regaiding%the
.;. .

.

recruitmeht of.the ideal employee.
.

.

2. Many corporations have attempted to strengthent.her
-....

recruit training programs. Through the late sixties, corporate
: _.._

ekpenditures per recruit have substantially increased. Atthe
/

same time, many corpora ions have restructured the curriculum of

these programs in order to combat head-on the new ideas of
.

their

recruits. Frager and Bohlen note that...

. '

during the sixti/s many large firms, including about
one-third of those enrolled in the Industril Training

. Association (banigyo kunren k okai) 1969, came to
institute seishin-re Merect vities as elements in
their introdattory training programs; partic4arly those
for men. The. variation in actual practices from company
to company, appeared to be large: The bank we studied
in 'detail, for example, featured an extrordinary
elaboration of seishin-oriented activities over a
three-month training period, yet such intensity is not
typical. It is mote common to find one or two weeks'

9" given over to .such activities as zazen, a marathon,
other end ance tests, or brief visits to--
Japan's Self-Defense Force camps.
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However, it May well be that these training programst.even ..
.

. 3 - ..

4
after.being upgraded, have little effect. Research bnsintentionai ,.

, . ,_. .
-

adult resocialization indicates the best results
,
are.achieved,'

.
1

. ,

when sub5ects are placed in vnfamiliar',_ stressful conditions whiCh''
o

.
.,

dispose tiO-to solicit favor from-the7individuals in charge.of'
ao 0

the program.12
v
Ideally', the subject's; daily aCtivities shouldbe

,

I ,.%.
structured in a manner that continually confronts the individual

1 1

I,
et

with e resocialiting message; diversJ.ons must be Minimized. The
., 1 i:

t ,

Japanese company'tFaining programs,_rather than isolating particular_

.

recruits for intensive risocializatio sessions, allow them to

spend most.of:their time ,with fellow: age -mates who tenktO share:

their values. Moreoverl_apart from a few. hardships such as marching
, 1-

1
. . , .1

and exercising, the camps avoid generating feelings,of stress.
1.

I
. . . .

i

After recruits leave the camps for their new workplaces, the oppor-
,

tunities\ for resocializition diminis At the workblace, resociali-,
4

,
.

zattion lessons from supervisors_and.Aemliai,take up only a fraction

of each individual's tithe, the rest Being devoted to mastering the
4

e I

work routine and associating with workmates? bf'
-AM f

Most recruits rightly feel that developing goad relations

with\feliow age-mates may be more important l.For their long-teim

adjustment to the company than getting along with their boss.

Thus, most of their free time is spent with those who share and

support their,values. Consequently, despite thq dOnsiderable

amounts of'money and time that corporations devote to theii company
s, s - ,

training programs, it is doubtful theselhave much effect on the

values of Iroung.peOple. At best, the pjograms solidify friendships"

among reci its and -faMiliarize them twith the company and its
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expectatiohs. A few-quit; others endure; and still others
..

complain.'

3. Wany.corporations, recognizing the limitations of a.y

efforts to change the tiersonalities.of new recruits, have. initiated

internal reforms to make workirig conditions more agreeible. Some

firms, especially-'those in High technology industries, have

curtailed their-training camps and job-training programs and tried.
0

. .

to move new employees.more rapidly into responsible jobs. 3n.the'
A

assumption that the apparent "lose.of ambition" of new recruits
.

. .
.

4...

can be partially attributed to the4 realistic appraisal of declining ,

,. ' .
. . .

opportunities for promotion, some firms have increased the ratio of

executive' and managerial to ordinalie *tiff'..i.obs. .

. .
-

According to Shinichi Takezawal-the.mid-sixties witnessed- %

. .,
.a major movement to'introduce.various features of job redesign. 13

Y

Two of the most common features are the emphasis on participation

in deCision-4making and small-groupism (shoshudanIsbugi). hoshudan-

.shugi refers to management's effort-to foster 'small', intimate;

face -to -face groups among employees. In the case of blue collaremployees.
.

workers, membersof a common group may riot. only-work together, 0

but a/so be assigned adjacentrooms ithe comp' y dormitory.
1

When the company changes its productio routine, the members of

particular_ small groups will be trans erred as a groupto new work. '

assignments. 14 Some compapies.implem nt group incentive schemes
.

I

to motivate groups...to-work together a d increase productivity.15

The goal of small- groupism,is twcomb t potential feelings of iso-

lation and atemilation by building'meanihgful social ties. -Cole'
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in. decision-making

'quality "control ci
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management increasingly involves work groups

through the encouiagement of zero defect and

rcles. 16 These various reforms are said to 2

have contributed significantly to the improvement of morale and the

17,18reduCtion Of turnover.- '

a s

Throughout the 'organizational world there has been an effort

to redu- ce the more abrasive aspects of hierarchical authority as
A

: well as to eliminate the symbols of executive privilege. One bank
,

,..pr.egident relates that he looked forward to the privileges o f being

at the top:. having a chauffer, arriving, lateat the officer golfing

in the afternoons, and behaving arrogantly.towards subordinates.

- But by the time he became president, things had changed. He was

expected to set a good example by arriving first and leaving last

Y and found that.his employees wished too, be addiessed in a soft and ,

respectful manner. Other &ecudNes tell of new limits on heir

expense accounts and of pressure to ride public transportation to

work (as do the mayors and many top officials in Japan's large

cities)., It seemsithere has been a substantial transformation of

workplace relations. 19.

,

With the recent overseas expansion of Japanese firms,

Westerners have been.able to glimpse Japanese quality. Louis

Kraar in Fortune Magazine desdribes a U.S. factory run by "Japanese

management", where all emp, oyeei through the lower managerial ranks

are repuired to Wear identical work jackets; all workers., skilledi
or otherwise, are expected to clean up their work-area rather than

leave 6tis "dirty work" for sweepers and janitors; and the desks

of most\white collar emPlcyees are located in large and noisy Offices.

311'
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American workers, more accustomed to status distinctions and a

minute division of labor, feel uncomfortable with these _practices."

Along with reforms to decentralize authority and increase

the participation of new recruits, corporations have attempted to

introduce 'procedures to reward individual ability. Such pro-,

aedures were developed in the late fifties.when corporate leaders

were impressed with Ameiica's more rational principles of management.

Employee enterprise union, witht.he support of ydunger members

who stood to gain the-mos from the merit system, resisted these_

reforms because, among other reasons, they were inegalitarian.

'Another, objection was that merit rating would excessively,increase

the authority of supervisors as well as generate unpleasant rivalry

among employees. While most firms did introduce some'form of merit

rating into their procedures for determining promotion and salary,

_there has been little effect. Supervisors have felt constrained to

give virtually identical_ ratings to their subordinates or else risk

damaging work group harmony. Thus, studies show that merit ratings

rarely account for more than 5 per cent of the variation in

individual salaries.21

A final area of recent change, promoted by the unions, has

been the reduction of wage differentials. Japan's "enterprise unions",

which include all blue and white collar workers of a particular

enterprise, were created immediately after World War II. Frain the

beginning, union leaders expressed a strong idvlogical interest

in equ4ity, and caused a number Of egalitarian changes: blue and
I

white collar came to be designated by a common term (shain) and

their wage differentials decreased; salary differentials based on

4
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egalitarian values of tie young dispose them to accept these

.changes even when it means their relative benefits decrease.

IX-17

university of attendance were abolishedvand welfare benefits

became more widespread. Over the course'of the postwar period,

unions have continued to press for greater equality in the treat-

ment of employees.

Recently, in conjunction with a surplus of white collar

labor and a shortage of blue collar, there has been a precipitous

decline in white collar-blue collar wage differentials: 22
The

An additional issue in the area of wage differentials is

the discrepancy in the wages paid to new workers relative to those

with seniority. from a strictly economic.view; it is doubtful that

the annual seniority increments are justified; at least in the

blue collar,ranks, the marginal returns to experience rapidly

decline after-approximately five years of service. .The differentials

were intended as a means of curtailing turnover by offeringcumu-

lative rewards to loyal employees, and came to be valued by the

older workers. Today's youth, on- the, other hand, are more ambivalent

about.a lifetime commitment to a single`firm, and question the

justnes,of paying older worker more. Management, anxious to ;

please youth and-concerned, with the escalating cost of the seniority-
.

based wage system as the labor `force ages, has been responsive to

the young worker's demands.

4. A' final strategy hasps, been' to increase investment in .,-

sensitivity training programs at lower- and middle-management levels

for improving supervisory *response to employee problems. According

to one survey, tl4is is currently the most prominent educational

",
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pro am that corporations sponsor. 23
As corporations face the..

..,

,

.
.

los6 of many newrecruits despite their resocializing efforts, it

''°---,

kes more sense to invest in management sensitivity programsthan

tn training programs for new workers.

Parallel Developments Outside the Modern Sector

In the past, young workers wished to enter the Modern sectol)

becauseit provided the greatest prestige, security, and income.

The majority of today's youth still-view the modern sector as a

preferred place of employment for these same reasons. The new

youth, however, have-formed reservations about modern organizational

life.. They find that large organizations are"not especially
$

_ .

responsive.to their -need for challenge, nor are they tolerant of

4

/expressions of individuality. Moreover, given their internalization',

of-the egalitariah sentiment, youth resent working at the bottom

of a hierarchy which, in their mint', provides excessive privileges

to those with rank and seniority.
o

Many -young people have begun to evaluate seriously the

employment opportunitiei provided by smaller enterprises. While

these firms can not offer such tradit$bnalrewards,(as prestige or

security; among young people suclecon'iderations are declining

in importance. On the other hand, the smaller firms provide "bigger

jobs" with more challenge and responsibility at a mich earlier stage

of ethployment.. They provide 'a more personal atmosphere and recently,

have come to offei starting wages and salaries competitive with

those in the modern sector.
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A young recruit is less certain of his future when he joins`
./.
/

a small enterprise. If the enterprise falters or goes bankrupt...

the young employee may be 'out of a ,job. On f:the other hand, if

firm does. well, the young dmployee can hope for rapid advancement

in income and status.- Because aksmall firm-offers its 'employeesfr,,

less security than a large firm, employees can feel freer to leave

their `fia and take up a new job in a, workplace lore to their

liking. Also, working in a small firm provides the type,of

wholistic experience an individual finds useful if he plans to

start an enterprise of this own.

Several surveys suggest that young people adjust more easily

to small and medium organi2ations than to large organizations.24
I

Muantitative analsis shows that after differences_in income are

controlled, the young express greater satisfaction. with working

conditions and other features of iaarler'organizations. Govern-

/
ment labor statistics revealed i-net outflow of laborers from small

to large enterprises through the early sixties. 26
However,, the

pattern has since reversed. Growing numbers of workers, particularly.

the young who"take their first jobs In large enterprises, are

leaving within i two-year Period. and.joining smaller enterprises
N

_where they hope to find more ccitpatible work. The direction of this

labor flow can. be partial'y explained by'the observation that people

go where the job's are. Howeverr.this economic explanation implies

that values.do not.influence thd flow. A 'number of labOr market

analysts question the economic explanation on this basis. They

suggest one reason why more jobs are being created,in-the smaller

enterprises is that entrepreneurs recognizerthe compatibility between

ti
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organizations of small scale and the needs of the new workers.

Analyzing the problem of motivation and the implications of new

technology; some analysts even claim that the age\of the mammoth

organization is now passing.27

Generally speaking, SmallandjmediuM -sized organizations

cannot afford to spend as much time on labor recruitment or training

as the large firms. Rather than use formal tests to select persohnel,

they are more likely to rely, on informal means, such as the recom-

mendations of friendS and acquaintances. This particUlaristic mode

of selection has the virtue of establishing personal ties between _
.

'the new-recruit and his workplace. In. the case of the small-enter-
,

prise, the fines size facilitates the interaction and the. development

of close relations between members,: who come much closer to approaching

a natural community. We might observe that it is especially' under

such diffuse and personalized conditions that members, are susceptible
V 4 . 4

to each other's influence. 28
Ironically, while smaller firms devote

less time and money to training and resocializing recruits thri

large firms, their capadity to exert aoral influence on new members,
.

is -greater. Itis-partly due.ito this reason that young people,
L '

\

4.
. .

after,working ih allerorganizations, Come to espouse somewhat

more traditional, less egalitarian values than their age-mates in

larger organizations.

Other Illustrations of the Influence of Youth's New Values

Young peopl also express their values iii deciding where

to live. much Of the modern period, they have been attracted

to the gl tter an opportunity of the large cities/ However, in
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the late sixties demographer's began to observe a "U- turn ":

tendency for increasing numbers, of peoge to.move back to the

smalle towns and ruT areas after a few years .n.the big cities.

Behind s'trend is the growing inte .. people in livin

IX-21

a_more fulfilling life. While Rix life'thay not prov e as much

excitement, glamour, or fortune,

smaller and

does allow people to work in.

29

more humanistic, work laces, to walk or cycle' t work,

to"devote more timeto-family a
, .

,

outdoor hobbies, such' as mdiulta n:climbing and fishing.

While young.people have co
lv

employment in small urban enterprises, th ir attitudes toward

agricultural employment proVide an exception. They rightly' estimate

d community life, and to purbue

. ,

e to look more .faVorably on'

that agriculture will not provide as high standard'of living as
4

other jobs, and 'they doubt` that it will pr vide much iritrinsic .

satisfattiOn. There is a tendency for' those youth who remain in

agriculture to have been least affected by the,new egalitarian
.,

education and to most strongly affirm traditional familial values.
.

Thdse young people who remain in the rural'areAs seek

introduce new ways of organizing production--combining.farms,

establishing cooperatives, etc.--that will promote prdductiiiity,

While some are successful- in these endeavors, many others leave
r ,

after a few years to join their Classmates in the non- agricultural,

labor force. The extent. to 'which:youth have abandoned agriculture

is truly astounding. .;n 1965., .for the first time in modern Japanese
c

history,, there was an

Some rural areas have

ocal6villages beinzj compoVed almost exclusively of older people. 30

actual decline in the number of farm households..

experienced serious depopulation, with the
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The Political Orientations of Ycuth

'Going back to the period immediately,after.World War II, we.

might recall that thesnew "Peace Constitution", the democratic

schools, the labor unions, the progressi4e'income tax system; the.`
I

break-up of the zaibatsu,'and universal suffrage were Introduced,

in Japan by the AmericarrOccupAion at a time when Japapese conser-

vative forces were powerless To effect its reforms, the Occupation

sought the support and counsel of Japan'A liberals andothersifurther

#.to the left. Thus, in a sense, the Occupation's reforms-were the

reforms of the left, a fact that became xceedingly important over

the. postwar period.

It was not long before' the cons ative forces regained

O

their strength and began considering steps to dismantle the OcCupation!s
r

reforms. From 1948, the conservatives obtained a majority of the

representatives in both houses of the national Diet and irOTiost

of the local governments. Immediately, steps were taken to limit.

the strike rights of unions, to reduce the autonomy of the schOols

and to remove the controlS on private enterprise; constitutional

amendments were even contemplated. While the conservative camp was

complex and included men with a variety o.f ideologiCal concerns

and interests, it would be fair to say.the_conservatives were declaring

war on the spirit of the Occupation's reforms.

Each attempt by conservatives atcounter-reform was vigbrously

opposed by the leftist pc %ies, which received support from such

groups as the federated labor unions, the Zengakuren student movement,

and various associations of intellectuals. The confrontation led to
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Survey Date

1953.

1958

1968

1973'

TABLE 9.3

WHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU SUPPORT?

PER C T WHO INDICATED THE LIBERAL-DEMOCRATIC PARTY

20-24 25-29

39

31 37

29 24

11

.....

42

19 25

:319.

1

I

Age. Group _60+

30-34 352.39 49-44 45-49 50-54

38- 44

1963 27 38 38 k 40.
e

35 42

32 31 34 !

29 31 39

- 1.

51

43

41

39 37

45 48

48 52

40 . 42

55-59 60-64 65-69

1

70+ Average

37 39 41

41 j7, 38

. 55 57 50 52 43

48 47 r 56 52. 41

45 48 35

3

1

r.
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. a clean split in the Japanese polity between the progressive forces

for democracy and equality and the conservative forces of reaction.

The-critical issue inthis struggle was the'set of values that the

Japanese government shoulesupport: Should. Japan promote the .

traditional values of collectivism, national strength,hierarchy.

and_eceinomic competition, or the new valuesof indiviaualism, parti-

cipation, andequality? As Watanuki has observed, the fifties_was

an era of-cultural'politics.31. s

A political debate focused°so heavily on theseabstract
0

issues was bound-to wane. One Of the fundamental problems faced'

by the conservatives was that their values sitply_did-not-Appeal

to the young.. This-should-be evident from our discussion,
.
of the

values taught in Japanese schools. Table 9.3 presents the proportion

. .

of respondents in each of the five national surveys who prefer the,

consdrvative-party. In each survey the younger resnondents show

far less.interest in the conserVa-Uves than the older, ands as we

move from'1953 to 1973, we find declining support for the conservative

party among the' youngest; (20-24) age group.

'While this state of youthful diSaffection was somewhat- -

disturbing to conservatives, it did not deterthem froth addresing
.

their traditional ,COnstituengies through the fifties and into the
1.

sixties. Duringithis period, the cdilservaives promoteda4lcultural

price supports and loan,programs for dmall businesses, and attempted

to serve the interests of big businesd. -1At the same time,-they peri-

odically attempted to challenge_the la oi unions and other progressive

forces: for example, over performance ratings for teachers in 1958
,

4

0
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the U.S.-Japan Security,Treaty Renewal in 1959,.and achiefbment

tests. for. students in 1961.

Ma* within the conservative camp, however, took a dim view

of.such confrontations. These critics, often called-"doves ", felt

th'at.the opposition was in Japan to stay and that., the political

survival of the conservatives rested on a Bismarckian approach of
. . ..._,--.. . .

prdmoting "progressive" legislation. _Due-to-the growing influence

of the doves'; the conservatives supported comprehensive health
____--

insuranc!and_soci security in 1960 and" various ,other items
t

of welfare legislation since then. .This moderate wing has worked'

for a contlivation of some of the Occupation's legislation, such
.

as the progressive income tax, and'has.pursUed less militant rela-

tiorts with certain opposition groups, notably the teachers! union

and the student:. 32

values ofJapanese

.

The doires' accurate perception of. the changing

youth has led them to.promote more moderate and

egalitaiian policies.

Through these tactics, the conservatives have attempted to.

mr

neutralize. value politics and make themselves more attractive to

the young. In -one sensep.they have succeeded. .Young voters are

less likely than in the pastito associate the conservatiyei'with

traditional haloes, and more likely to view the socialists and

other pro relsive parties in a critical light. While these policies

have not increased conservative support among the young, they have

not dr,iven potential followers into the arms of their principal ,:ivals,

the-socialists: Instead, some young have turned to the Clean Gvern-

merit Party'(Komeito) and especialfy .(:) the Communist Party. Hbwever,

a.* .382
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/
(

the most.pronOunced trend among ew voters is.away from politics.
r

..incleneral. Whereas '-m--1953 only 15`, per cent of the 20-24 year

olds said2thft were undecided., ,the proportion rose to 51 per cent

r Yin 1- 973.
33

When asked in 1953 how dethrmined they we *e to vote,
. A

54 per' cent of the'youri4 age'
4

group said they would m4ke..every

Ieffort; in 1973 this proportion declined to-23 per nt. Most of

the young people said they would at least try to vot but a growing.

proportion -(upIfrom 4 per cent in 1953 to 17 per cen
.'.

flatly stated that they were disinterested.

OlOrly, many of the new voters,will begin vo
I

,

grow older, and many will lean to-the left. 'The day

in 1973) 0

ing as ihiy,..

of Japan's.

conservative party thus seem, numbered. It is still_ go. early to
.:,

predict tie future of, Japanese politics oncethe conservatives fall,_
i 1.

,

but one-thing is certain:. future regimes will pay more attention
.

. (
to the voice of the new generations..

4

..i ,

The Goverhment's Youth Policy

Japan's progressive and ultra-conservative political parties
-Y

devoted considerable energy to reaching out tothe young. The

AAocialists.have relied on their contacts with the Japan Teachers'

er party-affiliated unions to reachyouth in:the schools .

____----...\

e devoted-mucMe and money
--------- ., ..04°

. .....0'''

on many compuies their gtuaent

.union and of

and' the workplaC The communistsr-hav

to reaching ydaiii 1 the univefiltis;

affil late contgol the local self-government*assbciations.- I \
\ .--

As a'oontribution to the party, youth deliver the party paper, Aka-
_

. hats,.. to,some 4 million homes\\\daily. 34'
Similarly, the Komeito

" --.---

sponsors a youth gro,P as does its kindred religion, the &Aka dakkat.

.383
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Relative to these oppbsiticin groups., the conservative,"

political organization has assumed that its influence in so many

of the formal organizations'of education and work provides suffi-

cient contact with youth; thus, the conservatives have made no

special effort to create youth associations, especially in the

Urban areas. It may well.be.that the'moie vigorous efforts of the

.peripheral parties haire influenced the anti-conservative trends in
youth values and voting we have observed. We might.also surmise

d,
.that the left is efforts to mobilize youthare an important ingredient

,c
undelying the relative equality of political participation in Japan,.'

.. ..

By and large, the left has tried to, Mobilize'youth, housewives, apd r
..,

. " .

other_ marginal groups that have lower social status; in resent
)

years these efforts have been particularly_duccessful.-

movements have' become a. significant political forte in

of the seventies.

rely On traditibt

associations, and

these groups

people's

thltaPian
In contrast, the conservatives have tended.to

.

L groups such as local rotary club:, farmers'

each politician's koenkai (support.group)ODut

ch-a-fg mainly located in rural areas, have weakened.

recent-Years. Equality in Japanese political pa"4cip tion,

'then, stems from the upsurge of the left's youthful -uppo t and the

decline of the conservatives' older groups.

Over the past few years,.however, it would appear,that the

contervetives.ha've begun to re-orient ,theirpolicy toward yOuth.

One new tactic has been the
/
effort to ttrengthen their ilifltence.

.

over youth in'those formal areas they control.. For eicample,.they

have pressured the Ministry of Education to intensify its censorship,

of schooltextbooks; the-well-known Ienaga case is a. reminder.
"et

0
0
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.'Tillidiaili.,thrutt of the censpr's.judgmerit was Vhat Ieda4a's

. 4 '''' '
. . . .%

'4'.
1

.

Vaparlesie 'history 'textbook -placed too 'Strong, an empyasib. on the _

-1( .: . *, .....,
. -

.. .....

*,. ,

-,.... ..4 4
, .peopli4sirolyin bUi/ding'the Japanese nation and 'did not -'show enough,.. - .. .r -

,
.. -. ,I.,.44- _. , ' ; , '''' !,11, .,. ,

..,--respect for;.,the.emperor, dr the natilion. Inl-addition, the conAeri
.

ivatives ha Cte devoted coniiderable effort 'towards formalizing the
....... . . .. ::

post of had- tSacheria the'ichoolg.J6 ?The-conservatives' underiiirig
. -

, -

.eipeci'ation ii thit the, oSition will enable them to sexe4 more .

) , . ,.

, - , s-

priSpure'on teachirs to adhere to governiept educational policy.
. %. . -. -7 ..1 ,,,, -,._.

.
t t.

.In the Ienagd case, the- goliernment met with a surprising- judideial
,.

,

o

:setback, and in the struggle over head teachers,-less than-dnd-third
.. -

1 '. . , , A
t.

,-of Japan's. prefectureihave.thus far-impliemented the.central'order.
--.Thc

- :Another "tactic df-conservatiVes has been.to-dons t youth:

centers-throughout
. , .recreation, the-country. . The most .corispicuous. ,

Mk i.

of pis located nekr the Nakano s'tat'ion Of, the Chu() Train-Line
.

`IL

,..
.

in Tokyo. The Center stands sam0;20 stories tall 'and indludes a
,.....- . r !

.. , .
,

main gymnasium, an Qlympic-sized swiaming pool, facilities for a
., / .

. -
.great ,varietyariety Of-indoor sportS,,ieading rooms,,.banquet 1141s;.

, , , - .

''' wedding- rOoms, an
, active club system, and'a small totel service;

.-
c. .

the total costwas upwards of VS 'million.- gidetoshi Kato-has..!

. 'observed that no Other govetnment oatside the socilist camp has
. - ..2

deloted so much money and organizational of t to:contain and directt,
'

ttle.energies of. itS youth:37'''However, despite e attractions of

'Nakano_and.other .cen*s they are.only.one amoz many ''olltlete.
. ,

tOtere youth-seek recreation. It is thus doubtfui. that such youth..k . ., % - .
. . . . .

.

prograirs will.have,Imbh bearing on Japan's 'future.
- / /

...---

V.

Iv - .
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'Other Egalitarian Trends/ , .

..

. . . .
.
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IX -29
fr I

.
.- As hew cohorts of TiUAg'peoPle inculdated.with egalitarian. . ,

..

and indiliidualistic values move into society, they'initiate, chanies#'
. , ...4

. in severe; other especte.deservingIot note.. ,' 1. Language Usage. 'The traditional 4apaneselan4uaRe
included at. least five difftrent levels o; honcirifics_that_werle

a

,

.

. 1113P4ise to be used depending on.onets,statusu'the' person to whom , -'

_

.

.

.
.

*, .,

.

-

9le-talked, and thlerion or situation disCuesed. Today,-mosil . . '''__ , __ __ _ _ _ - - : -

Japinese
,
MAT a forking coR d of.no *ad ore than; three levels,. and

. they attenufail tq even.use_theie properly. ThuSrAlchtetts site -

.. .
. ,

. .

. . 4 . .i. .'"
(. 4.

;only mildlY,diferentialto.their bosses; wives eat, their husbands -
. , .- ... ...,

:,4., ,
i

,

at equals: and children demean 'their fathers. 4ithoitt a doubt, .

41,

.social relaions conveyed through language usage have. been levelled.

2. Family Formation and Structure. InChipter Four we

observedthat young people have become!increasingiy, assertive...in 04--
.. .. 4 kiexercige of mate selectios and that family structures havebecome.

. ..

(0.
, .. - .: 4 ft.,. /.

6 More egalitarian' cord:mired tcieprliek periods., These changes are -4.'
.7 Ng. , i. ° .
stronglvinfluenced by the new values of postwar youth. Ad.wIth- .

_ .._ ,.
other-changes we-are consideringt.a feedback process* is operativ

41
e:

(

.

neW:iou#atUre to form egalitatian'families.With Children ,ho, '

because oftheir`Early family experiences, develop.eyen'stronger
- . . . ...

egaliiarianandindividualistfroriintationa f.,4n theii Omen* ,,,

3 9' Occupational- Prestige. ,In 'Chapter Seven we-obserlied how

0

yqung 13eople are developing a moieegalitarian'view of occupatiOns. .

..
"ii r 4than their parents. .This new orientation help their

. ii
. /

1

willangness to enter/jobs that traditionally were considersact .,tow,
, (,' . . v ,

.
i .. 6 4.

.
.

*b
.

s.,,

I -

.42.

.
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. : in preStige, ;tot.; 4jobi 'in the stall and ,,Mediuni'''.enter Ptise$. In- ;
.

. :. ,, -' .- . -'-, '. . . .. ..! )

..,
1

.that/chap,ter we also :ndted, thet`Younger peopld.tAnd to. make 'fewer .`. : 0 .. .,. ., . . i"-
. .skArP, distinotiOns, when, rating' the Preitige of oCcupaVoiis. ,, As\ ,

the'adUlt population.comes, .toctinsi
. - t ..

. *- - tv

A

tof. yore ybiing people. Witil
egalit&rian peilsect-iv.es., we anticiPa -e a gridual'2e"velling of-the-

,., ..,
`Occupational ,prestige .hierarghy.! A de ite-.-trend, in that direction.

,. .4.s already. evid r .

I

The first oceupational-prestties e -was conduCted in
, *Jape rt in 10S-by-the Japan Sociological Abs ciation.-. Twenty- year's-

later a 'replication survey was perfarmed,-(See.
-15 .--
; Prdstige :scores . ren. comparing the two sets of.

Table 9.4) for "the
..-vestige 'scores,

Weasitote low the higher prestige' occupations have eciined several
points4hile lc wqr prestige oc.ipations have rise; n. The' only0
ot4pc society where similar leVelling has been reported is,poland;. . . ..
in Poland's case,. the shift from a' capitalist to a comMunist regime

(
. s

kwas an irreportarit cditioning faCtor.3-Q
h..

1

\ . .....,4s.w . . '
S 4%. inchme Equality: Muc of the recent discussion bf

:1% '..

Acttiality in.advanceditieseern societies has focuseci.On. income equality.
It thus seems appropriate-to conclude' the analysi's of social changp

i

by, providiig. spms summa

Several of the developmente

dacreasing. occupation- and" age -based /age improved

inication bf the sitdation Japah. ,. /. -4-. . ,e have discussed in, this chap ter--. . , .

social wiliare benefits',,. the progressive
-, - ;

' .

- .
taxation systela--imply a' 1/'trend towards increased income equality.- ..

, 4. :- .-.
National statistics' on .persohal. income distkibutioh .ailt3

, \

difficult to Compare.' However, economista .whottihave worked with
,. -' .

this data,seera to, agree that. cOntemporarY Japan has' one of the.m,t

AC 4

4
' -.

RJ
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7 TABLE 91.4,,

-11

".SELECTED -OCCUPATIONAL PRESTIGE ISCORE
,rdit JAW 1955 AND JAPAN 1975

..

OCcupation ;
raity-profespor

c-dacfor

fty
department chief .

ompany, departient 'chief''oivil erigr.neer:.
'-, mechanical, -engineer_ .

'temple priest - 4. ..

teacher .
.

- employee in large cortany
poliReman
manager of a smailoshop_.
tbrnex farmer'
-railway 'station employee
barber
joiner
auto me,chanic
truck driver,
carpenter .

lathe worker
.a insurance, agent
typographer -
fisherman- -
worr.er in 'a bread

4' clerk', in a small
APtr-

,

factory,
shop,

teknt farmer.*
co Miner _

.., road, mender .

2.street 81011-man
coal dealer

, . \, ,

r.

..- 1X-31

i.

;hp:pl. 55 _ Japan 75. , Japan 75 minus,
-4avart 35

83

60
3. ;

,

90.
-83

7.0
69
69
66
66.
52

49.. 4,

42

40
39
39
38

30
38

35
35 4

29
33

2
22
22
22

-8?

63
,,, 6i

59..

A
.

.45

.45
43

41

3?

3?.
35

28
27,

-28
23

-2
. *9.

0
+2

4- .0'
0

t5
+45

+6. \

kV

.0

. , ,
$

Sources japan. 55 repotted in Shigeki Nishihira, "Le - PreSti.geSocial -des ttifferentes -.ProfessionsII:evaluation .populaireas Japon,".ReVue Francaise je, Ofoli. #,.. No'. 1, '1968,.p. 354; Japan -75 .reporte.0., frota recent rational social :
mobility `fluzbvtiq., ! " - ' - - .

.,, ,i :. ,
....-:

.- 4,
V )

4... . .

, .,, i, 4..
-, a . .,, .,,,,

' *
..'?", .

. 2'
*.

.'t
,i

#
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TABLE 9/5,

, .. -
I coprFICfENTS4 I'OR PERSONAL INC-OME
STRIBUTIOir IN , SELECTED C.OT.41TRIES

.

Cot

'Ja Pan
Japan
Prance.
Germany
Italy
United: St

.Cana)
. land*
Netherland
Norway,
Sweden
Czechoilo

..11FgarY

6

Year .

it

.

,2196319'-'
962'
9644*
966

/463
64
67/8
9 ,
2 -

-- '4

2

19 ,

1'065,,
, 19(?'

A

, J4 t ...1 7

Source: ,Andre Boltho. p J'a,p n: An tconoriii- qti ev,i 1933-1973, London:
.. Oxfor UniversitzPress, 1975, p. r-,,

`Jill Incomes

0'.3t '0.28,

0:37
40.40
0.40
0.34

1 0.58

-..

6:6
0:430

. 0.24
0.26

4 .

i
.Wage wand Salaiy

Incomes -.

0;19
.4

v;

f

ill

;

0.35
0.2

0.27
4m.
-

't 0.36
0.19
0.25.

_

1.1

I

t

er`

'
d

o

.

0

,

5

4

.
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s" .,,equal distributions ,of all tdvanced societies. 40 Gini indexes,,

,. complied by- Boltho f/cr selected; countries, ire presented in:. "-,. a .,Tabie 9.5;7.Agter considering the,'effectsof unreported property
. inCOme and sntertainment allcilances, the differential effects4' '''. . . . . ... . -I'of income tax, systems, ind'.1ehe impact of unreported "cases , '

11011);OnClUdet:.°
It 4" . -. .

On. balance, some upward adjustments of -Japan's xlitigues
--i-n-Tabl-e. 9..5 niterb-e tivCr faffited. But a number o pointsmilitate it an opposite direction... '-

'ImpressionistiCally esteeming the, viriouslcbrisidere--
: tiona set oui.abave, trarefCire, :a tentative conclusion .iight not be Very- different Troia the one ori pro-posed: Aesiuming -that' the internatorial data ssembled

are .reasOnably reliablek Japan's.perscznal is ame distri-bUtion, while. not necessarily the most equartin theworld, is among the more.equai ones in developed 'countrids,
Att313.te the 'cluagisiii, of the 'economy.* And Japan's degree''of- 'equality' is particularly evident at the/bottom of theincome scale. The'ehare,of incomas-obtair71 by the top5 or, -10 per cent of households is not .ve different' fr9m.:.tbain other relatively' 'egalitarian' market economiesliKe'kustralia or Norway.44:

, .Bolthovbserves thatthe Gini indexes for japan were-quite large
in the 1950e'but:',Eave declined steidily since that time. Table'

1

e
' -' 9.5 show the dowAexd treid between' 1965 ailid 1.970.42 Ithizaki r

send' the' Economia Planning Agency of Japan elso rid that Japan's
. . . \ . . .. i ., a a 41

income distribution has become more equal. istilowi for cyclical.. .....
flUctuaVions) -ovek the postwar 'period."' 'They

jtowards equelity immediately after the war,, the
observethe progress'
slow. reversal

through- the And the contin oud.trend tokfard's equality-...S- 1.. , 0 ...... ;., . .
--.§ince the late.fiftiee. ',, w'; -- 6 I

4 * k
%. ,/..5.

The Effectiveness of Rebodialitatio 'Efforts.$ ..., . .... .
4. -- . . .

Kant Japaneke political and economic' eaders are con4erned'
, ..,, .

. - * C.

D.

,

',
,

. a -

*

-/
3 0" /

*/
;,.

4.
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.

:about the.,kaldes of the yputg and the.social,change-th y are, ,,

.
_

.-.:

.

_precipitating!. Through c'o'rporate training programs, e national
i

.. . .

..

.

.

. ,youth-program, and school ;curricular reform's, theme' lea ers are.
. .

e .,-
. . , . .
. 4, -...-

., % . ,attempting.tocOntrol:and even reiterse-the trend of aluchange..
..-

saiit,.aswe.haxe see, the effebtiveaess:Of-thlpe efforts i
f

..1 .. I .

,-

First,Ah!! schools entrenched teachee.s union ac
---.1

, .... .

. a..hirffer .against the intrusibris of conservative moralizers.... ,
4 , , . af, . ,

_ VIA-strength -of peer relations,-wards off the complaints of- p
. -.. . .

. 4,' il'inally,. the company training prograFsr.ighich-represent the4, ", ,, ,.% ,

..ixtensive resccialization effort, are'compromiied by' their con4
I. . ,

f . (with the goals.of lbsterins.4ir friendships and compan' loyal
c

rsi3,.
. . . - .1 1, , t .7,s. while for particular lAdividuals.And subLvroups therp isr --. ....

1,n ,
-undoubtidly 'slime; drift away from egalitarianism, it.: general. ism .

.c.

.

. "
find little reason to expect that the postiarvenerationS will

. .-.

Second,

rents.

st ,

'abandon these values ii,thei proceed into adult'life.--

Thelersistence of Youth's New.Values J

. &In Chapter- Seven we identified three .clusters of-valtes that
/- .

.

. ,

3 . ,. 1
-

are,particularly significant in considering postwar social change:
. ,

'the'egalitarian orientationtO jabs, the'ind'ili.idualiStic orientation-

4

,

. f . IAnd the participatory orientation. With 'respect to these cluisterse
, ,

.
. ,

y we- showed how, the young
ffwer4 consistently more progressive an

.

.

adulti and w each new cohort of.yoUngpeopte has shown a.progres7

,

4

sively stronger tendency to affirm these new: values./ , e ,,
wo ''

Our review of the early'adulteexperience,of these same young,
,

/. * I .

people leads vs to further hypothesize. that once they adopt these'

o



cr.

)

. 'A.

.
r 4lit I

new values, they nit abandon them. '

IX -35
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a

.i '

;1
44r

.- % Jv , . 0 -
,.`,Several questions from the N41.o-nal ..instfitute of Statisticefl,. . ,, .- . . .

iz, . A. .?......

Matematics' ,national chWracter survey enable a test of this.
f.. ,

l'itypotheSis. This se"tirvey -has; been replicated every gye- Years', : ... - C .., . - , / -. .

-since 1753 While. each repli8atron hasinterviewea a new: sample.. ': .-
v

of.individuals it is possible to folic* an sja6r,ccjwriimail. ;. ..

through its .life cicietby focusing- on particular aqe groups over,
. _ .

_ o
__.

successive.surifeys. for example, if we: start with the yOungeSE__ .. ,,------:,. . ! .

--age group (207=24j, of the eirst surtrey, their
t,

,cOhOrt will be ,24-29 ,
.., --,--. ..., -,

- at =the, time .Of the seaond,purvey, 30-34 at the, time of the third,..
. .-. 4 ., ... . . 1

. ' and sä on. As .an' indication 'of the- cohorts' tendency of value.t, , . t ." 5-- . .

retention thgmanner in which they answer4esignated qUeetious ;,..
.

stable ,,,, -should remain .over time.

I

.

) \ '-, In Chapter Settem we used/the question ci-t life goals al a. -

# 7t ) -_ r
S

measure of the emerging individualistie orient ation. Table 9.6 is . /,. ,based on the same questic.11.. Atarting with the CbtiOrt aged 20-24.
.

years old in 1953, we fiAd hat 43 per cent selected oner\or the
other:or the alternatiVel s--"suit one's .olin tastes! or "liye, each

. .

. -
, 1i ,

1.day as it Comes". In /eh& survey five_years liter, 51% of `this __ ___,_ _ ____

N - 1 1. ', . -N,:,'.- ' ,

cehorg';,gave these same responses. Following the Cohort thrOugt
l': 1 - , . . ,. ..r each successiveIeac period; we find roughly ,the same propoftiona: 52% ...

fr* I

in the 1963 survey; 51% and 57% in 1971. Thus; fop the ;
.

imaginary cohort, aged '20-24 in 1953, an essentially sitablelpimpoition,.- -
i -, -

. .z. tiaffirm the individualistic life goal as, tl------ijlioW oiler._ Similarly,.
. , .

when we look at the imagiiiiiy Cohort that sia-24 !n 1958, SO% ./
selec;ted an individualliatip alternative; .following' this cohort, the

; :. ), .. . ,
respedtiVe propoltions vire 54% in 3:963 56% in 1.968 ,1,P' and 62% in 1973.,

11.

-4 392 .

//
.

O
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. . ft
,. ..,. t TABLE .9.6 - P... , . . - . t ;'

RE ARE ALL SORtS,Or ATTITUDES TOWARD LIFE: A .

. PROPORTIO 'Wlf0 otoii.SUrr.Oilijd TASTES OR LIVE EAOH, DAY AS IT CONES
. . .

. .

-
Su' v. e; D ate ..

,_
Ace Group

,

. . , r
1

t

. 60+: .. ' .
., 20-2 25;729 30 -34 '3539- 40-44 43-49 ,56-54. 55-59601.64 65749 70+ Average'. z , , ) . '...' '. . ,. , -.. . . -1,7,

. . ,: :
-_-_1953
.

32 4-5..../ 33 _. 28. 25, _22 24__ 14 11
/.` . ' . . k . ..- /A 2._:. ".'------ , .

,
. . ,.. i' ,---4 ..._-, _k_____._ _____.._

.... 1958 '5 51 ' 54 .- 38 44 41 34 45
--7.--,----L.-7-

1 .
.........-,_A__.

.. ..--1 ' -- 1

,_.- -
, 1963 60. , 54 -' 52 49. 51 .44 39 .< 436. 31 '. 49.

1

,:, , j
1

.
.,--.. ,

;
r

5.6'
..

- 54 50' . 5t:ri .- 38 '. 43
... r

. . .., .
.... . ..:-.

1968 , v 67 61

. ., -1...

.. ....
W 0c . ..

41
-7.-.'

s

I

C.

1

C

.

S

. '

I

1
S
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.

. giving the.individualistic-respopses.. zForthe imaginiry cohort
. ,

that was 20,7241in 19.63', the successive, proportions are 60%1,61%

and 66%`. cothparisdh, we find that each successive cohOrt

contains asligh'tly Luger proportionaffirming the response,.

aild each maintains its edge over the PrepedIng cohort.. Thi

table thils provideupowe#ul evidence thatpodtwar youth persist

in their individualism; I

Turning to the trends for,the two questions

selected in Chapter Se).en to measure the anti-authority--

. parti4patorY orientation,

Table P.7'preser3tithe re

we find roughly.the. same 'Petitern. .

sults for-"parent should infoim the child

ofteacheits wrongdoing". Ther pekcintiges for the imaginary

cohort aged 10=k24 in, 1953 who atreed, that parents should tell axe.

501rin,1953, 50% i: 1;58, 62% in 1963, 53% f5 1968, and\59t.in
.;

. . .

1973.." The perceh 'sge for the Cohort aged 20-24 in 1958.are

45%'(the only figUie notably out ofinne) ihf1958, 55% in 1953,

.58% in.1968, 'and 59% in 1973. For the cdhort'aged 20 -24 in 1963,

; the .figures pare 5811, 54%, and 56%."'

In.Table 9.8, we present the trends for the.pioportIon

. disagreeing that '"One shduld leave everything to leaders". Again,

we find4oxisidetable stability within cohorts over time. For
-

.
.. example, fooki ng at the cohort aged 20-24 in 1953/ Wefind.that

. ..

the proportion who disagige ranges between 50% -and .58$,.- For the --
.

'"' -1-. , f"
/ '

-------
.

. . s
next Cohort IpegiTing with the 1958 survey, the;gxdportion fluct4ates", .. . ,

4 `

betweeft '52%, and 64%.
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TABLE 9.8
I

. . ... .1, . -,
.. SUPOSE THAT A 'CHIfoD COMES HONE AND SAYS THAT HE HAS HEARD A'
RUMOR THAT HIS TEACHER HAS ,DONE SOMETHING_TO "dElf HIMSELF. INTO.

\ TROUBLE, AND SUPPOSE THAT. THE`. PARENT KNOWS. THIS IS 'TRUE. DO
\ 4, YOU THINK' it, IS. BETTER.FOR,THE PARENT-4TO TELL THECHILD THAT.
\ ItoTS TAuE; OR TO DENY _IT? ____% SAY- BETTER% TO__AFFIRM_ .2,_

.1
',4'.

Group, .StliireY , C

1.
4 Age Group

.. , i'r

A

Date-

1453

19.58 .

1963"

1968.

19r3
1.

60+
4

2'0-24 25-29 30-34 35'439 40-44 .45-49. 50-54 55159 6(1-64 6,5-69 -70+ Average .
646. .?

I
38 L. .30. -23 i-44 42

.

50-

-z,

45

. ,

49

50

-

44 -42 36 38 , 36
1-

., .,,, .. t
4 -. 1.:11,.......0...: .--2=-=:-,; P::.-'---4444......- 4- ,

I i
1

..

52 4 53 0 -. 48, -44 1 44 39 .36 47 5 *-

._ . - .

., - i
.4

......... . r÷,
i . -

58 53.: "'49 47 53 r 49' 49 '50 42 52
i

.`38 44 4: " 41 41 3,0 24 . 21 41

. 5,8 55

awn

64

. _
54

59,

II

56 59

er

a

... rmi3 Je
,

6 ,

"a

59 5.1. 52 43

0

42' 1 6 41
.4)

s.

4

fa

i
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Z9 26 . 28--1. ,..19 i. 15 . 6
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, 0 .

-- .--
-... -

1

.
1 .....

I

-,---
v -....!

i

1958_._,__: - 60 Y50 . 51.Si'. 45 +4,. 46 14 '- 27 , 29 18, i i.9
......... -.... zi -',

7-=

i \-- -: i
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r- . t

1
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'Average
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Chan 46.ip.Values and Change In Behavior4., ..

, . .
oft,

Our_ main interest has been, the enduring effect of ei4ali-
c e' ; ''' -., generation.tailan sociali2sation, on "Several vale ,Flusters of the new generation. -. . \. ', - J. .. v3

Eyed thotigh adult i stitutions have made various efforts to induce.
c ____1?--- .

'yoting---peoprel-t#--aba d n-their,:nvw iralnes._it.....watip_easr__tha.
,a. -- % .-m. 4* -. A I,. %./

2 / , ' efforts haVe ,i3400n nsu, vful.. tehorts`;'ralsed,'iti the postwar era.
.1.,1 7., -ci- 6. , .

co iinue to' affi.rw-tice. learned in school.' While it is %-
..,- 3 t,

i

able
..

,I^.. .
. 4likely- that soine, Social settings are more conducive to resoota,lizatidn

, . .

.. ..
.than :others' -we suspect, smaikeniterpris ee are most' conducive, the

- i, . _ - t ., i_ _ . .. .,-..., orofeigions lead-t-,--the available evidence suggests no major 'value, -t
..---"shifts,-3.n. ny of the .Postwarcohorts. . --- .; -

s - ,.? ,

On other and, there is good reaSon to suspect that these,,
...e

I

:.- 'resociali ation e
... _,,, 'have greater imp/tot on_behavior. itauss 1 i

_41 "C -7^' ' ege

_ . .. . . , ,.
..for .instance, olise s, thatt.large organizat.4ons discourage overt- -.

-
, .o , Yl...,<-- i .-

. i
,.. . . .. ,k

,.......r politicl activity li. employees, especially! amgng,.. white collar ranks;...- .
. . ic-,,Ansofar as .young, ees feel cOmpelled to -protect' their .career -

,7

.e. .prospects, they are ;likely to ollow these. guidelines. -.1hits.,,,.krauss ,
..

.-- '-i--,) e ,f. e t
1

.finds that youfig radicals who take jobs in large organizatfOnO, -ter-1--..:0 = ,. . i
., thinate ( he Participation in- pUbtic marches of: protest. 4.4 :: One ,

-
Imight say the becoine, 'radicals, restraining :their behavior

04yet retai heir values'.'..
A b

-The 'propOrtionS voting forth LDP (see Table.9:3) providet

another .indication k beliaVioral change within cohorti;. Ignoring
1. .

. the resultg for 1973 .(when LDP 'support 'plum eted across all 'age .

,...,- .,,-t ,-
groups), 'support for the LDP within cohorts increases with age.

..

For, ._____ .

example, only .30% of the. cohort aged in 193 supported -the :LDP;
X/."4

five. years. rater, 37% of this cohort' preferred the 'DP; ten years
.

410 0 . . e
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later, 32%; and'fikte6n

,to

. IX-41'

ears,later, 42%. Somewhat similar. results
. .. - , . .

gars observed for the other 1.1'amg1parxe-eohorts..
)

.

* -- ' Id. , t

This, disjunction between 'value a behavioral, change helps;
49.

'
,.-us to understifid why a' virtual revolution in.postwaraluei has not..

*

brought about even greatetleociil'changes than those already enutetated.'
'If-,

cOA ;0 th--th1§-co ion of -adult -socle-trimany young

j \PoPle. fail td. act on t kr new values, ,and instead adjust their
. ;\ .,

behavior to confo
.
V established roles. The contrast between:

; .\

and behxvioral...-Jcamformity-and-iTzard-valuembased-oppoiltpas
.

t1 . t . A

i generates a comparatively high'leyel=of tension and fruttration

,,. anion . span ut ts.ng a u --4 J -1 s ja d I
. 40

.4

0Conclusion.
",

4

, .

o e w ,
...0.0ach of the conventional,literi*e suggest thg-Japan's

Schools teach youth those values and orientation that will facili-

. tate ratid adjust6ent to; the deiands.iof ad 31 sOcitity. For example,
,.

,.-

s4iddlex ti.

i
.

:Adach ruth,discipline andre4onsability, they Sensitize
. . u -- A

.)

i. 1
T

yoUth.to-the needs of others; 'theiorient yOuth to-the WOrid4Of ..,

-I

work-:and citizenship. ,Because the chocks teaCh-these leisons
j .

they
are Said to be well-integrited '4th daPam's adult insgtdtions*,

It

. ty p

I
However, we find' there is"anotha !

*

r aspect ofthe,sChoOl-
-

society link which the conventional perspective neglects. Schools
i. \A\

,-

also teaCh Japanese youth many inconsistent:qessons, In:particular,
.

,
-, , --

we_h\

-

ave identified the three lesions which to the-egalitarian
.

_

. ).-

seritiryti "-the_ :egag..itatian' orientation -to work, the.,, ingividuited
-_____

D'aisposi4on, and the critIcal,orientiiion structures of ,authority.

/Because Japanese'young People'learn these, inconsistent .leads , they

k ,

.

2'
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I

.

feel immensely dissatis

IX-42 ..

.
ied upon their initial encounter with adult .

institutions.
,

Indeed; yliternational Youth.Survey cited in .

young
. .....

44anese .peole are the most-assatiated

aa. . 4- ...

'

Table 9.1 euggests.thdt

youth' thethe davenCed

r. /s it .possible

"F----the--schoor-s-egaiPiari

ilOgualitiesa of adult

1/
1 ..

at these young;people* gradually forget
a

ohs
and°aditiiiiCto.the-inse

institutionalized
. . . ' .. A 6 , ,

ristitutions? The_-conventiona; perspective
.

Our Objectivelm,this cAdtoter hai'.been
44. answers in the affirm, ive.

t o p esent_tie_oppissite-vi
,

6

,

1

t

, .

cent changeS.:-ItCzapanese sockii; that appeai'to have beeri.pre.-, ..
, .

.

_ .

. .-

--..i4 "--'1pltatid by ..he;'demands of the--new youth:, Because dapan's'yo
,. ,.

- .
S , . ..,' s'.

. are taught tifeir *galitirian lessons 1'n the schools, we con

that educatiovis transforming -society, There are two mdjo

Siguments,,to-our concrusion.

41.

lufle

counter-

. ,
.

.0ne common counterargument goes dtio11 :, Th egali.7..

tarian
..

seritiment is nqtUnle'to'Japanese uth, but ;r .her is ...

.
,, .

A

:,
. . -

' 18' - % o . I .

00
shared by tAbTuthbf all advanced ind ustrial societies. this-

( , . .-,

i

sentiment is said to emerge frOm the common et of structural change
.

- ,t -

- 0 ',I,

these advanced societies are experielping-- or exaMpl.d, occupational

and educattnnal upgrading, the shiftoto a-post-industrial Onomy,"
(

the maturation of the baby-boom cohort,1 the unprecedented situation

"of-sustained so akfluence. Youth ihroughout'the world, in

°response to these changes, haveideveloped a united movement that

Imth opposes established ways and is adaptivt to the projected
. -

demands of the coming post-industrial social or4er.' A surprising
,.-

,.,

.number.of
,

contegtOorary obse ers ascribe to this post-Andustrial
. , .

. , ... , .

explanation and discount the, role of the schoOti.' However, we

402 114
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- ".
V _

.

feel this (Aand*eiplanation begs too many questions: (1) Are
*. i

4'youth in the varibusisociaties responding tb idehtical changes
. 4- . %

r "` ''-'''here a worldwide yo4t6 movement? (3) DO yduth in the vario
. .

n leils of difficulty in adjusting ta
..: f ,..5.4...

tdult Institutions? Where'do yoUth acquire their critibal9 '

'\-.-.,-. ---,7' ,. .---I"
f. - . _r_----.---7--orientation to é adUlt'world?,In our; -op nion,

.

none of the exposi-

societies experience co

. "tors of :the post-in4ustri xpUnition hasY provided a satisfactory;
. . .

Answer toAeseiquesticks., As the explanation is --.

.

.

-elaborated, *e anticipate it will recognize fib contrib ion of

.contemporary edudaiiOn ,'For We suspect,that_the educational_ insti-
-)

,

soci tiei in grater. or les$er degree, 41,5

peadh values that are inconsistent with the cislAtndsi of, the adult, :

-.
.

world. The post-indUstrUl expatiation, rather,tban being.:a counte-,
,,-----

argitmentlis i%generalizailonqpi*our thesis. ,..:1 ,'4

.2!

It.caillalso- be argued that the C!yges we document are

best accounted for. by other, forces: For examples; it is' Clear. that

youth's new values are ,no more than. secondary gactoi. in the

,

po "L. trend of declining occupational "and size' Wage7-differentials.:

Like se, youth's shift akey from the conservative. political party

is, -at least in paqla'function Of that party's iailtireto recog -.
,

.
. .

-

nize youth'S needs. We agree'thai these other explanations Are

'also relevani, ,Yet?, given the' complexities of qederh sdcial
.

,organizatio 1 we would not gxpect'a single explaniiion to be sufficient
--,1_. T, .. ,.. 4r

#

id account" or a partieular change. Education's,egklitlrian impact ,

. 1 . .

,

. - .
.

supplements the forces. We draw Confidence'in our argument,

from the-fact-that Japan's cons iVative politicians' and business, k _ f s.-

., -4
.

03
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leade ose interests are threatepid.by these changes, attribute
-

egalitariann education with the blame
, for theiiostwelr egalitarian.

transfoknlati.6n.
o

, .

7

s

O

O

O

0 . -

27-

.4

1

el.

1.;

7

4

0.y

O
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CHVXER TEN

xA NOTE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

\

.

At thebeginning of this st y'we asserted that the merito-

cratic approach to egalitarian chap e is outdated. The meritocratic
. )

,

approach, which has guided public policy for deverOvIlidades, Aiiktrom
.

aw

that educational credentials are-theekey to socioeconomic achievement..

Through promoting reforms that equalizeLthe educational .opportunities
.

4 of children from' different socioedanomicibackgroUnds, the meritocratic

.approach aims to reduce thejimpact of social origins on socioeconomic

achievement. However, evidence collected id the U.S. and Western-

Europe indicates the failure of the meritocratic approach. 'Despite

extensive efforts,to equalize educational opportunity, empitiCai
. . -k .

. -i-..

stldies by Raymond Boudon for OECD and Christopher Jencks for the U.S.
. ,

..

indicate these reforms have had little impact-on the distribution,of

social opportunifieg.

,
In that Japan shares many common structural* features with-advancid

much thp same pattern of re-

study, weparticipated in ihe

Western societies,-one might anticipate

sults to obtain there. As-part of this

iility and- acquired- the data1975 Japan noni1 survey of - social mo

necessary for 'examining Japanese trends. On the basis of our analysis.
1

of the 1975 survey-in combination with comparable surveys i 965 and,

P 1955 we find that Jipan constitutes ail interesting exception 14.the_,.

Western-pattern. 4,r,in Japan, over the postwar period we find a pro,-

gressive dimunition id the effect_of social 'back#ound on both educar

O
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Even though the Japanese' experience inditates...th possibility

of equalizing ed uca al and social opportunity, we.do.not believe
.

= 1

, it provides stippo t for the meritocratic apprOach to social Change.
. . .

Rather we maintaih that the opening of Cilportunities_foiloivs from

A several developments associated with egalitarian education. SpeCifically:
"

1. In contrast w h conventi,onal education, egalitarian education
1

, A .
, reduces the asseciation., etween social background and cognitive ,develop-;

'4.1--

.

meat beciVie the.VUriance-in cognitive achievemeq is lessened id

discriminatory educational pract

-2. Egalitarian education trans

e minimized (Chapter

its the motivation to adhieve in

school to a larger proportion Of'iouth, and social backiiound is

relatively unrelated to.this effect (Chapter Six).

, -
3. Because of No. 1 and No. 2, the-average level of edUCaticinal ,

-- -c .

.aspirations is high generating .great pressure for, ,expansion of the
.

educational system. As places at the comPulsory level of4-the educ-
/

..
educe=

r.

- - tional.systeia Ancrease,,more and more "youtahHfrom ordinary background0-,
1 : 6

__go on for advancededucatiOnj'Tniiileads to a decrease in the-agsocia-...".

-"' tion between social background and general measures of
,

educational

attainment. However, it', is still possible for child44n.from privileged'
-4"

. , i -
. , .

. .

,backgrounds .to wins out in the, colapetition for entrance to elite uni-
. ) .

.

versities (Chapter Eight).

4. Likewises.in contrast with conventional education which views,

occupations as 'Arrayed in a-neat status hierarchy determined by the
,

intellectual demands of each job, egalitaiian education urges youth
.

$ ,

.
to develop a more-tomplex view.of occupations. It points out the!
. '1 -

.
, .

,

of-the divistOn of labor and the intrinsic rewards
,,

tliat.dpriie from different kinds of work. Thus youth develop a
. -...._,

peespective .which,.relative to earlier generations, places less empha- 4i.

...
o

,. sis cii the prestige
,

differences,of2OtCupations.. (Chapter -Nine)

10
._,

0.
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, ..

. . 5. Yott th ire flexible in
. theif`

,..

occupational orientations ''ana- their.. ,

..,,. ,. . 4

social backgrounA-is only maaerstlytassociatod with ethe occupationsAtter.,.
aiii3itita' to (Chapter ieven). .'. :.--T-

2n sum, we find that egalitarilln education tends to equalize

the-eshwational resources and. motivation that young-people bring' to

4,1 'the_ labor market. Exponents of the meritocraeic apprOach h ye tended \
* `r

rto assume that the equalization of youth's qualifiCaticens and motivation
;,

.
.

, S ) '
i

would lead to a more equa,kallocation of social' opportunity.They assume-..
that .the increased volume of qualified youth from, lower sociOeconomici

.N
-background will result'in an iiprovement in the socioeconomic oppor-

s , ,

tnnities proVided these youth.: ,

' But there is no neeessary ,reaion why this should be *-so. On the
<

side of young people'; even with'their modified views on 'the prestige

of occuRions, it is'still likely that large n rs *ill be oriented

- to pregtige 'occupations-4 -It is Conceivable at ihe, equalisation
of y=Ouh vo4: k,-re levant...rebourCes,mightleii to an intensification- -

of the cOMPetition efor desired' jobs. While 1.imight,' become ,aiore diff
.7 -

cult for emplogrs-4.0.-e..-valuate the pe

toparticipants might increanir there is rid reaion to aseu e-change

in the'' opportunity struitune. ployers are unlikely to create ,more '

'.,:'
high_status jobs simply to accomOda the 'increased number, of qualified- ,- ,

thee pressure on
..

.
-"applicants. The equalization-of esittcaiiOnal resowrces, 4in4he absCence.

, .

Of.an alteration of the structure 'of .sc4ial opportunities, is likely
, . ,

eto lead. /t/o ,a long-run trend Of weakened association between ducational

*1421(1.st:h.-al-achievement. 'However, whet might take education'splace--

ass the criteria for social. selection ? .Employers might shift to new

criteria for evaluation such as personality. or, as Michael Young .argues'

in his faple on the meritogracy, thy might eVel fall back on family
, ,,,

.background. If so, the asSOciatdithr- between, family baCkground.

'11413
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educitional achievement .might dicline at the sabre time that familyachievement
_ - -......: . .,. ,

background increases its impact on socioeconomic achievement.'
, e

Thus it is not at all clear what might happen to the distribUtic;h

. of social opportunities in. societic,,Mat experiences an eqUiLlization

'of the distribution of edu atiohal resouices., The oiatcoakeAcannot
,

be logically deduced, or at leaif not without introducing new assump.,r
.

tons that are not included iypical meritodratic-arguments. What
. ;

_condi ion of equalized educational attain-
(actually, transares der

* it is a question fo

.1

irical inves igation.

:Methods,- . '1'

We assume that,most readers have some familiarity with the methods.
developecFOVer the past two decades toy examine.teefids in social Oppdr-

tunity. On the one hadp.there is the,path analysis.of status attain-

models originally developed:0 Otis D. Duncan and Peter Blau.
.

The basic model use d in Veris research is pictured in,Figure 10.1.
/,.

0

. .

A number of conventions are available for operatiolializing the variable0...
-.10..;--,. . . .

o the model., and we will AlSouseour choices below. Regardles:,Of-7
. .

- : ,

thioarticular choides index the foiloviing are the criteria for, deciding'
. _

whether. there have -been changes ppportunity: 4
. .1. .,,..;,

1. An increase in'educationel.oPpoifunity can-be said to have *'''

I

A ti o'. . .
oecured,to the extent father's educational attainment's effect fon

,
.,,1

reSpondent:,s eduCational attainment- deareases.--

occure'd to

-reipOndent
1

.

, 9

4

increase in educatioAa06pportuniq can,besaid to haVe

the extent.fatherti oecupitionalittainment's:effectou

educational attainment decreases.

0

.
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FIGURE

BLAU AND:DUNCAN' BASIC" PATH
MODEL FOR STATUS 'ATTAINMENT

#
Fasther's-Educational- Respon4enes'EduOationaAttainment Attainment' .

4

L.

ts.

or

Respondeitk!s' Current
OccupatiOnal 'Status

t.

O

. Fathee's Occ patimia
Attainment

V
,

.
'

Resiglindent's First
Job.Statde- _

.

s
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g
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6
3. An increase in social"op ty can be said .to ve occured

0

to the extent father's edtleational att.linitient effect on respondent's.
6. .

Current occupationai attainment in (ok respondent's 'first job statue

X-6

....-----.....:,--._ .

decreases; .
1 '''''''..*'..-1,:, . 0 .-

A' :s

:: . .
,.' , W #4 - .

4. An incr ,ase-in social. ePpei tunit
i
y,can be staid to have occured.,:'--..

0.. . ,

to the extei father's
_ Occupational_ at_tainment'''S effect on respondent'sr .

. t-- - - .

AP-.

.curpeit occupational Stains and/. or respondent's first,,lob status
..,... ,: . . ,. , \.decreases.: /.

The status attainment approach enables the inclukiOn ot several

variables Lilt unified analysis; however, in .order' to achieve this,
e. .,

\ it is necessary to :,make difficult assumptions about these. variables:
for example, that :they, can be' operationalized with a cpntinuous. scale, .

, .. . e
. that-,their tribittion. approaches normality, and that there are nO

41414%.interactions` b. tvieen ..them..- (i . '. t v,-.
The second ipproath:Of cross- tabulating cateigorical. indicators

4 . 7 c... .

.01 --SOCil41 e ;With individual' achievement, .w hile it does not
, i -..

enable the cOnsider-ashon- of as many variables at one time,' does not

take these assumptionix.--/-The-,approvlh. through the inalyigis of social... .! .
..

mobility tables 'also alloWs a more critical analysis of 'the locus
. ,. ... .

of openness--ar all sectors Of. the.opportUidA, structure-opening up;

or are there impOrtant variations by iector.-Todeteymine changes in
,., ,

0 t,social opportunity, a number of 'measures are available:
. . ).

1.-A simple measure of the proportion of p sample_ mobile out of(their social group of origin.:
.

2. A measure of circulati))2 mobility which subtracts from:the'.--'total-._

$woportion mobile those who had to move due to structural change.
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3. A measure developed by .S burn Yasuda which, :after taking account,

of structural change;establishes,a ratio hetween4the number Mobile--
/L

relative to perfect mobility, the situation'where_everyohe
- '

RataasstOperations
0

ror.an evaluation of-change,. it is most desirable .to compute the
. _. -,

above opportunity indicators for a. series of,surVeyskeh at several
.

.

different 'points in time. In lied of these idea/. jircumstahces,:it4

. y
i;-'"---spossible tokompute indicators for, the different 'age groups of'

-- . - .

... , .

.
, --- 6: )

a single surVey.ontheassumption that these age groups represent,
,

.

individuals who have searched for social oppdrtunities at separate

pants in me. 4oriunately, for the Japanese case we have'in,ourpzt

'possetsion4tata on the relevant operation =that we obtainedSin two large
.

national' surveys of'males.in 1965 and 1975 which:allow an inspection
.

. .

,.

of very -recent aanged. In.add%tion, ie'have several cross-tabulations.'
. ,- ,0

for' a. i955 survey tha can be used for.compUting the- social mobility
> , ,,

. .,

indicators.
,

. . _ c't- .1

.

In-vreparation for thel.status attainment approach,, we selec- ed.
7-.,

measures for the:relevant _variables that would be as precisely compa-:
.

.,,,
.

. rable as possible with' the measures now being' used in major= studies .

. _ .

Conducted in)Yestera Societies. -Titus for those variablesdealing
.1, . ."

. '.°
with occupational status; we .first. coded the answers ot respondents

. .

-..,.
.

.
.,'

with the detailed-occupational:code developed by' the ihpanese,census. N

and then indexed the resultant categories with' bonald°treiman's.

Standard International Occupatioi PrdOtige scale. And gor those.occu-%

Patiiinsnnvolving educationt'we used a five-point educational status

scale as indichted in Appendpetable A10:1.

, .

5
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t For the-SOciia mobility apliroachllye ipigillyclassifadffhe.

occupa tiOns. of- -fa the rs! And
g

in AppendixTable,A10.2.

three or

procedu're
. \

-

as -ivell as

advadCed societies.
..,-.

. Ge'neral Mobility Trends
.

\ . ,

As an:intrOductioniko postwar Japane4e trends in social. opportunity,

we present in. T?ble 10.1 four general indicators of father-to-doh --

'sons into nine standard groups am,IndiCated.
7

n'we Collapsed these groups, into either,

egories as.suited our needs.for,comparsions. These ,

have enabled.us both to consider ,recent Japanese trends
a

makea4ew comparsions with the sitation of other

*.

9

A

e

mobility. In each case these indicators are, computed frOm 3x3 mobility
,

tables where the,redpective occupational, groups are farmer-, manual

non7farmc:,and non - manual non-farm. Table 10.1 indicates a steady

tread from Japan 1.955' to 1975-4fan increasing proportion of sons

'moving but of their father's Class. In lirge part this trend is ex-.=

,

plained by structural changes'which havfr,"forced" increas d mobility.
0

However,,according'to'the Yasudd doefficient of openness, even aftdr4
,

taking account of these 'Structural 'changes there is a trends towards
.

4

greater independence of son's -occupatiOnal location 'from .that of

father's. The extent of total mdbility for the Japan 1975 survey4ist

-large relative to4the other, surveys reported in; Table 10.1, as is
2

the incidence of lOrcedmObility. In Cpmparsioni qapan'1975

-..modestlevel of circulatioh mobility and openness.

In Table 10.2 we present statistics on the

fathees.occupation and son's fiiSt occupation.
.

,

statistics are 'not strictly comparable, for sons do not realize their.
N . r ' 2-- *. ,

: full occupational achievement at the V.mt, of thlir first job. On tiktil.,
. .

other hand': bi using 'thii statistic it_is possible to treat age groups{,

association 'sbetwelin.

Of course, ihese.two-

418
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Cmuttry Proportion
Mobile

USA
.

406'.
, .

_Sweden .yiss

Puerto' Rico '

it
.511

Norway .44

WestGermany .'4373

Ita,13, ,.336

'Frame . 4320

.
.. .3,50 '-.,

; .tapari 55,. .363 .

Japarr6H- .471
1

Japan 75 .506

SmecivAli the statistics
Salarro.UasUde.,
Daigaku Shup 1971,

TABLE 10.1 .

Pripartion Mobile. Coefficients .of
Forced mobility, Circulation Mobility,'.
and oefficientsr of% Openness Computed
on 3x3 matrices for 11 national
'mobility iiiii.Veys

Forced,,
-
,CircUlation Coefticient. SUrverChkOtc-.\

Mobility -Nobility of 0#ennses

5'

.231 .275'

'.200. .268

.333 , .178
_

.A.86 L. .255

cr253

.066 1:279

.070 454..

.180. .170.

437 .206
O

.292 4179,

.301 .2051

.646

.583

559

.26

-.1!90

.460

..432

.481

.53 -

\'

OCG.:494,4962

/Carl7ton :Male/
1954

male-house-.
holders-4954

. male 1957

. mate 19-.5

male date not
clear

male 1948-1

male, excludes

male1955.

1965.

:male 1976

ixdeptflor Japan 55 and Japan 75 are taken ,fpm
(Research on Social Mobblity),. Tokyo

O

-419,

A O

g
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TABLE 10.2

PROPORTION MOBILE,: COEFFICIENTS OF-FORCED MOBILITY, 'CIRCULATION MOBILITY,
YASUDA- -00EFFICIENTSI- BFI OgBNNES

COMPUTED-ON 3x3 MATRICES FOR SUBJECT'S PIRsr-OCcupATfON,BY
FATHERPS .00CUPATION ACROSS AGGREGATE AGE GROUPS*, FOR.'

,'JAPAN 1975; AND JAPAN ,1965 MALES.

\

Decade of Birth

, .0

tiloiOrtion Mobile.. Forced Mobility circu1ition Arasildatoefficidnt

1975 1965 1975 1965'

Before 1900
,

.270 .... .165
4

1900 -1910 41372 ..39? . ,209 .2'36-

1911-1920 .383, # -.2

19211930 .377 .468-

1931:..1940 , .441 :409 .272.

1941 =1950 s .17' .284

1951-1955 .503 .269

.231

:23a

.198

Mobility:. of Openness

1975-
1

°:1.965

10 5

.163 , ',161

.146,

a46
:16

1

';234

.152

.230

.211
6

.259

TOTAL . .450
°'!1'17 :25t3-; .217 .192 .1,.200

*Sample size of Japan 1975 males is 2024 .

' Sampld size of Japan 1965 males'is:1974

6

,7'175".- 19651(

*.271,

.387 :429

.363 .370
,

.349 ',.361'
-7

.419 ..4t4

.559 .653

.60o ,

454 -.457

421 .
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0

f .

of a single survey .as proxies for cohorts born at different points
r

in time. In Table 10.2, the' birth dates for these, cohorts are indi-

cated.down. the extreme left column. First looking along the bottom

of Table 10.2 we ind for the total sample a tendency of increased
/

. \- ,
father to

6

fir t occupation Mobility from 1965 to 1975. HOwever,_in
.

contrast with the father-to present occupation trend, structural. "
.

change sully accounts for thi trend, There are virtually no differences'

..,in'thejneidence of circulation of mobility and.the extent of openness

between 1965 and 1975: .

Turning to the indexes, computed for age groups which enable .,

enable ipspection of trends over a long time span; we'lfind considerable0
.

. ., .

,
.- .

exidence'olilicreased mobility, circulation mobility and openness over
,

.
1 .,

time. The major acceletation in this trend begins with the cohort

boin'between 1941 and 1950, who began their' occupational careers from
. .

about the mid-fifties. In other words,(the major acceleiation begins
. .

with the first cohort that was expotedo.'he new education of the

postwar period. .

.Status Attainment
.

In the Appendix to this chapter we present the basic stotistids

used in carrying out a path analysis of the model indicated in Figure,

10.1 for _the 1965'and1975 sample's.- Take 10.3summarizes several

(of these statistics as well.as parallel statistics compqted from ),,

findings reported by Featherman et al for 2'1962 American national,

sample-and a 1965 Australia national sample where the variables with
11,

identical indexes. First we consider the two Japanese surveys.

422
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TOLE. 12.1:
% . - :
Selected Statistics Relatting4a.!--.herl-5 Occupation

and Echtcation to Respondent's Anhievementt from
Path Analyses of Japan 659 Japan the U.S.." al*Australia

,

*4`

StitiStieS On /lather's Occueation:

'Tiation to - Relation to Relation to--I

SeCorrelation Cobfficients R's, Education First . Rfs Current
- ()education Cocuoatioit''

I.

)

t

Japan 65 . .336 - .239 .285
. JaPan 75 ' , .303... 4 .199. .224 -,

. U.S,-, . .219 .216 .240 '. Australia . .189 .163 . .204., -.
,...

Direct Effects .'e .. .
Japan 65 ' . '.212. .102 .126
Japart75 * ..157 .102 . ..077
U.S. .092 .109 .126
Australia. . .069 ,.089 .114j,

Total erects .

. Japan 65 .212 .186 .239
Japilli 75 . .157 .154 .168
U.S. .

.092 .143 .185
Australia .

, .069 `-- .115 .161-

on-Father:1s %lunation:

A

Statistics

Correlation Coefficients

Japan 65 ;459 .225 .218
Japan13 .495 .199 ..231
U.S. - .445 ;283 .237 ,

.. ii.ustralts. .472 .210 .226

Direct Effects
Japan 65 .390 .011. -.008
Japan'75 . ;443 ..015 * ..020
U.S. .417 .083 ' ....Oa-5,
Australia .434. .006 /..- , .048 '

Total Effects.

.
Japan 4 .390

_

.166 ..221
-.1apan75. ;44.3 ,150 '103 -\--;
...U.S. k., .8.47 .239 .181

. Australia .454 .180'. .195 ' ''.
.

..
R2 for the Achievement

`e,Variables 41.

Japan 65, .259 . .200 .296
Japan 75 .. , ..267 ..128 . =

''
.,273

U.S. . .206 .21 0- .250 ..,Australia . . .228. .170 .184

4

Source: U.S. -data is OCG 62 and Australian is from ;965 national survey
of midi; coefficients report.fd in David L. Featherman, F.
Lancaster Agri. and Robert-K. Hauser, "Assumptiontiof Social

423 Mobility Research in 'the U.S 1: The Case of *Occupational Statueor
(1975).-
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Consistent with `the- finding from our' analysis of :..obility tables,

)ffiTeSw:gtptistiCS proVide.a.cleai indication of a decrease from 1965
.

to 1975 in the relation between fathe'r's occupatpp and all subsequent.

achievements. All of the correlation' coefficients, direct effeCts,
.

, ' and iota]. effects
.

of fatherrs occupation, respondent's first occupation,

'and espondent'S current occupation, decrease in magniLudelletween -1965
1°

and' 1975. in-iddi*nt'as.we.could-not demonstrate with the mobility-.

tables, the'pattern of h decreasing impact of father's occupation also

IhOlds forrespondent'm educational attainment. _If the above were our
-.

. i
. -,

vifii criteria,. we could conclude that postwar, Japan.con forms to the
.. .

:, _1 .
_

-IXpectations of meritocraticieducational reformers.
. _ -- -_,,,.. , ..,,:,_

.However, turning to the_ statisticb on father's education, the

. 'Second background'inditator
,
the above trend is contradicted. In 4

. . .

._ ,_ .
. ,..

general,*h. oilgh the'.19,65*Ao-1975 contrasts are not as greattseieral,
i.t-. 4; u

rUn.:im'the opposite dikection to what would beexpected in a rising
'-.

The
,. ..

. . .

meritocracy. !correlatiOn,between father'S educition andson's

education as .well,as'ifiatbetween father's education and occu,-
k*.....- <, .%0 6 4.:<.'potion increases. Also in these two instancew, the direct effect of ,NI

. \ .
f

.
0

,

'father's education increases: 'Only in the case of father's education

to,curient occupation does:the total effect sharply decrease.

'The contrasting trendlor father s occupation in comparsion with

father's education- is our first indication is this chapter tha the.
,

expectations of, the meiitocratic policy have not been fully realized

in Postwar Japan.

,--: Exairtion by.age group of the path coefficiehts of the bhaground
i

,

. . - , , , :, ko
,

variables on ednqational'attainment and first job^kitus presents a

'more .complicated, picture (Appendix Tebles A10'.6 and A10.17. For, the
'

196.5 'and 1975 surveys, the'effect of fither'i occupation_on,respon-,
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dent's education appears stable over time while its.impact on initial

job status may decrease'somewhat., Concgrning father.'s.education's-

effect on educational attainment, the 1965 survey,indbcates a.trend
. .

increasing effeeA,but the 1975 survey suggests this effect may _bet,

4 declining for.the most recent cohorts. Neither survey ),fdicates

anyobvious trend in the relation between- father's edgrtio0 and

respondent's f rst job status. While we have attempted above to

identify the e ident trends,` 4e 'emphasize .that- none are' strong.

In fact, what seems most impressive abotit.thb-age'group data is the

irregularities in the strength of coefficients from one age group to

the '-next. In part, these irregularitied may be attributed to.measure-
.

ie
-went error. However, we' expect that-other complexities_ of recent

/Japanese experience including the impact of on:the population's_

age structure,.the rapid expanSion of the educational system; and

the rapid econohic'grimth with the accompanying transformation of

\.0 2
industrial and occ upa tional structured also contribute tothese fluc-

.
r f

tuations. -Over Tihe,,pat several decades, few modern nations have
,

experienced such extraordinary social change as Japan. In.view of

these complexities ancctne indication of several negative findings,

i(seems inOpropiiate :to draw major conclusions about the extent to

Which postwar Japan 1.6 or is not conforming to the meritocratic
.

argument.

Finally, let us briefl"y consider how the' Japanese coefficients
0

cainpare with those for Australia and.theV.5. The most obvious

contrast is in the tendency for the coefficients relating father's
. _

,

. .-

occupition to s'ubsequent achievement to be somewhat stronger in the. . -
_ .

case' tJapan.than in the two other societies whereas father's edlica-
r-., ..

tion appears to have a weaker impact in the case of Japan. On the
-

other hand, as we indicated-above,_for Japan between 1965 and 1975
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the impact of father's occupat

V ,

decreased .whlle4ather s education:

increased. Is'it possible that the japanee patterntis coming closer._

to the pattern -of the' two Western societies

Conclusion

t

. -,
This note provides evidence that Japan has. made advances °viz.;

the postwar period towards expanding her educational and social
. ... . -.--Thopportunities.- Indeed by some indicators Japan has surpassed the level

of other adValiced societ6s. However,%the,actual situation_in Japan

.
.

. .-
is extremely complex making it difficult;-.to draw strong conclusions

:,4 . - .-
concerning the- extent of Japan's conformiWto*the..lieritocratic.

,

policy,.

0
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Type of School

THE DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
.;

.of -Edilcationai .Attainment
r

Elementary- school - 1970
"Elementary school 1941
"Elementary school - 1909,- . .

,. 1
Upper elementary 1

_Unknown -- among oldest age group
--= Lower secondary school., 1970 .

.

,

. Typical NO. of Years
a ,Student-Id in School'
'before Completing
This School Level

6 .___-_,

- 6
,

e

4

r 6'
1
9

Middle school, vocational school - 1941 . 10-11
Middle school, vocatiOnal school --:-1900 11..,.. - . . / --_.
.Upper See dary s*ch.Oca - =1970 -.' '12:43

--Higher.,s ools r.-"1941, normal ;,;ghoo 1941, 13
. ..

Higher hbols, -1. 1900, -nordal `sclio - 1900- 1245 ,1

Technics )P.-college .-_ 1970 -1

Junior° college - 1970 , 1445-
Colleges -- 1941°2 .higher normal schools - 1941 14716
Colleges - 1900, 'higher normal schools --1900v 1446

.

University or graduate school -I 1970 rt .16+
University - "1941 .- . 16+. . 1, v
University -17+

. .

9

O

;
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TABLE A10.2.

OCCUPATIONAL' SURVEYS FOR THETHREE
,JAPANESE NATIONAL SURVEYS

C t

, " ... 1955 1965 1975
. .

1. - Professional,' technical, - . -:-' .

kindred . - 7% 6% 7S, , .
. . 14

2. 4Managerg,_ officiali,
.

, .

proprietors,. non- farm -, -i-
9%

o 1
3.o% :. ';.-:.

, .
rm 5%

.-.

3. Clerical and kindred 12% 114 13% '..
., .

. 6.

L Sales 13 la`-' 12% .'

i- 5.. Skilled ,j 3.24 .15% a 40%i .4 .1

$
0 Semi- skilled -8% ..13%- '. '10%

7. Unskilled' "15% ---- 7%:.. '3%
: .8..

lumber ,
, 34 -° 19% 16% .

-,..- .4 .__-

. 0 1866 1976 -2338 -..; .
, .

.,

1

0

r
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COEYFICIENTS
f
OF CORRELPdfON,iiOR JAPANESE` 1965 MALES

'AGED 25164. (ABOVE DIAGONAL) AND JAPANESE' 1.975 t;
,. MALES AGED 25 -64. (BELOW DIAGONAL) BASED ON-.
. 'OFFICIAL JAPANESE OCCUPATIONAL CODE AND ,*

.TREIMAN STANDARD INTERNATIONAL .

.

, OCCUPATIONAL PRESTIGE SCALE 4
At.

TA BtE .e.1-9 '

k-18

.

-FA's. FA.'s R's R's -Mean SD
Ottc. Ed.- ist. Current

Ed., Job

Father's education' , ...
,

..
Father's occupation s328

Respondentls .education :495 `c

Reripondexit A, 1st occupa. :200

_Respondent .current
occupation -430,

'Mean

'SD

4,.

.318 458 225 .218 1.58 ..92

..336 -.239 .285 42.08, 9.43

.294 rj. '999 9436 .427 .49
202'' .311:3 .... 36.57 8.68

225 . 390 .449 .42.24 11.439-
,

y .
1.78 39.1 2.77 - . '37.6 41.2

1.07 N13.7, 1.08 13'.5

.4

f

-*\
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TABLE A10.11...

O

,

Standardized add Metric,Regressicn coefficients

for Three- Equation Stratification Model, 1
Japan 1965 Males Aged 25-64'.

A

Xl0

4

,Independent variables.

..
Dependent variable Father's Fatherla ... A First '

.

. . -. Education 'Opcdpation Education' Occupation a R2
.
A

C,

Treinan Prestige scores

1.-Education

Standardized coefficients.

a

:390 .212 .250

2. First Occupation :011 ;lin 39'4l,
A .200

.

-

1

3.'CurrentOccupition -.008 .126 .242 .336

Treilan Prestige scores

"Metric coefficienti

0

5t

1. EducAtion .420 .002 .874
(..024)a (.000

.

2. First Occupation .105. .009 3.49 23.807
(.235) (.002) (.220)

3.'Current Occupation -.100 .015 .044 1.94
(.003)4 .003)

a
Staddard errors:.1wparentheses



TABLE A10.5

X-20,

STANDARDIZED AND METRIC REGRJSSION COEFFICIENTS FOR :

THRP-EQUATION STRATI' ICATION MODEL, qAPANEIR
1975 MALES ,AGED 25-64 -

a

FatheiLi
Educa-
tion.

Independent Variables

Father's 'Ris' Initial-
Oacupa - Educa. Occupa-
tional tion tional r.

Status' 'Stitue

a R2 ive

Treiman frestige Scores

1. Rrs education A-44

2. Initial occ. status ..102

3.. Present occ. Aatigs .020
r'

1. R's education

Initial'occ. status

3. Present dbc.. status.-
1

,

Standardized Coefficiefttsr-

.157 .-

.015 '.305

.077 !, '.232

.453
(.020) ,(:002).*

.356

:268 .856
,

.128 ' .934
°IF

.273
4%.

853

.

. Metric Coefficients

.141 . 2.790
.(.22!.) (.0 6) %218),

.254. 77 , 2.880
1.278) (-.020l_ .28o)

e
I

1.489

26.728

.483 11.571
(.027)

1,

.

aStandard errors.inparentheses.
a% ti
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SIMPLE'. CORRELATIONS AND ANDARDIZEDCOEFFICIENriS
(End COEPFIC ENDS 'FOR JAPANESE AGE

'C ORTS OP 1965
, .

ia
v A

X -21

Group 'dep. V.

Patti = r s , at er s . a o
Job Status Education Education Status

- .

r41Stand. lr Stand. r Stand: r Stand.
Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff.

2O-24

25-34

EdaCation .196 .013' .459. .451 . .. .,
Initial job ,

.14 status .212 .132 '..240 .006 . .422 .393 .
Present.ja

status .248 .C70 . .254.-.020 .466 150 .811 ,..73s

Education .418 .299 .437 .329 .. ...... ....
Initial job .40 ..

status .283 .099. .228 -.002 :484 .444 .... ....
Preibnt job

status .311 .079. .24g .010 .485 .203 .627 .504,._,

35-44 Education .359 .200 .5(15 .431 OfAJO 00.0i O 00,,O 0=W
V

,1)Initial job

.
.

Present
.302 .136 .308 .048 .488 ..416 ..... ...

Preliient job
Stattt .353 .124 .38o .123 .476 .171- .565 :.406,

1,,

.

4 Edacation .373 .268 .384 .286 .... .... .....
tial 'job

status .295 .153
'Present 'jokt

status .380 .171:
,

.1
,.271 .108 .277 .... ... ,

.A9 r.035 .557 :428 .413 .212

-..-Educatidn .321. .268 . :48 .177 ..... .... ....
Initial -job ' # -

states / ..254. :084 ..183. .026 .538 .504 .... ....
Present jdb' '

status .2566 .133 078 ='.070 .:374 .138 . :488 .392

65+ ducution .435 .386 .275 .150 .... i ..... . ..- ..,. .. a.
Initial job a

status , .584'.404 .333 .111 .538, .382 .... ,...
Present job .

status, ,469 154 .210 -.04., .407 .083 . 17 '.491

gmonomo.14

O



TABLE A10.7
X-224

-4, SIMPLE CORRELATIONS AND STANDARDIZED COEFFICIENTS
(BETA COEFFICIENTS) FOR JAPANESE AGE .

COHORTS OF 1975

4,

ge Group, Dep. Var.

204.24'

25.-34

Independent Variable

Father's Father's . Initial; Job
Job Statue' Education Education Status

Stand.
Simpler Cogf.'

Simp:.'Stand. Stand.
r. Coeff'. r Coeff. r Stand.

coefk.
.338 .259 .... .... .........

1.144-.061 .492 455 .... 7..

.674 -.064 .442 .158,,./..698 .637

Education
Ifiitial job

'-"!--.7.340 .262.

status . .307. .171.
Present job
ttatus ,207 023

'Ed'ucatin .324° :200
Initial job.

status
Present job'

status.

35-44 _Education
.Initial job

status
'ttesent job

status

214 50

.207 . 17
.

.4o4 .2'50

.1i0

.286 .073
*

45-;54: Education .363
Initial job

status '' / .207
. Present job
. status l' .259-

5 -64 . Education .366 .186
Initial job

.) status .290 .132
Present job 1 ' , ''

status . .217'-.034

..231"

.083

.070

65+ Education
Initial. job

status
Present job

status

.182

.305

.152

.162

.231

.014

.421 .351

.259 .051 .488 .450

.266 .043 .472 .187

.496 '.400

.288: .043 7475 .409

.274 .011 '.476' .300

.490 .417.

:210 .029 .361 .317

.369 .192 .420 .213 .373 ,.241:

.577 4 511

.360 .146 .424 .292

..394 .077 .553 .417 .438 .243

;(514 .508,1

.122.-.107 .414 .427

.173 .054 .323 .144 .430 .36o

4 a.

.641 .535

0000 000*

..465- .298.

lb t.

!14,0 0

40,00 0000

13S
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE LESSONS OF JAPANESE EDUCATION

t4This final chapter is intended to-Opmarize the principle

findings-of this st dy and identify their practical 'and theoieticai

J

implications. .In th first section,.we identify nine characteristics

of Japanese education that contrast with American education. In'

the second section, h. outline siic arguments that were developed.in

earlier chapters which related the distinctive characteristics .of

Japanese e eddcation toslx importalit outcomes:

1. public.interest. in education/-
(.

( .

Alsoi-we.consider_TdOme of thie practical.and thioretical.idplicaticar

2. relative equality. in tge cognitive achievement and motivation
o& school children'

*

3. high average' level of cognitive achievement

4. transmission of the egalitarian moral sentiment

5. egalitarian social change

6...equalization of social opportunity

of those arguments. Finally, in the,third section, we review a.

'few of the problems which trouble contemporary Japineie education,

and speculate-on-the future.
h.

. Distinctive Characteristics of Japanese E cation

One of the reasons for dur focus o Japan is its -resemblance -.

to the U.S. in so many respec
6 '

.societies with a democratic
s

s. Both nations ere advanced capitalidt

litical system. Japan's population

is slightly more-than half of that of the U.S. with an-adult educational

.434
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IS
levTI that is, as in the American ease, comparatively high. Since,

.)
World Margie the formal structure of the educational system has

4

resembled* that found in-many American school districts,,i.e. a

XI -2

*a.

single track structure partitioned into a six-year primary school,

a_three-year middle school, a three-year -high school, and a diverse

program of post-secondary educationil institutions centered in the

university. Today, the Japanese°system offers ag great an 'opportunity

to.youngpeople for post-secondary education'as the AmeriCan system.ti

However, jepan'iejttarkediy different. The nation ts. more

centralized, more dense* pdpulated, and more racially homogeneous.

'Its cultural heritage is. more complex, being based oil diverse ,Asian
. --

traditions as. eil as on modern Western culture from which it has

profusely borrowed over the last_hundred-years. Finally, there., 'P.'

. _ .

are a 'number of specific ways in which Japane0 education differs

from the U.S. The following educational, differences stand out as

being. of 4xeaiest importance in our effort to explain Japan's

successes.
/

1. Diverse interests in Japan are concerned with iducatioh.
1

,Jape , as a late developer, was one of the first societies to

tree education as a tool'for national'.developmenhe dentral
_

I
0

governmental and business elites looked uponedUcation as,a means:.

for training a skilled labor force and highly qualified manpowei,

for identifying prdspective elites, andNfor teaching a common

culture.

Over the postwar period, the powerful, Japan Teachet Union

has emerged to Challenge the rulingelite's traditional educationiI

The union has,emphisized_the educational'systees.Capacity
/ .
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for developing rich personalities and critical abilities; d,

in alliance with progressive political 'parties, the union ha
A. .

repeatedly sought the support of rank and fileteachers in

political efforts aimed toppling the ruling conservative

regime.. These-b tles.at the central level;' extensively covered

by the Mass media,, have served to sharpen,public understanding of

education and its suPPosed conseguenCes. .,

1
. .

. The public is disturbed by., this' highly competitive nature
. .

of post-compulsory education and tends to believe ;that-goviinient
i

policies are responsible for this situation. ThUsr there- is
ve.

considerable popular approval of the, teachers' lnlion with its
...

emphasis on the humanistic and self-actualizing goals of education.

At the same time, however, the public believes. thafindividual.' 1.

success in education leads_to personal advancement. ThUS, families
,

invest enormous amounts of time an&energi to promotin the educh-
,

tional success of their own children.- The responses the educational

system by its many participants 'are diverseand.often ontradiCtory.

Yet out of this confusibn emerges an impressive level f interest

in education.
,

2. Japanese schools are'inexpensive. Education 1 coats to
,, .

the Japanese taxpayer are comparatively small in relat on *to the

-thigh standakds it. has achievect'..li 1973, Japant'S pubr c expenditures .,',

for education comprised only 49% cd,thmt. national inco In contrast,

the expenditures relative to national income for the So iet Union,;

the U.S., and the United' -Kingdom ware,8.3%, 7.0%, and'7 8)4 respectively.

Among the advanced societies; only France spent a smalle propOrtion

(4A4)03f her national income on piblic education.' mor over,
4
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aespite Japan's,relatively small proportion.Jof national incom

devoted,to public education,!lir compare ively large proportion of

-
.

actual expenditures went for new buildings andtequipment,

personnel expenditures Were- modest. (Table11.1)

Higher student-teacher ratios are part of the-explanation

i'or Japan's modest proportion of expenditures devoted:to personnel.
.-:- . .

In addition, it should be noted that. Japaneses;chnols hire -relatively
r'

. ,

few auxiliary personnel: Students'and'teachers,perform servicedfew
l\

thit.\are likely' to be discharged by specialized personnel in other
.

.socieiies. Regular teachers perform any of the 'clerical and
.. a

counselingNactivities that are handled by specialists in-the

Students deliVer and serve Bunches,- clean the classrooms, and
.

.

. grounds, and operate school faChities such as the library and 4

. 1 c ) 4b #.

;:public address system. This unpaidUdxmr

on costs. Consequently,,Japanese.scipols

money ava4ableAr plant investment.

significantly cuts down

have relatively more

3. ....2Jaa-riesesch The postwar public concern

with education has placed pressure On the central gofernment to

.redilce inequalities in per-student educational expenditures. Today,

at the compulsory levelthere is virtually no variation between

prefectures IA annual operating expenditures. per student. While

some areas lead and others lag

0 eddcational technology such at

A

in the introduction of the latest
4 .N

color TO.r.s; language laboratories,'
,

.

- and the like, remarkable equality in distribution has been establis'-ed
*6-

4

with respect to the essenttals. 2
Similarly, teachers tend universally

to. have. similar qualifications; the major exceptions are thoke

prefectures whi8h have loSt population to the large cities. In theie
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TABLE 11.1 _
4

%DISTRIBUTION, OF PUBLIC ?PRIMARY
AND' DIDDLE SCHOOL 'EXPENDITURES

.PerSonnel;
,Teacher's
Expenditures
and Salaries

japan 73

Vnited-

d
- ,

Vrance
( 4'

e.,". "46.5%

58.6%

50;2%

79 °14.1:2

S : LibnibUSh;

O.

Capital
Investment;

service 'Student-
orb investrunts Te%.oher ftatio-

6

28.7%,

12.1/0

24.6%

27

-22i

;8

-

9.8% 23..
N.

Tila.mkunr no Kyoiku Sui.tun , (Educational Standards
. - in Zapan).; 1975;. p., 1459148994

4

4

ff

, 4.

t

4

O
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prefectures few new teachers have been hired .forpseveral years

and,'hence, the teacher age distribution is older. '

a ;
Some.of -the government's equalizing measures are directed

at 'disadvantaged social groups. For wiamplelions law subsidizes 6

children froi low income families to pay for school lunches,

excursions, and other, regular activities. -Another law includes
.

. - . , .
. .

.- ,
provisions aimed at equalizing the.educational conditions 1ff

children in'-remote areas: the law provides transport subsidies
.

. . . .

to enable children livinon small islands to ride boats to main-
.

1 , w.'
landschools, and it authorizes hardship salary supplements so

s , .

.as to induce skilled teachers to Eike:positions in thesereas. 3

I,

Over the Past: 'few years, the government has begun to, put. additional
.

4

funds into the schools which receive children froi the noutcasilen

burakumin:cOMmunity. As these outcaste chit en traditionallphaVW

done poorly in schools, the supplements are sed to pay for after-

.school tutoring and other compensatory educational measures. In

some cases; the compensation programs are 3o intensive that per
student expenditures for outcaste children are three times as

great'as theexpenditurei for .the other children.
6

The system of finance for Japanese education has greatly

,facilitated the realization of'equal expenditures. Japanese school
>

boards are not nearly as dependent on local property taxes as their

American counterparts. School districts in Japan tend to be much

larger, which facilitates access to a wide variety of local tax
1

sources. Moreover, for most categories of educational expenditures

such as salaries, texts, and lunches, the central government is.'

required by law to pay half, of the expenses required to realize the

439
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national standard. The national-laws on "educational exAndittr s

also include ec ualizing.measures to help prefeCtures'which, due to
.

I /special feature of geography, population structure, or industrial
'

. .

.composition., experience difficulty in collecting sufficient tax

r. revenues. ,

r
4. Jap ese 'schools are demanding. The central governments

I

role in providing-a large share of edticationil revenues enables

.it to exert` considerable leverage over 'certain aspects of the

educational 13rocess:

The central government dkafts.a detailed Course of. Study
4 4,

prescribing thecontents of the curriculum, and inspects commercial

texts to' insure-'that they conform to the official standard: One

'virtue of this procedure is that children throughout. the nation
.

are exposed to a,common body of knowledge in an identical. sequence.,,

-At the same.time, wie should note that tfie'curriculum is

demanding. It covers a wider range of subjects and. pursues these in

greater depth than islthe case for the curriculum of a.typical
.

school district. The differences are .evident from the first grade

of primary school: Young Japanese pupils spend a larger proportion

of their time hi subjects such as art, music, and physical education
.

than do American students.4 Whereas many American schools do n(t
.

,

offer a science-curriculum at the primary schqal level, this is.

. ,.

offered in Japan from the first grade. In a ithmetic, a iubject "which
a ,

.

is central to both the Japanese and American urricula, the Japanese

texts love faster than a typicaI*American text. In.sum, tht Japanese

curriculum demands more.
. a -

In order /to cover the demanding crriculum, the government

440
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requires each school to operate an eddcational program for, at least
. _
240 days each year,' incontrast with 180 days forlAmerican schools;

.In moit cazes, this: means that children attend'school six days a
)

week for-over 40 weeks. School occupies a very central place in

the lives of Japanese children.

A

5. The school is-the educational unit. The foreign observer

is impressed with the extent to which schools, rather than individual

grade levels'and classes, constitute the basic unit for integrating=4 -

the levels and classes. At1the primary level, one finds,and orderly

progressions from preparation for schooling in the early years to:

in nseohnd disciplined cognitive training towards thelend. Teachers,

w ile;in charge of a particulail'iclasi, feel a-responsibility to speak
0to students from other classes when they see these children mis-

hehaving-in-the halls or on the grounds. 'Most teachers eventually

.gain. experience in teaching at severaltdifferent °rade levels.

The faculty' meeting, ad the babic decision-making body of
Ithe school/ *orkS to realize the school's integrated program. Each

= . 1

Spring, it decided on an educational objective for the entire school

and plans a "schedule of school events, around this objective. The

fadulty reassesses. the school's progress'periodically. In these,

general reviews, as ill discussions on.sPecific.pedagogical issues,

'there is considerable, communication between teachers'responsible for

different grade levels'and'sPeOialties. .Other' aspects of school

_life from the weekly ch ei (early morning school assembly) to club
,

activities and festive occasions, such as.sports day,.refleCt the
c

emphasis on the school,as,the basic educational unit..
, .

4
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,
1.

. Japanese teachers are- sedUre. 'Teaching.in Japan is a respected
, -

,
.

.
.profession .:.Teachers receive social status and a reasonable

.

,

. .- r. - .-
s . ,

, salary'. Most teacher 'expect to spend their complete 'working
... ,

.

life as teachers. public servants, they automatically receive',
.

tendre.urion

intervene.,

initial employment, providing no spec ial circumstances

In the,.,past, one possib circumstance that could have
.-led to a teacher's dismissal wa the feeling* by a looal

,

b

official unit .that a ;teacher was not performing his 'job in a sa,tisr..

factory manner. But today, in most areas of Japan, -teacher's :donot
,-.

have to' fear dismissal on this basis. VOUghly three-fourths of
41e" -, 4

o

all 'teachers belong to the strdng AllJapan Teachers' Union, which
N..

is prepared.t6 fight for each-teacher's right to employment.' In'the,

the, union saved the jobs' of a number of teachers
; N

embarrassment to focal government's. ThuiiteaChers do

governments which employ them.

3

much

fear- the

When employers Make unreasonable requests, teachers same.
, ,,

times 'express their:reser,ations. In other,insances, teachers
\

ignore or prevent the implementation of official requests. For

example, when the Central governMeht passed a law requiring- school
.

. ,

principals td fill out job-performance evaluations for each teacher,
z.*.;

: -:
.

under their authority, teachers in most areas perguaded the princi-

pals to:ignore the regulation, arguing thit'it would destroy staff

harminy.,e likeSIse, teachers feel secure enough tootand up against

presgure exerted by powerful ,parents. At the same time, teachers

do not always comply with the requests of their union; Many teachers
,

who are members qfthe union do not support the' union's explicit..
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politically6riented protests such as the outbursts ii organized

againdt American involvement in; the'Vletnari War.

XI -10'

The security which teacher's enjoy enabires them to runtheir

schools without excessive idfluence%frommany outside body. Teacydrs

spend a large itount of time each year deciding what their solidi).
.

should attempt 0 accomplish: This discussion takes account of the'P

various e xternal, pressures, but is unlikely to submit to anyone.
r

'Salancing the external demands, the .teachers reach a collective

agreement. on the program they want to 'pursue for their school Over
".t 9

'theHcourse of the year they then AO their best to realize it. They °-

are:at onCe autonomou Ifrowexternal pbwer'and redponsive tcithese
. .

plssures. It.isbeCa se the egalitrian line of the'Teachers! Union-
.

'

had been.among,the,hoieac *dible,of the ,external influences that it
k

has' had'sych a significangim act on the policies of individdai schools.

7. Japanese teachers; are conscientious. Anumber of mech.'.

dhiAms are built into the school routine to induce i'eaChei's to do.

their'beet.' each sChooleachers spend a surprising amount of
.

timee discussion teaching in*general---at the"morning and week11, taculty
Jcl,

meetings, the'biweekifieserch meetings, and the quarterly public ,

4 , . .

research, seminirs. , In addition,- e teachers who teach a commdn
.

. . % , .

gVade le 61 share desks and frequently consult with each other on

ways;to salve specific

collective expectation
)

problems. This interac ion esteblishes a.

for good teaching within each school that

/individual teachers feel constrained-to live upito. Moreover, IocA1-

school'boards and the Japan Teachersvassociation arrange pedagogical
/

seminars which many attend. .

ri

a

aQ
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To enhance communication with parents, teachers make apoint

of visiting each Pupil's home to' meet the pupil'sparents'at

least once dach*iohool. year: Thesevisits also help teachers

learn abou,t the.home circumstances of their pupils. ,,Many teachers,

bated On thissinformation, make adjustments in their routine to.

_provide better in-school opportunities for thost children who lack

.favorable home situations. Parents are officially invited to the

.school once a' month to watch theirchild ;en in the classroom.' Once

every starter, parents have an opportunity to discuss their child's

..'progress with.teachers. Parents are given the telephone numbers, of

their child's teachers and encouraged to call if there is any special

'problem.' "The concerned eye.of,the ordinary parent_ is another factor

inducing teacher conscientiousness:.
1

. It It sometimes charged-that'todays teacher§ are not as
.i

. .

dedicated 'as previous generations They go home earlier, spend less,

time after schoOl in review session, with problem students, and are .

,

i less like* to invite pupils to their homes: for tea and talk.' Its

is difficulty toy evaluate thtse charges. Perhapsthe critics. so
.-

forget some of the pdttwar trends that impinge on teacherin student_

, .

time budgets. The Contemporary:curriCulUm is LIza emandin
,;,

.
a a a

:I ..

requiringteachers to*Set aside more time.for preparation. School
. ..

. .. : .

_ days are atVg4aSt a half7hour longer than before the war. Due to
. .

i .

. :

A

urbanization, todays.teacher must spend a considerableaModnt of fime

commuting to
t
school. Finally,.many pupils today do not want to

spend after-school time with their, teachers as the pUpilb,have their

own heavy scheddlescf after-school activities including piano

lessons,. extra- 'study schools, and athletics.
.

444
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inese'teachers believe in whole- erson educatiOn.
. .

We have-discussed the'spectre Of exam cOmpetition,and the concern
.

-Any parents express for their chiles cognitive development.

I

- .

XI -12

.

_Japanese teachers recognize these demands and do theiribest to

respond. However, they feel their most important task is to dev\lop

well-rounded people, not ust,intellects. The officially prescribed

curriculbm provides an important vehicle for whole- person education.

Along with the standard academic 'subje6ts, the curriculum al4o sets

aside a substantial amount of%time for systematic instillation in
.

art, music, physical education and moral education. Teachers seem

t6- be as conscientious in their attention to these as to the standard,

sub

, The concern with whole-person education is especially evident

in the early years of primary school,where teachers work hard, to

establish order and to .induce their pupils to perform in the class-

,room...During these early years, teachers are more concerned Witty.
? 4

gettingall of their pupils involved in learning than with making

i progress through the curriculum. This concern With proper behaviour

and motivation yields, mportant long-run dividends.: For instance,

orderly classrooms mean that ,ost of the school time can be spent

to the ttention to pupil motivation,,dropouts are J-
d

While some pupils fall behind; nearly all who

aeguire a,basjc proficiency in reading, writj.ng,

on learning. .Due

exceedingly rare.

Are mentally able

public speakin4, arithmetic, and graphics by the timetthey complete

their compulsdry education..

r '

Another aspect of wholepersOn education is the effort

1. 4455
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.

teachers devote, to moral educate ns... Both through the. moral

education course and through a ide range of other activities,
\ , .

teachers try to convey certain moral. principles to their pupils.
. ,; ../

We were impressed with the stress on egalitarian; individualistic

(9k....

and participatory or entations. At the same time, we appreciated

the teacher's efforts to convey conventional vaiues.of friendship,

cordiality,:cooperation, and_ discipline..

9.. Japanese teaching i

)
evitable. The embattled conditions

in 'which Japan's' teachers are trained-and work help to make them.

ideologically mature. T#e continuing battle betwee

government'and the teachers' union highlights the impl

educational actions.

,:- Given its traditional concern with education as a means for

e central
-

cationm of

'identifying and furthering talent, the central gove*rnment has

advocated tracking and ability -group instruction. However, the
s.

union has opposed these. reforms arguing that they would destroy the_
, 1

harmony of classrooms and the collective feeling that exists among

age-mates. A common phrase in the union's rhetoric of opposition

is' discrimination. Union leaders appreciate that tracking could:

-e/4..

end up with lowers class and minority group children being permanently

assigned to low - ability tracks.

Teachers are sensitized by these 4ebates,' and this affects
I

their behavior. In the classrooms, teachers show an impressive

concern with eliciting the participationof each pupil, thereby

building p a positive orientation to schoolwork. Few teachers .

.openly show favoritism to their best pupils, nor do they denigrate

the performance of the weak perfomers. Rather, the teachers, do what

tt 4 4 6
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they can, given the constrain of ime and the curriculum to pull :

all pupils through the -program.

. r

4

II. The Determinant's of Japan's Educational AthitVements

In the body of our report, we developed six arguments to

explain the achievements of Japanese'education. The first of
,

these, the exceptional concern manTstcd in Japan vis-a-vis

eduCation provides a background for the Other'five. These arcitments

Cart be summarized as follows:

1. The determinants of concern with education.

a. The, "old systeenationalistic and utilitarian

tradition of education is
v.
respected by impo'rtant

elements of, the rulitivclast.

b. The centralization Gf.educational and economic

institutions enables indiqtrial and business

elites to advance, the edudational system as a

supplier of scarce manpower., Moreover-, it helps'

to focus popular attent ein'on'the link between

educational success and he attainment of

prestigious social positiOns.

c, The'postwar constitution anditthe educational,laws

.legitimate an educational system with humanistic

and democratic goals. The nationalistic and

utilitatian orientations of cOnservative elites,

often seem to contradict these ideals.

d. The broad sense of public confyision with the-
.

appropriate goals for childsocializatlon results

in the public's demand that the schools play a

key roli in moral education.

e. The rising affluence of the population enables

growing numbers, to consider.sending.their. children

1,1.441:*
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on for higher education and, hence/ herghtens

their concern with their c ildren'i educational

performance.-

f. The emergence of a strong idological tdachers

union which champions theconstitution's edu-.

cational ideals has resulted in articulate

opposition to.the traditional and utilitarian

policies of conservative groups. The union's\

objections are generally reported in the

national. news media, thereby continually bringing

educational issues to the attention of the

general public..

2. Cognitive and Motivational Equality.

a. Given Japan's rapid urbanizatiOi;4hOltjOrity of

young people live in cities. There is much less

socioeconomic-segregation in-the-Japanese city--

than is typical for the V.S. Thus, public schools,
.

especially it the primary leVell*tend to be com-

posed of students with diverse class and family

background characteristics:.

b. Adhering to its constitutional obligation to

"provide equal education to all according to

their ability ", the centrilgovernment hai developed

an" impressive program to ensure. equality of edu-=

cational facilities during the years of compulsory

education. It also promotes a standard curriculum

for the entire nation.

A
c. The schools are organically organized with a'

minimUm.of internal differentiation. For example,

there are no special teachers}, and ability

tracking is not practiced.

d. Many of the teachers are ideologidally corm-tatted

to equality. They try to bring all.the students,.°

I
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o

up by creating a positive si,ation where all

pUpiis'receive rewards. this is-facilitated by
.

-adjusting-the classroom pace7to the learning

rates of siudents.and by relying on.students;ta

tutor each other. .

e. Teachers find that their best, response to parental

concern is to provide equaledUcation to all students

irrespective'of:their_abilitygor.family status:

3. The determinants of the achievement effect;

a. The general concern with education places pressure

on students to excel.

b.Equal education minimizes the incidence of

exceptionally low achievers... .

1.

c. The centrally prepared curriculum is demanding

geared to_the_learning rate of-the-bitter-thin-
.

average student. .4 r

. .
. % ..

.

d. Students spend far more hours at school than do
- their counterparts in most other advenced societies.

e. Accokding to the norm of amorderiy.classrood, a

'relatively large proportion of, classroom time is 4

devoted to actual in

IN

ruction; as contrasted with

effdrts by teachers to intain order.S06

f. Students perceive school 66 interesting (expeciallY:.

in the primary years) ,and generallyhave a,positive.
attitude toward learning.

/ .

: g. Teaching tends to be a lifetime occupation. -In

addition, Japanese teachers are relatively active
.....

in government- and union-sponsored workshops which

introduce new teaching techniques.' Their experience
4

committment contribute to effective instruction and

teaching habiti".

.449
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,
,Egalitarian Moral Orientations.. J ,

\\N7a: In the'realm.of actual ins.truction, Lpan's teachersi'

,

1

are relatively free from extegnal influence. Neither
/

parents nor their local' government /,has the power.,.

to.diMiss a teacher who engages in "biased" instruction:*
/ .

.,.

b. Many teachers approve of
.

egalitarian
_

values, and
s

a minority are committed to using* the educational

system as a vehicle for reliolttionizing the "con-
.

sci6usness" of young'peoplp. /

c. The schools approach "total* institution's.

4. The schools are organically organized;
(\. ,.

e. Particularly during-the early year of primiry

iducation'those years when. Aildren begin
to develop the higher stages ofmoral reasoning,

the Japanese system stresses moral edification.

f. The relative equality,in.cognitive performance

ditracis frOm the propensity of children'to rank

each other in terms of performance. Iniiteade'the
. )

children are isposed to see themselifes as working

together to ster the curriculum. The lack of

hierarchy wi in the classroom is consistent with
.

the egalitar an moral messages conveyed by the

teacher.
4

. .

g. Until children leave school for'theworkplace, mbst

of their experiences reinforce the early' egalitarian

moral instrdction.'.

d
5. Education's contribution to egalitarian social range.

.a. Th0 schools teach certain moral orientations sqhich

promote.continuity and harmony..

.
b. At the same time, they inculcate egalitarian and

-, .

humanistic values which are, inconsistent with the

450
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role expectations ihst;tutionalized in many a4Ult
social structures.

d. While representativts from key institutional areas
.

oppose this nsubversiVe",type of educati9pq they
find thiLt the political baliince underlying the:t ,

school system .is difficult todoverturn.' '%

Most othesocial networks to which young people

-belong tend to support the values learned in'.

school. .Employers are the major Critics of the

youth's-egalitarian Values, but the eiplOyer's
eff4rts at desocializationare:'neutralized by the

support young people.find in their peer stoups'.

6. The strains that the' new generatio6 of young
people experience as they attempt to fit into

adult society read them to exert'pressure for
various changes ofta broadly egalitarian' nakture4

f. The relatively equal levels of ability and moti-
vation fostered by the Japanese schoollsfacilitate

.

the adaptation of youngworkers'to more egalitarian
social structures.

v
. ) ,

.

t. The equalization of,educatiOnal and social opportunities.
,,

a. Egalitarian educatp?n;has,provided increasing, ,

proportions of successive cohorts of young people.
... a. .

.- with the cognitive skills andmotivation, necessary
,..

.

for advanced education.
vt..4 ..

S.

.4

b. As a resulty, increasing propditions of young.people
have sought and 4ttainecadvanced education. With

,
4

',the decreasing variance in educational attainment,

sociakbackground variables decline as predictions of
individdal attainment.

.

c. Egalitarian education has taught young people to:
recognize the intrinsie'reiards of occdpations, and

. .

4
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has MOdifiea the traditional" value placed on '

secure high status occupations'of the'modern.

sectors; .

d. As a result, young people have become more

flexible in their ocCupatiohal choices, and

social background appears to have a decreasing'

influence on individual status achievement.

. .

';' Some Implications of the Central Arguments' ,

.

.

0
! .

-

! It is not unusual to hear arguments for Japan's educational
1

.. . > -
'achievements.which begin with the, premise that the Japanese people

-

highly
.

value education.
i

Qjar first argument indicates this con

to

.a1 .3

t

r

with, education is not simply aireflectioiroppersonal values."'

Indtead, concern emerges where actors believe that education is

instrumental in affecting their interesti.°

ti

. - .
atep1 through conflict Over 'educational goals

Concern i also gener-

and practices.

In the U.S.edticational issues are among the most important

issues in lqcal elections, an4 few nations spend as large a <Pro-

portion of their, national'-income on education. HoWever, In recent
1

years one-senses that'large segments of the American people, have.'
1,,

lost faith in public.education. The U.S. requires a more penetrating.

andipoSitive'odelete On educational matters. The Japanese case
,

1

suggests
, ,
the important role a teacherd! union can play in provoking

/
1

1
., ,

, -
creative "dialqgue, provided the'union devotes attention to educational

1goals and p'rocesse's along with typical_ aae union issues. The,

1

Japanese teachers' union in its attempt to g4ln the respect of
,

' J . .' .._.
1

4 -parents ad well as to maintain the Allegiance of teachers, has been

. famed to focal on educational issues. Most American teachers'
. .

!



.unions are still at the st ge of struggling for bargaining rights

and better working conditions.

Our second argument concerns the conditions leading to

equal cognitive outcomes. We noted how many of the educational

strategies that Japanese teachers have developed resemble the

theory of mastery learning advocated by Benjamin Bloom and his

colleagues.
5

`There are, however, several differences which should be

recognized. Our accountdevetes more attention to the external

conditions that facilitate egalitarian education. Widespread

parental concern is one of these. A standardized curriculum and

equal educational facilities are also included in cur list: However,

of even greattpr importance are the ideological sensitiiiy of

teachers and their sense of security. These latter conditions -

. enable teachers to xesist the_selfish influ nce of individual
,

parents. Thus, whiles the children in many. Ja anese classrooms

come from homes that vary widely in socioeconomic status', these

'status differences have little effect on teacher-student interaction.

Our third argument identifies -several factors behind Japan's
a

high level of cognitive achievement., It has. often been suggested

that Japanese children perform well in school because their families
#

provide an exceptional level of support. We agree that family

support becomes an important factor in the later'stagei of schooling,

and that it helps some children raise their achievement level above

their age-mates. However, through the earlier years of middle school,

this factor is At so critical. Rather, we are more impressed with

453.
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the demanding 'curriculut, the quality of teachers,,an above all,

with the concern teacheri show for pupil motivation. Thy JaRAnese

teacher during the early years fo4uses the major part.of his

.attention on motivatio ven at the e2pense of "progress" -in

covering the curricul The teacher only moves forward in:the

curriculum when all of the your* pupils are ready. Throughout

'these early school years,- the teactet tries to reward and encourage'
/-

each and every-pupil. As a result, the Japanese school inculcates

basic academic skills n virtually all,of its pupils. The initial

stress on motivation- and mastery results in the modest incidence of

low scorts on achievement tests.

The Japanese schools emphasis on moral' education is perhaps

its most dutstanding characteristic. It is responsible for a wide

variety of Other educational and social butcomet: the orderliness .

of the classroom and of Society, the comparatively harmonious

social interaction characteristic 9f Japan, and the unity and co-
/

hesiveness of the Japanese nation. 'American schools, particularly

at the primary level, have steadily retread' from the firm moral

emphasis favored by the Puritans. Todays chil ren languish in

classroots, chewing gum and talking as teachers blithely ignore these

improprieties. The courts have forbidden bible lessons, spankings

as a disciplinary technique, and a host of other particulars that-

made up the school's traditional moral curriculum. Teacheip have

become so fearful of exceeding the authority of their role that
1

they adhete resolutely to the acadomic curriculum. Only in America's

colleges do we hear educators speak of the need for moral education.
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Yet, by the time/children, reach college-age, it is difficult

for educational institutions to achieve a moral impa6t. Japanese
1

educators have wisely shaped an educational system that emphasizes

I

.moraleducation an an early age.

Moral education in the Japanese school is not simply anothert

,course 4n the curriculum. The entire faculty of a school develops

. a-comprehensive vision of the morality it wishes to convey to

its pupils, and then the entire school'program isshaped so as to

reinforce this vision. Schodl assemblies, excursions, schodl

events, daily lunches, and 'an array of'other perfunctory activities

serve As vehicles for achievin4'moral education. `
.. .- N

\,,,P ocedures which break up the_organic integrity of the
...

scho ..And of its constituent cla\ssroom groups are believed to
. .

/.detract from moral education. Thiis, in the Japanese primary school,.wlY
° I

t 1 ... .. . 1 1

the subjects, and subject specialists

times, the same teachers and pupils

N

the Same instructor teaches all

are rarely employed. In normal

stay together for two consecutiv years"... Ability tracking is avoided. .

In the middle schools, Atudents.are placed in homerooms which

teachers visit instead of having the students parade from 41ass-,

room to classroom. The totality of the Japanese educational

expediences- -the more numerous schooldays, the heavier assignments,

the exteisive extracurricular program - -e3 ances theiMpact of

moral education.,

It would equire a-major commitme t on the part of Ameri an

education to approximate the Japanese approach to moral ed ion,

,more perhaps than Ameridans can muster. Local government budget
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directors and teacheAl 'unions would resist the lengthening of

c
01.

the school year. Teachers would experienciplfficulty in achieving

a consensus on the moral traits to be emphasi'zed. 'Parents,of

particular ethnic and class groups represented in the school might

challenge the moral education program in the courts.

Finalty, it is the Japanese schools emphasis on-morality t

that enables it to,promote change. American neo-radical theorists

insist that ihe'schools are subordinate o the ruling class, and

insofar as the schools teach values, these are values that."cor-

respond" to the prevailing social order. Hence, the schools are-

unable to promote change. In the Japanese case, we find that

'school budgets and curricula are controlled by'the ruling class,

but-the teachers, acting through their unions, have managed to

buffer classroom activities from external control. Because many

teachers do not'accept the ruling class's vision for Japanese

ociety, they do not follow itql guidelines for moral education.

Many teachers identify with the task of building a more equal_.

society where the people patticipate in the organizations that.

shape their loves. Japan's teachers build this egalitarian

sentiment i their ins uction, and their success in-this "in-
,

'
consistent" education leads to the violation of the correspondence

principle.

While our social Change thesis is not addressed directly to

the traditional li6ral emphasis on equality through opportunity,

it does- carry resounding implications. The liberal position has'

always stressed the school's role in imparting cognitive skills,
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'whereas the Japanese experience hi4hlilhtsthe importance of
14.

moral education. Whilezthe.liberal position is content with the

preciailing hierarchical order,' ale Japanese case indicates the

efficac of levelling these hierarchies. Reducing basic inequalities

conti utes to the'diSsoldtion of inequalities in educational and

so al opportunity.

III. Strains in Zapanese,Education

Given our concern with lessons for the U.S., we have.

Stressed the positive, side of Japanese education. However, the

Japanese parent who sends his child to school is much more likely

to emphasize the problems of Japrmese education-7the lack ofindi-.

vidual attention in the schools, the hell of examination prepiiation;

and the inequality of opportunity. Teachers are dissatisfied with

inadequate public educational expenditures, the excesses and incon
. , .

sistencies in the official curriculum, and.-the long school year.'

Established elites complain thA the schools fail to produce the
.

.

ideal Japanese, that too few children select vocational courses, and

th those who go on to college are not as kndwledgeable nor,as'

c five as should be expected. Each of the constituents of Japanese

education has a long list of complaints, and since the.student revolt

of the mid-sixties many of these groups have drafted reform proposals.
0

The entrance examination system, which monitors the movement

of youth into elite secondary schools and universities, may well

be the most severely criticized institution ip the Japanese educational

system. Many of the problems of the school system stem from the
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need to prepare students for these entrance-'examc: For example,

the school curriculum, rather than responding to the diverse

interests of students, is standardized so that all children, can

benefit frowan equal educational background when they compete for

university entrance. The public'sgliool'curricultiM is demanding 'so

that the typical student will not be placed at a greirtdisadvantage

relatiVe to the fortunate few who are able to attend_expens4rve exam=

oriented priVate schOols. Young people are said to lose their
. .

vitality and creativity becaUse they have to apply themselves with

such singular discipline to prepare for. the exams.

While Japan's leaders are aware of these problems, it.is

only since the student retroft of the late sixties that they have

deVoted extensive attention to educational reform: the governMent,

in preparation for what it hoped would.hecome a whdlesale recon-

struction of the,existing system, asked toe Central Council for'

Education to prepare a series of reform proposals. Among 'the various

problems considered by the Council were the troublesome examination

system. The Council's final report concluded:

Because the student selection 'system has an undesirable

effect on the whole system of editcation in Japan, wb' must

try to imporve it... clqualified students should be able
to gain admissionIto:ligher educational-institutions suited

to their individual abilities without special provision for

entrance examinations.
6,

.

The Council urged the CentrailGovernment to take decisive action to

reform the examination system, and4if the goverment had been deter-
.

mined, it had several available strategies. It could take more
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serious sips to level the hierarchy of universities, both in' the

national-sectpr (througli levelling. the extreme differentials in

-govetnment support) and in the private sector (through large

government' subsidies). Itkpould also eliminate the attached

sChools to'national universities, at least reduce, their level

'of subsito t t received- by ordinary public schools andPinsist
I.

,

;t.hatthe national schools admitstudents on 4 lib2indoasis or
.

. t
.

some other means designed to, obtain an Ordinary student body
I

rather than the cream their exams now select. More intense, moral
..

persuasion could be turned on the private employment sector to
. . . .

.

promote a more flexible consideration of job applicants irrespective-
.

.'of their acidemic degree.. Laws or
.,

regulations could be introduced,

to control the activities of the private sector's. famous schools--
. i

for example, compulsory education couldt be extended through high
.

i,
Ischool, thus placing these schools under official. influence.

. ,
1

However, the government has been reluctant to take the initiative
. '

in reforming.the'competitive*aminatiOn system.

Critics of competition say the conservative government is
.

actually a silent supporter of the competition--and there may be

some truth in this. A recent platfOtM, statement of the Liberal-
,

Democratic Pirty stated that "competition is the basic principle

Of lift - -it brings the best out of men".7 Government and business

leade make no secret of their belief in the efficiency of eau-

'cational competi4on. They say ist helps them to select the nation's

most able youthfor their organizations. They may differ on some

ofthe-details: the government continues to rely on the University
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of Tokyo as its principal supplier of higher civil ser ants for itI. sr

feels the products ofdthis school wi'l be the most in ligent`

anddisciplihed and their common school tie will add to the civil

- service's esprit de corps. 'in contrast, some businesses prefer.

`the graduates of other schools, feeliliq they have mdte'vigor and

personality'. In general, government and business leaders are not

, impressed with the quality of education or the personal values that

the competitive school system ,teaches their recruits and they
erny ;

would like to see some changes in these areas, but they. are.r
9

Vconfident of the transformative power of their on-the-job training.

"These lead rs also appreciate,the role of academrc,competition in

maintains social order.

eedless4to say, there are-many other groups who have a.

vested ir_erest in the competitive system. Those universities

which ,eceive the most outstanding students and thereby maintain

their prestigious position stand to lose if the:competition i"

significantly altered. Tokyo University reacted with obvious

disinterest to the proposal that it abandon undergraduate education

nd become Japan's fist graduate school university. The university's

representative have played a significant role in sabotaging the

National University Association's effort of develop a meaningful

reform of existing procedures for selecting entrants,to the

.respective institutions of the national system.

The demand to reform the examination' system is strongest

among public school teacheis'and-parents as represented in their

PTAs and other grganizations. Yet at the same time, many of these

teachers earn money from the competition by as juku
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1

teachers and private tutors. And the concerned parents, while

they can agree in principle that competition should be curbed, are

not prepared'to pull their own child out until everyone else does.

Ofte%n the most articulate parehts in opposition tQ competition

are thosd devoting the greatest private effort towards pushing

their children forward. My prize example is a principal of one

of the middle schools I visited Sitio constantly complained about

the pressure that parents placed on his-school to stress academic

over other school activities; yet this principal had guided his

,-son to success in the entrance exam

school, Rakusei. There is also the

to Kyoto's, most famous private

story of several Kyoto

principals whol'Upon retirement, joined hands- in opening a large juku.

Thus, there, are many whosildntly support Japan'i-ldading groups
,

.
.

,
,

.-
,

in their preference for Maintaining, the competitive system. --

Public Policy and Private Schools

While the central government and the universities flounder

in their attempts to reform the examination system, several local

governments have. in recent years imitate the Kyoto "democratic"
/'

//high school system which has a reputation for reducing many of the

pressures associated with preparation for entrance examinations,.

The Kyoto system was originally developed during the Occupation

period in conformity with the "neighboi.hood'school" principle. In

contrast to the traditional hierarchy .of secondary schools, each_

institution was to be equal'in quality. 'Qualified students who

wished to go to a high school would enter their neighborhood high.

-

school rather than worry about competing for entrance to a "best"

4 61
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'school. The uniform high quality of the high schoolsyould in

theory enable all high school students to receive adequate college

preparation while at the same time participating in a well-rounded

program of extracurricular activities.

t At the begiAning
1

of the postwar period all of Japan's

prefectures were encouraged to institute wsystem-similar to the

Kyoto arrangement. However., from the mid-kifties most reyerted

'to .soMe variation of the traditional hierarchical system. In the

most extreme case, a prefecture-would place all of,its high students

in a single "large competitilid system:. Students who achieved the

highest scores on an entrance exam were adMitted to the best high

schools-w 'le those who did.not do as well were required to.attend

lesser hi h. schopls; or, if they preferred, those of the latter group

could sit out fora year of exam preparation and compete again for

entry to the best hj)gh schools. From the point of view 'of maximizing

student prospects for success in the elite university entrance exams,

the large district system would appear.. to be superior. At concen-

trates the cream'of a prefecture's youth in a superior high school'

where, in a context of mutualbstimulatioh, tla exceptional yOuth

cover material at an accelerated pace.. In contrast, the neighborhood -

principle esults in placing bright students in classrooms with

others wt earn at a slower pace and offers less academic stimulatibn.
,.

. However, the large district system leads to an explicit rankling of
.

.

,..409couth and also fosters adolescent an le y over their prospects of
. .

4

getin4 into the best high schools Kyoto edutitors, influenced by

the:6galitirian ideology of the t achers' union, have maintained
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Ust

that these costs of the large district systemare too great to

justify-its theoretical benefit of'previding;a favourable setting

for outstanding youth., To buttress their positiOnl.Kyoto-educators,.

have periodically compiled'reports purporting to show thattheir

system enables Kyotoites todo well in the exam competition while
.. -

avoiding its costs. For example, it is the case that Kyoto youths
.

. /
.

have one of the highest rates of college attendence of all pre-
.

fectureisand.that a..ditoportiOnite number'of Kyoto high school 1

1

graduates have succeeded in the entrance exams to Tokyo' university
( .

1

and Kyoto University, Japan's two most prestigiots higher educational
*

institutions. At the same time, Kyoto's.youth-suicide 'rate and its
. .

rate for "hate-schoolere (long ''Merin school absentees known as
-

gakuo kirain. i n)
/

are low.8
I.

For over a decade the Kyoto goyernment stood alone as the
.

defender of the so-cilled democratic neighhorhood system. However,

radical educators tILroughout the nation were. impressed with the

Kyoto example and a

/

ious to see' it adopted in their a eas. Since

the lath' sixties, rogressive parties have 'won elections in several

of the local area whe;e'radical'educators are numerous. Responding
1

to.the edtcators' preference several of these newly constituted pro-,'

gressive governments have -abandoned their large systems and re- ..

.

introduced the democratic model. Yet contrary to the kyoto
.

experience,

their reforms have not. responded as anticipated.' In far to many

.cases; the brightest students of these districts have shown their

distrust for the public sector reform by refusing to attend a public

high school. Instead, theseyouths have elected to attendthe more

4 6,3
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expensive and exclusive private*schools which provide instruction

designed for the specific purposek,f exam preparation.

Tokyo provides the most drmatic example. Prior to the

'reforms, Tokyo praCticed the large-district system-- and-several -of

*Tokyo's public high schools were among the nation's, leaders it' */'

490-

9

sending graduates t, elite universities. 1970, immediately .;

following Tokyo's shift to the teighborhood model, the competition
1.

.for well-kn wn non-public schools jumped and they.were.able to cream

the crop.'-' lready by 1972 Hibiyia andKoishikawee, two public high

schools whose students had alway excelled in the exam competition,

were displaced from the top ten-i igh schools supplying students to

Tokyo University. By 1976 only one public high school has among .the

top4ten, and this school was in the neighbbring prefecture of

Saitama, which uses the large district system., The top school was

the private, exam-oriented Nada,Koko of distant Hyogo prefecture.

The next three were attached schools to'nitional universities in

the Tokyo area, and the. remainder were private exam schools. Among

Tokyo's former strong public schools, only Nishi was in the top

twenty. 9
While,some from the public schools gained entrance into

well-known universities, these. schools were now largely sending their

graduates to second- and third-rank universities. Because the

.1 educational planners-tried to limit the geogralihical area from which
o

students might compete to enter the outstanding public.schools, they
4ruined the special climate of these schools. Moreover, they Probably

increased inequalityof opportunity: Whereas prior to the reforms

the best,schools.were in the comparatively inexpensive public sectbr,
/

A/.after the reforms the -best schools came to be located largely pl the

Jmore'costly private septor.

464
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. Shocked by,the failure of its "democratic" experiment,
-

Tokyo is now attempting a slow retreat. Other progressive-

controlled piefectdres are uncertAn of' what to do. Wherda4.

they -oppOse-the -elitist:large-distriCt systemrs-they-lear a7

repeat of Tokyo's mistake and of Kyoto's possible fate.. The

Tokyo experiment:points-out the difficulty of, achieving an,

educational poliCy goal through reform of thi public sector when
4`

a large number of equivalent institutions' are in the priyate..-

sector, protected from the influence' of public sector planners.t
,This. is perhaps the biggest dilemma.mow, being Confionted by the

Japanese school system.
';.

...The Future of Egalitarian Education

Theroblems Japan has encountered in 'alleviating the strain
.

of the exam system illustrate the complexityjof the` edicational
... .1,

., -
. ,

.

system. In the face of_.this complexity-it is impossible to make
..

precise prOjections for the systems fixture.- HoWever, we would like
- 4

... +

to conclude this study with a few obsekvations on forces that infldence
.

. - 1

the egalitarian character.of.the syttems educational outcomes.
.

* - . ,

.
.

First, let us consider the ifip;icatilansof the exam system: '

,
.
,

..

Despite its failings,
.

the
.1

examination competition as currently

ptruCtured.actually reinf4ces certain of; the Offects_of Japan'*s
'.. ' 0 ,

egalitarian education.' Most.Japandse youths are ngt exposed to the.
' - . .. .

.

competition until the latterApart of middle school. By that time
! ..,.. .

.t.

they have already-internalized-egaliWian values whIch dispose,
: . lig:', 4 4' them- tc3_ rect negatiirely toward the competitive .pressures . Egalitarian0.4

.11

values seem to draw.Youth.together in a collectiveunity even ae
4

.

A.
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th ,examination system seeks to pull them apart and send them on

diverse paths to adulthood. -

In the future, however, if the examination system is nol

ie)ormed,It it conceivable that the examination competition till

'trickle down to affect more youths at earlier stages in their

_socialization. While most
1

youth will continue to attend public..
.

,

primary schools, theselschools may.decline as a central life interest.

.

.:.
.

.

.,
,

,

.

Even in Ile.prirtiary school years, youth will becomeinvolved in the..,,

world of juku,Trivate1tutdts,* and intensive study. If increasing

' numbers of private schcLa yOUth are caught up inhe pressure-to
...

4
,

prepare for exams, they may become oblivious to the egalitarian

lessons of their primary. schools. While parents and teachers will
. i

react to this with ditsday, there are other groups in Japanese
1

society who, believi dr.tication should do more to nurture indi-

vidual abilities and prkcti skills, will welcome this trend.

. -.....-.
.

this
l

i

4

1 A. second threat to the ture of egalitarian education is
1

'

f ,

thelprospect of political victo .A.Jay progressive political forces..
I

i

Most
I .Most political, observers believe it it only a matter of time

,
I

n 9

before the conservative Liberal Democratic Party will be displaced .

by a government reflecting progressive forces. In the past, a

key ingredient in the:Japan Teachers' Unions ability to influence

classroom teaching was its position as a critical and mistreated

outsider. The union's continuirisi-bactle with the government has

enabled it to generate a creative vision of egalitarian education

which has appealed to the rank and file teacher. In the absence

of conflict with government, it is not known whether the union will

be ,ble to continue to' generate' new pedagogical insights or excite
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the ordinary _teacher with the need to persist in the "conscientious

practice of egalitarian education, It is possible.that the union

may become preoccupied with promoting a series of practical demands -

I
better salaries, a fiveklay w k week, and a less demanding curri-

culum. It.will be difficult r.a progressive government to

resist these demands. Yet if a future regime makescthese concessions,

it will_be weakening several of those distinctive characteristics

of Japanese education which are most central to its egalitarian

achievements.

e

b

In the event of a progressive victory, Japan's, radical

ucators will have to face up to the problems inevitably encountered

those who rule. Throughout the postwar period, radical teachers

ve'carried on a vigorous campaign of protest against the conser-

vatives's 'utilitarian and meritocratic policies.' The'radicals

have charged that the conservative policies.underqie.the exam-------

competition and most of the other problems that trouble Japanese

education. As the radical forces gain control of local governments

- and increase their participation at the centeri-ihey will be under

pressure to remedy these deep-seated problems. Ye-bit is not at

all clear that they are armed with viable solutions. One of the

policies that radical educators have persistently urged is Kyoto's

"democratic" high school system, yet we have already observed the
ti

difficulties that were encountered when this system was itated

by the Tokyo metropolitan government. ReceAtly, in' chi pre-

fecture/ a progressive government assumed office d -gan to reform

the educAional system. While affirming its ide lo ical commitment
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to equal opportunity, taxis government found it had to treble the

tuition for public kin ergartens as well as increase fees in the

public high schools in order to pay for its reform programs.

The'Japanesb public is carefully watching the new progressive

governments that have already gained officeAn several ,,local areas,

but these regimes have shown little promise of alleviating the

)(problems that _their political spokesmen formerly blamed on the

conservatives. Insofar as progressive regimes fail to make headway

on these problems, the public is likely to withdraw its respect

for these regimes and for their political'ally, the teachers' union.

If this occurs, egalitarian education will be threatened.

Contemporary Japanesesociety faces .a condition that has\
never before been encoun d by an advanced society. Over'the

c urse of indUstrialization educational systems have' been relied

on teach young people their place: to tell those who did well

in school that they were bright and deserving of social status; to

tell others that they should settle for less. Postwar Japanese

education has failed to teach its pupils these leSsons. It has

encouraged all to do well in schoolland a large proportion have

responded admirably. In Japan today, nearly all youths attend high

school and the vast majority wish to go on to, college. These youths,

while they appreciate their individual strengths and weaknesses,

are not inhibited by deep feelings of elitism or itferiority. They

feel equal to each other and ask society to treat them accordingly.

Adult society has been dismayed by these demands. Given

rapid growth and a need for youth labor and commitment, however,,

46,8,
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-
adult society has attempted a modest accommodation. Thus, we fi.d

traditional hierarchies are not as steep as they once were, and

young people are given responsibility and challenge at an earlier
.

age than. their predecessors. In certain respects, Japan may be

ahead 4 other advanced societies in its concessions to youth. But
%

.

will thesse trends continue, oriWill a backlash set in? The egali-
,; ...

tarian experiment is stilr'in its infancy.
, , .
\ ,

0

-.A.101.10.11.
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